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Training for Ethic atom and Administrators of Children with Handicaps.

Portage Project TEACH Yrraininc fc,r Educators and Administrators of

Children with Handicaps) was funded by the Region. V Head Start office in 1979.

TEACH staff was charged with the task of providing training and technical

assistance to Head Start programs in Regjon V on development and implementation

of Individual Service Plans (I.S.P.$). In the first year, a comprehensive

needs assessment survey was conducted to determine what Head Start programs

were already doing in this regard and to delineate additional training and

technical assistance needs. As a result of the survey, an intensive four-day

workshop was developed which covered the subject areas of screening, diagnosis,

educational assessment, component assessment, development and implementation

of the I.S.P. and transitioning into the public schools. In the first three

years of its existence, over 1,000 Region V Head Start staff members repre-

senting over 120 agencies participated in the TEACH training. Follow-up

efforts indicated that a large majority of the programs have implemented

many of the suggested procedures. This training guide represents a further

effort to disseminate information so that Head Start programs can continue

to upgrade their capability of providing quality services to all children and

specifically to children with handicapping conditions.

11'. :
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OVERVIEW OF TRAINING CONTENT

This training guide has been developed to assist Head Start programs develop

and implement Individual Service Plans (1.S.P.'s). Screening, diagnosis,

educational and family assessment, development and implementation of the

Individual Service Plan, and transitioning are the subject areas covered.

The following synopsis offers a start-to-finish perspective of the entire

I.S.P. process.

Screening is an important integral part of the Head Start program. All

children are screened in the areas of education and health; This occurs

prior to or upon entering the program. Screening is basically a detection

procedure through which we identify or "detect" children who may be in need

of further evaluation and special services because of physical, emotional

or developmental problems. The results of the screening test do not tell

why a child is delayed or what to do to help the child or plan curriculum.

The educational screening is a standardized test and can be administered

by teachers and/or teacher aides who have been trained in the screening

procedures. Health screening will generally be completed by nurses and/or

doctors.

Those children identified by the screening process as high risk are referred

for a diagnostic evaluation to a team of qualified professiona]s who are

trained in assessing handicapping conditions. Diagnosis provides a

comprehensive evaluation of the children referred. It determines.if a

child has a handicap. These professionals are to use the legislated

categorical definitions and diagnostic criteria to report a child as having

a handicapping condition. They may not use testing instruments or procedures

which may penalize children with sensory impairment or youngsters with

different language or ethnic backgrounds and they are encouraged to use

functional, developmentally-based assessment tools.

The Administration for Children, Youth and Families requires that the

determination of a handicapping condition is the responsibility of the

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Introduction 1



professional diagnosticians, not local Head Start staff. This means that

each Head Start program should request diagnostic information concarning

a child with a handicapping condition in such a way that (a) it can be

readily reported in the annual survey of handicapped children in Head

Start in accordance with the categorical definitions and diagnostic

criteria and (b) it includes recommendations on the basis of functional

assessments in order that parents, teachers and others can best work with

the child to enhance his/her potential.

After screening, all children receive an educational assessment. This

assessment is a systematic evaluation procedure. The results outline

information on the child's level of functioning in all developmental.areas

(cognitive, social/emotional, fine motor, gross motor, language, self-help).

Assessment procedures help to identify a child's strengths and needs. Unlike

screening procedures that yield a "thumb-nail" sketch of a child, assessment

instruments yield more specific information that can be used to develop

goals and objectives, to plan daily curriculum activities, and to monitor

the child's progress on an on-going basis.

4

Component assessment is completed for each family in order to document and

plan for expressed family needs in the areas of health, nutrition, social

services, and parent' involvement.

When screening and assessment procedures are completed, and if possible,

the diagnostic evaluation, the Individual Service Plan can be written.

This plan is a statement of the needs of a child and family and outlines

the manner in which these needs will be met. All children need individual

programs, but children with handicapping conditions require more detailed

planning to meet their special needs.

Most public schools call this plan an I.E.P., or Individual Education

Program. This plan covers the educat:lorial needs of the child specific to

the area of the handicap. The plan in Head Start addresses all educational

needs of the child, as well as nee a other component are,:s such as health,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Introduction 2



nutrition, parent involvement and social services. Head Start Programs

in different regions vary in what they call the plan. This training

guide calls it the Individual Service Plan or I.S.P.

Although the name of the plan may vary, the content remains the szti.. The

Individual Service Plan must contain the following components:

-Current Level of Functioning: this is a statement of the child's present

strengths and needs in the educational area. It is a summary of infor-

mation obtained during screening, assessment and diagnosis.

-Long-Term Goals: these goals indicate what the child and parent will

be able to do by the end of the year. Goals are written for all component

areas.

-Special_ and Related Services: a list of services to be provided to the

child and/or family, such as speech therapy, counseling, medical services,

etc., and who will provide these services.

Initiation and Duration of Services: the date special services will begin

and an estimate of the length of time those services will be received.

-Person(s) Responsible: list the person(s) who will be responsible for

earring out or teaching each short-term objective.

-Evaluation Criteria: methods used to de.termine if the short-term objec-

tives have been achieved.

-lime Line: dates indicating when each objective was introduced and the

date it was achieved, and the review date of the I.S.P.

-Parent Approval/Signature: a statement signed by the parent(s) indicating

participation in the writing of the I.S.P. and approval of it.

-Short-Term Objectives: for each long-term goal a sequence of short-term

objectives is planned. Accomplishment of each short-term objective leads

toward meeting a long-term goal.

See the chart on page 6 for further delineation of these components.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Introduction 3



aged to familiarie themselves with the I.E.P. format used in their local

public school system and pattern their agency's form after it. This facili-

tates optimal transPion into the public school system and enhances com-

munication between the two agencies.

There are a number of ways to complete the I.S.P. Whatever the chosen

process, it is essential that parents are deeply involved in each step.

When parents are included in this procedure from the beginning, it is

more likely that their participation in their child's education will be

centinued. This guide suggests a two-step model for completing the I.S.P.:

a special home visit rind an I.S.P. conference.

The purpose of the special home visit, usually made by the teacher, is to

provide the parents with information necessary to ensure their full par-

ticipation in the I.S.P. process. This information includes: the purpose

of an individual plan, expectations and role of parents in the process,

written information on parent rights, screening/assessment results. At

this time also, areas of concern are pinpointed in each component area.

The end result of this home visit should be informed parents who under-

stand their roles and_rights in this process, and have had all questions

answered about the next meeting, the I.S.P. conference.

The purpose of the I.S.P. conference is to complete the I.S.P. in all

component areas as a team. This is accomplished by sharing all pertinent

information, to include screening/assessment results, diagnostic reports,

health/medical reports, social service forms, etc. The parents, classroom

teacher, and director (or designee) are key members of this team; individual

circumstances dictate the inclusion of others, for example, public school

personnel, component coordinators, diagnostician, etc. The parent always

has the option ( f bringing, an advocate to this meeting. In addition to

the writing of the I.S.P., a review date is set.

The next step is implementation of the I.S.P. which includes task analysis,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V __Introduction 4



individual activity charts, record keeping, classroom environment and

scheduling.

Lust, transitioning into the public school system is explored. This

section covers survival skills, factors that influence a smooth transition,

and ways to assist parents and children in their transitioning.

From start to finish, a comprehensive, logical and systematic plan will

g,reatly enhance the delivery of quality services to children with handi-

capping conditions. We sincerely hope this guide will be of assistance

to you in this endeavor.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Introduction 5
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.;plc alound tor tn)_ liner: :A vid:.; addlt Iona! :;mutce!;

Hi:on-Nation on work/-hop topics. These readinq5 are referenced

Aiiendix A. )Conhider makino these result/:en available' to

!Aoff.)

Pro-Workhop Th:iks: taskn and decHions that need t) be
uttended to hofore.preparations for the workshop can begin.

.1. Preparing for This Workshop: lists equipment, handouts, trans-

parencies, etc. that are needed to conduct the workshop,
reference materials that need to be read, and audio visual

materials that need to be ordered.

. Directions for Conducting This Workshop: outlines the step-

by-step procedures for presenting the content of the workshop.

Reference materials, masters of handouts, overhead transparencies,

worksheets and task cards are found at the end of each section.

This guide also contains six appendices. See the Table of Contents for

the information contained in each Appendix.

The cost of presenting these workshops is limited to producing handouts

and overhead transparencies, and equipment rental if necessary (video tape

recorder, audio tape recorder, overhead projector, transparency markers,

slide projector) .

These workshops can be scheduled in many ways, for example, all at one

time (a total of five days), in ten 11-day sessions, etc. The important

thing to remember is to present the workshops in sequence. The following

is a list of approximate lengths for each workshop: Screening, 2 hours;

Diagnosis, 1 hour; Educational Assessment, 2 hours; Component

Assessment, 1 hour; Rationale, 2 hours; Two-Step I.S.P. Process, 2 hours;

Current Level of Functioning, 3 hours; Long-Term Goals, 3 hours;

Behavioral Objectives, 2 hours; Short-Term Objectives, 3 hours; Task

Analysis, 3 hours; Activity Charts, 2 hours; Classroom Environment and

Schedule, 1 hour; Trarisitioning, 2 hours.

It is helpful to c-,articipants to have an agenda outlining the material

that will be covered for each workshop. Use adult-sized tables 3116

chairs, provide nutritious snacks, and have fun!

The following pages contain information to assist you in providing

quality training to your staff.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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!
ter ii[!, to h, covered and proved about the process

Cat A!hilt. leathikg, dreat hAve Already boon made. It ih widely

recogni.:ed ha: ajults within a wide range of mental capacities - retain

!heir learhit:d (apabilities throughout their life spans. The argument

that "!,!ou can't teaci An old dog new tricks" is very much outmoded. A

far more accurate view, as one educator has said, is that "there are many

tricks that only an old dog can learn." Some knowledge that is necessary

and i:NpuLl,ifit. For teachers is effectively learned only after sufficient

experience has; teen acquired through living and working.

Indic af.es that arty person who has had the basic intelligence to

learn certain varieties of knowledge and skill at age 20 will be equally

able to acquire knowledge and skill of similar types at age 50, 60 or more.

Ile may take longer to do so, but the acquisition hinges not on his age

but rather art the pattern of interests, motivation, and personal values

that has become part of his personAIity over the years. '1-;!e Leo to adot

o o iccc bIouht to t;k: caucat.oHa.e sctu-

,ztickl. Consequently, this leArni:,a situation should be designed to nurture

that Lb it; every feasible way.

In- service training, to be effective, needs to be constructed on the basis

of princii-les of learning. The following pages state and discuss those

principles.

PRINCIPLE 1: LEARNING DEPENDS ON MOTIVATION

The ciesc:':e to U_cz. must come, Rtimatay, .tom the ecaueA him/huLsa.

What the trainer and administration can and should do is to set up a moti-

vating training' situation and then maintain these motivating factors as

the training program continues.

The following factors can greatly influence the motivation of the participants:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Introduction 8



1. administrative support of the training content;

2. involvement of participants in planning the training;

3. a comfortable physical facility;

small group (20 or less) instruction;

5. :stress on the future utility of the ideas and skills being

presented and practiced;

6. frequent communication of "how things are going" during the

meeting;

7. efforts, built into each session, to relate new learning

to things already known; and

H. an affect of challenge and variety produced by the use of

the exercises, discussions, role play and worksheets.

PRINCIPLE 2: LEARNING DEPENDS UPON A CAPACITY To LEARN

Educational planning for adult employees must proceed on the assumption

that reopec thei"t capacity to eCaltil at aily age. An optimistic and

positive view should be taken of the mental equipment each person brings to

the learning situation. Few adults who are performing adequately in handling

their job assignment are incapable of new learning.

Lt is also realistic to assume that there will be trouble spots - occasions

when one or more participants might not grasp the meaning of an idea, or

mic;bt fight off trying to change a way of thinking, or might show other signs

of learning difficulty. The level of difficulty and the pace of presentation

should be based on faith in the capacity of the participants to move forward

steadily.

PRINCIPLE 3: LEARNING DEPENDS UPON PAST AND CURRENT EXPERIENCE

Our training design assumes that adutts mal exUbit manked ciAltcekeilce,s

the 6taitqduae (2,.soctAces thcy Lvt.iila to a tcataing 6itaatiou. These differences

are more pronounced among adults than among school children, because life

experience has a scattering effect - that is, each person's total experience

will differ increasingly, over time, from the total experiences of other

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Introduction 9



persons. Consequently, iu the dove ipmeht. err Id1.1 pr',`It

trainers must be ready to cope with a wide ranc,e o( eApabilities among

the p.4rsticipant.s ih each group.

Readi..ess to i.ipe with ,:ariat ions in iearing eapacitie,; ensenti ti, nd

can be demonstrated in several ways. ,:!:;11:;:iiONS and exercises pull par-

ticiikults together, drawing upon what i.s most likely to be familiar to all

of Lhem as a result of their work backgr9und. Ample opportunities For

feedback serves to keep the trainer posted as to the degree which the

group is moving along together in absorbing the training conivt. Worksheets

provide a measure of the learning range within the group, and furnish use-

ful clues for modifications of training in future sessions.

Some persons may feel less informed and less experienced than others in the

group, and may tend to hang back in order to avoid einbarrassment. A friend-

ly and informal atmosphere helps to counteract this tendency. The trainer,

of course, has the responsibility for drawing these people out and for main-

taining reasonably even progress among the participants.

PRINCIPLE 4: LEARNING DEPENDS UPON ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT OF THE

LEARNER

Active involvement in the learning process is even more important for effec-

tive learning in adults than it is in children. ACt4OH icundamentat

the c,teatou ad maiatcaance oi iuteAc,Yt 4n te_aui.ng jienr knowadge

When adults are kept in a passive, dependent role, in which the teacher tells

them what they should know, their interest rapidly dwindles.

However, it is important to recognize that activity is not something to be

carried on just for its own sake. If teachers are called on to be active,

they will profit from the specific activity only to the extent that it makes

sense to them. The essence or central idea behind the activity must relate

to what the teachers themselves perceive as their interests and needs, either

as they exist at present or as they are foreseen for the relatively near

Portage Project- TEACH Region V
Introduction 10



future. When the autivity is pelceived as relevant, the knowledge that it

intended to ::'onvey is learned much more quickly and permanently than that

which is absorbed passively.

Activities, involving problem solving, application of new skills, role play,

and writing provide an opportunity to test out the thinking of the partici-

pants, and to explore whether the learning could be used in their work and,

if so, how this could be done. The preliminary homework assignment is also

viewed as lk7ing an active function, inasmuch as it would increase the

capacity of each participant to enter into the discussion. The trainer's

role is also active. Unless the materials provided present variety and

challenge, the trainer is just as subject to loss of interest and decline

in performance as are the participants.

PRINCIPLE 5: LEARNING Is ENHANCED BY PROBLEM SOLVING

Adults are continually confronted, of course, by problems of varying diffi-

culty and importance in all areas of their lives. Teachers will expect the

training program to deal with problems relevant to their everyday concerns,

and to provide an experience that would help them in coping with future job

challenges. The f!iaining content and 6o- mat, thcLe6me, must be Leati_stic

aiut C.UII.S&!a ueAti_aC, olc/ict.619 uppo4tunai.e,s to tenk out oobtems they wilt

eucouitteA CH thec fobs. In this type of training situation the participants

can try out and appraise the recommended new knowledge or skill, checking it

against what they already know and deciding for themselves whether it-makes

sense.

PRINCIPLE 6: LEARNING EFFECTIVENESS Is DEPENDENT UPON FEEDBACK

:eedback should be understood to mean the information by which the learner

determines what is going on and how well he/she is doing. He/she gathers

clues and indications from what the trainers say and do, from the behavior

of other participants, from the reading of handouts, and from his/her own

reflections on the events taking place.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Introduction 11



bas( ;(2A,d6ac. mcivate Cecvm,61L1, Feedback accom-

plie:-, this by rewarc:ing the learner through: 1) recognizing his/her

contributions to the Ineet.(j; 2) validating that he/she is on the right

track; and 3) helping him /her to identify the additional knowledge or

skills to enhanc'2 both selt-stistaenion and value as an employee.

To Ihiove the:, e ends, the learning situation must be constructed With

liberal opportunities for feedback. The trainer has the cricical

rsponsibility for developing these opportunities. Your tone and manner

in imvidirg feedback should be positive and encouraging; sarcasm or

rigienle is virtually always fatal to effective learning. Adults will

learn under 1;nch treatment, but their learnirra processes will be directed

away from, rather than toward, the objectives of the program. They will

Learn that meetings are punishing experiences which are to be avoided

or resisted by any feasible means.

The ,trainer must choose activities that build in a variety of feedback

avenues. All such activities are directed toward the establishment and

maintenance of two-way lines of communication between a trainer and par-

ticipants and among the participants themselves.

PRINCIPLE 7: LEARNING IS ENHANCED BY AN INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE

AND THE FREEDOM To MAKE MISTAKES

Training planners need to be aware that the meeting atmosphere will be pre-

conditioned by the quality of the relations that exist generally in the

agency and specifically among the participants. Such relations may range

through many graduations, from the stiff, distant, and suspicious to the

easy, close, and friendly. Whatever their quality, they will be brought into

the meeting room. For the trainer, one o6 the mort immedZate key objective4

,Ls to ensute 6ceeing6 c6 com6o/Lt and acceptance among paAtAlcipantz. This

is done much more by deed than by word. The leader must act to make the

situation one in which people may speak out, fumble for answers, argue

freely, and so on, without embarrassment or scolding.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 1,3 Introduction 12



The trainer is obligated to make the training situation pleasant but purpose-

ful. Inliomaity and dmonati,c. 'Acatmcat aAc not CY45 tilt thentoctv; Viet(

cowl,Lcbms that pninc't ooductuc teatacik/g to OCCUA. mo.ke necAirty.

PRINCIPLE 8: LEARNING IS AUGMENTED BY NOVELTY, VARIETY, CHALLENGE

Engaging and maintaining the interest of participants is fundamental to any

effective educational meeting. It is frequently observed that children have

short attention spans; the same characteristic is also common among adults.

To hoCd the. iptcAc,.st 06 pan-ti.cipant3, Hovaty, vattlety, attd chaZecuge mu :St

he ,Ice,i_beatety mptoyed by Vuti_neu.

Social motivation or interest can be augmented by an informal atmosphere

and scheduled coffee breaks. At any point during the meeting the trainer

might, of course, make use of questions, move to new materials, or select

whatever activity and pace her/his sense of the situation calls for.

Interest can also be maintained by the fact that each session involves new

subject matter but is built on what has gone before.

Source: Hosi al Continuing Education Project. Training and Continuing

Education: A Handbook for Health Care Institutions. Chicago:
Hospital Research and Educational Trust, 1970.
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Th] basic premisc,! upon whit- 'his t raining is based is "learning 1r.. doing".

N't.ivf. involvement in tio. proccl.;:.; is oven more important !or

leArning Hi taults than it i.. in children. Lecture, (1,.m,11-

!;trdtit)ti, discussion, simulations, and brainstorming at

throughout these training ,Jessions. The role play technique is used u..)

pt act. let the sk i i I :; it ,led to write an Individual Service Plan.

Rule plays draw from real-lite events, present factual information about.

persons in a true-to-life situation, and require active involvement of

participants. The general objective of the role play technique is Lc)

.ievelop more effective on-the-job behavior. For the workshops on current

level of functioning, lone -term goals, and short-term objectives, each

patticipant. will be assigned one of the following roles: teacher, parent,

handicap coordinator, social scrvices/parent involvement coordinator, or
health/nutrition coordinator. Assuming their new role and using infor-

mation abo6t one child anti family, these team members move realistically

through the process of writing an I.S.P.

Providing adequate and appropriate information about an individual child

and family is critical to the success of this role play. After roles are

assigned, a packet of information must be provided for each participant.

and should contain the information that the person in that role would

normally have. This training guide contains sample packets of background

information on an individual child, Michael Jones, and his family for use

in the role play of an I.S.P. conference (Appendix P) . However, you may

wish to personalize this training by using information on a child ,tnd

family from your agency.

'Appendix E outlines the steps necessary to develop your own I.S.P. packets

including: compiling all available screening (health and developmental),

assessment (educational and component), and diagnostic information avail-

able on one child and family; dividing this information into packets for

teacher, parent, health/nutrition coordinator, handicap services coordin-

ator, and social service/parent involvement coordinator, and as an option,

developing a video tape that demonstrates the screening and assessment

processes.

21
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DISCUSSION STRATEGIES

BRAINSTORMING

Brainstorming is a creative problem-solving exercise used to collect large

number of responses in a short time. An idea, topic, situation or problem

is given to participants as individuals or small groups. The goal is to

generate as many responses as possible in the allotted amount of time. All

responses should recorded.

The key to successful brainstorming is to encourage all ideas and responses

no matter how small or inconsequential they may seem. No comments, judge-

ments or discussion should be made during the brainstorming session. Encour-

age participants to be as creative and imaginative as possible and remind

them that any response might be just the one to initiate a chain of new

thoughts and ideas from others.

ROUND ROBIN

Divide into small groups (3-8). Have each group choose a recorder. After

a topic or problem is given to the group, a time limit is set (usually

5-10 minutes). The group then brainstorms ideas while the recorder tran-

scribes all responses. Announce when one minute remains.

The recorders from each group then stand and, one at a time, they share

one of the responses stated in their group. If any of the other groups

have the same response, they cross it off of their list. Once all of the

ideas on a list have been shared, the recorder sits down. The last recorder

standing shares any remaining ideas on his/her list.

This can also be done without dividing into groups by having participants

individually brainstorm and list their own responses. All participants

stand and take turns sharing until their lists are exhausted.

0
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GROUPING STRATEGIES

count off by 3's, 4's, etc. depending on desired group size.

2. Group by color of training folders or by nuobers placed inside each

training folder.

3. Hand out (:ards with pictures, stickers or numbers. Participants

match cards and group accordingly.

4. Distribute single parts of 4-6 piece puzzles. Groups are formed

as puzzles are assembled.

TI1 participants the number of people you want in each group;

participants form groups themselves.

G. Have exact number of tables and chairs set up. As participants

fill the room, they will be seated as a group.

7. Put pictures or names of objects that can be classified on cards;

e.g., different kinds of furniture, clothing, animals, toys, etc.

Each participant chooses a card from the "hat" and joins a group

with others whose cards contain the same category of objects. This

can also he done by putting the pictures or names of objects inside

each training folder.

8. For teams of two, place the names of words that go together on

separate sheets of paper. Have participants draw a name and find

their partners. Examples of words that go together are: fish/chips;

fine/dandy; high/dry; fiddle/faddle; ball/chain; free/easy; milk/honey;

ham/eggs; thick/thin.
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during the training seion, you will need to give partici-

panLs i heost. The following energifs have been successful in renew-

-!it.h!Ai.Am and (Jn rating group spirit among participants. This

is only a start, add to it with ideas of your own.

1 Name Game Bingo
Make and duplicate the Bingo sheet below, one per participant;

adjust the number of boxes to one less than the total number of

participant and include yourself in the count. The game is

played by asking each player to find other players who fit the

;cription in each box and having them write their name in the

aii)ropriate box. A different name must be used for each box;

players do not sign their own name to their bingo sheet. The

first one who fills every box yells "Bingo." After all players

are seated, start with the "winner" and have the other players

tell what they know about him or her by reading the box that has

that person's name in it. Repeat this with each player.

N3r, 63Ire

liar met a Is a creative

celefrity cook

Leen to
the Grand
Canyon

Has used an
outhouse

CtInks more than
ntx cups of

cnffee per day

Has an
Idol

,.1hcf with a
group

Has a clatz
to fame

1, a L:0,7,d

teller

Has won a Han teenage

trcgny

Has been to
Porta,e.

Has c,:e than
f ,ur

nan:to

Plays a Has had palm

MIR teal read

ns t rcznen t

Will do any-
thing ft'r

chocolate

2. I Saw A Bear
There are three lines and 4 actions to this activity. Have partici-

pants stand shoulder to shoulder in a line facing in the same direction.

The leader is positioned at one end of the line. As leader, you say

to the person next to you "I saw a bear." She/he will than ask you

"Where?" You then answer "Over there." At this pointyou will perform

an action. This same routine will be repeated by the next two people

in line - the person next to you and the person next to him/her. This

will continue until the entire line of players has repeated the lines

and action(s). There are four rounds i.. this game: the lines are the

same for each round, but each round will ADD another action to the

previous actions; therefore, by round four, each player will be doing

all four of the actions.
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Lines: "I saw a bear." "Where?" "Over there."

Actions:
Round 1: raise your right arm up and out to the side as if you

were pointing to something in the sky;

Round 2: raise your loft arm up and out to the side;

Round 3: look up (raise your head straight up);

Round 4: kneel down on your knee;

As the last person gets into this final position, the leader says

"I saw a bear" and alter the response of "where?" pushes with his/her

hip to knock the line over. Since participants are close to the

ground, they usually fall over like a row of dominoes. Ask any individ-

uals with physical disabilities or limitations to sit this activity out.

3. Elephant/Giraffe
Ask participants to form a circle. One person (the leader for the

first round) stands in the middle of the circle. This person

extends one arm with pointer finger extended, closes his/her eyes,

turns around, stops, opens eyes, and says either "Elephant, 1,2,3"

or "Giraffe, 1,2,3." The person being pointed at does one of two

things: for "Elephant 1,2,3", the person fists both hands, placing

them one on top of the other and bringing them to his/her nose; for

"Giraffe 1,2,3," the person clasps hands together and raises them

directly over head. This is to simulate the trunk of an elephant

or the long neck of a giraffe. The persons on either side of the one

pointed to are also involved. For "Elephant," the persons fan out

their hands and place them by the ears of the middle person, to

simulate big ears. For "Giraffe," the persons on either side bend

down and grasp and hold the ankles f the middle person, to simulate

long legs. The last of these three persons to assume the correct

position becomes "it," and stands in the middle. Remember: players

have only until the count of three to get into position, and the

person who is "it" must remember to count to three after the animal

is named. Animals can be added to increase the complexity, confusion,

and fun!

4. Scavenger Hunt
This game is fun to play when the participants are being divided into

I.S.P. teams for the first time. It gives them an opportunity to

work as a team in a fun activity before the work gets serious. The

procedure is to give each team a list of objects to collect and a

time limit within which to collect everything. Ten minutes is usually

enough time. Encourage teams to be creative. Here are some items

that have proven to be fun to collect.
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a metal nail fftle hair comb with decoration
pink kloenc!x matches with advertising

aspirin packet of sugar
rock or stone movie ticket stub

red pen band-aid
sugarless gum driver's license (specific expiration date)

Sears credit card flower
Parking ticket

5. Either/Or
This is a forced choice exercise and requires that participants chcosf
the "either" or the "or" and move to one side of the room or the other
as designated by the leader. Once a choice has been made and partici-
pants have moved to the appropriate side of the room, ask each persOn

to pick one person on teir side and share the reasons why they made
that choice. Then come 1):A together as a large group for the next

forced choice. Here are some suggested questions to pose:

"Are you more like an ' :ports car OR a cadillac?

San . :isco New York?

a sp.. -r( an eagle?

a daisy a rose?

ice cream popcorn?
piano a violin?

thunder lightning?

spring fall?

a mountain the ocean?

6 Ducks and Cows
This game requires a large open area. As a large group, practice making

cow and duck sounds. Encourage enthusiastic and whole-hearted repro-

ductions! Then leader tells each player secretly whether they will be

a cow or a duck. About half should be cows and half should be ducks.
Players will then close their eyes, and by making the sound of the

animal they were assigned they are to find all of the other cows or

ducks. The leader should supervise this activity so that nd player gets

away from the group or bumps into anything. More animals can be added

to.make the game harder to play.
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inu

1).-ide the group into six subgroups. Each subgroup has a secial Yord,

aug when the leader reads the story each time their word is said, they

make their sound.

The Queen With The Terrible Temper - GRRR

The Very Fat Son - KERPLUNK
The Very Thin Son WHEE

The Very Handsome So
The acautiful Princess WHISTLE

The Galloping Horse (slap knees like galloping)

bony ayo in a land far away The Queen With The Terrible Temper lived

very elegant castle at the top of a mountain. Now The Queen With

.. Terrible Temper had three sons. A Very Fat Son, a Very Thin Son and

S.,!1. The Queen With The Terrible Temper invited all the

prinotes e; the hiNd to come to her castle to meet her sons.

One day a Beautiful Princess came riding up to the castle on her

Horse. The Queen With The Terrible Temper invited the BeautHful

:::cess inside. The Beautiful Princess said, "I have come to see your

,low The (;:ueen With The Terrible Temper figured it would not be

hard to find a wife for her Very Handsome Son so she decided to get her

Very Fat Solt and her Very Thin Son married off first. So she sent for

her Very Fat Son. After. the Beautiful Princess had seen the Very Fat Son,

said to The Queen With The Terrible Temper, "Hilt don't you have another

son?" So The Queen With The Terrible Temper sent for her Very Thin Son.

After the Beautiful Princess had seen the Very Thin Son, she said to The

;.Icon With The Terrible Temper, "But don't you still have another son?"

The Queen With The Terrible TemPer said, "My other son is not ready for

marriage."

So the Beautiful Princess jumped on her Galloping Horse and rode away.

But the Beautiful Princess was not happy. She had heard about the Very

Handsome Son of The-Queen' With The Terrible Temper.

That night the Beautiful Princess came back to the castle on her

Galloping Horse. She snuck into the castle, tiptoed all around, discovered

the Very Handsome Son and proposed to him right on the spot. The Beautiful

Princess and the Very Handsome Son rode off. And The Queen With The Terrible

Temper had an even worse temper for she never saw her Very Handsome Son again.

And '-at is the story of The Queen With The Terrible Temper, her Very

Vat Son, her Very Thin Son, her Very Handsome Son, The Beautiful. Princess,

and her Galloping Horse.

2i
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Evaluation of Workshop

These questions are designed to give the trainer feedback as to the quality

of this workshop. Your assistance in completing this form will help to
ont.2:-It and 7lethod ;Dresentation.

Today's Date:

Trainer:

Overall the workshop was:

C,,htent of Workshop:

Excellent

Workshop Title:

1. I feel the information presented in this
workshop will help me in my work with
young handicapped children in Head Start.

The format or organization of the workshop
was appropriate.

3. The methods (group experiences, worksheets,
role play, lecture, brain storming) used
during this workshop were helpful for in-
creasing my knowledge and understanding of
the material.

4. The A.V. aids (transparencies, video tapes,
slide tapes, films) were useful as an
instructional tool.

Good

5. The handouts were useful as an instructional
aid.

6. The trainer demonstrated a thorough under-
standing of the subject(s) discussed.

7. The trainer individualized to meet my needs.

8. The trainer established and maintained rapport
with trainees.

9. The trainer presented material in a clear,
concise manner.

10. The trainer demonstrated effective speak-
ing style.

11. The trainer encouraged questions and answered

them sufficiently.

12. The trainer took an interest in my under-
standing of the subject matter.
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Overall:

1. What did you like best about the workshop?

List-recommendations you would make to improve the training content or format:

3. What will you implement as a result of the workshop?

4. What additional training do you feel you need in order to implement suggested

procedures?

5. Additional comments:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Introduction 22
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SCREENING

OVERVIEW

Screening is a fast and efficient process that helps to determine which

children should be referred for further. .evaluation. In Head Start, there

are two different types of screening: health and educational.

Health screening, is given to all children and must be completed within

90 days of program entrance. The health screening battery includes a

growth assessment, vision testing, hearing testing, urinalysis, hemat-

ocrit/hemoglobin determination, tuberculin testing, other community -

appropriate screenings, assessment of current immunization status and

a speech evaluation. This is done by trained medical professionals.

Educational screening is given to all children and it too must be com-

pleted within 90 clays of program entrance. The educational screening

generally covers the areas of language, cognition, motor and social-

emotional development. It can usually be administered by trained para-

professionals. For the purpose of this workshop, we will concentrate on

educational screening because it is in this area that the education staff

is most actively involved.

Standardized educational screening instruments are used to provide an

"overview" of the child's skills and give guidelines that determine if

a child should be referred for a more in-depth evaluation. The in-depth

evaluation will determine whether or not the child has a handicapping

condition and will specify necessary special services and program recommen-

dations. The resulting early identification of children with special needs

can help prevent and/or correct some handicapping conditions.

As a result of this workshop participants will:

1. define and state a rationale for screening;

review testing techniques; and

'3. critique the administration of a screening tool.
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BACKGROUND FOR TRAINER

in p:-,,Laration for ti?:ii7 workshop, the following readings are recommended

as sources of information thout_ screening. They are referenced in

Appendix A.

Identifying ftlndicapped Children: A Guide to Casefinding,

Screening, Dia,3nosis, Assessment, and Evaluation, Chapters 3,

8 and 9;

Screening, Assessment, and Educational Programming for Fre-

::;chool Handicapped Children: A Primer, pages 1-5.

Additional information about Screening is found in Appendix B, pages 23-38,

of this training guide.

PRE-WORKSHOP TASKS

1. If your program does not have a standardized screening instrument,

is considering a different instrument, or would like to evaluate the

instrument presently being used, read the articles in Appendix C

entitled, Choosing a Screening Instrument and A Selection of Screening

Instruments.

2. If your staff has not been trained to administer your agency's screen-

ing instrument, or if you would like to review what should be included

in such a training, read the article in Appendix C entitled, Training

Others to Use a Screening Instrument. The training outlined in

Appendix C may be presented in combination with the workshop outlined

here.

PREPARING FOR THE WORKSHOP

1. An important part of this workshop is a demonstration of the administration

of a screening tool. This may be accomplished in one of the following ways:

a. prepare a videotape of your screening tool being administered to

a child (see Appendix E);

b. arrange a live demonstration pi_ a ::creening administration with

Z child;
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c. arrange for participants to role play the administration of

your screening tool; or

d. borrow the videotape entitled TEACH- Screening Techniques

from your Resource Access Project (RAP). This videotape

will demonstrate administration of the Denver Developmental

Screening Test.

2. Obtain the slide tape entitled "Screening, Diagnosis and Educational

Assessment." This slide tape may be purchased for $45.00 from:

Chapel Hill Training-Outreach Project

Lincoln Center

Merritt Mill Road

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

It may also be borrowed free of charge from your Resource Access Project.

3 Duplicate the transparencies and handouts from the masters found at the

end of this section.

4. ftave available an overhead transparency projector, movie screen, trans-

parency marking pens, slide projector, and cassette tape recorder.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THE WORKSHOP

This workshop is presented in four parts:

1) a slide-tape presentation entitled "Screening, Diagnosis and Educational

Assessment;"

2) review of the definition and rationale for screening;

3) a presentation of testing techniques;

4) critique of the administration of a screening tool.

1. Introduce this session by showing the slide tape "Screening, Diagnosis

and Educational Assessment."

2 Display Transparency #1 and review the definition and rationale for

educational screening. Emphasize the fact that standardized tests

must be given the same way each time. They require that the examiner

follow the manual procedures exactly. Review the fact that all children

in Head Start receive a health and educational screening within 90 days
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of entrance into the program. The edu,:ational screening is best admini-

stered by trained teachers and aides. This provides the teacher and

aide with an opportunity to observe the child's skill level in various

developmental areas and to see how she/he interacts with the parent,

materials and with teaching staff. Further, it gives the teacher an

opportunity to establish a working relationship with the parent and

child.

3. Display Transparency 42. Participants can take notes on corresponding

Handout 41. Explain that the testing techniques that will be presented

are used in combination with the instructions in the screening manual.

These testing techniques will further assist the tester in obtaining

valid and reliable screening results. Discuss each testing technique

with participants.

TESTING TECHNIQUES

a Building rapport/settinqthe tone. Spend time talking with the

parent. Explain what you will do and why. Make it clear that the

screening instrument is not an I.Q. test nor can, it diagnose a

handicapping condition. Tell the parent that his/her child will

be asked to do some things she/he has already learned and some

things she/he has not yet learned. If the screening instrument

includes a parent interview form, fill it out at this time. Re-

iterate that the screening will only indicate if a more in-depth

evaluation is necessary. Invite the parent to sit in on the

session, if appropriate, but ask him/her to not prompt the child.

Explain that although the child may be able to do some things at

home that she/he may not do here, this is normal behavior. You

want to find out what the child can do in other settings with

different adults, and the fact that she/he can do it at home means

she/he is close to mastering the skill.

Before the testing begins, talk and play with the child and allow

him/her to explore the test materials. Make a smooth transition

into the actual test items.

3 0
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b. Presenting each item. Use child-sized table and chairs. Have all

materials necessary for screening ready and accessible. If the

parent is present, position him or her next to or slightly behind

the child to minimize distraction. Be sure materials are at a

comfortable position for the child to see and manipulate. Present

materials such as scissors and pencils, at midline, giving the child

the choice of using either hand. Present only one material at a time;

keep all other testing materials cleared away. If all the necessary

materials are not contained in the screening kit, use the follow-

ing suggestions to select materials: be consistent within your

program with size, shape, color and type of items; use primary

colors; use same colored blocks when presenting items such as

stacking and imitating a bridge. When presenting items to the

child, tell the child to perform the task, don't ask.

c. Distractions. Remove as many distractions as possible from the

screening area. Select a quiet area and position the child so as

to minimize any visual distractions. Remove pictures or objects

which might be distracting and place a sign on the door "Quiet

please, screening in session." Make sure there is enough space to

do the gross motor activities.

d. Reinforcement. Reinforce the child's effort, not the correct re-

sponse. Do this by giving the same reinforcement for correct and

incorrect responses, such as "good trying", "nice going", "you've

really worked hard". If more than one trial is given on an item,

reinforce after all attempts have been completed.

e. Arrangement of items. Begin and end the session with tasks the

child can be successful in completing. Try to arrange items so

the child does not have to sit too long.

f. Length of session. Attempt to schedule the screening session during

the time of day when the child is most alert. Observe the child for

signs of fatigue and change the routine or stop testing, if necessary.

Screening may be scheduled for two days for very young children or

for children with very short attention spans. If the child has a

great deal of difficulty staying on task; ask the parent if this is
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typical behavior and note the response. Also consider your own

fatigue point. Limit or vary your schedule so you can be as

fresh as possible for each new child and parent.

g. Problem situations. If a child is very shy or non-verbal, begin

the screening with items that do not require verbal responses.

You may also wish to begin the session with a simple game and/or

low level items that require only imitation responses. This will

help build in success and will encourage higher level performance

as testing continues. If you are unsure whether or not the child

passed an item, you may ask him/her to repeat the response. If

the parent continually intervenes in the test process, you may

ask him/her to sit in a place that is removed from the testing

situation but from which she/he can observe. Assure him/her that

you will answer any questions or listen to any concerns after the

test is finished.

4. Have participants observe a screening either on video tape or in an

actual demonstration.

5. Have participants list five good and five bad testing techniques ob-

served during the demonstration or video tape presentation and have

them additionally note informal. observations about the child. Suggest

that participants include such things as what activities the child

showed a preference for, attending skills, interaction between child

and parent or child and teacher. Encourage participants to be specific

in describing their observations, i.e., "the child smiled when she was

given the blocks" rather than "she likes blocks."

6. After the demonstration have participants share and discuss their re-

sponses. Clarify any questions or concerns they may have about the

screening probess.
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Screening
Transparency #1

S_creening_ IS DESIGNED TO BE A FAST, EFFICIENT

-ECHNIQUE FOR IDENTIFYING CHILDREN WITH POTENTIAL HANDI-

CAPPING CONDITIONS,

Screening RESULTS PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF THE

CHILD'S EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE,

Screening_ INSTRUMENTS ARE NORM REFERENCED (THEY

COMPARE THE CHILD'S PERFORMANCE WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF

OTHER CHILDREN IN HIS/HER AGE GROUP) AND THEREFORE MUST

BE STANDARDIZED.
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TESTING TECHNIQUES

1, BUILDING RAPPORT/SETTING THE TONE

PRESENTING EACH ITEM

3, DISTRACTIONS

REINFORCEMENT

'ARRANGEMENT OF ITEMS

6, LENGTH OF SESSIONS

7. PROBLEM SITUATIONS
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DIAGNOSIS

OVERVIEW

Diagnosis is the determination by professionals of whether or not a child

has a handicapping condition. This is sometimes done by an individual

professional but using a multi-disciplinary team is preferable. The

professionals will each see the child and conduct an in-depth evaluation

of the child's development in his/her area of expertise.

The purpose of this diagnostic evaluation will be:

1) to determine whether a handicapping condition exists;

2) to clarify the cause of the identified condition;

3) to develop a medical and/or educational treatment plan; and

4) to determine the appropriate services needed.

It will be necessary for the professional diagnostician(,) to obtain all

available information about a child in order to formulate an accurate

diagnosis. This information can be included in the referral and may

include screening results, observations, assessment results, information

about the family and home environment, health information and other per-

tinent knowledge from anyone involved with the child.

The diagnosis, or naming of a particular handicapping condition, may be

relatively simple and easily understood, or may be a name used to cover

a complicated set of factors. In either case,, once a diagnosis has been

made, it is impOrtant that everyone working with the child understands

the strengths, needs, expectations, limitations and recommendations foi

planning and working with the child.

This can best be accomplished at a staffing or case conference attended

by the diagnostician(s), appropriate Head Start staff and parent(s).

If necessary, the services of a diagnostician or special education con-

sultant should be available to assist the Head Start staff in developing

and implementing an Individual Service Plan.
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As a result of this workshop, participants will:

1. state the definition of diagnosis;

2. review the diagnostic process and discuss the teacher's responsibilities

in the diagnostic process;

3. define high risk signs and list six areas in which high risk behaviors

can be observed;

4. review the 10 Head Start diagnostic categories and the statutory

requirements of each one.

BACKGROUND FOR TRAINERS

The following readings are recommended as further sources of information about

diagnosis. They are referenced in Appendix A.

Identifying Handicapped Children: A Guide to Casefinding, Screening,

Diagnosis, Assessment, and Evaluation, Chapter 4; and The Diagnostic

Process.

You will find additional information about diagnosis in Appendix B, pages

23-38, of this training guide.

PREPARING FOR THIS WORKSHOP

1. Read Handout #1, The Diagnostic Process. If necessary, change any infor-

mation that does not correspond to your agency's procedure in the

diagnostic process. If changes are made, substitute transparency #2 and

Handout #1 with your own diagnostic process.

2. Duplicate the handouts and transparencies using the masters found at the

end of this section.

3. Have available an overhead transparency projector, and a movie screen.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THIS WORKSHOP

1. .Display transparency #1. Review with participants the four purposes of

diagnosis.

2. Display transparency #2 and refer participants to Handout #1. Review

each step of the diagnostic process with participants. Steps 1, 4 and

8 are the steps in which the teacher has a part in the diagnostic
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process. Further :iiscuss with the participants responsibilities of the

t,2, her in ttlesu 3 step:;. Include the following information:

STEP 1: the teacher is responsible for collecting information on a

child to he determine a need for a referral. This may be done by

observations, screening results or assessment results. The teacher

will observe the child and collect information that can be used as

part of a referral. This can be done by writing anecdotal notes, a

diary or narrative description, collecting data on a specific behavior,

completing an observation checklist or rz.ting scale, or gathering a

child's work examples. See the Section in this guide entitled Educa-

tion Assessment for more information in each of these procedures.

The teacher should also be aware of high risk signs (Handout #2).

High risk signs are behaviors that may indicate a child has a problem

and may need further evaluation. A child may periodically demonstrate

any one of these high risk behaviors and not necessarily warrant re-

ferral. If several of these behaviors are continually observed over

a period of time and in different situations, a child should be re-

referred for further evaluation.

The teacher is also responsible for administering the screening instru-

ment to all children and reporting any screening results that indicate

a need for referral to the Handicap Services Coordinator. The last

thing the teacher is responsible for in Step #1 is completing an edu-

cational assessment tool on each child. A common criteria used for

referral from an assessment tool is when approximately a 25% or more

:delay exists in one or more educational areas. If teachers have a

concern about a child's ability or behavior, encourage them to s7equest

that the Handicap Services Coordinator or any other qualified person

come into the classroom to observe in order to verify the teacher's

findings.

STEP 4: The teacher's responsibility in Step 4 will be to provide the

information discussed in Step 1 t6 the Handicap Services' Coordinator,.

This information is used to aid the diagnostician in evaluating the

child.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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:,TEP Me teacher will reyeiv informcAtion directly from the diag-

Hyi.! (i f v-,3s1blei lardicap 5ervice Ccordinator.

The information that :;har, will pertain directly to the child's

educational performance to include the functional assessment and the

child's strengths and needs. It will also include other pertinent:

information such as restrictions or limitations placed on the child.

This information will he used to plan the child's educational. program.

Display transparency 43 (Handout 03). Review with participants the

10 diagnostic categories used in Head Start.

Explain to participants that the diagnostician(s) will fill out a

diagnostic reporting form. This will verify that a child meets or

does not meet one or more of the Head Start diacno.,...L; criteria. The

form is then returned to the Handicap Services Coordinator.

The diagnostic reporting form is used for the annual handicap survey

to report the number of children in each category that the program

is serving. Stress that this form is used for no other purpose and

therefore is not shared with the teachers or passed on to the Public

School.
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HIU

DIAGNOSIS

INVOLVES LOOKING AT A CHILD AND HIS/HER ENVIRONMENT IN-DEPTH

FOR 4 PURPOSES:

1, TO DETERMINE WHETHER A HANDICAPPING CONDITION EXISTS.

2, TO CLARIFY THE CAUSE OF THE IDENTIFIED PROBLEM (IS

THE CHILD NONVERBAL DUE TO A HEARING IMPAIRMENT,

MENTAL RETARDATION OR LACK OF VERBAL STIMULATION?).

3. TO DEVELOP A MEDICAL AND AN EDUCATIONAL TREATMENT

PLAN,

4. TO DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE SERVICES NEEDED,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region u
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THE IAGNOSTIC PRICES

STEP 1: DETERMINE THE NEED FOP A REFERRAL.

STEP 2: DISCESS CONCERNS WITH PARENT(S),

STEP 5: CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE DIAGNOSTICIAN(S),

STEP 4: MAKE A REFERRAL.

STEP 5: CONTACT THE DIAGNOSTICIAN(S),

STEP 6: ATTEND THE EVALUATION,

STEP 7: OBTAIN THE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS,

STEP 8: SHARE THE DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS.
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Diagnosis Handout #1,
Page 1

The Diaqnostic Proce:-in

:;mt. ililtirt,rt will to, itir(tild in Hedd ;1-Jrt with a

r-vi()nn tlixth(tni r ()hvi(,nt; hinditp (!;t1(211

the :leverely involved child or a Down's Syndrome

child) and can be referred to the appropriate
diagnostician immediately for a categorical diag-

hosi:;. Other children may he referred as a resui

of the following four methods:

1) Observation: Adults who are working with the

child will observe the child's behavior and

abilities in many areas. They will note how

the child learns, performs tasks, interacts

socially, communicates, etc. They should be

attuned to high risk signs (Handout #2) as they

conduct this informal evaluation.

2) Screening: A standardized educational screening

instrument will be administered to every child

within 90 days of entrance into the program.
Results of the screening will indicate those

children in need of further evaluation.

3) Assessment: All children will participate in a

more in-depth evaluation that provides information

on a child's skills and deficits in the develop-

mental areas of motor, language, self-help,

socialization and cognitive/academic skills. A

common criteria used for referral is when approxi-

mately a 25% or more delay exists in one or more

of these areas.

4) Parent Referral: Many parents will note differ-

ences in the development of their child in re-

lation to others. If these concerns are an early

indicator of a problem, a referral may be made.

Handicap A home or center visit will be conducted with the

Services parent(s). Parent(s) are to be informed of screen-

Coordinator ing results, assessment information or any other

data collected to support the reason for a referral.

The purpose and procedure of a diagnostic evaluation

and parental concerns are to be discussed at this

time. Have some activities in mind that the parent

can do to assist the child. Parental permission for

a diagnostic evaluation must be obtained.



STEPS WHO HOW

Handicap
Services

Diagnosis Handout #1,
Pane 2

After it is established that a child will receive an
indepth evaluation and parental permission has been
,-btained, the appropriate diaanostician(s) are deter-

Iricordir:g to what the suspected handicapping
,',,edition is. The list below may servo as a guide
tine for selecting the primary diagnostician.

Suspected
Handicaoping Condition Primary Diagnostician

Hcaring Impaired/Deafness Physician/Audiologist/
Otolaeynologist

Speech Impaired Speech Therapist/Speech
Pathologist

Mentally Retarded

Learning Disabilities

Visually Impaired/Blind-
ness

Psychologist/Psychiatrist

Special Educator with
specific training in learn-
ing disabilities/Psychia-
trist/Psychologist

Physician and/or Opthalmolo-
gist/Optometrist

Emotionally Disturbed Child Psychiatrist/Psycholo-
gist

Physically Handicapped Physician/Orthopedist/
Neurologist

Health Impaired Physician/Pediatrician/
Neurologist

Note: It is the responsibility of Head Start to ensure
that the professionals used are appropriately
certified and/or licensed within that state to
make a diagnosis for educational purposes.

A professional diagnostic team can offer a comprehen-
sive view of the child. The team approach is to be
used whenever possible especially in cases of suspected
mental retardation, learning disabilities and severe
emotional disturbance. For example, in the case of
suspected mental retardation, professionals that might
be included are a speech therapist, psychologist,
special educator, and physician. These professionals
can offer a comprehensive medical and, educational
treatment program, each making contributions in his/her
specific area of expertise. It is recommended that at
least three professionals from different disciplines
serve as members of the team. Whenever possible,
linkages should be established with community agencies
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Step 5.
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diagnos-
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WHO HOW
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Services
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Services
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Diagnosis Handout #1,
Page 3

who will provide free diagnostic servic02. University-
affiliated srcidliry linics, mental health
clinics and public .'crlools are ()it:en places to locate

asy ca!Je make sure

'Se diagnostieinn(s) n bA.kgroand in diagnosing
Pr'-'!';'-'hool handicapping conditions.

Once permission has been obtained from the parent, the
referral process may begin. Below is a list of things
that should be included in a referral form.

I) Identifying information to include:
child's name, date of birth, parent(s)' name,
address, phone number, date of referral, referring
agency/individual;

2) Copy of "parental permission for diagnostic
evaluation' signed by the parent;

3) A clear explanation of why the child is being re-
ferred. Include screening results, assessment data,
observations, specific concerns or questions,
developmental or health history, and/or any other
information that might aid the diagnostician in
evaluation of the child;

4) A copy of Diagnostic Criteria for Reporting Handi-
capped Children in Head Start (Transmittal Notice
75.11) and a diagnostic reporting form;

5) Services the child is presently receiving;

After the Diagnostician(s) are chosen, contact by the
Handicap Services Coordinator will be necessary. This
contact is essential for developing a good working
relationship and for stating expectations. The

diagnostician must be informed of the Head Start
Diagnostic Criteria (Transmittal Notice 75.11), and
told how the results will be used. It is vital that -

the diagnostician(s) have a good understanding of what
the Head Start agency needs to obtain from him/her and
the follow-up that will be necessary.

The results expected from the evaluation should be
discussed at this time and should include:

a. determination of whether or not a handicapping
condition exists based on the Head Start Diagnostic
Criteria;

b. instruments/procedures utilized to make the
diagnosis (must be two or more);

c. realistic expectations for the child;
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WHO HOW

Handicap
Services
Coordinator/
Parent

Handicap
Services
Coordinator/
Parent

Handicap
Services
Coordinator/
Teacher

d. list of any physical limitations, special con-
siderations, special equipment, devices or
modifications required for the child;

t,.::ri(21-,t of strengths needs; and

a recommended treatment plan;

It is essential that at least one parent be at this
evaluation. Arrange transportation, babysitting, etc.
to ensure this. The Handicap Services Coordinator may
also wish to be present to provide suppert to the
parent and to answer questions.

The diagnostic results are given to the parent(s)
by the diagnostician(s). If there are any mis-
understandings or additional information needed,
the Handicap Services Coordinator will aid the
parent in obtaining this.

The Handicap Services Coordinator is responsible for
sharing the functional assessment and other pertinent
information with the teacher(s)
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Page 1

High Risk Signs

The following includes a sample of behaviors that may indicate a child is

having a problem and may need fnrther evaluation. A child may demonstrate

any Orie of these behaviors and is not :cessarily a sic;n of a problem.

If you continually oberv, evera1 of these you should refer the child for

further evaluation.

When using informal observation as an assessment, keep explicit records
of the behavior including frequency, intensity, and duration.

Vision

-squint, tilt or turn head look at angles

-closes one eye
-often bum' into things or falls on the playground
-frequently rubs eyes or complains that eyes hurt
has reddened, watering or encrusted eyelids
-sometimes or always crosses one or both eyes
-frequently holds book or other object too close to eyes

Hearing

-does not turn towards you when you call his name softly
- reaction upon a sudden noise
-attention during music or story time is less than 5 minutes
- observe childs speech
-use of gestures rather than words to communicate
- frequent earaches or running ears
-talks in a very loud or very soft voice
- turns the same ear towards a sound she/he wishes to hear
-does not respond when you call from another room

Social-Emotional

interaction with others
with adults resist separation from parents

shy away from new adults
excessive number of attention-getting behaviors

with other children - engage in solitary or parallel play only
avoid certain children or latch on to one particular
child

disrupt other childrens'play
over-react to unexpected stimuli (loud noises, sirens)
have few coping and problem solving behaviors

does not share and take turns by age 5
- does not play in group games such as hide and seek with other children by

age 4
- toileting problems at least once a week by age 4

- self-abusive behavior
-self-stimulatory behavior
-repetitive behavior 46
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Motor

-unable to balance on one foot for a short time by age 4
-cannot throw a ball overhand and catch a large ball bounced to him/her by

age
-ore ;id': of Ludy is more coordinated when walking or running

1,Ind are aky or clumsy when doing fine motor tasks
cannot cut with scissors by aye 4

Language

-cannot repeat common rhymes .or T.V. jingles by age 3
-is not talking in short sentences by age 4
i!; not understood by people outside the family by age 5

-does not follow simple verbal directions
- echoes questions or other verbal material after the age of 3

-is not talking at all by age 2

Cognitive

-can not answer simple questions about a story by age 3
-does not give reasonable answers to such questions. as "What do you do when
you are sleepy?" or "What do you do when you are hungry?" by age 4

-does not seem to understand the meaning of the words "today", '"tomorrow",
"yesterday" by age 5
-does not demonstrate simple problem solving such as completing puzzles,
following pattern for bead stringing by age 4

-does not demonstrate memory skills such as repeating short sequence of
numbers or telling what's missing from group of objects by age 5

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR REPORTING HANDICAPPED CHILDREN IN HEAD START

All childton f!';OrAtjd tho f(tIlowing caorie:;1 muf.A_ have been diacinosed by the

aPProPri,11-(= wh') wit-h cniljren wi!_h.these conditHonf; nnd hTive

certifictimn Ad/or liconure to make Lhot;e LiinTiones.

aLIADNE.3_5.

A child shall be reported as blind when any one of the following exist; (a) child

is sightless or who has such limited vision that he/she must rely on hearing and

touch as his/her chief means of learning; (b) a determination of :legal bliLdness

in the State of residence has been made; (c) central acuity does not exceed 20/200

in the better eye, with correcting lenses, or whose visual acuity is greater than
20/200, but is accompanied by a limitation in the field of vision such that the

widest diameter of the visual field subtends an angle of no greater than 20 degrees.

V I SUAI_LMTAI RivlEta (HANDICAP)I CAP )

A child shall be reported as visually impaired if central acuity, with corrective
lenses, does not exceed 20/70 in either eye, but who is not blind; or whose visual
Ecuity is greater than 20/70, but is accompanied by a limitation in the field cf
vision such that the widest diameter of visual field subtends an angle of no greater
than 140 degrees or who suffers any other loss of visual function that will restrict
learning processes, e.g., faulty muscular action. Not to be inauded in this cate-
gmy afte peA4ons whose vision With eyegZaz6e/s no4mat o t nea4ty

aEAFNESS

A child shall be reported as deaf when any one of the following exist: (a) his/her

hearing is extremely defective so as to be essentially nonfunctional for the oe-
dinary purposes of life; (b) hearing loss is greater than 92 decibels (ANSI 1969)
in the better ear; (c) legal determination of deafness in the State of residence.

HEARING IMPAIRMENT (HANDICAP)

A child shall be reported as hearing impaired when any one of the following exist:
(a) the child has slightly to severely defective hearing, as determined by his/her
ability to use residual hearing in daily life, sometimes with the use of a hearing
aid; (b, hearing loss from 26-92 decibels (ANSI 1969) in the better ear.

PHYSICAL HANDICAP (ORTHOPEDIC HANDICAP)

A child shall be reported as crippled or with an orthopedic handicap if he/she has a
condition which prohibits or impedes normal development of gross or fine motor
abilities. Such functioning is impaired as a result of conditions associated with
congenital anomalies, accidents, or diseases, these conditions include for example
spina bifida,' loss of or deformed limbs, burns which cause contractures, cerebral
palsy.

*MuLti.p.te handicao: (Thi_.fden wia be A.epokted a having muZtip.te handicaps when

£n addition to .the, A pnimcay on. most disabting handicap one oit move otheA handi-

capping conditions ake ifteaent.
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PEECH IMPA1RN1ENI (COMMUNICATION DISORDER)

A child he reported as speech impaired with such identifiable disorders as

leeptive ,:111/or expressive language impairment, stuttering, chronic voice dis-

r-der::, and !;eriou articulation problems affecting social, emotional, and/or

educational achievement; and speech and language disorders accompanying con-

ditions of. hearing loss, cleft palate, cerebral palsy, mental retardation,

emotional disturbance, multiple handicapping condition;, and other sensory and

lealthimpairments.TUOULtefln, 0% a tnanzitional natuke

con,5equent to the eaty devaopmentaX pnocez6e,5 o6\the cIicid.

IQ-1\1_111 OR TEV E LOME NT AL. IMPAIRMENT

T},-!;e impJirments refer to ittne66 06 a chAonic natu4e Oh with wioZonged con-

v(zi'crence including, but not limited to, epilepsy, hemophilia, severe asthma,

severe cardiac conditions, severe anemia or malnutrition, diabetes, or neuro-

logical disorders.

RETARDATION

A child shall be considered mentally retarded who, during the early developmental

period, exhibits siificant sub-average intellectual functioning accompanied by

impairment in ada 7-havior. In any cktcunination o6 inteUectuat 6uncum fvimg

u.s.ing.standa,,di:ea ghat Zack adequate no-J71 6o-q_ aLE nacial/ethnic g4oups

at the pAc:schooZ age, adequate con4ideAation ahoutd be given to cuttuAat inguencez

a.s coat as age and devetopmeatat Zevel (i.e. 6inding o6 a Pow I.Q. i4s neveA by

itse.e_.sufiicient to make the diagnosis o6 mental 4etaAdati_on.)

SERI OUS EMOTI ONAL DI STURBANL_E

A child shall be considered seriously emotionally disturbed who is identified by

professionally qualified personnel (psychologist or psychiatrist) as requiring

pecial services. This definition would include but not be limited to the follow-

ing conditions: dangerously aggressive towards others, self-destructive, severely

withdrawn ,rid non-communicative, hyperactive to the extent that it affects adaptive

behavior, severely anxious, depressed or phobic, psychotic or autistic.

F_L C LE 1VR N I N5_ _121SAB ILLT LE S_

Children who have'a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes

involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or written. This disordet".

may manifest itself in imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write,

spell, or do mathematical.calculatiOns. Such disorders include such conditions.as

perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction; dyslexia, and devel-

opmental aphasia. Such term does not include children who have learning problems

which are primarily the result of visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of-mental

retardation, of emotional disturbance, or of environmental disadvantage. F04 p4e-

,schoo.£ chi-EdAen, 6anc-ionis to undeutanding and using anguage <spoken

to-i_ttcn, and comrai'At.i.onaT_ o.t ,Leasi_fig ate included. (Professionals

considered qualified to make this diagnosis are physicians and psychologists. with

evidence of special training in the diagnosis of learning disabilities and at least

Master's degree level special educators withevidence of special training in the

diagnosis of learning disabilities.)
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EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT

OVERVIEW

This section will cover educational assessment and informal observa on,

both of which are imps '_ant procedures for gathering information for the

I.S.P. Educational assessment is a systematic process of collecting in-

formation on the child's level of functioning in various educational

areas. The educational assessment generally takes the form of a devel-

opmental checklist which includes a list of skills that have been se-

quenced in the order that they are generally learned. The educational

assessrdent may encompass such areas as receptive language, expressive

language, visual perception, visual memory, auditory perception, auditory

memory, readiness, pre-math, academic, cognitive, gross motor, self-help,

socialization, pre-writing and adaptive behavior skills, depending on the

assessment tool you use. The child should, at minimum, be assessed in

the areas of lahguage, cognitive, gross motor, fine motor, self-help and

social skills.

The purpose of the educational assessment is to determine what the child can

and cannot do in each developmental area. This information is then trans-

lated to goals and objectives and daily learning activities in each area of

development. The educational assessment, can also be used to monitor the

child's progress on an on-going basis.

The educational assessment is administered to all children by the teaching

staff. The assessment process is initiated immediately after screening pro-

cedures are completed. The assessment instrument will be filled out by

directly observing the child as she/he attempts to do the activities listed.

This may take place ih the home, classroom, and/or outdoor environments. A

comprehensive educational assessment will generally take 4-6 weeks to complete.

This does not mean that all instructional time for this period will be spent

completing the assessment, but rather that a brief amount of time daily will

be spent engaging the Child in assessment activities and recording her/his
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ability to do these activities in individual, small group and large group

situations.

Once the al;t-;esc.ment hat; been completed, it will be an invaluable planning

tool. It will greatly in the development of goals and objectives

for the for children with handicapping conditions, and in planning

daily individually appropriate activities for all children.

While educational assessment tells what to teach the child, informal ob-

servation is a less structured procedure that will help determine how to

teach the child. It will give information on the child's learning char-

acteristics. Informal assessment must be done in an accurate, sequential

and objective manner. The behaviors and events that are recorded must be

specific, observable and factual. Informal assessment can enhance a

teacher's ability to truly individualize for each child.

As a result of this session, participants will:

1) define and give a rationale for educational assessment;

2) take a quiz designed to review the definitions for screening, diagnosis

and educational assessment;

3) review the definition and examples of informal observation;

4) state methods for record-keeping; and

5) as an option, review how to complete the educational assessment that

your agency uses.

BACKGROUND FOR THE TRAINER

In preparation for this workshop, the following readings are recommended

as further sources of information about educational assessment and obser-

vation. They are referenced in Appendix A of this training guide.

Developing Observation Skills;

Special Education for the Early Childhood Years; pages 60-103;

Screening, Assessment and Educational Programming of Preschool

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Handicapped Children: A Primer; pages 2-25;

Identifying Handicapped Children: A Guide to Casefinding, Screening,

Diagnosis, Assessment and Evaluation;

Teaching Early Childhood: Exceptional Educational Needs: Ten

Resource Modules, module 2.

Additional information about Educational Assessment can be found in Appendix

B, pages 30-33.

PRE-WORKSHOP TASKS

1. If you have not yet selected an educational assessment instrument,

would like to re-evaluate the instrument you are presently using, or

would like to choose a new instrument, read the articles in Appendix D

entitled "A Selection of Preschool Educational Assessment Instruments"

and "Choosing an Educational Assessment Instrument."

2. If you have selected the Portage Guide to Early Education as your

assessment tool, refer to the article entitled "Instructions for Use

of the Portage Guide" in Appendix D for information or a review on

how to properly utilize this instrument. This article contains a

sequence of activities, overhead masters and handout masters that may

be used to train staff to use the Portage Guide.

3. If your agency uses an assessment other than the Portage Guide to Early

Education, then before conducting this workshop, or in combination with

it, staff members should be trained to use your chosen instrument.

4. If you have decided to write an Individual Service Plan fo -r' Michael

Jones, the child for whom information is provided in this training guide,

then you will need to train your staff to use the Portage Guide so they.

can interpret the educational assessment results for him. Use the

article entitled "Instructions for Use of the Portage Guide" in Appendix

D to accomplish this. You may also wish to borrow the video tape

entitled TEACH-Educational Assessment from your Resource Access Project.

This video tape shows Michael as he attempts the activities in the motor

area of the Portage Guide checklist. It can be used to practice filling
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out the 11,ortade .A1ist and/or to provide a chance to informally

observe Y:ichael.

PREPARIN6 FOR THIS wi,PF:7H

1. Duplicate the handouts and transparencies from the masters provided

at the end of this session.

Mdve available an overhead transparency projector, transparency mark-

ing polls and a movie screen.

POP CONDUCTING THIS WORKSHOP

Th 1
workshop will he conducted in three parts:

1) a review of the definition and rationale for educational assessment;

a presentation and corresponding activitie the proper

use of a pecific educational assessment; and

3) a discussion and activities designed t=r obser-

vation procedures.

1. Display and discuss transparency #1. iev.iew t:.e fact that an educational

assessment generally takes the form of a ,:evelopmental checklist which

includes a list of skills that have been seuencei in e:,e order that

they are (;enerally learned. The educational as:ju.,LiMent serves as the

curriculum for a child in that it helps to plan daily activities that

are individually appropriate for each child. The teaching staff' ad-

ministers the assssml.t to all children. The assessment process is

initiated immediately after screening procedures are completed. The

assessment instrumetiL will be filled out by directly observing the

child as she/he attempts to do the activities listed. A comprehenive

assessment typically takes 4-6 weeks to fill out and gives excellent

baseline information on the child's level of functioning at the beginning

of the program year. It is then used to develop goals and objectives

for the I.S.P. for children with handicapping conditions, and to plan

daily activities for all children. Children are periodically reassessed

throughout the year so that their progress can be monitored and new

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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activities can :tee planned. Refer to your agey's educational assess-

ment and review its developmental areas and seouence of skills.

Display transparncy the quiz. Ask participants to fill in each

Plank with either an for screening, D for diagnosis, or A for assess-

ment. Remind them to select the answers that best define each pro-

cedure. After enough ime has elapsed for each participant to complete

the quiz, write the ansers on the overhead. Answers are as follows:

1. screening, 2. diagnosis, 3. assessment, 4. assessment or screen-

ing, 5. screening, 6. diagnosis, 7. screening, 8. diagnosis, 9.

assessment or screening. Answer any questions that may arise at this

point.

3. If you have selected the Portage Guide to Early Education as your

educational assessment and/or if you will be using the information

on Michael Jones to write the I.S.P., refer to the article entitled

"Instructions for Use of the Portage Guide" in Appendix D. This

article contains a script, handouts and transparency masters and

should be used for teaching and/or reviewing the use of the Portage

Guide at this point. If you '.a.ve selected a different educational

assessment and/or will be using information from it to write the

I.S.P., review how to fill it out with staff at this point. You

may wish to use the content, activities and sequence from the article

on the Portage Guide as a model for training in your own assessment

instrument.

4. Display Transparency #3. Read the definition and purposes of obser-

vation. Explain that systematic observation is the process that pro-

vides us with the information we need to plan appropriately for each

child and to help determine when a referral should be made. We first

use observation when we administer the screening and educational assess-

ment instruments. By watching and listening to the child we determine

exActly what the child is and is not able to do. Screening and assess-

ment tc3o11:. (jive us record sheets on which to record these observations.

We can then use the information from screening to determine whether a

referral for in-depth evaluation should be made and the information

from educdtional assessment to plan activities to teach. By completing

an assessment we know what to teach the child.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Educational Assessment 5
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Informal observation on the other hand is less structured and can be

recorded in a variety o ways. Informal observat UN will help us deter-

mine : _)w to teach the child. It will give us information on tha child's

individual learning style and may yield evidence of high risk signs

which indicate a need for-referral. It must be done in an accurate,

sequential and objective manner. The behaviors or events we record

must be observable and factual. Objective observations do not include

what the observer thinks happened or what the observer is thinking or

feeling, rather they are limited to what the observer sees or hears.

hiplay a blank overhead transparency. Ask participants to state obser-

vations that they've made about you or about some other person who is

familiar to all participants. Record each statement as it is given.

When 12-15 observations have been given, go through the list and read

each statement. Have participants decide whether the statement is a

Fact (if so, place an F next to the statement) or an opinion (place an

0 next to the statement). Factual statements are those that are measurable

and observable; that is, you can see or hear the behavior. If a statement

is an opinion, ask participants to reword it to make it factual. (An

opinion statement would be: "You like to wear jewelry." This could be

changed to a factual statement by saving, "Lou have on earrings, a watch,

a necklace and three rings. You change your jewelry daily to match the

clothes you are wearing.")

6. Display and discuss Transparencies 44-6, (Handout 41). Explain that these

are examples of informal observations that should be noted to help teach-

ing staff determine hcw the child learns. Read through each statement

and give examples where appropriate.

7. Display Transparency 47. Explain that this activity involves examining

a common classroom object and deciding:

1) What specific activities could be assessed by using this object?

These are educational assessment-related items that determine

what a child can and cannot do.

2) What informal observations could be made as you observe the child

doing the activities? These are observations that would help

determine how the child learns.

3) What are some high risk behaviors that might be observed as the

Portage Project- TEACH - Region V Educational Assessment 6



child does the activities? Those are behaviors that might cause

concern ash that would warrant further observation to .:I,,termine

their t-re,luency and whether they occur in other si.,ivations.

:.;.Tst 10-15 entries for each column. They may use

the educational asessment instrument to assist with column 2; and the

handout entitled Thigh Risk Signs" from the Diagnosis section of this

training guide to assist with entries in column 3. The following are

i;uggested entries for each column:

ACTIVITIES

7,t41 I.,

Nan, ,o lug'..

I tar snares

Wrtte natte

letters, .1=%tett

Tr e 1 tn.., !-;

Ttacepath

CliALkBOARD

INFOR7'AL USERVATIONS HIGH RISK SIGNS

7j;e And aroobt of retbforCenont
needed

c, r;

"1-a: 'o,n in very

S 010b, to

Cor;ltant

or tilt% heat
to ,ork at board

Closes oat' eye cons:.

kib% eyes requent 1 y

Can't follow' sItTle
verbal directions
(by age 3)

,entence, (by auqe 41

Cannot undersbud ,; et, b
(by Age S)

After the transparency has been completed, divide participants into

groups of 3-5 and distribute Transparencies #8-12, one transparency per

cjroup and transparency marking pens. Instruct participants to use the

same procedure as in the previous activity to fill in the three columns.

After each group has finished, share the results with the group.
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9. Optional Activities: Use one of the following suggestions to provide

a "hands on" experience with observation. A) If you decide to have par-

ticipants write an I.S.P. on a child from your program, prepare a video

tape of this child participating in assessment activities. See Appendix

E for suggestions on preparing such a video tape. Have participants fill

out your educational assessment as the child attempts the activities and

at the same time record informal observations on a separate sheet.

8) If you decide to use the information on Michael Janes that is pro-

vided in this training guide to write an I.S.P., you may borrow the

video tape entitled TEACH-Educational Assessment from your Resource

Access Project. This video tape will show Michael as he attempts the

activities in the motor area of the Portage Guide to Early Education.

It will come with erasable copies of the Portage Checklist so you may

have participants fill out the Portage Checklist as they observe

Michael. They should also note informal observations on a separate

sheet. C) Ask participants to make informal observations on a child in

their classroom for a one week period. Have them record their observa-

tions and share them with you or with each other when completed. 0)

Have participants watch a television show and select one cast member to

informally observe. Have them record their observations and share them

with the group or with each other when completed.

10. Display Transparency #13, steps in the observation process. Explain that

the first step in the process is to determine the purpose for the obser-

vatio:;. This includes determining who will observe, who or what will

be observed, where the observation will take place and when the obser-

vation will be recorded. The second step is to determine how to record

the observations.

11. Display Transparency #14, (Handout 42), methods to record observations.

These are suggestions for how to record what we observe. Observation

done without record keeping is futile. It is simply not possible to keep

all the information about children in our heads to be recalled at a later

date. Review each method as follows:

Tape Recordings or Video Tapes: these involve recording a child's

actions and interactions for specified time periods. They are

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Educational Assessment 8



especially useful when you want a permanent record of language pro-

duction or interactional behaviors. They can yield a good record of

progress if done periodically throughout the year. In addition,

they allow other specialists to objectively see and/or hear the child

and to come to their own conclusions.

Collection of Work Samples: these involve collecting representative

samples of a child's work. They are especially useful for obtaining

a record of fine motor and/or worksheet-related skills. They can

yield a record of progress over time and will allow other people to

objectively evaluate the child's skills.

Vreciuency Counts and Time Sampling: this involves clearly defining

ui observable behavior and tallying the number of times it occurs in

a specified time period or the length of time the behavior continues

to be performed by the child. It is an effective means of recording

snch behaviors as duration of on-task behavior, length of time a child

remains seated, length of crying spells, length of time needed to

(dress for outdoors, number of tantrums, number of hitting behaviors,

number of times child asks for help, number of self-stimulating be-

haviors, etc. The time periods used may be for a whole day or week

for low frequency behaviors, or for brief periods at various times

during the day for high frequency behaviors. These observations can

be recorded on tally charts or in graph form_

Teacher Observation Checklists: like the educational assessment, an

observation checklist specifies certain behaviors to be observed. It

can be developed for specific behaviors in addition to those that are

on the educational assessment and for which there is need to simply

indieat whether or not the behavior is present. Examples of these

behaviors might be: tracks with eyes horizontally, uses firm grasp,

establishes eve contact, completes assigned tasks independently, re-

sLohds to voice tone, etc.

Eating Scales: these allow an observer to make systematic judgements

about the quality of behavior observed. Rating scales usually consist

of a list of behaviors to be observed and judged, and some kind of

rcTrscflti_nq clifferent degrees of the behavior under observation.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Handout #3 is an example of a rating scale. It represents a list of

potentially high risk behaviors and gives an opportunity for teachers

to judge the frequency and intensity of these behaviors.

Anecdotal Records: these are brief accounts of specific incidents.

They might be thought of as a "word picture" of an incident, behavior

or event that OCcUrreu. They should contain a factual description

of what happened, when it happened, where it happened, the stimulus

for the activity, the child's reactions, and how the action ended.

Good anecdotal records are free of the observer's feelings or inter-

pretations. They should be limited to recording behaviors that can't

be assessed by other means since they are time consuming and because

it is difficult to maintain objectivity when writing them. Handout #4

is an example of good anecdotal records.

Narrative or Diary Descriptions: these are day-to-day observations

which usually record successive steps in growth and behavior. Diary

descriptions often have an interpretive element. They should provide

a summary or diary of everyday events and development for children.

Since they are time consuming and tend to be subjective, they may be

used when other forms of recording are inappropriate.

Impartial Observer/Recorder: this is when an impartial person is asked

to observe a specific child and/or event. This person may use any of

the above-named methods of recording to document his/her observations.

The outside observer can help control error in teacher's observations

by providingthe objectivity that a person removed from the situation

may bring.

12 Summarize this session by reviewing that the purpose of this workshop

was to discuss educational assessment and informal-observation. Both

of these processes are critical in the information-gathering phase

of the I.S.P. development. They give us information on what the child

can and cannot do, how the child learns, and provide the data necessary

for planning goals and objectives and daily learning activities for the

child.

Portage Project-TEACH-
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Assessment
Transparency #1

EdUCatiOnaLASSe_SSMeilt IS A SYSTEMATIC PROCESS OF

COLLECTING INFORMATION ON THE CHILD'S LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING

IN THE EDUCATION AREAS OF COGNITION, SOCIALIZATION, SELF-

HELP, MOTOR AND LANGUAGE SKILLS.

Educational_Asse_ssment DETERMINES WHAT A CHILD CAN

AND CANNOT DO IN EACH DEVELOPMENTAL AREA, IT ALSO HELPS DE-

TERMINE STRENGT.IS AND NEEDS AMONG DEVELOPMENTAL AREAS.

Educational_Assessment IS USED TO DEVELOP GOALS AND

OBJECTIVES IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT, THESE ARE USED

T PLAN DAY-TO-DAY LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR THE CHILD.

EducationaL Assessment CAN BE USED TO MONITOR THE

CHILD'S PROGRESS ON AN ON-GOING BASIS,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



QUIZ

IS DESIGNED TO IDENTIFY CHILDREN WITH POTENTIAL

HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS,

DEVELOPS A MEDICAL AND/OR EDUCATIONAL TREAT-

MENT PROGRAM,

A VEHICLE FOR PLANNING SPECIFIC CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES.

HELPS TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON A CHILD'S

LEARNING STYLE,

HELPS TO SORT OUT CHILDREN WHO ARE SUSPECTED

TO HAVE SOME TYPE OF MEDICAL, PHYSICAL OR

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM,

DETERMINES WHETHER A HANDICAPPING CONDITION

EXISTS.

A FAST, EFFICIENT TECHNIQUE USED TO DETERMINE

WHICH CHILDREN SHOULD BE REFERRED FOR INDEPTH

EVALUATIONS.

DETERMINES THE CAUSE OF AJROBLEM,

DETERMINES EDUCATIONAL STRENGTHS AND NEEDS,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



OBSERVATION

OBSERVATION IS THE PROCESS OF LOOKING AT A CHILD'S

ACTIONS AND INTERACTIONS, INCLUDING ANY SKILLS

WHICH ARE OBSERVABLE OR THAT HAVE AN END PRODUCT,

TWO PURPOSES OF OBSERVATION:

1, TO DETERMINE WHAT ACTIVITIES/SKILLS THE

CHILD CAN AND CANNOT DO, (EDUCATIONAL

ASSESSMENT AND SCREENING)

2, TO DETERMINE HOW TO TEACH THE CHILD AND

TO WATCH FOR HIGH RISK SIGNS,(INFORMAL

OBSERVATION)

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



Educational Assessment
Transparency #4
Handout 4 1 , page 1

INFORMAL OBSERVATIONS

1. HOW DOES THE CHILD GRASP OBJECTS? IS THE GRASP FIRM OR

WEAK?

2. HAS THE CHILD ESTABLISHED EYE, FOOT, HAND DOMINANCE?

3. IF THE CHILD HAS A PHYSICAL HANDICAP DOES S/HE COMPENSATE

WITH OTHER BODY PARTS?

4. DOES THE CHILD EXPLORE THE ENVIRONMENT? IF SO, HOW?

5, WHAT INTERACTIONS OCCUR BETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD, CHILD AND

PEERS, CHILD AND OBJECTS OR MATERIALS, CHILD AND TEACHING

STAFF?

6. DOES THE CHILD ESTABLISH EYE CONTACT?

WHAT IS THE CHILD'S REACTION TO PHYSICAL CONTACT?

8, HOW DOES THE CHILD EXPRESS EMOTIONS SUCH AS FEAR, ANGER,

FRUSTRATION, SADNESS, CONTENTMENT?

9. CAN THE CHILD FOLLOW DIRECTIONS?

10, AT WHAT LEVEL OF PLAY DOES THE CHILD OPERATE (SOLITARY, ON-

LOOKER, PARALLEL, ASSOCIATIVE, CO-OPERATIVE)?



Educational Assessment
Transparency 45
Handout 41, page 2

11. HOW DOES THE CHILD TRANSITION BETWEEN ACTIVITIES?

12. WHAT TASKS MAINTAIN ATTENTION?

13. HOW LONG IS THE CHILD'S ATTENTION SPAN FOR VARIOUS

ACTIVITIES?

14. ARE THERE THINGS WHICH CREATE DISTRACTIONS?

15, HOW DOES THE CHILD PROBLEM SOLVE?

16, WHAT IS THE CHILD'S FRUSTRATION LEVEL? WHAT DOES THE

CHILD DO WHEN FRUSTRATED?

17, WHAT REINFORCES THE CHILD?

18. HOW OFTEN MUST THE CHILD BE r '7'ORCED?

19, WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF RESPONSE TIME ONCE A DIRECTION HAS

BEEN GIVEN?

20, DOES THE CHILD COMPLY WITH REQUESTS? WHAT MUST BE DONE TO

ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE?

21. DOES THE CHILD COMPLETE TASKS?



Educational Assessment
Transparency #6
Ilail,lout 41,

22. WHAT ARE THE CHILD'S PREFERRED ACTIVITIES?

23. WHEN DOES THE CHILD PERFORM BEST?

24, HOW DOES THE CHILD COMMUNICATE? WITH BODY LANGUAGE?

GESTURES? FACIAL EXPRESSIONS? WORDS?

25, DOES THE CHILD RESPOND TO VOICE TONE?

26. WHAT IS THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF THE CHILD'S SENTENCES?

27. CAN THE CHILD ASK, ANSWER, AND RESPOND TO QUESTIONS?

28. DOES THE CHILD USE PLURALS, PRONOUNS, PRESENT AND PAST

TENSES?

29, HOW LARGE IS THE CHILD'S VOCABULARY?

30. DOES THE CHILD LEARN BEST BY SEEING, HEARING, MANIPULATING

OR A COMBINATION OF THESE?

6



MATERIAL: CRALk<130ARD

Educational Assessment
Trans rency #7

INFORMAL OBSERVATIONS HIGH RISK SIGNS

Portage Pr^ject-TEACH-Region V
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Educational Assessment
Transparency #0

HIGH RISK SIGNS
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Educational Assessment
Transparency #9

HIGH I SK SIGNS
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Educational Assessment
Transparency t10

ir (.;a:::;\yliVI I ()NS I Gil RI'>K SIGNS
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Educational Assessment
Transparency #11

H1',311 RISK SIGNS
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V I til
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N THE 0? ERVATION PP,OCHS

Educational Assessment
Tranparency #13

STEP 1: DETERMINE THE PURPOSE FOR OBSERVATION

WHO WILL OBSERVE

-WHO OR WHAT WILL BE OBSERVED

-WHERE WILL THE OBSERVATION TAKE PLACE

-WHEN WILL THE OBSERVATION OCCUR

STEP 2., DETERMINE HOW THE OBSERVATION WILL BE RECORDED



METHODS TO RECORD OBSERVATIONS

I, TAPE RECORDINGS OR VIDEO TAPES

2, COLLECTION OF WORK SAMPLES

3. FREQUENCY COUNTS AND TIME SAMPLING

4, TEACHER OBSERVATION CHECKLISTS

5. RAT ) SCALES

6, ANECDOTAL RECORDS

7. NARRATIVE OR DIARY DESCRIPTIONS

S, IMPARTIAL OBSERVER/RECORDER

Educational Assessment
Transparency #14
Hilhdout #2

Portage Project - TEACH- Region V



Educational Assessment
Handout #3, Page 1-

TEACHER RATING SCALE
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Anecdotal Records

Student.: ,leery Smith

Observer: B. jone:.

Setting: Playground

Educational Assessment
Handout #4

Date: 0/15

Time: 11:15 A.M.

' ,17:d

r,e." Pete ,;,i1d, "Searedy iat,

,iredy cat." Two other ohildreh -,tie and asked Pete
to pity and in' weh! ,-.1:;,y with them. joey continued

erylh or minatty; until the children were called

t, th elas:;coo0.

Student: Joey Smith
Observer: B. Jones

Setting: Cla ssroom

Date: 9/20
Time: 10:00 A.M.

Joey was playing with blocks. Pete came over and
picked up a truck which was near Joey's block construc-
tion. Joey hit Pete and said, "No, no, no!" Pete

put down the truck and walked away.

Student: Joey Smith
Observer: B. Jones

Setting: Classroom

Date: 9/28
Time: 9:30 A.M.

Joey arrived late for school this morning. He Las
been late 4 times in the last two weeks. He said
nothing when he did arrive, just oined the other
children at the breakfast table. During playtime
I heard him say to Sarah, "One of the big kids was
picking on me. He makes me be late."

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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COMPONENT ASSESSMENT

OVERVIEW

in 0 eompuner,- assosi.;ment tool critical part of the i 1:orma-

lun._,J,Jt_nr.in,1 phase of the [.:;.P. process. It provides a systematic way

to recor(I the expressed needs of a family in the areas of health, nutri tion,

socl 11 services, and parent involvement. The information gathered is

translated into tong-term goals and short-term objectives which are de-

to meet these expressed needs. The component assessment tool is

tlb.d out by the pitcnt(s) and a component staff_person. This proce

viden the opportunity for the parent(s) to identify their needs and

ous,:e!nn.

As a result of this training participants will:

1. clefine and state the rationale for a component assessment tool;

!o.Lew a component assessment tool.

PREPARING FOR THE WORKSHOP

1.- If your' program is presently using or would like to develop a component

assessment tool that covers the areas of health/nutrition, social

st, :ice and parent involvement, then it can be substituted for the

Family Service Plan presented in this section.. If this is done,

make a handout (one per participant) and transparencies of the

agency's tool.

2. Make handouts and transparencies from the masters at the end of this

section if your program tool is not substituted.

3. Have available an overhead transparency projector, transparency mark-

ing pens, and a movie screen.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THE WORKSHOP

1. Introduction

"The compoent assessment tool provides a systematic way of gathering

infol-mation on a family's expressed needs in the areas of health/nutri-

Portage Project- TEACH - Region V Component Assessment 1



Lion, social services and parent involvement. Completing the component

asi.-;essment tool is a critical part of the information.-gatheril,q phase

H I .S.P . !,? Th t ht2 f.tmi 1y .,re

rt '": t -t t 11,!t I 1

thrirrt inforniri.n on a family is done diffeteni_ly than for a child.

As you will reenP, to gather information in the educational areas

for a child, you either observed the child or asked the parent if the

child emild do./a specific task 01 skill. Inf. :mation on the component

.i:;sin,sment tool is gathered by having the family determine what their

own needs arc`. These are called the expressed needs of the family.

These needs must first be identified by the family menbers themselves.

The component assessment tool is usually filled nut by the social serv-

ices coordinator during registration. This can also be done by the

teacher or a component coordinator at the Special Home Visit (dis-

cussed in the workshop entitled Two-Step I.S.P. Process).

Display the transparencies of the component assessment tool. (Either

use, the Family Service Plan presented in this section or the tool

your program has developed.) Review each section with the participants.

3. Review the following points with 'participants if they will be respon-

sible for filling out the component assessment tool.

A. When gathering information, do not make value judgements. Respect

pa/nt's values and attitudes and do not attempt to impose your '

values on them,

B. Build a trust relationship and good rapt rt with the family.

Follow through on activities you indicate you will do or services

you will provide.

C. Family needs will change as the year progresses. Th.nk of the

component assessment tool as an on-going opportunity for parents

to identify and express their needs throughout the year.

D. Keep in mind that the purpose of the component assessment tool

is for parents to identify their own needs. The short-term

c'.-)jectives in the component areas . .
the I.S.P. will then be
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written to assist parents in planning strategies to meet these

needs.

E. Information shared by parents is confidential. If another agency

meeting the family's expressed needs, get

1.arm-it-11 permission hefore hharing any informarlon with

Fur parents who have low reading levels or difficulty writing,

you mcly to read through the component assessment tool with

them and transcribe their responses for them.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Component Assessment 3



Component Assessment,'
Transparency #1
Handout #1

Family Service Plan

This Family Service Plan is to introduce you to the different components of the

:tart Pregram. The information you iroviae will help us to better know

yeur heeds ind help us to ae,;iiint you with of the many opportunities,

experi-H,:eff Arl,t perviy, til'.' rei;ram and community.

L. :idLi your child Hone to nursery school or born in :)tifore?

If ,;o, which utw? When?

Is your child comfortable with adults? other children?

Who does he/she usually play with?
How does he/she act when you leave him/her with someone other than a family

member?

How do you guide your child when you feel he/she has to change his/her

behavior':

take TV 1. i isle away give extra TV Lime scold

give food treats send to room take meals away

take toys away leave behind when taking others out

take out by himself without other children hug

yell at him tell him how much you care

love him up

If you have tried any others, please write them

spank

sit him in a corner

Have any of these worked?

Which of them have not?

4 How does your child show that he/she is angry?

hungry? afraid needs to

use the bathroom? Can your child do these

things alone? wash up before meals

bathroom get dressed

II rush teeth use the

5. Is there anything about your child or that has happened to your child that we

should be aware of in order to help him/her?

6. What is your child good at doing?

7. What are the most important things you would like us to try to accomplish

with your child?

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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!,'.trter- Development

caon; 'ther

Management:

I.' 1

airent needs for service or nit ormation:

. need a hirder place to live
need information on tenants'- ri,:nts and landlord responsihilitie
would like my name on the Housing list
netqi i n format ion on Fuel_ Rebate Program

need information u:, the wi.w.:eri?..ation Proaram

r

on i Id develoi.ment personal counsel i

family planning marriage counseling

.;loune abuse children' behavior management

abn5-;e budget help

immubimtions tax help

Supplemental Security Income legal aid

Aid to Families of Dependent Program

Cni1dien homemakt_u- rervi.

care P:rm:-gency Medical Servict.:!s

financiAl assistance
Otner

lnterviewe(

Interviewer

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



reening and anse:;sm. reoedur es are corn', 1 eted , and if poz-t;

the diagnostic evaluation, the individual Service Plan can be written.

"lhis pl n is a statement of the ncieds of a child and family and outlines

in which tla-s,. needs will re met. All 'ildren need individual

at j,jr, with tO ap!, nr.; e'end icus require more detailed

cu.ind r: iT L".i. .1 needs.

this Ian an I.E.P., or Individual Education Plan.

!he odhcational nee:s of the child spucific to the area

in :'t.art ..D.r:iiu_ses all wino tonal needs

._....Jr component areas such as health,

, : ,('1,i1 services. Head tart prorams

d::oe -ns vary in ,..h,At Li. v call the plan. This training guide

, :t?!-,'Ict_? Plan, or I.S.P. Although the name of the

vary, he eonten ,.771ains the same. The Individual Serv: Plan

te'i low our-rent lavel -Cf--

assessment`, long-term goals, short-term objectives, special

and related services, initiation and durati ., of services, person(s) re-

cvaluati at criteria, ,nd parent signature.

This w(.!-hshoL, is designed to help participants understand the need for

writind TodivHual Service Plans for children with handicappirlg conditions

,ink: Ult...tM with the I.S.P. forlI used by 'our o-ency. The

ariaal tip: filth to ;nstituting a new procedure or policy, fol example, writing

Individual :orvice Plans, is to send out a memo or hold a meeting to explain

the details. This workshop adds one step before discussing 1G, essential

urn: orients cii form of the I.S.P. Utilli-ing a simul.ltion activity to demon-

!rato rati(u)ale writing participants, through experience

with failure, are he to et:;athizo with children who have learning 7)rop-

lems eel to understand the seed for individualization in teaching.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Rationale 1



ism are t 1 s. 1 n -

A.

fi ri17.1e!. , T ii

:i.-e Liz s.r-

17 IT 7. 1 ri I
) j :Yr Uri t

: :i

i1ementing in ri . :

Develen,inr; 1-:dj.vidualized Education Programs for Young

Clii I :i7-e , " Teach ing Excep t lona_ Chi lcen ;

ic La'.: 04-142 sd i;c,ztion 504: ',':hat They Say about Rights

5111 .'.roi,,ect tons , " Pxcel - )11,11 Ch 1 15 en .

YoJ will find additional information about Individual Service Plans in

B, Paes .Li -T)'", of this training guide.

Also, familiarize yourself with your t.late na_dicap laws and collaborative

arements b,Aween Head Start and local and state educational agencies.

Co,`:"
information, contact your sate Handicap Service Advocate or your

Resoee Access Project (RAP). (H; Appendix A).

PRE-RKSHOP TASKS

If ':our agency dues not have an form, use he sample TEACH form

:rovided here or develop an I.S.P. form that includes the essential com-

lonents described in this section. A fu:mat similar to that used in your

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Rationale
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_cca schoe system thin ed al the ref c.. e:-.ce in

ackgr Ind --r the trait.,. htain sample I.S.P. forms.

1. the Reference entt:led, head: A Simulation f

Trainin" fobnd at the end of this section.

;re flashcaids, front and back, for the readind simulation

tbed :n Rei(-haice.

fhe to :nsparencies and handouts from the masters at he

ei tills section. duplicate copies per participant of hundOut

out --"taide all pages of handout i=4.

the I.S.P. form providea here, make overhead

liencied and handnu7a of 'eat seleeted form.

1 'ble ,o :ri neat transparency broiect_or, a movie

4 .

worksnei. will be conducted in two parts:

trainer will_ ....7one.;:ct a reading simulation exercise and discuss why

ion 1s IleCt2::>ary handica ped children; and

tr will present and discuss tee

Distribute ail handouts.

The first activity it; A readinj tirnulation exercise. Cot?.. :c` the

exercise as described in the article "1_,ItigG to Read: A .'-ion for

Teacher Training."

After th- exorcise is completed, elicit from particrants:

a. their foelinut.7, about themselves, the "teacher" and the teaching

situaisn;

b. what ; wrong w.th the teaching; and

c. what 1 i have been done t:o improve each person's terformance.

Swimarize the discussion by pointing out that:

a. a ,d,ald with a handicapping condition who is not learning believes'

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Rationale 3



1

! ;

:1 I .1 :
_.;

7 i():.

: . . : . .t : irint

:

ht.' t_ 7- :;1 ot thin

o as an ie-broakts-r; ahl 2. to :,rfivicle

i :1--;:_trt.7.1..:_:L! Plans. As'r.. tirotr..., to

1 hf... t 1.

L.,7:,-.17.-_,.111*.':11.:; , I 5, , 11:11-1-1 in

t . DI .art an t s ' at t.ent ion to

pu int s

Ind ao .:.r each of

I ..

2 i. . il:te and (j ive hiimc-,roust1/4 ,:.:amplle of

n.l ....: T:13 1...az-t-

1 f :

he :;ample TEACH form, use or-

' '413- _ ....a:anisparencties of t he form,

z.i.. : n-j ,

*Be 111-e to ,mpha..:e tl:t the following overheads are humorous.

6

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Rationale 4



POE

I, PP INIJIITE SCME '.'.ORE PAPER WOPK,

IIING AN I.S.P. IS A NEW fl.RM P HRTURL cCHEL AND

INHUAN TREATMENT) USED EY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,

:HL 11RM "INDIVIDUAL srPvicE PLAN " MEANS A WRITTEN

!-IATTEMENT FOR EACH CHILD 4:IN HANHCAPPING

AND HIS/hER F[MILY EVE LOPED BY HEAD START STAFF AND

PARENS,

HUNG AN I.S.I IS THE PROCESS OF PLANNING A SEQUENCE

urr= SKILLS ELLD ON A CAREFUL EVALUATION OF THE LEARNER'S

INL1VIDUAL (JPENCTHS AHD NFETS,

IhE I.S.P, REFLEC-iS THE HILD'S AND FAMILY'S -:ARTICIPA-

TION IN THE FULL RANGE OF HEAD 'sTAT COMPREHENSIVE SER-

VICES AND THCRIBES THE SPECIAL SERVICES NEEDED TO

ROOPOND J. THE CHILD'S HANDICAP.

C. ONCE YOU'':E WRITTEN AN I,S,P, PUT IT AWAY, YOUR

MANDATED TASK IS COMPLETE AND IT IS OF NO FURTHER USE,

7. THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY ID WRITE AN I,S,P, FOR EACH CHILD

15 10 MAKE ONE MASTER I.S.P, AND XEROX IT CHANGING

ONLY THE NAMES,

3, AN I.S.P. INSURES APPROPRIATE PLACEMENT AND PLANNING FOR

EACH CHILD WITH A HAED!CAPPING CONDITION.

A TEACHER WITHOUT AN INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN (I.S,P,) IS

LIKE A CARPENTER WITHOUT A BLUEPRINT,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



,-"

(
1 - 1. ,--- , - f , ..i."_,--'

... L- ' ' ' - I

I : I.: , I ren ts name , DOB,
'I And

thse titon!.lin.-; the I.S.P.

, who will prvi;-ie the

!:; ;:. their 1.artit-i0:1
t 7. t ,:prOV,":! proval of

i

1;ek-i7 of the

inflicating strengths
mental areas;

lnhi -term Ik;,11:-;

!h,irL-terrl !,bject ives fot each lon-i -term goal;

res!n;Jii.le f;Ir each ob4rective;
e,:aluation criteria;

7 rime iiri .'s; for e,_;!-7ii ive : bt.-sginning, review,

dat.es.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Rationale
Tran:;parency 43

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:

1, CHILD'S NAME, AGE AND BIRTHDATE

2, PARENTS' NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

3, AGENCY NAME

4, DATE OF I,S,P, CONFERENCE

5, SIGNATURES AND NAMES OF THOSF TTENDING I,S.P,

CONFERENCE

Portage Project-TEACHRegion V



Rationale
Tram:Tarency #4

CURRENT LEVEL OF FUN!, TIO

-73 Co e

CURRENT LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING:

I.S.P.

THE CURRENT LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING IS AN OUTLINE OF

THE CHILD'S STRENGTHS AND NEEDS. TO WRITE THIS,

YOU USE INFORMATION FROM SCREENING, THE EDUCATIA-

AL ASSESSMENT,. DIAGNOSTIC REPORTS, OBSERVATIONS,

AND PARENT INPUT, THIS STEP IS NECESSARY BEFORE

YOU CANDEVELOP AN INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN.
Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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ON G TE M GO,

rp s

ag5

LONG-TERM GO. LS:

BROAD STATEMENTS OF WHAT THE CHILD (AND PARENT)

WILL BE ABLE TO DO AFTER YOU TEACH HIM/HER, THEY

ARE USUALLY WRITTEN FOH A

Portage Project-TEACH-Re:don V

Rationale
TransNrency 45



Rationale
TInsparency 46

S HO- 7 ` 1 4ma WI 0 ECTIVES:

Por the tue,7J< beginr,Ong
/043/R2. Seymour twill be
bri:hitetied cmci bash
failed each moroing.

SRN -TERM 0 JECTIVES:

'r1ALLLJ TASKS AND SKILLS THAT LEAD TO THE ATTAINMENT

OF THE LONG-TERM GOAL, THEY ARE WRITTEN 1 BEHAVIORAL

TERMS,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



I'dt IOM 1}e
TrAn'T,Iry #7

SPeCiFiC EDUCATIONAL -)41:1vs,,

To BE PRoVoDE

I. Remedial scrA bovg

2. Group sweepi

3. Seir conitHenect taLie,
clean-up.

SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED:

SERVICES WHP:ii ENHANCE THE CHILD'S DEVELOPMENT:

STAFF/PARENT EDUCATION, MEDICATION, DIET, PHYSICAL, PSYCHIATRIC

OR SPEECH THERAPY, FAMILY COUNSELING, MEDICAL SERVICES, SPECIAL

MATERIALS OR qUIPMENT, FACILITY MODIFICATIONS, TRANSPORTATION,

ETC. Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



Transparency #8

/ DURATIoN

OF SE fif vicES e'd

INMATION: 2 cy

TIO O

INITIAIION AND DURATION OF SERVICES:

INDICATES WHEN THE CHILD WILL BEGIN TO RECEIVE SERVICES

AND AN ESTIMATE OF HOW LONG SHE/HE WILL RECEIVE THOSE

SERVICES,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



Rationale
Transparency #9

PERSONS WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERY OF SERVICES:

TEACHER

SPEECH THERAPIST

HANDICAP COORDINATOR

PSYCHOLOGIST

PARENT.

OUTSIDE AGENCIES

HEALTH COORDINATOR

PARENT COORDINATOR

SOCIAL SERVICE COORDINATCR

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



Rationale
Transparency #10

I . S P

EVALUATION CRITERIk\\

Seymour will ea-I-

3 coolci.es in 1 minu-be,

when chased by

Cookie Monster:

EVALUATION CRITERIA:

MAKE IT EASY TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR'NOT THE

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES ARE BEING ACHIEVED,

Portage Project - TEACH - Region V



s'-fr-----A-,_,-,-

-k.,.. ....._._,
i " : )-

/---`1 /----\'

0

SCHEDULE FOR REVIEW:

Jravaiiv&

PERIODIC REVIEW:

A DATE SET MIDWAY BETWEEN THE I,S.P, CONFERENCE

AND THE END OF THE YEAR TO DETERMINE HOW THE

CHILD IS PROGRESSING AND IF HIS/HER PROGRAM IS

APPROPRIATE,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



r n nature

Transparency #12

Portage Project- TEACH - Region V
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SERVICF PLFh
Tiin:,p,ftchcy

q4, Poqt,f

Student '.P. (20M1TTEE

Phone:

Name Required:

Teacher

Parent

Ch,lirperson

Cptional:

Health/Nutrition Coordinator

Parent Involvement Coordinator

Social Services Coordinator

Mentl Health Coordinator

Others

Lyvel of 'Functioning:

Ion Prioritized Long Term Goals:

/Nutrition, Social Services, Parent Involvement

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 10'



INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR:

Special Services To BP Provided:

Rationale

Transparency 414

Handout 44, Page 2

1 eiviees Required Date Initiated Duration of Service Provider

1"-

I have had the opportunity to participate in the development of this Individual Service Plan.

I agree with this Individual Service Plan.

1 disagree with this Individual Service Plan.

iO3

Date Parent's Signature

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR:

Short-Term Objectives

LonT-Term Goals:

Rationale

Transparency #15

Handout #4, Pdge 3

Short-Term Objectives Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieves

10 3

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



READING LESSON

FA MKC 041852

13C SUN 01C MON

NEB EXCP PHNDL IA KANS NWRN MO,

CLUS AND WX STM CNTRD EXTRM NE COLO MOVG NEWD

TO SE SDKT AND INTSFYG BY 01C MON,

NEB EXCP PHNDL, CSDRBL LOW CLDNS AND FOG AND

SCTD RAIN OR DEL WITH CIGS MOSTLY 8-150 VSBYS OCNLY 2 TO 4,

SCTD AREAS CIGS BLO 5 HND AND VSBYS BLO 1

SIG NLY WNDS 30 TO 40 KTS WITH VSBYS 1 TO 3 SNW

SPRDG OVR WRN AND CNTRL PINS FLWG STM CNTR BY MIDN,

KANS, CIGS 10-15 ©VEISCTD R OCNL CIGS 8e R-F OVR

ERN PTN TO 15-20 (DVQI) WRN PTN, CNDS BCMG MOSTLY 10-20

® OCNL R EXTRM WRN PTN BY LATE AFTN CHNG TO SNW

ERLY EVE BCMG 5-10 AGL VSBYS 1 TO 3

SNW OCNLY BLO 1 MI, STG NLY WNDS 30-40 KNTS

BY ERLY EVE, FEW WDLY SCTD TSTMS OVR ERN PTN

DRG AFTN AND ERLY EVE HRS. STG NLY WNDS AND

SNW SPRDG THRU MOST OF EXTRM WRN AND NW

PINS BY MIDN, SLY WNDS 25-35 KTS, ERN KANS,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Rationale
Handout 42

AN INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN IS A WRITTEN STATE-

MENT THAT OUTLINES GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR A

HANDICAPPED CHILD AND HIS/HER FAMILY, IT IS

BASED ON THE CHILD'S PRESENT SKILL LEVEL AND

EXPRESSED FAMILY NEEDS, THIS PLAN INCLUDES ALL

HEAD START COMPONENT AREAS AND DESCRIBES THE

SPECIAL SERVICES NEEDED TO RESPOND TO THE CHILD'S

HANDICAP, SPECIAL MATERIALS AND CLASSROOM/HOME

ACTIVITIES, TIME LINES, AND PERSONS RESPONSIBLE,

HEAD.START STAFF AND PARENTS, WITH ASSISTANCE

FROM THE DIAGNOSTIC TEAM AS NEEDED, ARE RESPON-

SIBLE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS-PLAN,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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LRNG To Read:. A Simulation for Tvacher Traininq
by Catherine Morsink, M.A.

Adapted from: Journal or Leorninq Disabiliies
Volume 6, Number 7, October, 1973

This is a l'if'e demenst%ation OH how to teach
ehied'Ien who have diiicuety in eetnning.
A smae (croup acts as students who (vie taught
to ,'lead a weathe:t code kA The 'Pte.-

mainin0 pcuiticipauts ;ioteow armg si.ecntey,
hoping they won't be asked to 'lead aloud.
Viscussion ;calms. Time :ccot the demenstAation
is about 30 minutes, pet discussion. The
autho'l wishes to point out that ecworing to
read is not J5 simpec as the tasfz p,.resented

this cu:t.ia.e. simuZation was not dc.s_Oued
tc paAae.et the cempecx tai 'teadino... In-

stead, it was created to heihten the teachn's
sensitivity to the impe'ttailec o;c h(s/hcq

in thc disabi:cd

INSTRUCTIONS TO TRAINER

Rationale
Reference, Page

Select participants (say four persons) to act as students. The "students"

arc seated at the front of the room facing the trainer, with their backs to
the others who observe the "students" attempting to learn to read.

For an effective dPmonstration, the reading materials used would need
to be unfamiliar to the "students.!' The materials used here are drawn from
the pilots' weather code (FAA 1965), which is composed of symbols and
letters.

Proceed with the lessen: 10-15 minutes of instruction on the "Words
for Flash Cards"; and an additional fLye minutes for reading aloud from the
weather code.

The trainer "creates" a reading disability in the "students" by doing

the following:

(1) correcting all mistakes made by the "students" and not giving any
praise for progress or for correct responses; and

(2) presenting the word cards as sight vocabulary in a random fashion.
The words are not to be rearranged to make the lesson better organized.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Rationale
Pefere,

The other participants can follow the le!,;son and eir,71.- on their sheets

each ward missed by a "student."

PREPAPATION r()H DEMONATION

Fiepare a :;4't cat: flash cards at: least t31z by 11 inch in size. -gee

chart for text for front and hack of cards. The cards should be printed

clearly and uniformly in dark ink on a white background. The symbols on

these cards should be all capital letters, or exact copies of the words

used in the weather code (FAA 1965). Provide each member of the audience

with a copy of the reading lesson. Each copy should be clear and legible

and should contain no words or marks of any kind except those given in the

sample. The only other item needed is optional: a large map of the

United :taties pinned to a wall in front of the room.

PROCEDIM: FOR THE TRAINER

Trainer to Volunteers (loud enough for everyone to hear): I understand

that if we had three reading groups in this class, you people would be the

eagles. But just in case you turn out to be the sparrows, I'll call on

members of the audience to correct you. That will keep them on their toes!

Now remember, this is something anyone can learn to read quite easily.

You won't have any trouble with it. (This comment is intended to put them

under pressure to succeed.)

Today's assignment is the Kansas City, Missouri (hold up card #1, MKC,

for "students" and audience to see) weather report (hold up card #2, FA)

for they fourth day of the month (hold up card #3, 04). Greenwich time is

1852 (hold up card #4, 1852). You know that when it's 12:00 in New York,

it's 11:00 in Kansas City. That can get confusing, so they choose one place

on earth-Greenwich, England-as tne time standard. If Greenwich is six hours

east of Kansas City, then 1852 in England would mean 12:52 in Kansas City.

It would also mean 11:52 in Denver and 10:52 in Los Angeles. (This entire

explanation is irrelevant to the decoding task, and is intended to confuse

the "students.")

This area forcast includes Iowa, Kansas, Northwestern Missouri (hold up

card 45, IA KANS NWRN MO), and Nebraska except the panhandle (hold up card

#6, NEB EXCP PHNDL). Watch me as I show you those places on the map. Here

is Iowa, Kansas, Missouri - only northwestern Missouri. - and this is Nebraska

except for the panhandle. Do you see why they call it a panhandle? It looks

just like the handle on a pan. (This explanation is unnecessarily detailed,

an insult to the group's intelligence.)

Before we start to read, let's go over some of the new words in this

forecast. (This instruction is intended to cue the group for an authori-

tarian approach to teaching, a dependence on the teacher, and to intensify

their growing fear that there is only one correct answer to each question.)

(During the instruction period, trainer should correct all mistakes and

frequently admonish the "students" to pay attention, keep their place, etc.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Reference, Page

Note: al thr:; time, neither the iltViir1Ce nor- the "students" have a copy of

the weather code in their hands.)

Trainer to Volunteers and Audience:

Knots. (Hold up card #7, KT:;.)

14
800 l500 teat., overcast loud cover. (Hold up card 110, 8-1!r( 1J.)

Abuve ground level. (Hold up card 49, AGL.)

(Hold up card 410, ) You've already had this. What is it? (Response.)

That means overcast cloud cover. You'll have to pay better attention.

Five hundred. (Hold up card 011, 5HND.)

Light rain and fog. (Hold up card 412, R-F.)

Scattered clouds. (Hold up card 413,

Fourth day of the mouth. (Hold up card #14, 04.)

Prcken clouds. (Hold up card #15, 6.)

Thirty. (Hold up card 416, 30.)

Now that we',:e gone through most the sight vocabulary it's time to

lea n .-me phonies. The most lir.:01.-.ant rule of this code is th:-C:. it

orte..:; words to their main sounHs. Por example:

Following. (Hold up card #17, FLWG.)

Spreading. (Hold up card #18, SPADG.)

Centered. (Hold up card #19, CNTRD.)

Panhandle. (Hold up card #20, PHNDL.)

Of course there are exceptions to the rules. You'll just have to learn those

words by sight. For example:

Northeastward. (Hold IT card #21, NEWD.)

Weather. (Hold up card #22, WX.)

Variable. (Hold up card #23, V.)

Now that you know the rules, what would you expect the word evening to look

like? (Allow response, then show card.)

No, evening is EVE. (Hold up card #24, EVE.)

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



Piitirmale
, PciTz 4

How would you write Kansas? (Allow response.)

Kkl!):;d:; (Hold up card 425, KANS.)

Miat WOUld MMIddY lIke? (Allow !-espowu.:.)

No, ouday )s MI ii. (Hold Ilt7 cJrd Nn71-)

Cbviously, that was too hard for 'ou. This time let's try somethir)d Pa!Her.

1'11 hold up the curd and you just read the words.

(Hold up card 427, CSDRBL.) What is this? (Allow response.)

That was CONSIDERABLE. (Hold up card #28, CONSIDERABLE.)

Can't you see that some of the letters have boon left out? (Hold up card 429,

C-NS-D-R-BL.)

(Hold up card 430, VSBY.) What is the word? (Allow response.)

That word is VISIBILITY. (Hold up card #31, VISIBILITY.}

Look at the letters that are left. (Hold up card #32, V-S-B--Y.)

Don't you understand how this code works? We've been over all the rules!

Try one more to see if you can do any better. (Hold up card #33, GIGS.)

What is this word? (Allow response.)

Who said cigars? That doesn't even make sense! This is a weather code!

The word is CEILINGS. (Hold up card 434, CEILINGS.)

(Hold up card 435, C-I-GS.) See, here it is again. That should be very

obvious.

Now read the words in phrases the way you'll see then in the lesson.

(Hold up card 436, 15-200 0 .) (Allow response.) That means 1500-2000 feet,

overcast cloud cover. Wasn't anyone paying attention?

(Hold up card 037, a0V 0 )
(Allow response.) That was variable scattered to

broken clouds. How many times do I have to repeat these words?

(Hold up card 438, MOSTLY.) (Allow response.) That was a regular English

word - MOSTLY! Have you forgotten everything you learned? Trace that

word with your finger in the air three times and repeat it three more

tines. M-0-S-T-L-Y, MOSTLY.

(Hold up card #39, FEW WDLY SCTD TSTMS.) Say this after me. You're not doing

very well at figuring it out for yourselves. Few widely scattered thunder-

storms.

(Hold up card #40, WRN AND CNTRL PTNS.) Western and central portions.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Rationale
Reference, Page

(Hold up card 441, SC'I'[) VAIN.) caLL(.!red rain.

(Hold up card 442, 041852.) Pourth day of the month, the time in 1reenwich
is I8F2.

(Hold up c.,,trd 441, L C.) (The o'clock in the afternoon, central Lime.

(Hold up a!,-d 44 , FA MKG 041852.) Area P(,recast, Kansas City, Missouri
fourth Jay of the month, time 1852.

Trainer to Volunteers: I'm afraid you didn't_ do too well, but we'll just
have to go on to the lesson now. I'm going to pass out your papers and ask
you to read aloud one at a time. (Pass out the reading lesson.)

Trainer to Others: Be sure to keep the place and be Iteady because I
have a feeling I'm going to call on some of you for the answers. Also,

you'll be keeping score of the mistakes read by the group in front. Circle

each mistake on your paper. Please don't make any other marks on it at this
time.

(Trainer then calls on members of the group up front to read orally in
turn as those in the audience listen and hope they won't be asked. Trainer

should correct each mistake made by the readers and keep reminding them to
pay attention and keep the place, continuing this for five minutes.)

Trainer: I'm sorry that we didn't finish our lesson, but our time is

up. That happens sometimes when you have a slow group. Of course, all of

these students have a learning disability. Right? (pause) Wrong! I've

criticized and pressured them. I've presented a lesson which was so dis-
organized and confusing that they were led to believe the code had no rules
and was impossible to read correctly. The constant fear of making mistakes
before the audience intensified their feelings of being unable to rely on

their own judgement.

This code, with inconsistent, confusing symbols, and exceptions to the
rules, is not so different from the English code. My role as a negative,
authoritarian teacher was - I hope - exaggerated, and the reactions of the
group were more moderate and controlled than the reactions of children would

have been. Still, a comparison can be made, and the feelings of the group
experiencing failure were not unlike those of children in school who haven't

learned to read. (At this point, trainer should thank the group of volunteers

for their help and for being good sports.)

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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FRONT

TEXT FOR

READ I NC SIMULATION F ASHCADS

SUGGESTED REMARKS ON BACK

Pationale
.Per-erehce

Par;c,

MK'

FA
_

01/1

'-i

2.

Today's asEAgnment is Kansas City,

Missouri

Weather Report.

3. 4th day of the month

1852

4. Greenwich time is 1852. When it's 12:00

in N.Y., it's 11:00 in K.C. This is
confusing-so one place on earth has been

chosen. Greenwich England is the time

standard. Greenwich is 6 hours east of
K.C.; thus 1852 in England would mean
12:52 in K.C., 11:52 in Denver, 10:52 in

L.A.

IA KANS l'IWRN MO
5. This area forecast includes Iowa, Kansas,

Northwestern Missouri.

NEB EXCP PHNDL
6. Nebraska except the panhandle.

KTS 7. Before we start reading, let's go over
some new words. Repeat after me: knots.

8_15® 8. 800-1500 feet overcast cloud cover.

AGL 9. Al-,ove ground level.

(1)
10. We've had this one. What was it? Over-

cast cloud cover. Pay attention:

5 HND 11. 500

R-F 12. Light rain and fog

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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4--

Ration
Refere

Page 7

_scattered clouds.

14. 4th clay of the month.

15. broken clouds

16. We've had the sight vocabulary. Now it's

time for phonics. The most important
rule - shorten word to main consonant
sounds. For example .

FLWG

SPRDG

CNTRD

PHNDL

NEWD

WX

V

EVE

KANS

17. Following

18. Spreading

19. Centered

20. Panhandle. Of course there are excep-
tions we have to learn them by sight.
For example:

21. Northeastward

22. Weather

23. Variable. Now that you know the rules,
what would you expect "evening" to look
like?

24. No, evening is EVE. How would you write.

Kansas?

25. No, Kansas is KANS. What would Monday
look like?

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Page 8

.

1

MON

______

26. !,lNo, on,i, is 11,'N Obviously, this is

too had fo r ',.ou. This time lot's try

something cosier. I'll hold up the

oard and Vutl just road Un words.

CSDRBL

__

27. W.--.at is this? Considerabi.o

CONSIDERABLE .

28. That was considerable. Can't you see

that some of the letters have been left

out? (Show next card)

_
.

C-N-S-D-R-BL

,

.

29.

.

C-N-S-D-R-BL

. VSBY _

30. What is .this word? That is visibility.

VISIBILITY
31. VISIBILITY

.,

V-S-B----Y

32.

. ..

Look at the letters that are left out.

Dor'i you understand how this code works?

We've been over all the rules. Try one

more - see if you can do better.

CIGS

33.
,

What is this word? Who said cigarettes?

Doesn't make sense. This is a weather

code. Word is ceilings.

.

_

CEILINGS
34. Ceilings

C-I-G-S
.

.

35. Here it is again. Should be obvious.

Nov read the words in phrases the way

you'll see them in the lesson.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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,--- _______ _____

(13/

15-20

_

36. 1500-2000 feet over cast cloud cover.
Wasn't anyone paying attention?

CDV 0

----- . _

MOSTLY

37. Variable scattered to broken vlouds.
How many times do I have to repctat?

3a. English word mostly. Have you forgotten
everything you know? Trace with finger
in air 3x and repeat it.

FEW,WDLY SCTD TSTMS
39. Say this after me. You're not doing

very well at figuring it out for your-
self. Few widely scattered thunder-
storms.

.
.

WRN AND CNTRL PTNS
40..

!

Western and Central Portions.

SCTD RAIN
41. Scattered rain

041852
.

42. 4th day of the month. Time in Greenwich
is 1852.

01C
43. 1:00 in the morning- Central time.

MC 042A K 185

44. Area Forecast Kansas City Missouri
4th day of the month - time l852 I'm
afraid you didn't do well. We have to
go on to the reading lesson. I will
circle all mistakes.

. .

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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ANSWERS FOR READING LESSON

FA MKC 041852

Aca :cowcast Kausas City, Mi.ssou'Li, :couAth day otc the month,

time 6t G':c1:wich 18:52

13C SUN 01C MON

1:00 p.m. Sunday to 1:00 a.m. Monday

NEB EXCP PHNDL IA KANS NWRN MO.

Hcb./aSka except ,jot the ranhandee, Iowa, Kansas, Nnthwute.th a56Outi

CLDS AND WX STM CNTRD EXTRM NE COLO MOVG NEWD

Ceouds and weathe/1 sustom centmed Cn no.ltheasteAn Camado moving

ncritheastwakd.

TO SE SDKT AND INTSFYG BY 01C MON,

To SoutheastcAn South Dakota and .iatensiiiying by 1:00 a.m. Monday.

NEB EXCP PHNDL, CSDRBL LOW CLDNS AND FOG AND

Nebaska except panhandte. CoinideAabee eow ceoudine46 and liog and

SCTD RAIN OR DRZL. WITH CIGS MOSTLY 8-15® VSBYS OCNLY 2 TO '4.

seattoted with cci.tiao mostett 800-T500 ,feet ove.icast aoud coven

vistbieitu occasionaeW two to hund./ed

SCTD AREAS CIGS BLO 5 HND AND VSBYS BLO 1

Scatted ateas cei.ting-s beeow 5 hund.led ;feet and vLsibZUty beeow 100 (ceet

STG NLY WNDS 30 TO 40 KTS WITH VSBYS .1 TO 3

StAong aolthne_u winds 30 to 40 knots with visibtity 100 to 300 Beet

SNW SPRDG OVR WRN AND CNTRL PTNS FLWG STM CNTR BY MIDN.

Snow sp7.eading con westnn and centuLed po,Ltons cottowing 6tokm content by

mid-ai)tomoon.

KANS. CIGS 10-15
V®

SCTD R OCNL CIGS 8ED R-F OVR

Kansas. Ceitbigs 1,000-1,500 Lica vati.abte scattned to bkoken ctoads RaOi

occasc:onatey cci_Ungs 800 .,cet !Lain and iog over

ERN PTN TO 15-20 OA) WRN PIN, CNDS BCMG MOSTLY 10-20

Eastna pe'Lti.on to 1,500-2,00 sect scattered and buken clouds we,ste4n potti.on.

Ceoudiness becoming mostey 1,000-2,000 iceet.
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e0CNL R EXTRM WRN PIN BY LATE AFIN CHNG TO SNW

Ov,,ca.st ceoad covct occasonae qc-til-ext'Leme we,stnn pc'Et4lon by Cate a6tnnoon

snow

ERLY EVE BCMG 5-10(1 AGL VSBYS 1 TO 3

ea,/.6 .evening becowng 500-1,000 eet ovncast am( coven above wtound crud
visibieity 100 to 300 jest

SNW OCNLY BLO 1 MI. STG NLY WNDS 30-40 KNTS

snow occasLonaay Liam 1 miec. Stonci nolthnfq oinds 30-40 knots

BY ERLY EVE, FEW WDLY SCTD TSTMS OVR ERN PTN

by ealey evem:ng. Few widely scatteAed thundeAstoqms oven caste An wt_ti,on

DRG AFTN AND ERLY HRS, STG NLY WNDS AND

duting a(cteqnoon and eaAty evening hotfts. SOtong non t! w,(Inds and

SNW SPRDG THRU MOST OF EXTRM WRN AND NW

uow socading thAoaqh most o() extreme we-steAn and noAthwestenA

PINS BY MIDN, SLY WNDS 25-35 KTS, ERN KANS,

pottons by mi,d-atitnnoon. Southmey winds 25-35 knots. EasteAn Kansas.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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TWO-STEP I.S.P. PROCESS

OVERVIEW

The individu Service Plan is developed by a team comprised of the Head

Start staff and the parents of the handicapped child. The meeting at

which the I.S.P. is written is called the I.S.P. conference. At this

conference, the Learn will summarize and 'share information known about the

child and f .ily, write a current level of functioning for the child,

determine long-term goals and short-term objectives for the child and

family, designate special services required and who will provide them,

and complete the remainder of the I.S.R. In order to efficiently con-

duct the meeting and to ensure parent involvement, it is recommended

that a special home visit be conducted with the parent prior to the

T.S.P. .conference. The purpose of this workshop is to outline the two-

step process that is used to complete the I.S.P.

As a result of this session participants will:

1) state the purpose for, steps of and end results of the I.S.P.

special home visit;

2) state the persons involved in the I.S.P. conference and their

responsibilities;

3) list the information to be presented at the I.S.P. conference;

4) outline the tasks to be completed at the I.S.P. conference; and

5) receive information on confidentiality and parent rights.

BACKGROUND FOR THE TRAINER

In preparatiOn for this workshop, the following references are recommended

as sources of information about the process for developing the I.S.P. They

are referenced in Appendix A of this training guide.

A Comprehensive Approach for Developing, Individual Education Programs

for the Preschool Handicapped Child;

Preparing for the I.E.P. Meetings: A Workshop for Parents;

Talking with Parents: Communication Skills for Educators.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Two-Step I.S.P. Process 1



Additional information on the two-step proces (an he found

Appendix B, pages 42-48, of this training guide.

PREPARING FOR THE WORK:.1HOP

1. Duplicate transparencies 41-8 using the masters provided at the end-of

this section.

2. Duplicate Handouts 41-10 for each participant. Staple together the two

pages of Handout #3 and the eight pages of Handout 410. Note: Handout

is the same as transparency #3, Handout #6 is the same as transparency

47 and Handout #7 is the same as transparency #8.

3. If you decide to conduct the optional role play activity, duplicate the

task cards found at the end of this section for each participant. Have

available the screening, diagnostic, assessment and observational infor-

mation on a child. (Use either the information on the child provided

in this training guide or a child from your program.)

4. An overhead projector, movie screen and transparency pens will be re-

quired for this session.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THE WORKSHOP

This session may be conducted in three parts:

1) a presentation"detailing the two-step process for completion of the I.S.P.;

2) an optional role play of the special home visit;

3) discussion and distribution of a handout on confidentiality.

I

1. Introduction: distribute the ten handouts for this workshop. Display

overhead transparency #1. Introduce the workshop by explaining that

after all information on the child and family has been collected, the

actual development of the Individual Service Plan can begin. The

development will be done in two steps. First, a special home visit will

be conducted with the parent in order to insure their input and acquaint

them with the I.S.P. process. Second, the I.S.P. conference will be

held and the I.S.P. will be written. Explain that this session will

acquaint them with this two-step process.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
Two-Step I.S.P. Process 2



2. Explanation of Step #1: The Special Home Visit.

a. Display transparency 42. Have participants take notes on corres-

ponding Handout ;1. Read and discuss each section allowing time

for note-taking.

b, pisplay'transparency 43, the I.S.P. Home Visit Checklist. Have

participants follow along on Handout #2, Explain that this is

an optional tool that may be used to insure that they have covered

everything during the home visit. Read through each point. It

is bet filled out with the parent during the visit, but may be

completed afterward.

c_ Refer to Handout #3, notice of parent's rights. This handout may

be provided to parents as a written explanation of their rights

regarding I.S.P.s in Head Start.

d. Refer to Handout #4, the questionnaire for parents. Explain that

this handout may be useful lor discussion and as a future refer-

ence for parents.- It can alp ensure that the family's priorities

are considered during .;.P. Conference.

Note: The Special Home V should be conducted in the

family's home environment if possible. However, if

this cannot be accomplished, the Head Start center

or another mutually agreed upon site may be used.

e. Optional activity: Role play of the Special Home Visit.

Participants may find it helpful to role play the Special Home

Visit. This will best be accomplished by dividing the group into

triads consisting of ateacher, a parent and an observer. The

teachers in each group will need to prepare themselves by review-

ing the child's completed screening, diagnostic,assessment and

observational information. The parent can prepare herself by

reviewing the child's screening and diagnostic inforMation.

Distribute role play task cards to each group member. Allow about

10 minutes' for each person to consider their roles and strategies.

Allow 15 minutes for the actual role play and 5-10 minutes for

small group discussion.

3. Explanation of Step 2: The I.S.P. Conference.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Two-Step I.S.P. Process 3



a. Display overhead transparency 44. Participants should take notes

on corresponding Handout 45. Explain that after the home visit

has been conducted with the parent, the I.S.P. conference will

take place. The purpose of the I.S.P. conference will be to

complete the I.S.P. as a team by sharing pertinent information.

Discuss what is accomplished at the I.S.P. conference, following

the points on transparency 44.

b. Display transparency 45, unlabeled forms that will be used at the

I.S.P. conference. Tell participants that in order to write the

I.S.P., all information that has been collected on the child and

family will need to be presented and discussed. Ask them to

identify the information that they would have on the child or

family. Label each one of the forms on the transparency as sugges-

tions are made. Suggestions might include: screening results, diag-

nostic report, assessment results, classroom observations, work

samples, health/medical reports, family assessment results,

registration forms, multi-disciplinary team report or dual place-

ment records, and tentative current level of functioning, long-

term goals and/or special services needs.

c. Display transparency 46, unlabeled persons involved in the I.S.P.

conference. Ask participants to indicate who should be involved

in the I.S.P. conference. Label each person as suggestions are

made. Suggestions might include: the parent, the teacher, the

handicap services coordinator or designee of the program director

Note: these three people are essential to successful planning

and implementation of the I.S.P. Other suggestions: education

coordinator, social services coordinator, health coordinator, diag-

nostician, parent involvement coordinator, nutrition coordinator,

special services personnel, parent advocate. Note: include all

interested persons, but only those persons who will be necessary

to meet the needs of the child and family will participate. Ex-

plain that one of the participants, usually the handicap services

coordinator, will act as chairperson for the I.S.P. conference.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Two-Step I.S.P. Process 4
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d. Display transparency 47, re:;ponsibilities of the chairperson.

Discuss each of these responsiblities as participants follow

along on Handout 46.

e. Display transparency 48, duties of the committee members. Dis-

cuss each of these duties as participants follow along on Handout

#7.

f. Summarize this section by referring 17 Handouts #8 and #9, chair-

person's self-evaluation form and post I.S.P. conference evaluation

form. Explain that these are tools that may be used after the

conference has taken place for evaluation and future planning

purposes.

4. Explanation of confidentiality. Refer to Handout #10, insuring con-

fidentiality of records. Explain that this handout summarizes the

Federal Regulations regarding confidentiality; The letter to Head

Start staff on the last page may be of particular interest to the

participants. Discuss any questions or concerns about confidentiality.

5. Summary of workshop. Redisplay transparency #1 and explain that this

workshop presented the two-step I.S.P. process and provided informaton

on parent rights and confidentiality. The next step is to role play

the actual I.S.P. conference and to complete an I.S.P.

07.

.
Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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TWO-STEP I,S,P, PROCESS

SPECIAL

HOME

VISIT

',SIP.

CONFERENCE

5.01044W eE.M07/1 .44
1WC .ffeffinfilffrA7 aif4

ref
7

. 4
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WHO

PARENTS AND ONE

OR MORE

INDIVIDUALS

FROM HEAD

START

PURPOSE

PROVIDE PARENTS WITH

INFORMATION NECESSARY TO

PARTICIPATE IN THE I.S.P.

PROCESS AND TO GATHER INFORMATION

FOR THE I.S.P.

TASKS

1, DISCUSS THE PURPOSE OF THE I.S.P.

2, INFORM PARENTS OF THE I.S.P. PROCESS AND THEIR

ROLE IN IT,

3, PROVIDE PARENTS WITH WRITTEN INFORMATION REGARD-

ING THEIR RIGHTS,

4. SHARE ASSESSMENT AND OBSERVATION INFORMATION,

5, PINPOINT AREAS OF PARENTAL CONCERN AND PRIORITY.
O

DISCUSS TIME AND PLACE OF MEETING AND TRANSPORTATION,

BABYSITTING AND/OR ANY OTHER ARRANGEMENTS NEEDED TOt

INSURE PARENT PARTICIPATION.
v

V

.4
0,9

0

O
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I.S.P. HOME VISIT CHECKLIST

Homes visitur Date

parent(s)

Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Transparency #3
Handout 42

1. Nava you explained the purpose of the I.S.P. to include these major

meeting individual needs?

planning educational activities specifically for the
skill level of the child?

Mon taring progress?

2. Have the parent(s) received a written copy of their rights?

3. Have you clearly explained the I.S.P. Process to include:

What is an I.S.P. Conference?

- Who will be there and why?

Who will the chairperson be and what are their responsibilities?

What will be done and how it will be done?

Defining: level of functioning
long -term goals
short -term objectives

- What kind of information will be shared?

What role does the parent(s) have?

4. Has all information that has been collected on the child been shared?

5. Has parent(s) actively helped pinpoint his/her areas of ccncern and

priority for the child?

6. Has parent(s) been asked if she/he has any questions or concerns?

7. Has time and place of meeting been discussed and have transportation,

babysitting, and/or other arrangement!: been made to insure parent(s)

participation?

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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To-Step I.S.P. Process
Transparency #4

PURPOSE OF THE I.S.P. CONFERENCE

TO COMPLETE THE I.S,P AS A TEAM BY SHARING

PERTINENT INFORMATION

WHAT IS ACCOMPLISHED AT THE I.S.P. CONFERENCE?

1. CURRENT LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING

2. LONG-TERM GOALS

3. SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES

4. REQUIRED SPECIAL SERVICES

5. COMPLETE THE REMAINDER OF THE I.S.P.

A.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G,

H.

PERSONS RESPONSIBLE

MATERIALS/METHODS

EVALUATION CRITERIA

TIME LINES FOR SPECIAL SERVICES

TRANSPORTATION NEEDS

PROVISION AND PAYMENT OF SERVICES

REVIEW DATES

SIGNATURES

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Two-Step Process
Transparency #6
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Transparency 47
Handout ff6

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CHAIRPERSON

1. DETERMINE LOCATION, TIME AND DATE FOR THE I.S.P. CONFERENCE,

2. DETERMINE WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN THE I.S.P. CONFERENCE.

3. NOTIFY ALL PARTICIPANTS OF THE TIME, PLACE AND DATE OF THE

I.S.P CONFERENCE.

4. DETERMINE ALL DATA NEEDED FOR THE CONFERENCE AND WHO WILL

BE RESPONSIBLE FOR BRINGING IT.

5. FAMILIARIZE SELF WITH ALL INFORMATION SO THAT QUESTIONS CAN

BE ANSWERED.

FACILITATE THE I.S.P. CONFERENCE. THIS INCLUDES MAKING

NECESSARY INTRODUCTIONS, ANSWERING QUESTIONS, KEEPING THE

GROUP ON-TASK, ETC.

7. RECORD THE PROCEEDINGS OR DESIGNATE SOMEONE TO DO SO.

8. DIS1RIBUTE THE COMPLETED INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN (ONE COPY

EACH TO THE CENTER WHERE THE CHILD IS ENROLLED, DIAGNOSTIC

FILE AND PARENTS).

9. OVERSEE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN.

10. SCHEDULE REVIEW MEETINGS AT MIDDLE AND END OF THE YEAR TO

DETERMINE IF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES HAVE BEEN MET.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Transparency #8
Handout

DUTIES OF THE COMMITTEE MEMBERS

FURNISH APPROPRIATE INFORMATION TO THE CHAIRPERSON,

2. BE FAMILIAR WITH THE INFORMATION YOU WILL PRESENT,

3. ESTABLISH RAPPORT WITH EACH OF THE OTHER COMMITTEE

MEMBERS AND BE SURE EACH FEELS ACCEPTED IN 'THE PROCESS.

BE SURE ALL NECESSARY SERVICES ARE CONSIDERED AND THAT

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES ARE REALISTIC.

5, GIVE OPINIONS, ANSWER QUESTIONS AND LISTEN TO THE OPINIONS

AND SUGGESTIONS OF OTHERS.

IMPLEMENT THE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES THAT ARE ESTABLISHED

AND TO WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED.

A.- PARTICIPATE IN REVIEW CONFERENCES AT THE MIDDLE AND END

OF THE YEAR.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Purge 1

NOTICE OF PAPNTS' RIGHTS*

All children who enter the Head Start Program receive health and educa-

tion screening tests to make sure they are healthy and are developing normally.

Some children will need additional or special services from Head Start to

help meet any needs which are uncovered by these screenings.

In order to yivechildren the right kind of help.)an Individual Service

(I.S.P.) Conference will be held to review the child's strengths and needs,
and to plan'exactly the right services and activities for him/her.

Before the Conference Team meets, you will get a letter from the Head Start

Program, letting you know that the Team would like to review and plan a special

program for your child, and asking for your O.K. in writing.

Before the Team meets, they will also need as much information as possible

about your child. They may want to talk to doctors, nurses, teachers, social

workers, or other agencies which have seen your child.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT

to give your written O.K. before any of this information is shared

with the Head Start Program, and before Head Start gives other

agencies any information on your child.

The Team will most likely be made up of the Head Start teachers, doctors,

and other specialists who have seen your child, and Head Start health, educa-

tion, and other staff members. The people who are on the team are there be-

cause they know something about your child, or about other childreici,with

special needs, or because they will be taking part in actually teaching or

giving other services to your child. The Team will also need participation

and information from you, the parents, who know your child better than anyone

else in the world. They will need your help in deciding on the best services

to meet your child's needs.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT

to meet with the I.S.P. Conference Team and to give them your ob-

servations and information about your-child. If you like, you may

bring someone with you to speak for you or to help you in the

meeting. If you can't come to a meeting, you can send this person
instead, and/or send your information to the Team in writing.

You may also send your child to different doctors or specialists

for another physical or other tests and share the results with the

Team.

*Extracted from "Parent Power in Head Start"

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Handout #3
Page 2

NOTICE OF PARENTS' RIGHTS (Continued)

The Team should not take too long to finish its planning so that the
Procjram can begin giving the right services to your child as early in the

school year as possible.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT

to have your child's review finished in a timely manner.
Yoi will be given a copy of the Team's written plans for your
child.
You have,the right to give or not give your written O.K. for
these plans.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THE PLANS FOR YOUR CHILD:

You can meet with Head Start staff to talk over the plans and the
reasons you do not agree with them. You may bring someone with you tc help

you during the meeting. You may ask questions of anyone at the meetin-2.

YOU HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO:

* Go to as many of the Team meetings as possible.

* Ask quest-ons whenever you don't understand what is being said or done,
or whenever you are concerned about how your child is acting or learning.

* Share your observations about your child with the Team, as well as any
changes in the family which might affect your child in the center.

* Try to carry out those activities which the Team suggests would be helpful
to your child when he is at home, and report back the effect these
activities have on him.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Two-Step I.S.P. Proce
Handout #4

Parent, Guardian, Surrogate Parent: The following are some questions which

you may use as guidelines as you consider the Individual Service Plan. If

anything is unclear, don't hesitate to question one of the others attending

the conference.

Are there clear statements about what my child can do right now in various areas?

Do these statements of what she/he can do agree with my own observations?

Is what she/he is supposed to accomplish by the end of the year clearly stated?

Do I think these skills are important things for my child to work on?

Do I think the skills represent reasonable expectations?

Have the expressed needs of my family been clearly stated? Are there goals that

will help me meet these expressed sieeds?

Does the plan state how one will know if learning is taking place?

Do I understand how learning is going to be measured_. and how well my child must

do on each task?

Have my ideas about what is important been considered in the development of

this program?

Do I know the specific special services that will be provided?

Do I feel these are appropriate?

Do I know when the special services will begin?

Do I know approximately how long the special services will last?

Do I know when the next review will take place?

Are there things I can do to help my child succeed in the program?

Have these things been written into the I.S.P.?

If you are satisfied with the proposed I.S.P., all you have to do is sign it

and the program can get started.

If there are portions that you would like to have clarified or rewritten, you

can hold off on your signature until the changes have been made to your satisfactiox

Remember, an individualized service program is not a contract. It is not binding;

it can be changed with your approval.

Remember, too, that you are an expert on your own child and a resource person

to the Head Start program.

Adapted from: Preparing for the IEP Meeting: A Workshop for Parents.
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I.S.P CONFERENCE

PURPOSE OF THE I.S,P, CONFERENCE:

Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Handout #5

WHAT IS ACCOMPLISHED AT THE M.P. CONFERENCE?

1.

2.

3,

14.

5,

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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cNAIRITR:;()N'S SidY EVALEATToN FoPM

1. Did I make the participants feel welcome?

Did I make the appropriate introductions?

3. Was the atmosphere positive?

4. Was I able to answer questions satisfactorily?

5. Was I enthusiastic?

G. Was I negative?

7. Did all group members participate?

8. Were any participants excluded?

9. Did anyone dominate the group?

10. Did anyone withdraw from the group?

11. Were all opinions considered?

12. Was I prepared for the meeting?

13. Did I keep the group on target?

14. Did I encourage discussion?

15. Was the atmosphere relaxed and comfortable?

16. Was I flexible?

17. Did I capitalize on spontaneous situations?

18. Was the meeting unified; did it hang together?

19. Was I in touch with committee members?

Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Handout 48

YES NO

Source: Preparing for the IEP Meeting: A Workshop for Parents
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Handout #9

1. Are you satisfied with the I.S.P. that has been

developed?

2. Do you think the goals selected are important?

3. Do you think the objectives can be accomplished?

4. Do you think the special services and/or place-

ment is appropriate?

5. Do you feel you had sufficient opportunity to
express yourself at the meeting?

C). Do you feel your opinions were considered in

the final I.S.P.?

7. Do you feel your time at the meeting was well

spent?

8. Do you think a written Individual Service Plan
is a good idea?

9. How many I.S.P. conferences have you attended in

the past?

10. Please check one:

I am a parent

student

teacher

administrator

other

NOT

YES NO SURE

specify

Source: Preparing for the IEP Meeting: A Workshop for Parents

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Handout #10, Page 1

From: fttluth Head Start Social orvicel; Plan

Title 45 of the code of Pederal 1:equlations now contains re,vilations to
protect the confidentiality of data collection in efforts to idehtify, locate,
and oval ate all handicapped children. These are specifically defined as
obligatiomiofStates and public education agencies. But, the rules and
regulations go on to define "participating agencies":

Any agency or institution which collects, maintains, or
uses data, or from which data is obtained to meet P.L.
04-142, the "Education for All Handicapped Children Act".
This is all part of "due process" legislation.

Head Start/Home Start programs characteristically have kept data on all
children, including special needs (handicapped) children integrated into
the programs. Also, Head Start/Home Start programs have characteristically
transferred data to officials who work in a child's next educational setting,
usually the public schools. Head Start/Home Start programs are agencies
from which data is obtained for the education of the handicapped. Therefore,

Head Start/Home Start programs would be "participating agencies" under the
law.

According to the law, each participating agency shall protect the
confidentiality of data at all stages: collection, storage, disclosure

and destruction. Also, each agency shall assign one official as the
responsible agent for assuring the confidentiality of any personally
identifiable data.

WHAT SHOULD BE KEPT IN A CHILD'S FOLDER?

Head Start/Home Start programs are required by a set of performance
standards to produce certain kinds of screening records (medical, dental
and developmental) on all children and some very specific diagnostic re-
cords and educational plans for special needs children. In addition, in-
formation such as a child's name, address, birthdate, etc., is kept on
all children. Teachers may keep some records that specifically ident'fy

a child. In general, IF A PIECE OF INFORMATION IS USEFUL FOR PLANNING
AND COMPLETING A CHILD'S EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE, IT SHOULD BE KEPT BY
THE EDUCATION PROGRAM. If a piece of information will not contribute to
planning, it should not be included at all.

WHAT IS "PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE" INFORMATION?

Personally identifiable information is any data that includes:
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Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Handout #10, Page 2

1 Name of the child, the child's parents, or other family
member;
The iddress of the child;

L;ocial f_;eourity or

student_ number;

4. A Iist of personal eharacterities or other information
which would make it possible to identify the child with
reasonable certainty.

To Kt tow ALL THIS INFORMATION APouT CONFIDENTIALITY?

Ac('orciLnq to the law, a participati:ig agency must ensure that employees
tailled is the policies and procedures regarding confidentiality. This

training about the law itself and about the agency's specific
gii,iolinos for maintaining records and the confidentiality of them.

1104 Ii ACCESS To RECORDS CONTROLLED?

Each Head Start/Home Start program must develop a listing of the types
and locations of personally identifiable data (records) collected, main-

tained or used by the agency. This listing must be provided to any parent

who requests it.

A parent can request to see his/her child's records. The program must
provide access to the records without unnecessary delay (no more than 45

days) and prior to any hearing related to the identification, evaluation
or placement of the child. The parent, by law, has the right to a response
to a reasonable request for explanation and interpretation of regulations
and the data, and to obtain copies of records.

4

A Head Start/Home Start program must maintain a record of any "third"

Parties (from outside the agency) obtaining access to a child's records.

This includes:

1. Name of party;
2. Date access was given;
3. Purpose of authorization to use the data.

This record of access does not cover access by parents and authorized

employees of the Head Start/Home Start agency. The prior, written consent
of the parent(s) for viewing confidential information is not necessary for:

1. Officials in the same agency with a "legitimate educational
interest";

2.' various state and national education agencies, when enforcing
federal laws;

3. Accreditation and research organizations helping the agency.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Handout #10, Page 3

The Head Start/Home Start agency must maintain, for public in-
spection, a current listing of the names of those employee within the

agency who ,..ay have acre to the personally identifiable data. These

la will probably inclt.ge the agency admini::trative _staff, Compo-

nent co,)rdinat.orl;, head/cia:icroom teachers, any zpecial ed'ication staff

hired by the agency, and bpecial ediAcation con:;ultant with whom the agevcy

has formal, written agreement for service.

4. Those with court orders.

The agency may charge a `'ee for copies of records which are made for

parents, providing that the ee does not effectively prevent the parents
from exercising their right to inspect and review those records. The

agency may not charge a fee to search for or to retrieve data.

WHAT HAPPENS IF A PARENT DOES NOT LIKE SOMETHING THAT IS INCLUDED IN A

CHILD'S FILE:

A parent who believes that data is inaccurate or misleading or vio-

lates the privacy or other rights of the child may request the agency
to make appropriate amendments to the data. Within a reasonable period

of time following the request, the agency must decide whether or not to

amend the data in accordance with the parents' request. If the agency

decides to refuse the request, it must inform the parent of the refusal

and advise the parent of his/her right to a hearing. If the parent re-

quests a hearing, the agency shall provide for one. Just how Head Start/

Home Start agencies will fit into the "hearing" system is as yet unclear.

But it is likely that hearings, if requested, would be conducted under

the systems being written by each state. If, as a result of the hearing,

the agency decides that the data is in fact inaccurate, misleading, or

otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the child, it

shall amend the data accordingly and so inform the parent in writing.

If the agency, as a result of the hearing, decides that the data is not

inaccurate, etc., it shall inform the parent of the right to place in the

records a statement commenting on the data and stating any reasons for

disagreeing with the decision of the agency not to amend it.

These parent-initiated hearings must:

1. Be held within a reasonable period of time after the

agency has received the request, and the parent shall

be given notice of the data, place and time, reasonably
in advance of the hearing;

2. Be conducted by a party who does not have a direct

interest in the outcome of the hearing;

3. Afford the parent full and fair opportunity to present
evidence relevant to the issues raised and may be
assisted or represented by individuals of his or her
choice at his or her own expense, including an attorney;
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Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Handout #10, Page 4

4. Provide that the agency shall make its decision in writing

within a reasonable period of time after the conclusion

of the hearing;
Provido that the decision of the agency shall be based
solely upon the evidence presented at the hearing and
shall include a summary of the evidence and the reasons
for the decision.

If a parent wishes to continue his/her appeal, this can be done under

guidelines to lie developed by each state.

WHEN MUST PARENTAL CONSENT TO VIEW OR RELEASE BE MADE IN WRITING?

Head Start /Dome Start parents need not be asked for written consent

before the program conducts certain procedures such as:

I. Outreach to locate or identify special needs (handi-
capped) children;

2. Screening all children (medical, dental, developmental);
3. Observation to complete skill-behavior checklists.

However, parents must provide fully informed, written consent for any

selective individual testing to identify children in need of special

education services.

WHAT IS "FULLY INFORMED CONSENT"?

Fully informed parental consent must include the following items:

1. Consent must be in writing. Verbal or other notice

qualifies only if written notice is inadequate, such
as in the case of a parent who is blind or whose lang-

uage is not in written form (as some American Indian

languages). State due process plans must be written

to specify these other means of notification;
2. Information to parents must be in his/her native lang-

uage unless it clearly is not feasible to do so;

3. Parents must be informed in writing of identification
and evaluation efforts (does not include basic tests
administered to or procedures used with all children);

4. Consent must specify the activity for which consent
is given and which records, if any, are to be released
and to whom the records are to be released;

5. The parent should understand that the granting of
consent is voluntary (if a parent refuses to consent
and if evaluation is deemed necessary, the agency's
remedy would be to seek court intervention under state
law).
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Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Handout #10, Page 5

6. "Parent" is defined as a 'parent or guardian' (or individual
acting as a parent in the absence of a parent or guardian)
of any child on whom data is collected, maintained, or
o'J for purep of providing education.

CAN I JUST TALK TO A SPECIAL EDUCATOR ABOUT A CHILD?

No if the child is personally identified in any way. Disclosure of

information means permj.ttinq access or the release, transfer, or other
communication of the education records. Without fully informed written
consent of the parents such disclosures cannot take place orally, in
writing, by electronic means, or any other means to any party.

WHAT ABOUT DISCLOSING INFORMATION FOR HEALTH OR SAFETY EMERGENCIES:

Personally identifiable information may be disclosed without the
prior written consent of the parent under certain conditions:

1. Appropriate parties in connection with the emergency
must need the information to protect the health or
safety of the child;

2. The seriousness of the threat to health and safety
must be considered;

3. The need for the information to meet the emergency
must be considered;

4. Consider whether the parties to whom the information
is disclosed are in a position to deal with the
emergency;

5. Consider the extent to which time is of essence in
dealing with the emergency.

WHAT ARE THE REGULATIONS FOR DESTRUCTION OF DATA?

First, records must be maintained until five years after they are no

longer needed to provide educational services. Prior to destruction of

data, reasonable efforts must be made to notify parents that they have

the right to be provided with a copy of any data which has been obtained

or used for the child's education.

The definition of destruction is: the physical destruction or re-
moval of personal identifiers from data so that the data is no longer

personally identifiable.

14+
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Two-tep 1.b.V. erocess
Confidentiality - from a mother's point of view Handout #10, Page 6

Dear Leachers and staff:

I'm glad my child's records are now confidential - not to be read by
anyone but school staff and not to be sent to another agency or school
without my permission. The records contain information that I don't want

just anyone to know. I cdn now read my child's file if I wish and, if it
anything I want. removed or corrected, I have the right to request

this.
These rights are very important to me and my child because,they pro-

tect our reputations - what others think and say ahnut us. Unfortunately,

our reputations have no protect-ion against loose _Ilk only your caring

about us and your being careful.
So PLEASE REMEMBER:
1. When you talk about me or my child to someone, she could be my best

friend, my worst enemy, or my sister-in-law's sister-in-law! She may report

it L balk to me (making me dislike you) or tell it to my mother-in-law
(when 1 find out, I'll kill you!).

2. When you talk out loud in the Pizza Hut about that horrid little
Scotty who's driving you crazy someone may hear you who knows just who

Scotty is.
3. When you speculate about the reasons for any trouble my child is

having ("Sometimes I think Scott is hard of hearing") others may repeat them
as fact (Did you know - I heard it from Scott's teacher that Scott has a

hearing problem?).
4. I am especially sensitive to opinions about my child's behavior and

how his misbehavior might be my fault. I very often feel (and sometimes say)
that I'm a poor mother but no else had better even suggest it

5. You have no idea what information about me that I want kept confi-
dential. It could be: my boy friend's name, how oftenI move, whether I am
on welfare or receiving food stamps, whether you saw me at the Gopher or
Mr. Frank's, whether my dad was an alcoholic, even my address and phone number.
In other words, you shouldn't be talking about me at all

I know you hear this rule being broken every day - in school and out - and
I know people-who ask questions can make it hard for you sometimes. So to help

you out, I am giving you some answers (free!):
"My that Scotty is a brat - doesn't his mother know how to discipline him?"

"Scotty is like all the other children in the room - he has his good days and

his bad days."
"What's the matter with that little girl - why does she have crutches?"

"She has crutches because she needs them to walk - just like you need glasses
to see."

"Is his mother divorced or what?"
"In our program, we consider such information confidential.".

"How did Scotty get in Head Start? His parents have plenty of money."

"Applications an admissions are handled by the main office."
Remember - just because someone is nosy, doesn't mean you owe them any

information!
Finally,I would like to ask you to be aware of what my child hears. If

someone remarks about him or me when he is listening, be sure your answer doesn't

give him the idea that there is something wrong. (Such as - "You shouldn't ask

if Scotty is Indian." "That's not anything we can talk about." "We can't talk

about that now." "His mother doesn't want anyone to know about that.") He

-will remember your answer long after you've forgotten.

Thank you very much,
14 i Scotty's mom
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Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Role Play Task Card

Special Home Visit
Pole Play Task Card

OBSERVER

As the observer in this role play, you'll be responsible for noting the

interactions that take place, the information that is exchanged and then

leading an evaluation discussion with the other two participants after

the role play is complete. Do not intervene during the role play, in-

stead take notes on points you'd like to discuss later. The following

are some guidelines for your observation. You may use them as well as

the Home Visit Checklist for note taking, but do not be limited by the

points presented here.

Does the parent seem to understand the purpose and process for the

Individual Service Plan?

Has the parent expressed her concerns and priorities for the child?

Has the teacher responded to the concerns?

Has terminology been clarified?

Has the parent's importance in the I.S.P. process been stressed?

Has she been made aware of her rights?

Has assessment and observation information been shared?

Have questions been solicited and answered?

Has the parent been treated as an equal?

Have arrangements for attending the I.S.P. conference been made?

After the role play has ended, lead a 5-10 minute discussion with the

other two participants covering the points you've noted. Be sure to first

ask the participants for their impressions and feedback. Allow them to

note things they could have done differently and things they felt went

well. After this input, fill in any additional information from your notes

being sure to emphasize the positive as well as commenting on the negative

points.
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Role'Play Task Card

Special Home Visit
Role Play Task Card

PARENT

As the parent in this role play, you will be exchanging information with

the Leacher and familiarizing yourself with the I.S.P. process and per-

tinent information that has been gathered about your child. The manner.

in which you play the role is up to you, but be especially attuned to

questions or concerns that arise as you participate in the meeting.

At this point in the process you have been informed of the screening

results and have taken your child for the diagnostic evaluation. You

have been given a cop., 'he diagnostic report by the diagnostician and

the contents were explai.,;-:, Lt, you at the same time. For the purpose

of this role play, you may use the following questions as guidelines

but do not be limited by them.

What is an I.S.P.? Why are you writing a plan for my child?

Who will be at LI! I.S.P. conference?

What will they expect me to know?

Why do you want me to attend?

Can I bring someone with me?

What will be decided at the conference?

What will be the result of the conference?

Is there any terminology you (the parent) don't understand?

Have you expressed your concerns about the child?

Have you indicated your' priorities for the child?

1
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Two-Step I.S.P. Process
Role Play Task Card

Special Home Visit
R( 'e Play Task Card

TEACHER

As the teacher in this role play, you will be exchanging information with

the parent(s) in order to prepare her/him to be a contributing member of

the I.S.P. team. It is your job to present pertinent information, answer

questions, get input from her/him that could be incorporated into plan-

ning, and to generally make sure she/he feels as comfortable and prepared

as possible when she/he attends the meeting. The following is a list of

topics that may be covered during the special home visit. Incorporate

them into the role play. Be sure to solicit and answer questions as you

proceed. You may also use the Home Visit Checklist for further guidance.

1. Discuss the purpose of the Individual Service Plan.

2. Explain the I.S.P. process and the parent's role in it.

3. Provide written information on parent rights.

4. Share assessment and observational information.

5. Pinpoint areas of parental concern and priority.

6. Discuss time and place of meeting and transportation, babysitting

and any other necessary arrangements so the parent can attend.

14
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CURRENT LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING

OVERVIEW

The development of the I.S.P. can be likened to thr2 itinerary of a trip

across the United States. The current level of functioning is the same

as the point of ( ?parture or the point from which our trip, or the devel-

opment of the I.S.P., begins. Determining the current level of function-

ing, a written statement which outlines the child's educational strengths

and needs in each developmental area, is the first task accomplished at

the I.S.P. Conference. it must be written before the child's individual

program can be planned.

The current level of functioning is written based on information such as

screening and assessment results, the diagnostic evaluation, class..-oom

observations, and parent input. I.S.P. worksheets are used as a systematic

way of organizing this information and provide a comprehensive overview

of the child and family. The worksheets are divided into component areas:

health/nutrition,,social services, parent involvement, and education which

is further divided into developmental areas (motor, language, cognitive,

social/behavior, and self-help). Each of these component areas is divided

into strengths, needs (child), expressed needs (family), comments, and

long-term goals. These worksheets can be partially filled out with the

parents at the Special Home Visit.

The current level of functioning summary statement is written only for the

education component. It can be written in two ways: using developmental

ages or using the age ranges. The method you select will depend upon the

screening and assessment tools you use. To write the current level of

functioning statement using developmental ages, a standardized screening

or assessment tool that yields developmental age norms must be used, such

as, the Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile, the LAP-D, or the Zimmerman Pre-

School Language Scale. Here is an example of a current level of functioning

summary statement using developmental ages:
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Physical 4 years, -2

Self-Help 4 years, 8

Social 3 years, 11

Academic 4 years, 0

Communication 3 years, 8

months
months
months

months
months

Information from the Alpern-Boll
Developmental Profile.

To write a current level of functioning statement using age ranges, a

criterion-referenced tool can be used, such as the Learning AccomplishMent

Pr( File, Portage Guide to Early Education, or the Carolina Developmental

Profile. Here is an example of a current level of functioning summary

:;tatement using age ranges:

Jack's motor, self-help and cognitive skills are in

the 4-5 year range and his social and language skills

are in the 3-4 year range. Information from the

Portage Checklist.

As a result of this workshop, participants will:

1. state the definition of and rationale for current level of functioning;

2. work as a member of an I.S.P. team in order to:

a. complete I.S.P. worksheets for a child and family; and

b. write a current level of functioning summary statement for a child.

BACKGROUND FOR TPE TRAINER

In preparation for this workshop, the following reading is recommended

as an additional source of information. It is referenced in Appendix A

of this training guide.

Screening, Assessment and Educational Programming/Preschool

Handicapped Children: A Primer, pages 28-33.

Appendix B, pages 39-56, contains additional information on current level

of functioning.
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PRE WORKSHOP TASKS

A. I.S.P. Packets

This training guide uses the role play technique to teach the skills

needed to write an Individual Service Plan. Development of the I.S.P.

involves gathering information on each child with a handicapping con-

dition and his/her family, including screening results, the diagnostic

report, the educational assessment, classroom observations, and

expressed parent needs.

1. In order for participants to role play the development of the

I.S.P., it is necessary to provide them with information on an

individual child and family. As a trainer, you have two options:

a. use the information on Michael Jones and his family provided

in Appendix F; or

P. develop a packet of information base on a child ad family

from your own agency. Appendix E cffcrs iiciel. s end

suggestions for doing this, and ycu c n ,I=.1s.) refer to samples

provided in Appendix F for additional iLeas and clarifLcation.

2. Your next task is to determine the number of T.S.P. pe.c7kets needed.

There are five members on each I.S.P. team: parent, teacher,

Parent Involvement/Social Service Coordinator, Health/Nutrition

Coordinator and Handicap Services Coordinator, Teams an be

modified to include 4-6 members. If you assign 4 to a team,

combine the Healthrlutrition with the Social Service/Parent Involve-

ment role. If you assign 6 to a team, add an additional teacher

to the team.

B. Current Level of Functioning Statement

1. If you are using the information on Michael Jones and his family

provided in Appendix F, decide which method you will use to write

the current level of functioning summary statement: developmental

age or age ranges.

2. If you are using information on a child and family from your pro-

gram, complete the followinc, overhead transparencies:

i1.5 and 32 List information to be shared (use transparencies
#7 and #29 as a guide);
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#16-21 Complete 1.5.P. Worksheet for Agency Child;

»33-34 Complete I.S.P. Worksheets for Agency Family.

if you are using information on a child and family from your ,:-.7ency,

the method you will use to write the current level of functioning

summary statement (developmental age or age ranges) will depend

on the screening or assessment tool used by your agency. Decide

which method you will us for this training. Based on that

decision, complete one of the following overhead transparencies:

a. using developmental ages:

#26 - write a Current Level of Functioning Summary

Statement;

b. using age ranges:

427 - write a Current Level of Functioning Summary

Statement.

PREPARING FOR THIS WORKSHOP

1. Prepare overhead transparencies of the masters found at

this section, in accordance with option chosen:

the end of

a. Michael Jones/developmental ages: 1-14, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 35,

b. Michael Jones/age ranges: 1-14, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 35, 36;

c. agency child/developmental ages: 1-6, 8, 15-21, 22, 26, 28, 32-36;

d. agency child/age ranges: 1-6, 8, 15-21, 24, 27, 32, 33-36.

2. Duplicate 3 handouts found at the end of this section. Staple Handout

42 (overhead transparencies #3, 4, 5, 35 and 36). In addition, partici-

pants will use the I.S.P. forms prepared for the Rationale workshop.

3. Duplicate I.S.P. packets.

4. Determine what role each participant should play on the I.S.P. team.

(The Handicap Services Coordinator has the most responsibility in this

role play.) At least one day before this workshop is presented, dis-

tribute I.S.P. packets to participants with instructions on what to

review and how to review them. (See instruction sheet in Appendix F.)

5. Have available an overhead projector, movie screen and transparency

marking pens.

154
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DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THIS WORKSHOP

This workshop will be conducted in five parts. In section A, the trainer

introduces wh_t_ a current level of functioning statement is and how it

is written. In section 13, the trainer explains how to complete I.S.P.

worksheets for the educational area; and in small groups, participants

complete I.S.P. worksheets for all developmental areas. In section C,

an explanation of how to write a summary statement for the current level

of functioning is presented by the trainer; and participants, in small

groups, write a summary statement. In section D, the trainer explains

how to fill out I.S.P. worksheets for the areas of social services, health/

nutrition and parent involvement; participants complete these worksheets,

working in small groups. Section E is a summary of the workshop on

current level of functioning and is presented by the trainer.

You will present Section A in its entirety.

Section B, Completing I.S.P. Worksheets for the Educational Area, is

divided into two sections:

1. Using Michael Jones

2. Using Agency Child

You will present only one of these sections; your choice of which section

to use is based on which child you have chosen t use for this workshop.

Section C, Writing the Current Level of Functioning Summary Statement,

is divided into four sections:

1. Using Michael Jones/Developmental Ages

2. Using Agency Child/Developmental Ages

3. Using Michael Jones/Age Ranges

4. Using Agency Child/Age Ranges

You will only present one of these sections; your choice of which section

to use is based on which child you are using (Michael Jones or an agency

child) and which method of writing the current level of functioning you

have chosen to use (developmental ages or age ranges).

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Current Level of Functioning 5



Section D, Completing the I.S.P. Worksheets for the Social Services, Parent

Involvement and Health /Nutrition Areas, is divided into two sections:

1. For Jones Family

2. For Agency Family

You, will present only one of these sections; your choice of which section

to use is based on which child and family you have chosen to use for this

workshop.

Sect.:-.)n E, Summary, is presented in its entirety.

A. Introduction

1. Divide participants into assigned I.S.P. teams. Distribute all

handouts.

2. Display overhead transparency #1 and refer to Handout #1.

The development of the T.S.P. can be likened to the itinerary

of a trip across the United States. The current level of func-

tioning is the same as the point of departure, or the point from

which our trip, the development of the I.S.P., begins."

"The current level of functioning is,a statement describing the

child's strengths and needs in each educational area. This

statement is written by using information from screening, assess-

ment, the diagnostic report, classroom observations, and parent

input, and must be organized in a systematic way."

3. Display overhead transparency #2.

"I.S.P. worksheets can be used to organize the different pieces

of information that have been gathered on a child and family in

a systematic way and to give a profile of the child's and family's

strengths and needs. While filling out the worksheets as a team,

team members are able to express concerns and share background in-

formation needed for planning a comprehensive program."

The worksheets are divided into component areas: health/nutri-

tion, social services, parent involvement, and education which

:15.1
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is further divided into dev,lopmental areas (motor, language,

cognitive, social/behavior and self-help). Each of these

component areas is divided into strengths, needs (child),

expressed needs (family), comments, and long-term goals."

Display overhead transparencies #3, 4 and 5, blank I.S.P. work-

sheets for the education area.

NOTE TO THE TRAINER: The completion of the I.S.P. worksheets is

not absolutely necessary in the development of the I.S.P., al-

though it does assist Head Start staff and parents in summarizing

all pertinent information. If you choose to use the worksheets

as a part of your I.S.P. development plan, they can be partially

filled out at the Special Home Visit with parents and completed

at the I.S.P. Conference. For the purpose of this training, the

worksheets will be completed at the I.S.P. Conference.

Display overhead transparency a sample I.S.P. worksheet cage

which is partially completed. Ask participants from which piece

of information each statement might have come.

Read the following pieces of information and ask participants

where they might record them on their worksheets:

-from a diagnostic report:

-a child is functioning in the cognitive area at 2 years

on the Bailey

-from a teacher's progress report:

-child can climb stairs without aid

-goes to bathroom on own

-does not participate in group activities

-from a parent questionnaire:

-child enjoys talking to puppets

-child can prepare own breakfast

-from a family assessment tool:

-the father would like to obtain his G.E.D.

-family has a garden

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Current Level of Functioning 7
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-1nm ,111 educational assessment:

name three colors

-cannot climb stairs alternating feet

-can use butter knife to spread soft toppings.

H. Completing I.S.P. Worksheets for the Educational Area

1. Using ichaul Jones

Display overhead transparency #7, role play steps. Review each step

with participants, giving this additional information:

*share information one piece at a time starting with the

most recently completed. This is usually the educational

assessment.

*list approximately four to eight strengths and needs in

each area, making sure that the number is fairly equal.

*list the skills most recently learned as strengths and

the skills most likely to be acquired next as the needs.

*try to include at least one skill from each strand area.

Display overhead transparency #8, a list of strand skills

in each area (Handout #3).

*Although there will be only one recorder at a real I.S.P.

Conference, each participant should record on his/her work-

sheets for practice.

NOTE: Name tags can be worn with role titles to help identify par-

ticipants in the role play. The Handicap Services Coordinator is

responsible for keeping the meeting moving and making sure everyone

has the opportunity to participate.

Working as a large group, choose one developmental area. Record the

strengths and needs in this developmental area from the educational

assessment onto the corresponding overhead transparency, while par-

ticipants transcribe this information onto their I.S.P. worksheets.

After this is completed, go through each remaining piece of information

(as listed on transparency #7) and record the strengths and needs for

the selected developmental area on the overhead transparency while

participants continue to transcribe on their I.S.P. worksheets.

1.5 o
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7.

Redisplay overhead transparency 47. Participants now work in their

I.S.P. teams, completing their I.S.P. worksheets in the educational

areas as outlined. Allow 45 minutes to an hour for this activity.

Circluate to offer feedback, suggestions, encouragement, etc.

Display overhead transpare .cies #9 -14, completed I.S.P. worksheets

for Michael. Have participants compare their worksheets with these.

Explain that there are no set -.ales for placing a piece of informa-

tion in any one specific place. Participants should add to their

worksheets any additional information not written on theirs.

2 Using Agency Child

Display overhead transparency #15, role play steps. Review each step

with participants, giving this additional information:

*share information one piece at a time starting with the most

recently completed. This is usually the educational assess-

ment.

*list approximately four to eight strengths and needs in each

area, making sure that the number is fairly equal.

*list the skills most recently learned as strengths and the

skills most likely to be acquired next at the needs.

*try to include at least one skill from each strand area.

Display overhead transparency #8, a list of strand skills

in each area (Handout #3).

*Although -here will be only one recorder at a real I.S.P. Con-

ference, each participant should record on his or her worksheets

for practice.

NOTE: Name tags can be worn with role titles to help identify par-

ticipants in the role play. The Handicap Services Coordinator is

responsible for keeping the meeting moving and making sure everyone

has the opportunity to participate.

Working as a large group, choose one developmental area. Record the

strengths and needs in this developmental area from the educational

assessment onto the corresponding overhead transparency, while par-

Portage Project- TEACH -Reg. Current Level of Functioning 9
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ticipants transcribe this information onto their I.S.P. worksheets.

After this is completed, go through each remaining piece of infor-

mation (as listed on transparency #15) and record the strengths and

needs for the selected developmental area on the overhead trans-

parency while participants continue to transcribe on their I.S.P.

worksheets.

Redisplay overhead transparency #15. Participants now work in their

I.S.P. teams, completing their I.S.P. worksheets in the educational

area as outlined. Allow 45 minutes to an hour for this activity.

Circulate to offer feedback, suggestions, encouragement, etc.

Display overhead transparencies #16 -21, completed I.S.P. worksheets.

Have participants compare their worksheets with these. Explain that

there are no set rules for placing a piece of information in any one

specific place. Participants should add to their worksheets any

additional information not written on theirs.

C. Writing the Current Level of Functioning Summary Statement

1. Using Michael Jones/Developmental Ages

"It is now necessary to summarize the information from the I.S.P.

worksheets into a summary statement for the I.S.P. Using the devel-

opmental ages from the Alpern-Boll, which have been recorded on the

I.s.r. worksheets, it is possible to write this summary statement.

This is done by listing the child's developmental age in each educa-

tional area. Also include the source of that information, for example,

the Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile and a directive to refer to the

I.S.P. worksheets (which are attached to the I.S.P. itself) for a more

detailed breakdown of strengths and needs."

Display and review overhead transparency #22; a sample current level

of functioning summary statement.

Dirt participants to continue working as I.S.P. teams and write

l00
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the current level of functioning summary statement for Michael on

the I.S.P.

Display overhead transparency #23. Encourage questions and comments

from participants as they compare their statements-. with the example.

2. Using Agency Child/Developmental Ages

"It is now necessary to summarize the information from the I.S.P.

worksheets into a summary statement for the I.S.P. Using the devel-

opmental ages from your standardized tool, which have been recorded

on the I.S.P. worksheets, it is possible to write the summary state-

ment. This is done by listing the child's developmental age in each

educational area. Also include the source of that information and

a directive to refer to the I.S.P. worksheets (which are attached

to the I.S.P. itself) for a more detailed breakdown of strengths

and needs."

Display and review overhead transparency #22, a sample current level

of functioning summary statement.

Direct participants to continue working as I.S.P. teams and write

the current level of functioning summary statement on the I.S.P.

Display overhead transparency #26. Encourage questions and comments

from participants as they compare their statements with the example.

3. Usinc, Michael Jones/Age Ranges

"It is now necessary to summarize the information from the I.S.P.

worksheets into a summary statement for the I.S.P. Using age ranges

from the Portage Guide to Early Education Checklist, it is possible

to write this summary statement. This is done by looking at each

developmental area to find the age range which contains both checks

(v') and Xs and listing that age range for each area. Also include

the source of that information and a directive to refer to the I.S.P.

worksheets (which are attached to the I.S.P. itself) for a more de-

tailed breakdown of strengths and needs."

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Current Level of Functioning 11
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Display and review overhead transparency :i24, a sampI,, current Level

of functioning statement.

Direct participants to continue working as I.S.P. teams and write

the current level of functioning summary statement for Michael on

the I.S.P.

Display overhead transparency #25. Encourage questions and comments

from participants as they compare their statements with the example.

4. Using Agency Child/Age Ranges

"It is Low necessary to summarize the information from the I.S.P.

worksheets into a summary statement for the I.S.P. Using the age

ranges from the developmental checklist this agency uses, it is

possible to write this summary statement. This is done by looking

at each developmental area to find the age range which contains both

achieved and unachieved skills and listing that age range for each

area. Also include the source of that information and a directive

to refer to the I.S.P. worksheets (which are attached to the I.S.P.

itself) for a more detailed breakdown of strengths and needs."

Display and review overhead transparency #24, a sample current level

of functioning summary statement.

Direct participants to continue working as I.S.P. teams and write

the current level of functioning summary statement on the I.S.P.

Display overhead transparency #27. Encourage questions and comments

from participants as they compare their statements with the example.

D. Completing the I.S.P. Worksheets for the Social Services, Parent

Involvement and Health/Nutrition Areas

1. For the Jones Family

Display transparencies #35 and 36, blank I.S.P. worksheets for the

three component areas.

I j
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"Even though. a current level of functioning summary statement is

written only for a child, the I.S.P. worksheets will be completed

for the other component areas as a means of organizing information

about the famil:'s strengths and expressed needs in a systematic

fashion. This information will not be summarized into a summary

statement as it was for the education areas."

Display overhead transparency #28, a sample I.S.P. worksheet page

which is partially completed. Ask participants from which piece

of information each statement might have come.

Read the following pieces of information and ask participants where

they might record them on their worksheets:

-behavior management problems at home

-unable to attend meetings during the day

-needs information on Winterization program

Explain that there are no set rules for placing any piece of information

in a specific place.

Working as a large group, go through the first piece of information

listed on transparency #29. Transcribe all pertinent information

onto the corresponding overhead transparencies while participants

transcribe this information onto their I.S.P. worksheets.

Display overhead transparency #29. Participants now work in their I.S.P.

teams, completing their I.S.P. worksheets for the component areas as

outlined. Allow participants about 30 minutes for this activity. Cir-

culate to offer feedback, suggestions, encouragement, etc.

Display overhead transparencies #30 and 31. Encourage discussion

and comments as the participants compare their worksheets with the

examples.

2. For Agency Family

Display transparencies #35 and 36, blank I.S.P. worksheets for the

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Current Level of Functioning 13
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three component areas.

"Even though a current level of functioning summary statement is

written only for the child, the I.S.P. worksheets will be completed

for the other component areas as a means of organizing information

about the family's strengths and expressed needs in a systematic

fashion. This information will not be summarized into a summary

statement as it was for the education areas."

Display overhead transparency #28, a sample I.S.P. worksheet page

which is partially completed. Ask participants from which piece

of information each statement might have come.

Read the following pieces of information and ask participants where

they might record them on their worksheets:

-behavior management problems at home

-unable to attend meetings during the day

-needs information on Winterization program

Explain that there are no set rules for placing any piece of information

in a specific place.

Working as a large group, go through the first piece of information listed

on transparency #32. Transcribe all perti _ information onto the

corresponding overhead transparencies while participants transcribe this

information onto their I.S.P. worksheets.

Display overhead transparency #32. Participants now work in their I.S.P.

teams, completing their I.S.P. worksheets for the component areas as

outlined. Allow participants about 30 minutes for this activity.

Circulate to offer feedback, suggestions, encouragement, etc.

isplay overhead transparencies #33 and 34. Encourage discussion and

comments as the participants compare their worksheets with the examples.
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S F. Summarize this workshop with the following points:

1. educational and family assessment tools are important in obtain-

ing a comprehensive summary of the child's and family's strengths

and needs/expressed needs;

the information gathered on these tools is organized on I.S.P.

worksheets. The educational information is then further summa-

rized into a Current Level of Functioning summary statement;

3. the I.S.P. worksheets are attached to the I.S.P. because they

give a more complete overview of the child's current level of

functioning than the summary statement;

4. the worksheets can be partially filled out at the Special Home

Visit with the parents and then completed at the I.S.P. Conference.
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Current Level of Functioning
Handout #1

Current Level of Functioning

The development of the I.S.P. can be likened to the itinerary of a trip

across the United States. The current level of functioning is the same as

the point of departure or the point from which our trip, or the development
of the I.S.P., begins. A current level of functioning is a written state-
ment which outlines the child's educational strengths and needs in each
developmental area. It is the first task accomplished at the I.S.P. Con-
ference and is based on information such as screening and assessment results,
the diagnostic evaluation, classroom observations, and parent input; Head

Start staff, other special services personnel as needed, and parents should

participate as a team to summarize this information.
worksheets are used as a systematic way of orgAnizing this in-

formation and provide a comprehensive overview of the'child end family. The

worksheets are divided into component areas: health/nutrition, social ser-

vices, parent involvement, and education which is further divided into
developmental areas (motor, language, cognitive, social/behavior, and self-
help). Each of these component areas is divided into .strengths, needs (child),
expressed needs (family), comments, and long-term goals. These worksheets

can be partially filled out with parents at the Special Home Visit and com-

pleted aL the I.S.P. Conference.

I.S.P. WORKSHEETS FOR

EDUCATIONAL OR COMPONENT AREA

STRENGTHS

comuns.

LONG-TERM GOALS:

NEEDS OR EXPRESSED NEEDS

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Current Level of Functioning
Tram-Tarency #2

F1 Al OR COMPONL111 AREA

NEEDS

OR

EXPRESSED NEEDS

COMMENTS:

LONG TERM GOALS:
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COMMENTS:

Transparency 43
Handout #2, Page 1

STRENGTHS

LONG-TERM GOALS:

f =INE NO:110R,

NEEDS

GROSS MOTOR

STRENGTHS NEEDS

COMMENTS:

LONG-TERM GOALS:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Current Level of Functioning
Transparency #4
Handout #2, Page 2

COGNITIVE

STRENGTHS NEEDS

COMMENTS:

LONG-TERM GOALS:

LANGUAGE

STRENGTHS NEEDS

COMMENTS :

LONG-TERM GOAL :

1
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LULLUILL LAT.tVCA.

Transparency #5
Handout #2, Page 3

. I

Li -HELP

STRENGTHS NEEDS

COMMENTS

LONG-TERM GOALS:

COMMENTS:

SOCIAL /BEHAVIOR

STRENGTHS NEEDS

LONG-TERM GOALS;

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Current Level of Functioning
Transparency 46

11 '

Fla MOTOR

STRENGTHS NEEDS

USES KEY TO UNLOCK DOOR

THREADS SMALL BEADS

GRASPS PLNCIL CORRECTLY

DRAWS CIRCLE, SQUARE AND

TRIANGLE

COMMENTS:

USES FREE TIME TO DRAW ON CHALKBOARD, PICTURES ARE UNIDENTIFIABLE

BUT CHILD DESCRIBES EACH ONE AS A MOVING VEHICLE OR ANIMAL,

LONG-TERM GOALS:

GROSS MOTOR

STRENGTHS NEEDS

WALKS BALANCE BEAM BACKWARD

HOPS ON ONE FOOT 5 TIMES

COMMENTS:

SEEMS TO BE AFRAID OF HEIGHTS, DOES NOT PLAY ON SEE-SAW OR

SLIDE,

.,,LONG-TERM GOALS:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Current Level of Fun.-tic
Transparency #7

ROLE PLAY STEPS

THE I.S.P. CONFERENCE WILL BE CONDUCTED WITH EACH PAJICIPANT

PLAYING TLIEIR ASSIGNED ROLE,

2. 1HE HANDICAP SERVICES COORDINATOR WILL BE THE MODERATOR OF

THIS MEET1 1G.

3, INTRODUCE YOURSELVES AND THE ROLE YOU ARE PLAYING TO THE

OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR TEAM,

4, SHARE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ONE PIECE AT A TIME:

ASSESSMENT PORTAGE CHECKLIST

SCREENING ALPERN-BOLL

HEALTH RECORDS PHYSICAL EXAM/PEDIATRIC EVALUATION

DIAGNOSTIC REPORT SPEECH EVALUATION

OTHERS TEACHER OBSERVATIONS

5. RECORD THE CHILD'S STRENGTHS AND NEEDS ON YOUR WORKSHEETS,

6. DO NOT WRITE LONG-TERM GOALS,

7, USE THE COMMENT SECTION TO RECORD DEVELOPMENTAL AGES,

PATTERNS YOU NOTICE, RECOMMENDED TREATMENT, PARENT COMMENTS,

EMERGING SKILLS, ETC,
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Current Level of Functioning

Transparency #8

Handout #3

LIST OF MAID SKILLS

FINE_ :/110-119P.

CUT

1. IDENTIFYIHO ODJLCTS J, WRITE/DRAW

FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS C. EYE/HAND COORDINATION

HPRLISSIVE IV. GROSS MOTOR

SIATENCE LENGTH/vOCAMARY SI7L A. VOVEMENT

GRAMMAR 1. WALK, RUN, JUMP, HOP, SKIP

j, ARTICULATION 2, RHYTHM

Li, SPONTANEOUS SPEECH 3, STAIRS

BALL SKILLS
COGNITIVE

A, ATCH/SORT

B. DRAW/WRITE

C. CONCEPTS

1. POSITION

2. SIZE

3, CLASSIFICATION

4. TIME

5. DIRECTION

6, QUANTITIVE

D, COLORS

E. COUNTING

F. SHAPE

G. EYE/HAND MANIPULATION

17

KICK

2. THROW/CATCH

C. BALANCE

V, SELF-HELP

A. TOILETING

B. BATHING/GROOMING

C. EATING

D. DRESSING

VI, SOCIALIZATION

A. MANNERS

B, LEVEL OF PLAY

C. INDEPENDENCE

D, RULES

E. CONVERSATION

F. INTERACTION WITH PEERS/ADULTS

G. COMPLIANCE

174



Current Level of Functioning
Tram;parency #9

I.S. WORKSHEET FOR;

FINE MOTOR

MICHAEL JONES

STRENGTHS NEEDS

SPREADS FINGERS, TOUCHING CUTS ALONG 8" STRAIGHT

THUMB TO EACH FINGER LINE WITHIN VOF LINE

MAKES CLAY SHAPES, PUTS

TOGETHER WITH 2 TO 3 PARTS

TRACES TEMPLATES

SNIPS WITH SCISSORS AND

CUTS THROUGH A SHEET OF

PAPER

DRAWS SIMPLE RECOGNIZABLE

PICTURES SUCH AS HOUSE,

MAN, TREE

PRINTS CAPITAL LETTERS,

LARGE SINGLE, ANYWHERE

ON PAPER

COMMENTS:

MICHAEL IS FUNCTIONING AT 3 YEARS, 2 MONTHS IN THE PHYSICAL AREA

AS MEASURED BY THE ALPERN-BOLL, MICHAEL USES HIS RIGHT HAND IN

CUTTING AND DRAWING.

LONG-TERM GOALS:

1

1
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Transparency #10

I,S.P. WORKSHEET FOR: __MICHAEL JONES..

GROSS MOTOR

STRENGTHS

WALKS BALANCE BOARD FOR-

WARD AND SIDEWAYS

JUMPS BACKWARD 6 TIMES

RUNS CHANGING DIRECTIONS

MARCHES

SOMERSAULTS FORWARD

CLIMBS UP AND SLIDES DOWN

4-6 FOOT SLIDE

SWINGS ON SWINGS WHEN

STARTED IN MOTION

NEEDS

WALK BALANCE BOARD BACK-

WARD

KICK LARGE BALL WHEN ROLLED

TO HIM

WALK ON TIPTOE

WALK UPSTAIRS OR DOWNSTAIRS

ALTERNATING FEET WHEN NO

HANDRAIL IS AVAILABLE

CATCH BALL WITH TWO HANDS

STAND ON ONE FOOT WITHOUT

AID g-S SECONDS

PEDAL TRICYCLE, TURNING

CORNERS

HOP ON ONE FOOT FOR 5 suc-

CESS'VE TIMES

COMMENTS:

MICHAEL CAN WALK UPS RS ALTERNATING FEET WHEN RAILS ARE

AVAILABLE, MICHAEL IS FUNCTIONING AT 3 YEARS, 2 MONTHS LN THE

PHYSICAL AREA.AS MEASURED BY THE ALPERN-BOLL.

LONG-TERM GOALS:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Transparency #11

I.S.P, WORKSHEET FOR MICHAEL JONES

COGNITIVE

STRENGTHS

NAMES THREE SHAPES

NAMES THREE COLORS: RED,

YELLOW, BLUE

NEEDS

DESCRIBES TWO EVENTS OR

CHARACTERS FROM FAMILIAR

STORY OR TV PROGRAM

REPEATS PLAYS WITH WORDS

ADDS LCVARM TO INCOMPLETE AND ACTIONS

MAN
MATCHES 1 TO 1 (3 OR MORE

BUILDS A BRIDGE WITH 3 BLOCKS OBJECTS)

IN IMITATION
POINTS TO LONG AND SHORT

DRAWS A V STROKE IN IMITATION
ARRANGES OBJECTS INTO

GROUPS THINGS TOGETHER BY COLOR, CATEGORIES

FORM, SIZE

GIVES ONE "MORE"

DRAWS DIAGONAL LINES FROM

CORNER TO CORNER OF 4"

SQUARE PAPER

BUILDS PYRAMID WITH 10

BLOCKS IN IMITATION

COMMENTS:
MICHAEL IS FUNCTIONING AT THE 3 YEAR, 4 MONTH AGE LEVEL AS

MEASURED BY THE ALPERN-BOLL

LONG-TERM GOALS:
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Transparency if14

I S , P. WORKSHEET FOR L_IiI.CHAELAD N ES_

LANGUAGE

STRENGTHS

SAYS "ME" RATHER THAN OWN NAME USES "ING" VERB FORM

CONTROLS VOICE 90% OF THE TIME USES REGULAR PLURAL FORMS

ASKS QUESTIONS, "WHAT'S THIS USES SOME IRREGULAR PAST TENSE

(THAT)?" FORMS CONSISTENTLY

CARRIES OUT A SERIES OF TWO USES "THIS" AND "THAT" IN

RELATED COMMANDS SPEECH

TELLS SEX WHEN ASKED INCREASES THE CORRECT PRODUC-

TION OF SINGLE CONSONANTS

HOLDS UP FINGERS TO TELL AGE

POINTS TO PICTURES OF COMMON

OBJECTS DESCRIBED BY THEIR

USE INCREASED VOCABULARY OF FUNC-

TIONAL TERMS

CORRECT PRODUCTION OF COPULA

LS IN STRUCTURED SITUATIONS

CORRECT PRODUCTION OF /F/ IN

ISOLATION

CCiNtIENTS:

MICHAEL. IS FUNCTIONING AT THE 2 YEAR, 10 MONTH AGE LEVEL AS

MEASURED BY THE ALPERN-BOLL. SPEECH THERAPY RECOMMENDED 1-2

TIMES WEEKLY. SEE SPEECH REPORT FOR DETAILS.

LONG-TERM GOALS:
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L.,2vel of Furctioni

'40P,KSHrrT FOR 11,1CHi\EL

SELF-HELP

STRENGTHS

TOILETS INDEPENDENTLY

NEEDS

PUTS ZIPPER FOOT IN CATCH

BRUSHES TEETH INDEPENDENTLY WASHES FACE AND BATHES SELF

EXCEPT BACK, NECK AND EARS

HELPS SET TABLE BY CORPECTLY

PLACING PLATES, NAPKINS AND

UTENSILS WITH VERBAL CUES,

;DREADS SOFT TOPPING WITH

KNIFE AND SERVES SELF AT TABLE

HANGS UP CLOTHES ON HANGER

';`ES ABOUT NEIGHBORHOOD

WITHOUT CONSTANT SUPER-

VISION

BUCKLES AND UNBUCKLE BELT,

PUTS ON OWN COAT AND SHOES PUTS TOYS AWAY

STAYS AWAY 7ROM COMMON DIY.GERS MAKES OWN BED

COMMENTS:

MICHAEL IS FUNCTIONING AT THE 3 YLAR, 3 MONTH AGE LEVEL AS

MEASURED BY THE ALPERN-BOLL. THIS SEEMS TO BE HIS STRONGEST AREA

LONG-TERM GO4LS:
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Current Level of Functioninc
Txansparency

I WORKHEET FOR:_MICHAEL LNES.

SOCIAL/BEHAVIOR

STRENGTHS NEEDS

'OR ALONE AT CHORE FOR ASKS PERMISS:ON TO USE TOY

20-30 MINUTES THAT PEER IS PLAYING WITH

COOPERATES WITH ADULT REQUEST

757 OF THE TIME

FOLLOWS RULES IN GROUP GAME

LED BY ADULT

WILL TAKE TURNS

SAYS "PLEASE" AND "THANK

YOU" WITHOUT REMINDER 50%

OF TIME

ANSWERS TELEPHONE, CALLS FOR

AD,:LT OR TALKS TO FAMILIAR

PERSON

GREETS FAMILIAR ADULTS WITH- STAYS IN OWN,YARD AREA

OUT REMINDERS

SIN' AND DANCES TO MUSIC

HELPS PARENT AROUND THE HOUSE

PLAYS NEAP =) TALKS WITH

OTHER CHILDREN WHEN WORKING

ON OWN .PROJECT

CCIMENTS:

MICHAEL IS FL,NCTIONING AT THE 3 YEAR AGE LEVEL AS MEASURED BY

THE ALPERN-BOLL, TEACHER'S OBSERVATION: SEEMS DETERMINED TO DO

THINGS BY HIMSELF, MICHAEL LIKES ANIMALS,

LONG-TERM GOALS:

Portage Project-TECH-Region V
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R LE PLAY STEPS
1, THE I.S,P. CONFERENCE W LL BE CONDUCTED WITH Fic n P VPJ iCIPANT

PLAYING THEIR ASSIGNED ROLE.

2. THE HAN51(AP SERVICES COORDINATOR WILL BE T!-!E MODERATOR OF

THIS MEETING,

3, INTRODUCE YOURSEL =S AND THE ROLE YOU ARE PLAYING TO THE

OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR TEAM,

LL SL RE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ONE PIECE AT A ,IME:

ASSESSMENT

SCREENINC

DIAGNOSTIC RrPORT

HEALTH RECORDS

OTHERS

5, RECORD THE CHILD'S STRENGTHS AND NEEDS ON YOUR WORKSHEETS,

6, DO NOT WRITE LONGTERM GOALS,

7, USE THE Cr_)MENT SECTION TO RECORD DEVELOPMENTAL AG

PATTERNS YOU NOT RECOMMENDED TREATMENT, PARENT COMMENTS,

EMERGING SKILLS, ETC,

Portage l'rojoct-TEH-Re cjion V

'S



COMMENTS

LONG-TERM GOALS;

NEEDS

Portaye Project-TEACH-Region V



GOSS MOTOR

STRENGTHS NEEDS

COMMENTS:

LONG-TERM GOALS:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



r:urrent Level c)f- Funct,ii7min

2c,..parenty 41

COGNITIVE E

STR.GTHS NEEDS

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 1 8,1



Cilr rent Lev 1 ()f runctionin
'

t

,
L, 3 . . I

T
r

LANGUAGE

STRENGTHS

COMMENTS

LONG-TERM GOALS:

NEEDS

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 18u



Transparency

SELF-HELP

STRENGTHS NEEDS

COMMENTS:

LONG-TERM GOALS:

Portage Project-TEACN-Region V
180



! : z ! . ".'

STRENGTHS

COMMENTS

LONG-TERM GOALS:

1

SOCIAL/BEHAVIOR

Portacje Pr,rjeCc-TEACII-Region V

si

NEEDS



SERVICE PLAI.

Tea::hor

Parent

Chairperson

ilealth/Nutrition Coordinator

Parent Involvement Coord nator

Social Services Coordina' :r

Mental Health Coordinator

Others

L\N F !;OM DEVELOPMENTAL

PROF 1 LLIALPERN-BOLL

brkdOwn.

Physical

Self-Help

A,:ademic -

CGmmuhication

2

4 monthS

1] months

t yL,,IrH, 0 months

yedrs, H months,

Prioritized Ling Ten Go is:

rIticn, Social Services, Parent nvolvement

Porta:;? Project-TEACH-Region V 18J



MATIOiJ FROM DEVE:LUPENT;,L

PROF- I LE /ALPEPThi i

IL
1 t.,11

Teacher.

Parent

Chain cr san

rt.ional:

H,2alth/NuLri Ion Coordinator

:arent Involvement Coordinator

Social Services Coordinator

Portal Health Coordinator

Others

111,

munths

..nonths

Pr....,_;ritld Long Terr. pool !..

rit.y;:1, Social Services, Parent Involvemcnt

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 1J.!



Current Level of Functioning

Transparency #24

IN:IVibuAL SERVICE PLAN

:;tudent I.S,P. COMMITTEE

Name: Jack Powers Na6 Required:

Pdrent's Name: Teacher

Address:
. .

1-none:
Parent

DO: Age:

Chairperson

Optional:

pdtt! of Conference:

Current Level of Functionin9:

(;duration

1.

4

3.

4.

c

6.

Health/Nutrition Coordinator

Parent Involvement Coordinator

Social Services Coordinator

Mental Health Coordinator

Others

Jock's mum, and cognitive skills are in the 4-5 year range and his social

and ianuuage skills are in the 3-4 year rangd. Information taken from the Portage Checklist.

So attached worksheets fur d more detailed IJNakauwn.

Prioritized Long Term Goals'

Health/Nutrition, Social Services, Parent Involvement

1

3.

4,

C



SERVI[E PLAN

CCMTTEE

ame Required:

Teacher

Pariat

,;(14erscn

Cntiorial;

Health/Nutrition Coordinator

Parent Involvement Coordinator

Social Services Coordinator

Mental Health Coordinator

Others

of P=tionir,g:

: I 1: 1 111,10 .111:1011 C,1'116i 1.1;0

ra!'Ht..., kit; MOLOI: 61,11.k ill thi2. i-5 y(2(.0: AN. lonq(: Ifl

yu.if rc,riqy. IlltoraatL)n ilom ,,ort6,.le

WO!;,S:weL! d MOLO LifAalQd biedkdg.o.

!,Lcation

1.

3,

U.

Hedlth/Nutrition, Social Services, Parent Involvement

1,

Prioritized Long Term Goals:

3,

4,

19
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(rent level of Functioning
Tri,.;,drency #26

CURRENT LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Current Level of Functioning
Transparency 427

CURRENT LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Current Level of Functioning
Transparency 428

I,S.P, WORKSHEET FOR"

HEALTH/NUTRITION

STRENGTHS

EXPRESSED AN INTEREST IN

FINDING WAYS TO DECREASE

FOOD COST WITHOUT CUTTING

NUTRITIONAL MEALS,

EXPRESSED NEEDS

LOW BUDGET MEAL RECIPES

UPDATE YOUNGER CHILD'S

IMMUNIZATIONS

COMMENTS:

PARENTS HAVE A GARDEN, THERE IS A FOOD CO-OP IN NEIGHBORHOOD

LONG-TERM GOALS:

STRENGTHS

SOCIAL SERVICES

EXPRESSED NEEDS

LARGER HOUSING

ATTEND WORKSHOPS ON USING

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

COMMENTS:

PARENTS HAVE OWN FRANSPORTATION, BABYSITTING NEEDED FOR DAY

WORKSHOPS

LONG-TERM GOALS:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
1_ JO



1

Current Level of Functioning
Transparency 429

ROLE PLAY STEPS

1. CONTINUE WORKING AS AN I.S.P. TEAM,

2. SHARE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ONE PIECE AT A TIME,

FAMILY SERVICE PLAN

HEALTH RECORD FORM

REGISTRATION FORM

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE EVALUATION

PEDIATRIC EVALUATION

3, RECORD THE FAMILY'S STRENGTHS AND EXPRESSED NEEDS ON YOUR

I.S.P, WORKSHEETS IN ALL COMPONENT AREAS:

HEALTH/ NUTRITION

SOCIAL SERVICE

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

4, DO NOT WRITE LONG-TERM GOALS

5, USE THE COMMENT SECTION TO RECORD FAMILY RESOURCES,

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT, PARENT CONCERNS, ETC.



Current Level of Functioning
TranspLrency #30

I,S.P, WORKSHEET FOR: JONES FAMILY

HEALTH/NUTRITION

STRENGTHS

MICHAEL'S GENERAL HEALTH

IS GOOD

EXPRESSED NEEDS

YOUNGER DAUGHTER COMPLAINS

OF FREQUENT EARACHES

MICHAEL EATS ALL FOOD SERVED MOTHER IS NOT SURE THE MEALS

TO HIM AT SCHOOL ARE ADEQUATE

MICHAEL'S HEARING IS IMMUNIZATIONS ARE NOT UP TO

NORMAL DATE

WORKSHOP IN NUTRITION

COMMENTS:

DOCTOR RECOMMENDED DENTAL EVALUATION

LONG-TERM GOALS:

SOCIAL SERVICES

STRENGTHS

MOTHER WORKS

COMMENTS:

CHECK. IF TRANSPORTATION IS NEEDED

LONG-TERM GOALS:

EXPRESSED NEEDS

NEEDS DAY CARE FOR CHILDREN

NEEDS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



Current Level of Functioning
Transparency 431.

I,S.P, WORKSHEET FOR JONES FAMILY__

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

STRENGTHS EXPRESSED NEEDS

MS. JONES EXPRESSED INTEREST

IN HELPING MICHAEL TALK

BETTER

CAN MAKE STUFFED ANIMALS

WORKSHOP IN BEHAVIOR

MANAGEMENT

COMMENTS:

MS. JONES SUGGESTED SHE COULD MAKE STUFFED ANIMALS FOR THE

CLASSROOM OR SHOW OTHER PARENTS HOW TO MAKE THEM

LONG-TERM GOALS:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Current level of Functioning
Transparency #32

ROLE PLAY STEPS

1, CONTINUE WORKING AS AN I.S.P, TEAM,

2, SHARE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ONE PIECE AT A TIME,

3, RECORD THE FAMILY'S STRENGTHS AND EXPRESSED NEEDS ON

YOUR I.S.P, WORKSHEETS IN ALL COMPONENT AREAS:

HEALTH/NUTRITION

SOCIAL SERVICE

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

4, DO NOT WRITE LONG-TERM GOALS,

5, USE THE COMMENT SECTION TO RECORD FAMILY RESOURCES,

RECOMMENDED TREATMENT, PARENT CONCERNS, ETC,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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I.S.P. WORKSHEET FOR

STRENGTHS

COMMENTS:

LONG-TERM GOALS:

STRENGTHS

COMMENTS:

LONG-TERM GOALS:

LULICIIL L:vt:J.
Transparency #33

HEALTH/NUTRITION

SOCIAL SERVICES

t,

EXPRESSED NEEDS

EXPRESSED NEEDS

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



I,S,P, WORKSHEET FOR

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

STRENGTHS

COMMENTS:

LONG-T - GOALS:

Curront Level of Functioning
Transarency #34

EXPRESSED NEEDS

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 20.x



I,S,P, WORKSHEET

HEALTH/NUTRITION

STRENGTHS

COMMENTS:

LONG-TERM GOALS:

SGCIAL SERVICES

STRENGTHS

COMMENTS:

LONG-TERM GOALS:

Current Level of Functioning
Transparency 435
Han,Jout 2, _=aqc. 4

EXPRESSED NEEDS

EXPRESSED NEEDS

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 200



Current Level of Functioning
Transparency ff36
Handout 42, Pag 5

I.S,P, WORKSHEET FOR:

STRENGTHS

COMMENTS:

LONG-TERM GOALS:

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

EXPRESSED NEEDS

Portage Project-TEACH-Region 206



LONG -TEPM

uVERVLEW

The econd in writing an Individual. Service Plan is projecting long-

term goals. Long-term goal are broad i:tatments of what the child and

parent will accomplish by the end of the school year. Based on all of

the gathered information, the I.S.P. team writes long-term goals for

each area: health, nutrition, parent involvement, social services and

education (one goal for each developmental area).

Long-term goals are written differently for parents and children. Edu-

cational long-term goals can be written two ways: by pinpointing a

developmental age as the end point or by using a developmental checklist

and pinpointing the specific skills a child will acquire by the end of

the year. Por. example:

John will increase his fine motor skills to the

4 year, 2 month level as measured by the Alpern-

Boll Developmental Profile by June 1. (Develop-

mental age)

Mary will perform all items in the self-help area

on the Portage Checklist up to 488 by June 1.

(Developmental checklist)

The first meti: J requires the use of a standardized instrument which

yields a developmental age and a post-test at the end of the year to assess

actual progress. The second method uses a developmental checklist which

provides a sequence of skills in each area and on-going evaluation. The

screening and assessment tools used by an agency dictate which method

will be used.

Long-term goals for other component areas - health, nutrition, social ser-

vices and parent involvement are written using the expressed needs indi-

catcd in the component assessment tool. These goals are broad statements

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Long-Term Goals 1
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written to include sr ;' r Juds thaL might arise during the year.

As a result of this session, particip--,nts will:

stato the three-pact formula for long-term goals;

discuss the considerations involved in writing lore, -form godls;

3. write five educational long-term goals; and

. write long-term goals for the health, nutrition, parent involve-

ment a:d social services components.

BACKGROUND FOR THE TRAINER

The following books are recommended as additional sources of information

about long-term goals. Thy are referenced in Appendix A.

Screening, Assessment, and Educational Programming Preschool

Handicapped Children: A Primer, pages 27-38;

Writing Long-Term and Short-Term Objectives: A Painless

Approach, pages 1-48.

Appendix B, paces 39-56, contains additional information about long-term

goals.

PRE-WORKSHOP TASKS

If you are using the information on a child and family from your program

for the development of the I.S.P., decide which method you will use to

write the child's long-term goals (developmental age or developmental

checklist) and use the information available to complete the following

overhead transparencies:

a. using developmental age

#9 - list specific considerations for your child

#10 - list specific considerations for your child

#11 - list specific considerations for your child

#12 list long-term goals for your child

#26 - fill in strengths, expressed needs, comments and family name

#27 fill in family's name

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
Long-Term Goals 2



,c1 - list long -term goals for the famLly

0. using a develc,:mental checklist

- list s pecific considerations for your child

- specific considerations for your child

- list specific considerations for your child

- list long-term goals for your child.

PREPARING FOR THE WORKSHOP

found at the end of

chosen to use.

1. Prepare overhead transparecies of the masters

this section, based on which option you have

a. for devcIslopmental age/Michael: 1, 2,

27!, 24, 25;

3, 4, 5; 6, 7, 8, 21, 22,

b. for developmental age/your child: 1,

26, 27, 28;

2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 21,

c. for developmental checklist/Michael:

17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25;

1, 3, 4, 13, 14, 15, 16,

d. for developmental checklist/your child: 3, 3, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19,

20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28.

2. Duplicate two handouts found at the end of this section. (Handout

Fl is also overhead transparency #3.) Participants will additionally

be using the I.S.P. forms found in the Rationale workshop.

3. Read article entitled "Considerations" found at the end of this section.

4. Have available an overhead projector, movie screen and transpdrency

marking pens.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THE WORKSHOP

This workshop will be conducted in three parts. In Section A, the trainer

introduces the of of projecting long-term goals for parents and chil-

dren. In Section B, the trainer explains how to write educational long-

term goals for a child, and small groups of participants will write five

educational long-term goals. In Section C, an explanation of writing

long-term goals for parents is presented by the trainer, and small groups

of participants will write three long-term goals for parents.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
2064
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1()u will ec, nt in it.; entir(!ty.

Writing Long-Term Coals for a Child, s. divided into four

suct:i0nS:

1. using development:il ages/Michael;

using developmental ages/agency child;

3. using a developmental checklist/Michael;

. using a developmental checklist/agency child.

You will present only one of these sections; your choice of which section

to use is based on which child you have chosen to use (Michael Jones or

agency child) and which method of writing long-term goals you have chosen

to use (developmental ages or developmental checklist),

Section C; Writing Long-Term Goals for Parents, is divided into two sections:

1. for the Jones family;

for the Agency family.

You will present only one of these sections; your choice is based upon

whether you are using the Jones family, provided- in this guide, or whether

you are using a family from your agency.

A. Introduction

Distribute handouts #1 and #2.

The concept of long -term goals will be introduced by using the analogy

of a trip.

Display overhead transparency #1.

This map of the United States has an itinerary marked on it; the

circle is the point of departure, the dashes represent the actual

journey, and the X is the final destination, the termination of

the trip. Los Angeles, the circle, represents the current level

of functioning, the point from which we are beginning our journey.

Our final destination, New York City, is the termination of our trip,

or the point designated by a long-term goal.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
Long-Term Goals 4



i,ong-term goals provide teachers and parents with an and point to

work toward. They rare broad statements of what the child and parent

will accomplish by the end of the program year.

Long-term goals aro written for each component area. Educational

goals - one for each developmental a. a are written for the child

hntici on the _:.irrent level of functioning and other considerations.

Par.ent goals are written, for the health, nutrition, parent involve-

iT ,!,t, and social services areas and are based on the expressed needs

id._ntified in the component assessment tools. Parent and child goals

wfitten differently.

ThetA, .ire no "right" answers in projecting' long -term goals for a child;

ba:;ed f)ri a careful and thoughtful look at relevant considerations such

are learning rate, severity of handj.cap, program option, etc., the

team makes an intelligent "guesstimate" about what the child can accom-

plish by the end of tine program year. Goals se.. too low can cause

staff to lower their expectations and underestimate the child. Goals

set too high can lead to frustration, but it is better to over rather

than underestimate what a child will be able to do. Parent goals

will vary according to the specific expressed needs of each family.

B. Writing Long-Term Goals for a Child

1. Using developmental ages/Michael

a. Display overhead transparency #2, covering examples.

Discuss each part of the formula for long-term goals.

WHO: child

WILL DO WHAT: the complete behavior or action that
will be achieved

BY WHAT DATE: the end of the program year

b. Uncover and discuss the examples.

c. Display and ciscuss overhead transparency #3. Participants can

take notes on Handout (Refer to article entitled "Consider-

ations" for further '.:.formation.)

Portage Project-TEACH-Region 7 Long-Term Goals 5
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d. Display overhead .transparency 44 and dincl-;s Michael's

specific considerations.

Display and discuss overhead transparency 05.

Note: Either way of stating the long-term goal-by months or

age level-is acceptable. However, if a child is signi-

ficantly behind in a developmental area, stating the

number of months to be gained is preferable to stating

an age level that 4111 be belo% the child's chronological

age. For example, if a child is four years old, is de-

layed in language by one and a half years, and will be

in an eight month program, her rate of progress in the

language area might be eight months. If an age level

is used in the long-term goal, it would be three years,

two months, which will be a year and a half below her

actual age at the end of the year. In cases such as

this, it is preferable to state that the child will

increase skills by eight months.

f. Display overhead transparency #6. Do steps 1 and 2 as a group.

Review the effect of over or underestimating goals. Ask each

participant to independently do step 3; ask participants to

share individual answers with whole group. (These are two

examples of possible long-term goals for Michael: Michael

will increase language.Skills by 8 months as measured by the

Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile by June 1 or Michael will

increase language skills to the 3 year, 6 month as measured

by the Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile by June 1.)

g. Display overhead transparency #7. This transparency outlines

the next task for the I.S.P. team. Allow about 45 minutes for

this activity-,

Note: On the Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile, fine and gross

motor skills are combined into a category called physical

skills, cognitive is called academic, and language is

called communication.

h. Ask each team to share their projected long-term goals. Display

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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overhead transparency 48. Remind pLrticipants that there are

no "right" answers. Encoura:Je ,1lL;cussion srid comment,,.

i. The last task in writing long-term goals for a child is to

prioritize the long-term goals and write them on the I.S.P.

form. Both parents and teacher decide which areas are of

highest priority.

. Using developmental ages/agency child

a. Display overhead transparency #2, covering examples.

Discuss each part of the formula for long-term goals.

WHO: child

WILL DO WHAT: the complete behavior or action that will
be achieved

BY WHAT PATE: the end of the proc-am year

b. Uncover and discuss the examples.

c. Display and discuss overhead transparency #3. Participants can

take noteson Handout #1. (Refer to article entitled "Consider-

ations" for further information.)

d. Display overhead transparency #9 and discuss specific consider-

ations.

e. Display and discuss overhead transparency #5.

Note: Either way of stating the long-term goal-by months or

age level-is acceptable. However, if a child is signi-

ficantly behind in a developmental area, stating the

number of months to be gained is preferable to stating

an age level that will be below the child's chronological

age. For example, if a child is four years old, is de-

layed in language by one and a half years, and will be in

an eight month program, her rate of progress in the langu-

age area might be eight months. If an age level is used

in the long term goal, it would be three years, two months,

which will be a year and a half below her actual age at

the end of the year. In cases such as this, it is pre-

ferable to state that the child will increase skills by

eight months,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
Long-Term Goals 7



f. Display overhead transparency 410. Do steps 1 and 2 as a group.

Review r_he effects of over or underestimating goals. Ask each

paiti(2ipant. to independently do step 3; ask participants to

Hvidual answers with the whole group.

,. Display overhead transparency #11. This transparency outlines

the next task for the I.S.P. team. Allow about 45 minutes for

this activity.

h. Ask each team to shlre their projected long-term goals.

Display overhead transparency #12. Remind pal:_icipants that

there are no "right" answers. Encourage discussion and comments.

i. The last task in writing long-term goals for a child is to

prioriti,ze the long-term goals and write them on the I.S.P.

form. Both parents and teacher decide which areas are of

highest priority.

3. Using a developmental checklist/Michael

a. Display overhead transparency #13, covering examples.

Discuss each part of the formula for long-term goals.

WHO: child

WILL DO WHAT: the complete behavior or action that will

be achieved.

BY WHAT DATE: the end of the program year

b. Uncover and discuss the. examples.

c. Display and discuss overhead transparency #3. Participants can

take notes on Handout #1. (Refer to article entitled "Consider-

ations" for further' information.)

d. Display overhead transparency #4 and discuss Michael's specific

considerations.

e. Display and discuss overhead transparency #14.

f. Display overhead transparency #15. Do steps 1 and 2 as a group.

RevieW the effects of over or underestimating goals. Ask each

participant to independently do step 3; ask participants to

share individual answers with whole group. (This is an example

of a possible long-term goal for Michael: Michael will perform

all items in the language area on the Portage Checklist up to

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 214 Long-Term Goals 8



Ii63 by June 1.)

Display overhead transparency #16. This transparency outlines

he next task for the I.S.P. team. Allow at Att 45 minutes for

this activity.

h. Ask each team to share their projected long-term goals. Dis-

play overhead transparency #17. Remind participants that there

.are no "right" answers. Encourage discussion and comments.

i. The last task in writing long-term goals for a child is to

prioritize the 'ong-term goals and write them on the I.S.P.

form. Both parents and teacher decide which areas are of

highest priority.

4. Using a developmental checklist/agency child

a. Display overhead transparency #13, covering examples.

Discuss each part of the formula for long-term goals.

WHO: child

WILL DO WHAT: the complete behavior or action that will

be achieved

BY WHAT DATE: the end of the program year

b. Uncover and discuss the examples.

c. Display and discuss overhead transparency #3. Participants can

take notes on Handout #1. (Refer to article entitled "Consider-

ations" for further informal:ion.)

d. Display overhead transparency #9 and discuss specific consider-

ations.

e. Display and discuss overhead transparency #14.

f. Display overhead transparency #18. Do steps 1 and 2 as a group.

Review the effects of over or underestimating. Ask each par-

ticipant to'independently do step 3; ask participants to share

individual answers with whole group.

g. Display overhead transparency #19. This transparency outliNes

the next task for the I.S.P. team. Allow about 45 minutes for

this activity.

h. Ask each team to share their projected long-term goals. Dis-

play overhead transparency #20. Remind participants that there

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 213
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are no "right" answers. Encourage discussion and comments.

i. The last task in writing long-term goals for a child is to

prioritize the long-term goals and write them on the I.S.P.

form. Both parents and teachers decide which areas are of

highest priority.

C. Writing Long-Term Goals for Parents

1. For the Jones Family

a. Introduction

Parent goals are written for the social services, health,

nutrition and parent involvement components. They are

written differently than for a child because family needs

can surface at various times during the year. Long-term

goals for parents are based on expressed needs identified

on the component assessment tools. These goals are written

as broad statements that could include any needs that might

arise during the year.

b. Display overhead transparency #21 which shows the formula

for parent long-term goals. Discuss each part of the for-

mula and read the examples. Point out that unless the goal

is very specific in nature, for example, obtaining a G.E.D.,

it is best to write an "umbrella" statement with an end of

the year target date, such as: Ms. SmitA will care for all

of family's nutrition needs by Junel. You can qualify this

statement by including needs that must be met immediately,

such as: Ms. Smith will care for all of family's nutrition

needs including applying for food stamps by June 1. It is

necessary to write a goal that will cover any situations or

needs that may arise during the year in each area. An in-

clusive statement guarantees that the immediate needs will

be taken care of, and the umbrella part of the statement

covers any new needs that may arise during the year. Our

ultimate goal, of course, is that Head Start parents become

able to independently care for all of their family needs.

Even though the target date is most often the end of the

210
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year, the short-term objectives written for the goals will

indicate dates for each step outlined. This means that

although the target date for a nutrition goal may 1-,e the

end of the year, the short-term objective for appljing

for food stamps will have a due date of November 1. The

process of outlining a sequence of short-term objectives

helps parents learn the problem-solving skills they need

to meet their own needs. .

c. Display overhead transparency #22; read each step and the

examples.

d. Display overhead transparency #23. As a large group, do

each step. (A possible goal: Mrs. Jones will obtain

necessary social services for her family including day

care and financial assistance by June 1.) Remind partici-

pants to write broad statements; s); -icific tasks, such as

obtaining day care, will have an -arlier completion date

as indicated in the short-term r.

e. Display overhead transparency # this transparency out-

lines the next task for the I.S.P Allow about 30

minutes for this task. (If time is limited, assign one

area to each team.)

f. At the end of 30 minutes, ask each team to share the long-

term goals they wrote. Display overhead transparency #25.

g. The last task of this workshop is to prioritize the long-

term goals and write them on the I.S.P. form. Parents

determine the order of priority.

2. For Agency Family

a. Introduction

Parent goals are written for the social services, health,

nutrition and parent involvement components. They are

written differently than for a child because family needs

can surface at various times during the year. Long-term

goals for parents are'based on expressed needs identified

on the component assessment tools. These goals are stated

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V LongrTerm Goals 11



as broad statements that could include any needs that might

arise during the year.

b. Display overhead transparency #21 which shows the formula

for parent long-term goals. Discuss each part of the for-

mula and read the examples. Point out that unless the goal

is very specific in nature, for example, obtaining a G.E.D.,

it is best to write an "umbrella" statement, such as: Ms.

Smith will care for all of family's nutrition needs by

June 1. You can qualify this statement by including needs

that must be met immediately, such as: Ms. Smith will care

for all of family's'nutrition needs including applying for

food stamps by June 1.

It is necessary to write a goal that will cover any situa-

tions or needs that may arise during the year in each area.

An inclusion statement guarantees that the immediate needs

will be taken care of, and the umbrella part of the state-

ment covers any new needs that may arise during the year.

Our ultimate goal, of course, is that Head Start parents

become able to independently care for all of their family

needs. Even though the target date is most often the end

of the year, the short-term objectives written for the goals

will indicate dates for each step outlined. This means that

although the target date for a nutrition goal may be the end

of the year, the short-term objective for applying for food

stamps will have a due date of November 1. The process of

outlining a sequence of short-term objectives helps parents

learn the problem-solving skills they need to meet their own

needs.

c. Display overhead transparency #22; read each step and the

examples.

d. Display overhead transparency #26. As a large group, do

each step.

e. Display overhead transparency #27. This transparency outlines

2 0
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the next task for the Allow abcst_

..,.:lutes for this task. :f is limited, ass , one

area to each team.

f. At the end of 30 minutes, ask each team to share the

long-term goals they wrote. Display overhead transparency

#.>8.

3. The last task of this workshop is to pr:sfitize the long-

term goal and write them on the I.S.P. form. Parents

determine the order of priority.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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CURRENT LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING

* LONG-TERM GOALS

J
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WHO

child

L NG-TERM GOALS

WILL DO WHAT

complete behavior or
action that will be

achieved

BY
WHAT DATE

end of
school year

CHIP

STACY

WILL INCREASE FINE MOTOR SKILLS TO

THE 5 YEAR, 2 MONTH LEVEL AS MEA-

SURED BY THE ALPERN BOLL DEVELOP-

MENTAL PROFILE

WILL INCREASE COGNITIVE SKILLS BY

8 MONTHS AS MEASURED BY THE ALPERN

BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

BY JUNE 1

BY JUNE 1



CONSIDERATIONS

0,000/00.0-040
1. HOW DOES THE HANDICAP AFFECT EACH DEVELOPMENTAL AREA?

WHAT IS THE SEVERITY OF THE HANDICAP?

2, WHAT IS THE CHILD'S RATE OF DEVELOPMENT IN EACH AREA?

3, WHAT PROGRAM OPTION WILL THE CHILD BE ENROLLED IN?

WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF THE PROGRAM YEAR?

4. WHAT OUTSIDE AND/OR INDIVIDUAL SERVICES WILL BE

PROVIDED?

WHAT IS THE TEACHER/PUPIL RATIO?

6, WHATAMOUNTOF PARENT INVOLVEMENT IS ANTICIPATED?

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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CONSIDERATIONS
'0,fa-040)040-0

HOW DOES THE HANDICAP AFFECT EACH

EDUCATIONAL AREA? WHAT IS THE

SEVERITY OF THE HANDICAP?

WHAT IS THE RATE OF DEVELOPMENT

IN EACH DEVELOPMENTAL AREA?

WHAT PROGRAM OPTION WILL THE

CHILD BE ENROLLED IN? WHAT

IS THE LENGTH OF THE PROGRAM

YEAR?

WHAT OUTSIDE AND/OR INDIVI-

DUAL SERVICES WILL BE PRO-

VIDED?

WHAT IS THE TEACHER/PUPIL

RATIO?

WHAT AMOUNT OF PARENT IN-

VOLVEMENT IS ANTICIPATED?

1. MICHAEL IS.DELAYED APPROXI-

MATELY 1 YEARS IN LANGUAGE,

HIS PROGRESS IN THE SOCIALt-

ZATION AREA IS RELATED TO

HIS DELAYS IN LANGUAGE,

2, LANGUAGE

COGNITIVE

SELF-HELP

63%

80%

.88%

FINE/GROSS MOTOR 76%

SOCIALIZATION 72%

3, CLASSROOM PROGRAM: 4 DAYS

A WEEK, 3 HOURS A DAY, 8

MONTHS,

SPEECH/LANGUAGE THERAPY ONE

HOUR PER WEEK, 10 MINUTES IN-

DIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 4 TIMES

A WEEK,

5, 1:7

6, MOTHER EXPRESSES CONCERN AND

IS WILLING TO WORK WITH

MICHAEL ON INDIVIDUAL ACTIVI-

TIES AT HOME.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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WRITING LONG-TERM GOALS FOR A CHILD

USING A DEVELOPMENTAL AGE

1, FIND A CHILD'S CURRENT DEVELOPMENTAL AGE IN ONE EDUCATIONAL

AREA FROM A STANDARDIZED TEST,

2, DETERMINE HOW MANY MONTHS YOU THINK THE CHILD WILL INCREASE

IN THIS AREA BY THE END OF THE YEAR,

*REMEMBER THE CONSIDERATIONS WHEN MAKING THIS GUESSTIMATE.

3, WRITE THE LONG-TERM GOAL BY: 1, STATING THE NUMBER OF

MONTHS THE CHILD WILL IMPROVE; OR 2. BY PROJECTING THE CHILD'S

DEVELOPMENTAL AGE LEVEL BY THE END OF THE YEAR.

SHARON

JASON

EXAMPLES

WILL INCREASE HER COGNITIVE SKILLS'

TO THE 4 YEAR 2 MONTH LEVEL AS

MEASURED BY THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOP-

MENTAL PROFILE

WILL INCREASE HIS LANGUAGE SKILLS BY

9 MONTHS AS MEASURED BY THE ZIMMERMAN

PRE-SCHOOL LANGUAGE SCALE.

2 2 J
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1. FIND MIChAEL'S DEVELOPMENTAL AGE IN THE LANGUAGE AREA

ON THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE,

2. REVIEW THESE CONSIDERATIONS:

* MICHAEL IS 4 YEARS, 2 MONTHS

* HE WILL RECEIVE 8 MONTHS OF INSTRUCTION

* MICHAEL'S HANDICAPPING AREA. IS LANGUAGE. HE IS DELAYED

APPROXIMATELY 11/2 YEARS IN THIS AREA

* HE WILL RECEIVE 10 MINUTES OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION DAILY

* THE TEACHER/PUPIL RATIO IS 1:7

* HE WILL BE IN THE CENTER 3 HOURS PER DAY, 4 DAYS A WEEK

* MS, JONES IS WILLING TO WORK WITH MICHAEL ON INDIVIDUAL

ACTIVITIES AT HOME

* MICHAEL WILL RECEIVE SPEECH/LANGUAGE THERAPY 1 HOUR PER WEEK

3, WRITE A COMPLETE LONG-TERM GOAL BY; 1, STATING THE NUMBER

OF MONTHS HE WILL IMPROVE; OR 2, BY PROJECTING HIS DEVEL-

OPMENTAL AGE LEVEL BY THE END OF THE YEAR,

WILL DO WHAT BY WHAT DATE

BY THE WILL INCREASE SKILLS

NUMBER BY MONTHS AS

OF MONTHS MEASURED BY THE

BY

AGE

WILL INCREASE SKILLS

TO THE AGE LEVEL AS

LEVEL MEASURED BY THE

220
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INSTRUCTIONS FORA RITING LONG-TERM GOALS FOR

MICHAEL USING A DEVELOPMENTAL AGE

1. CONTINUE WORKING AS AN I.S.P. TEAM,

2, WRITE LONG-TERM GOALS ON YOUR I.S.P. WORKSHEETS IN THE

AREAS OF COGNITION, SOCIAL/BEHAVIOR, FINE MOTOR, GROSS

MOTOR, AND SELF-HELP,

3, REMEMBER THESE CONSIDERATIONS WHEN PROJECTING LONG-TERM

GOA. FOR MICHAEL:

* MICHAEL IS 4 YEARS, 2 MONTHS

* HE WILL RECEIVE 8 MONTHS OF INSTRUCTION

* MICHAEL'S HANDICAPPING AREA IS LANGUAGE, HE IS DELAYED

APPROXIMATELY 11/2 YEARS IN THIS AREA

* HE WILL RECEIVE 10 MINUTES OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

DAILY

* THE TEACHER /PUPIL RATIO IS 1:7

* HE WILL BE IN THE CENTER 3 HOURS PER DAY, 4 DAYS A WEEK

* MS. JONES IS WILLING TO WORK WITH MICHAEL ON INDIVIDUAL

ACTIVITIES AT HOME

* MICHAEL WILL RECEIVE SPEECH/LANGUAGE THERAPY 1 HOUR

PER WEEK

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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MICHAEL'S LONG-TERM GOALS USING DEVELOPMENTAL AGES

1. MICHAEL WILL INCREASE COGNITIVE SKILLS TO THE 4 YEAR, 2 MONTH

LEVEL AS MEASURED BY THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

BY JUNE 1.
(AGE LEVEL)

MICHAEL WILL INCREASE COGNITIVE SKILLS BY 10 MONTHS PS MEASURED

BY THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE BY JUNE 1,

(NUMBER OF MONTHS)

MICHAEL WILL INCREASE SOCIAL/BEHAVIOR SKILLS TO THE 3 YEAR, 8

MONTH LEVEL AS MEASURED BY THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

BY JUNE 1.
(AGE LEVEL)

MICHAEL WILL INCREASE SOCIAL/BEHAVIOR SKILLS BY 8 MONTHS AS

MEASURED BY THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE BY JUNE 1,

(NUMBER OF MONTHS)

3, MICHAEL WILL INCREASE PHYSICAL SKILLS TO THE FOUR YEAR LEVEL

AS MEASURED BY THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE BY JUNE 1.

(AGE LEVEL)

MICHAEL WILL INCREASE PHYSICAL SKILLS BY 10 MONTHS AS MEASURED

BY THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE BY JUNE 1.

(NUMBER OF MONTHS)

4, MICHAEL WILL INCREASE SELF-HELP 'SKILLS TO AGE LEVEL AS MEASURED

BY THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE BY JUNE 1.

(AGE LEVEL)

MICHAEL WILL INCREASE SELF-HELP SKILLS BY 14 MONTHS AS MEASURED

BY THE ALPERN/BOLL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE BY JUNE 1.

(NUMBER OF MONTHS)
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CONSIDERATIONS
4a0900-0400

1. HOW DOES THE HANDICAP AFFECT. 1,

EACH EDUCATIONAL AREA? WHAT

IS THE SEVERITY OF THE HANDICAP?

2. WHAT IS THE CHILD'S RATE OF 2,

DEVELOPMENT IN EACH AREA?

3, WHAT PROGRAM OPTION WILL THE

CHILD BE ENROLLED IN? WHAT

IS THE LENGTH OF THE PROGRAM

YEAR?

4, WHAT OUTSIDE AND/OR INDIVIDUAL

SERVICES WILL BE PROVIDED?

5, WHAT IS THE TEACHER/PUPIL

RATIO?'

3,

6, WHAT AMOUNT OF PARENT IN- 6,

VOLVEMENT IS ANTICIPATED?

Oka
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1, FIND THE CHILD'S DEVELOPMENTAL AGE IN THE LANGUAGE AREA,

2. REVIEW THESE CONSIDERATIONS:

3. WRITE A COMPLETE LONG-TERM GOAL BY 1. STATING THE NUMBER OF

MONTHS THE CHILD WILL IMPROVE; OR 2, PROJECTING THE CHILD'S

DEVELOPMENTAL AGE LEVEL BY THE END OF THE YEAR,

WHO WILL DO WHAT BY WHAT DATE

1. BY THE WILL INCREASE SKILLS

NUMBER TO THE AGE LEVEL AS

OF MONTHS MEASURED BY THE

2, BY WILL INCREASE SKILLS

AGE BY MONTHS AS

LEVEL MEASURED BY THE

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Long-Term Goals
Overhead Transparency 411

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING LONG-TERM GOALS

USING A DEVELOPMENTAL AGE

1, CONTINUE WORKING IN AN I.S.P, TEAM,

2, WRITE THE LONG-TERM GOALS ON YOUR its,p, WORKSHEETS IN

THE AREAS OF COGNITION, SOCIAL/BEHAVIOR, FINE MOTOR,

GROSS MOTOR AND SELF-HELP,

3, REMEMBER THESE CONSIDERATIONS WHEN PROJECTING LONG-TERM

GOALS:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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WHO

child

SUr."1

JOHN

SAM

Long-Term Goals
Transparency #13

WILL DO WHAT
atMZEtate."571MXICZEMSZSCarganaaliCAMIXMIM=9:14:21RIMPIMMTIRIL

complete behavior or
action that will be

achieved

WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE SELF-

HELP AREA ON THE PORTAGE CHECKLIST

UP TO #89 EXCLUDING #88

WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE FINE

MOTOR AREA ON THE LEARNING ACCOM-

PLISHMENT PROFILE UP TO # 36

WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE COG-

NITIVE AREA ON THE MARSHALLTOWN

BEHAVIORIAL DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

UP TO #59

23,)

BY
WHAT DATE

VORNIMIKIIMIMIZthaeg:=1311.61MIMUNIMIZIMISarrM2161111111111

end of
school year

BY JUNE 1

BY JUNE 1

BY JUNE 1



KAREN

Tom

Long-Term Goals
Overhead Transparency #14

WRITING LONG-TERM GOALS FN A CHILD

LSING A DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKLIST

1. LOOK AT THE CHILD'S PRESENT BEHAVIORS ON THE CHECKLIST.

BEGIN WITH THE FIRST THE CHILD CANNOT DO AND MOVE

AHEAD ON THE CHECKLIST UNTIL YOU HAVE FOUND THE HIGHEST

SKILL YOU THINK THE CHILD WILL ACHIEVE BY THE END OF THE

SCHOOL YEAR.

*REMEMBER THE CONSIDERATIONS WHEN MAKING THIS GUESSTIMATE,

3. WRITE THE LONG-TERM GOAL BY STATING THE HIGHEST SKILL TO

BE ACHIEVED AND EXCLUDE ANY ITEMS THAT ARE INAPPROPRIATE.

EXAMPLES

WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE

SELF-HELP AREA ON THE PORTAGE

CHECKLIST UP TO #98 EXCLUDING #88.

WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE

GROSS MOTOR AREA ON THE LEARNING

ACCOMPLISHMENT PROFILE UP TO #53

Portage Project-TEACHRegion V
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Long-Term Goals
Overhead Transparency #15

1. LOOK AT THE SKILLS MICHAEL HAS IN THE LANGUAGE AREA

ON THE PORTAGE CHECKLIST,

2, REVIEW THESE CONSIDERATIONS:

* MICHAEL IS 4 YEARS, 2 MONTHS

* HE WILL RECEIVE 8 MONTHS OF INSTRUCTION

* MICHEAL'S HANDICAPPING AREA IS LANGUAGE. HE IS DELAYED

APPROXIMATELY 1 YEARS IN THIS AREA

* HE WILL RECEIVE 10 MINUTES OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

DAILY

* THE TEACHER/PUPIL RATIO IS 1:7

* HE WILL BE IN THE CENTER 3 HOURS PER DAY, 4 DAYS P. WEEK

* MS, JONES IS WILLING TO WORK WITH MICHAEL ON INDIVIDUAL

ACTIVITIES AT HOME

* MICHAEL WILL RECEIVE SPEECH/LANGUAGE THERAPY 1 HOUR PER

WEEK

3, WRITE A COMPLETE LONG-TERM GOAL BY STATING THE HIGHEST

SKILL TO BE GAINED BY THE END OF THE YEAR,

WILL DO WHAT BY WHAT DATE

WiLL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE

AREA ON THE UP TO

NUMBER

(EXCLUDING ANY INAPPROPRIATE SKILLS)

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING LONG-TERM GOALS

FOR MICHAEL USING A DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKLIST

1, CONTINUE WORKING AS AN I.S.P. TEAM,

2. WRIIE LONG-TERM GOALS ON YOUR I.S.P, WORKSHEETS IN THE

AREAS OF FINE MOTOR, SELF-HELP, GROSS MOTOR, SOCIALIZATION

AND COGNITION,

3, REMEMBER THESE CONSIDERATIONS WHEN PROJECTING LONG-TERM

GOALS FOR MICHAEL:

* MICHAEL IS 4 YEARS, 2 MONTHS

* HE WILL RECIEVE 8 MONTHS OF INSTRUCTION

MICHAEL'S HANDICAPPING AREA IS LANGUAGE. HE IS DELAYED

APPROXIMATELY 11/2 YEARS IN THIS AREA.

HE WILL RECEIVE 10 MINUTES OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION DAILY

THE TEACHER/PUPIL RATIO IS 1:7

HE WILL BE IN THE CENTER 3 HOURS PER DAY, 4 DAYS A WEEK

MS. JONES IS WILLING TO WORK WITH MICHAEL ON INDIVIDUAL

ACTIVITIES AT HOME

MICHAEL WILL RECEIVE SPEECH/LANGUAGE THERAPY 1 HOUR PER

WEEK

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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MICHAEL'S LONG-TERM GOALS

USING A DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKLIST

1, MICHAEL WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE SELF-HELP AREA ON

THE PORTAGE CHECKLIST UP TO fJ9 BY JUNE 1,

2, MICHAEL WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE FINE MOTOR AREA

ON THE PORTAGE CHECKLIST UP TO #112 BY JUNE 1,

3, MICHAEL WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE GROSS MOTOR AREA

ON THE PORTAGE CHECKLIST UP TO #118 EXCLUDING #s 114

AND 115 BY JUNE 1,

4, MICHAEL WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE COGNITIVE AREA ON

THE PORTAGE CHECKLIST UP TO #76 BY JUNE 1,

5, MICHAEL WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE SOCIALIZATION AREA

ON THE PORTAGE CHECKLIST UP TO #69 BY JUNE 1.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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1, LOOK AT E= SKILLS THE CHILD HAS IN THE LI,NGUAGE APEA

ON THE /ELOPMENTAL CHECKLIST.

REVIEW THESE CONSIDERATIONS:

3, WRITE A COMPLETE LONG-TERM GOAL BY STATING THE HIGHEST

SKILL TO BE GAINED BY THE END OF THE YEAR.

WHO WILL DO WHAT BY WHAT DATE

WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS IN THE

AREA ON THE UP TO

NUMBER

(EXCLUDING ANY INAPPROPRIATE SKILLS)

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING LONG TERM GOALS

FOR A CHILD USING A DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKLIST

1, CONTINUE WORKING AS AN I.S.P. TEAM.

2. WRITE LONG TERM GOALS ON YOUR I.S.P. WORKSHEETS IN THE

AREAS OF FINE MOTOR, SELF-HELP, GROSS MOTOR, SOCIALIZATION

AND COGNITION,

3, REMEMBER THESE CONSIDERATIONS WHEN PROJECTING LONG TERM

GOALS:

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Long-Term Goals
Overhead Transparency. #20

's LONG-TERM GOALS

USING THE

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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WHO

parent

LONGTERM GOALS

WILL DO WHAT

Ms, SMITH

1R,& MRS,

ANDERSON

complete behavior or
action that will be

achieved

WILL OBTAIN NECESSARY MEDICAL SER

VICES FOR HER FAMILY ( INCLUDING

UPDATING JIM'S SHOTS)

BY
WHAT DATE

target date

BY JUNE 1

WILL ATTEND PARENT EDUCATION BY JUNE 1

MEETINGS ONCE A MONTH



Long-Term Goals
Overhead Transparency #22

WRITING A LONG-TERM GOAL FOR A

FAMILY USING EXPRESSED NEEDS

1, LOOK AT THE I.S,P, WORKSHEETS OR COMPONENT ASSESSMENT

TOOLS IN ORDER TO REVIEW EXPRESSED NEEDS OF THE FAMILY.

CHOOSE A TARGET DATE.

3. WRITE AS A COMPLETE LONG-TERM GOAL,

MS. LANDERS

MS. O'BRIEN

MR. SCOTT

EXAMPLES

WILL PROVIDE FOR HER FAMILY'S

HEALTH CARE NEEDS (INCLUDING UP-

DATING JIM'S SHOT RECORD)

WILL PARTICIPATE IN A CENTER

ACTIVITY AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH

WILL TAKE CARE OF HIS FAMILY'S

NUTRITIONAL NEEDS (INCLUDING

APPLYING FOR WIC)

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Long-Term Goals
Overhead Transparency #23

WRITING LONG-TERM GOALS FOR THE JONES FAMILY
C

1, LOOK AT THE SOCIAL SERVICES SECTION ON THE I.S.P, WORKSHEETS,

SOCIAL SERVICES

STRENGTHS EXPRESSED NEEDS

-MOTHER WORKS -NEEDS DAY CARE FOR CHILDREN

-NEEDS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

COMMENTS: 'TRANSPORTATION MIGHT BE NEEDED

2, CHOOSE A TARGET DATE, STATE THE LONG-TERM GOAL IN BROAD

TERMS SO IT COULD INCLUDE ANY EXPRESSED NEEDS THAT MIGHT

,ARISE DURING THE YEAR,

3. WRITE A COMPLETE LONG-TERM GOAL,
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Long-Term Goals
Overhead Transparency #24

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING LONG-TERM GOALS

FOR THE JONES FAMILY

1. CONTINUE WORKING AS AN I.S.P. TEAM.

2. WRITE COMPLETE LONG-TERM GOALS ON YOUR WORKSHEETS FOR

THE JONES FAMILY USING EXPRESSED NEEDS IN THE-AREAS OF

NUTRITION, HEALTH: AND PARENT INVOLVEMENT,
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LONG-TERM GOALS FOR THE JONES FAMILY.

NUTRITION

MS, JONES WILL PROVIDE FOR THE NUTRITIONAL NEEDS OF

HER FAMILY BY JUNE 1,

HEALTH

MS. JONES WILL OBTAIN NECESSARY HEALTH SERVICES (INCLUDING

UPDATING IMMUNIZATIONS AND ARRANGING DOCTOR APPOINTMENTS

WHEN NECESSARY) BY JUNE 1.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

MS. JONES WILL PARTICIPATE IN AT LEAST ONE-CENTER

ACTIVITY A MONTH (TO INCLUDE WORKSHOPS ON NUTRITION

AND BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT) AND WILL PLAN AND CARRY OUT

ACTIVITIES WITH MICHAEL 10 MINUTES PER DAY BY JUNE 1,
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Long-Term Goals
Overhead Transparency 426

aITING LONG-TERM GOALS FOR THE FWILY

1, LOOK AT THE SOCIAL SERVICES SECTION ON THE I.S.P. WORKSHEETS,

SOCIAL SERVICES

STRENGTHS EXPRESSED NEEDS

COMMENTS:

2, CHOOSE A TARGET DATE. STATE THE LONG-TERM GOAL IN BROAD

TERMS SO IT COULD INCLUDE ANY EXPRESSED NEEDS THAT MIGHT

ARISE DURING THE YEAR,

3, WRITE A COMPLETE LONG-TERM GOAL.
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I 1STRUCTIONS FOR WRITING LONG -TERM GOALS

FOR THE FAMILY

1, CONTINUE WORKING AS AN I.S,P. TEAM,

2. WRITE COMPLETE LONG TERM GOALS ON YOUR WORKSHEETS

FOR THE FAMILY USING EXPRESSED NEEDS IN

THE AREAS OF NUTRITION, HEALTH, AND PARENT INVOLVE-

MENT,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



LONG-TERM GOALS

FOR THE FAMILY

NUTRITION

HEALTH

PARENT I NVOLVEMENT

'24
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Long-Term Goals
Handout 42

lONG-TERM GOALS

The second step in developing an Individual Service Plan is projecting long-

term qual. Long-term goals are broad statements of what the child and

parent will accomplish by the end of the school year. Based on all of the

gathered information, the I.S.P.team writes long-term goals for each

component area. Long-term goals provide teachers and parents with an end

point t(::work toward.

Long-term goals are written for each component area. Educational goals

ne ler each developmental area (motor, language, cognitive, social/be-

havior, and self-help) - are written for the child based on the current

level o functioning and other considerations. Parent goals are written

for the :lealth, nutrition, .,:rent involvement, and social services areas

and are based on the expressed needs identified in the component assessment

tool. Parent and child goals ,Iire written differently.

There are no "right" answers in projecting long-term goals for a child;

based on a careful and thoughtful look at relevant considerations such

as learning rate, severity of handicap, program option, etc. , the team

makes an intelligent "guesstimate" about what the child can accomplish

by the end of the grogram year. Goals set too low can cause staff to lower

their expectations and underestimate the child. Goals set too high can

lead to frustration, but it is better to over rather than underestimate

what a child will be able to do. Parent goal:: will vary according to the

specific expressed needs of each family.

The formula for long term goals is:

WHO

CHILD/PARENT

WILL DO WHAT

COMPLETE BEHAVIOR OR

ACTION THAT WILL BE

ACHIEVED

BY WHAT DATE

END OF SCHOOL YEAR/

TARGET DATE
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CONSIDERATIONS

Long-Term Goals
Reference

by larbara L. Wolfe, Maureen L. Griffin, and Jordana D. Zeger

The projection of long-term goals entails thoughtful examination of

a number of variables. These variables or considerations allow us to make
an intelligent "guesstimate" about what a child can accomplish by the end
of the program year. They will vary for each child and will affect how
much progress each child will make. Examine each of the following con-
siderations for each child, and, based on this information, you will be
able to determine long-term goals.

SEVERITY OF HANDICAP

How severe is the handicap? Could the handicapping condition cause
developmental lags in anv other areas? For example, could a language
handicap affect motor development, socialization or self-help skills?

RATE OF DEVELOPMENT

The learning rate or rate of development is equal to: developmental age.
chronological age

Convert these ages to months, e.g., four years, two months equals 50 months;
then convert the ratio into a percentage by dividing developmental age by
chronological age.

For example: A four year, two month old child is performing at the
three year, four month level in language. The ratio would look like this:

developmental age = three years, 4 months = 40 months = 80%.

chronological age four years, two months 50 months

This child's learning rate or rate of development is 80%, that is, this child

has learned about 80% of what a normally developing child has learned in this

area. This is a rough estimate of what the child's learning rat2 is. It is

not to be used as the single consideration in projecting long-term goals.

PROGRAM OPTION/LENGTH OF PROGRAM

Is the program option classroom, home-based or a combination program?

Hew many days a week, how many hours a day, and for how many months does the

program run?

OUTSIDE AND/OR INDIVIDUAL SERVICES AVAILABLE

In the classroom or home, how many times a week and for what time period

will individual instruction be received, if at all? For outside agencies,

what type of services (speech therapy, occupational therapy, etc.) will be

provided, for how many hours a week, and for how many months?

TEACHER/PUPIL RATIO

The teacher/pupil ratio = number of teachers. For example, in a classroom

number of students

of 18 students with a teacher and a teacher assistant, the teacher/child ratio

is 2:18 or 1:9. Also take into consideration volunteers, foster grandparents,

etc.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Will the parents work with their child at home? Volunteer in the classroom?

Attend parent education meetings? Be an active member of the I.S.P. team?

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 07-7
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

OVERVIEW

At this point we will be stepping out of the I.S.P. process and learning

to write behavioral objectives. Behavioral objectives are used in writing

both short-term objectives and instructional objectives. Writing short-

term objectives and instructional objectives in behavioral terms will tell

the teacher specifically what to teach and if the child has achieved the

objective.

As a result of this session, participants will:

1. state the components of a behavioral objective; and

2. write four complete behavioral objectives.

BACKGROUND FOR TRAINER

The following readings are recommended as sources of additional information

about behavioral objectives. They are referenced in Appendix A of this

training guide.

Early Childhood Developmental Disabilities: A Self-paced Course

for Training Staff to Identify and Integrate Children with

HandicapTinq Conditions Into Preschool Programs, Parts 1 and 2;

Screening, Assessment and Educational Programming for Preschool

Handicapped Children: A Primer, pages 41-45;

Writing Long-Term and Short-Term Objectives, A Painless Approach.

You will find additional information about behavioral objectives in Appendix

B, pages 207-208,of this training guide.

PREPARING FOR THE WORKSHOP

1. Duplicate the transparencies and handouts from the masters at the end

of this section.

2. Have available an overhead transparency projector, movie screen and

transparency marking pens.
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3. Check the optional activities at the end of this section for specific

equipment and material needs.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THIS WORKSHOP

This workshop will be conducted in three parts.

1) A presentation about behavioral objecti:es using overhead transparencies;

2) (Troup activities to reinforce concepts presented; and

3) completion of a worksheet by individual participants.

1. Introduce this session by telling participants that they will be stepping

out of the I.S.P. process to learn to write behavioral objectives. Be-

havioral objectives are used in writing short-term objectives and instruc-

tional objectives.

2. Present the transparency script with the accompanying transparencies.

See pages 7-9 of this section.

3. Display transparency #8. As a group, review each objective, identifying

each part of the behavioral objective. Answers:

JOHN-BD/WILL DRAW A SO.UAR ON REQUEST/4/4X.

ERIt/WILL SAY "PLEASE" AND "THANK YOU" WHEN APPROPRIATE)/

WITHOUT REMINDER)/ 75: OF THE TIME.

VARY ELLENALL CORRECTLY TELL HER ADDRESS / ON REOLES/

103%, OF THE TIME.

MR. ANL MRS.WALTON/WILL ATTEND PARENT MEETINGS AT THE

CENTER /'THEN SENT A WRITEN REMINDER/75% OF THE TIME,

JIM-BOE/WILL HOP ON ONE FOOT 5 SUCCESSIVE TIMES/WHEN

SHOWh HOW 3/4X.

ELIZABETH/WILL BRUSH TEETH/SIP REMINDERS /TWICE DAILY.

r) --
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4. Divide participants into groups of 2-3. Display transparency #9.

Assign 2 to 3 different behavioral objectives to each group. Ask

each group to identify the missing part and supply an appropriate

answer for the assigned statements. Ask each group to share their

answers. Answers:

1. TRAPPER WILL OPiN A 1-PIN1 MILK CARTON __!_AID"
100: OF 1HE TIME.

2. MARGARET WILL DUILD A PYRAMID OF 10 BLOCKS IN

IMITATION 1110W-laUli

3. B.J. "WILLIa .WHAI// INDEPENDENTLY DURING STDRY-

EN OF 1HE TIME.

4. RADAR WILL STAND ON ONE FOOT FOR 4-E SECONDS

AID 4/4X.

S. COLONEL POTTER WILL VOLUNTEER IN THE CENTER "..AID/ HOW JELL':

6. HAWKEYE "WILMAATI_. WHEN SHOWN HOW 4/4X.

7. KLINGER WILL DRESS HIMSELF COMPLETELY IN MALE CLOTHES

ONCE EACH DAY FOR FIVE CONSECUTIVE

DAYS.

8. CHARLES WILL MARCH IN TIME TO MUSIC "AID" 3/3X.

9. FRANK "W111 DII WEIAT " WHEN TEACHER GUIDES HIS HAND 3/4X.

10. THE COOK WILL SERVE NUTRITIOUS MEALS (INCLUDING THE BASIC FOUR)

WHEN GIVEN RECIPES TO FOLLOW " HOW WELL"
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5. With participants in the same groups, display transparency #10.

There are errors and missing parts in these statements. Assign 2 to 3

different objectives to each group. Participants must find the error

and correct it and/or find the missing part and supply a correct one.

Ask each group to share their answers. Answers:

I. FERT WILL IDENTIFY CIRCLE SQUARE AND TRIANGLE ON

FiOULST 3/3X EACH.

IDENTIFY IS NOT SPECIFIC.
2. ERNIE WILL PLAY IN HIS OWN YARD 6/7 DAYS.

"AID" IS MISSING.
3. DROVER WILL WRITE HIS NAME WHEN ASKED 1/2X.

I/2x IS LESS THAN 75%,
4. COOKIE_ MONSTER WILL WALK FOR 6' ON A BALANCE BEAM

FAISLD 6" WHEN GIVEN PHYSICAL AID 3/4X.

"AID" IS NOT SPECIFIC.
J. THE COUNT WILL RECOGNIZE THE NUMERALS 1-10 WHEN

GIVEN A MODEL EACH TIME 3/3X,

RECOGNIZE IS NOT SPECIFIC,
6. OSCAR WILL NAME COLORS WHEN GIVEN INITIAL SOUND CUES

1/1X EACH.

LIST COLORS TO BE LEARNED,
7. MISS PIGGY WILL NOT HIT KERMIT DURING OPENING TIME

5/5 DAYS.

"AID" IS MISSING/NEGATIVELY STATED,
8. KERMIT WILL BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE HIS NAME BY POINTING

TO IT WHEN SHOWN ONCE 3/4X.

"WILL DO WHAT" IS TOO WORDY,
9. EIG BIRD WILL DRESS HIMSELF COMPLETELY INCLUDING ALL

FASTENINGS EXCEPT TIES WHENEVER NECESSARY.

"AID" IS MISSING,
10. FOLLY DEAR WILL USE CONTRACTIONS CAN'T, DON'T, WON'T

WHEN GIVEN PHYSICAL AID 2/2X EACH,

INAPPROPRIATE TO USE PHYSICAL

"AID" FOR NAMING SKILLS.

G. Participants should now complete their Behavioral Objectives Worksheet

(Handout #2). Read through each set of directions with the participants.

Answer any questions. Reassure the participants that this is not a test,
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but an opportunity to practice newly learned skills and receive feedback.

This is an independent activity. Circulate and answer any question_ ;.

Collect the worksheets.

7. Return the reviewed worksheets as quickly as possible. Be sure to

provide,positive feedback and alternative solutions to incorrect or

inappropriate responses. Answers:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE WORkSHEET

lets the f,211,../wing section.s:

A. Tut a V mark in front of the phrases in which the "WILL DO WHAT"

pqtion is approi-riate to use in a behavioral objective.

Well lister: u. d tit-01y during story time for five minutes.

punt the first letter of her na,..

:11 attend to a three-;art related dire,tion

itebtify a triangle.squai,

)/wil! cut alone a curved line within L." of the line

Will enjoy singing simple 4-5 line songs

Will develop a good attitude toward teacher

Will recognize his name

Will make an appointment with Dr. Smith

B. Complete the objectives by adding "WITH WHAT TYPE OF AID".

SUGGESTIONS will pl.7,2 circle, square and triangle in a formboard

2/2x each.

WHEN SHOWN HOW, WHEN TEACHER GUIDES HANDS
2. Rapunsel will walk up 10 stairs alternating feet

3/4x daily.

WHEN USING A HAND RAIL, WHEN SHOWN HOW
3. Moxie will keep his hands in his lap during group time

4/5 days.

WITH ONE REMINDER, WHEN SHOWN HOW
4. Poindexter will paint to 10 animal. pictures

10/10 pictures.

IN IMITATION, WITH VERBAL DIRECTIONS
5. Fenimore will snap eight snaps on his jacket 3/3x.

INDEPENDENTLY, WHEN TEACHER GUIDES HAND
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KNOW IS NOT OBSERVABLE
SHOULD BE POINT TO, MATCH OR NAME

SPECIFY WHAT KIND OF PHYSICAL AID

ILEcWITH "AID" OF A TEMPLATE. WHEN
HAND IS GUIDED

r it realtir-e 2/: neali.

A LII LSMIS.SJNG

4. 1..11 drir. a ,,,te w`.er. aiO 4/4*

SPECIFY WHAT KIND OF VISUAL "AID"

5. ldfl w .11 forwari five feet when teacher holds her

hin2

THEHOWWELL" NEEDS TO BE 75%

OR HIGHER.,

G. Write,: a co7Tlece nenav:orill ohjectIve for each one.

WHO/WILL DO WHAT/WITH WHAT TYPE OF AID/HOW WELL

It lJfl:

Iare_nt

25
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Overhead Transparency Script

Transparency 41 Distribute Handout #1. (Read the definition of and

rationale for behavioral objectives.)

Transparency 42

Transparency #3

Transparency #4

"A behavioral objective has four parts: 'Who, Will

Do What, With What Type of Aid, How Well.' Each

part of this formula is written in a specific way.

We will examine each part and look at soul, examples."

0

(Cover up all sections except the "Who".)

The 'Who' part is the person who is engaging in the

behavior, usually the child or parent."

(Uncover the "Will Do What" part.)

The 'Will Do "hat' part states a specific, measurable

and observable action: actions you can see, hear,

count. This part must be written so that there is no

room for misinterpretation. It should pass the 'stranger

test,' that is, any person who reads the 'Will Do What'

part will have the same understanding of it as the

writer. Your choice of action words will help in

writing clear and unambiguous statements."

"Let's see if you can choose specific_ observable action

word." (Beginning at the top left, read each word and

have the group decide if it is appropriate for a behav-

ioral objective; that is, specific, observable, and

measurable. Mark each circle. See next page.)
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BE CAREFUL!!

Transparency #4
continued "As you have discovered, our choice of worts is impor-

tant in writing .00d behavioral objectives."

Transparency #5

Redisplay
Transparency #3

Transparency #6

(Cover bottom half of transparency.)

"Short and sweet is also a good policy State the

action in a concise, clear way." (Read Mickey's example.)

(Uncover bottom half of transparency.)

"Be sure to write in the positive. The objective

should state what you want the child or parent to

accomplish - not what to avoid." (Read Kathy's example.)

"The third part of a behavioral objective, 'With What

Type of Aid,' indicates the specific assistance the

learner (Who) will have to do the 'Will Do What'."

(Cover all of transparency except "Aid" examples.)

"Here are some examples of the kinds of 'Aid' you can

use." (Uncover the first three complete examples and

read them aloud asking participants to identify the

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Redisplay
Transparency #3

Transparency #7

"Aid" parts. Uncover the last three examples and

generate at least 3 types of aid from the partici-

pants for each example.)

"In writing this part of the formula we also need to

be specific. Tnis part must also pass the 'stranger

test'. With physical aid or with Mom's help is not

clear. Indicate exactly what assistance the learner

will be given."

"The fourth and last part of the behavioral objective

is the 'How Well'. This part states how successfully

the learner must perform the task (Will Do What)'."

"'How Well' can be expressed in three ways: as a

fraction, or percentage or in words. The fraction is

most often used in determining the criteria or 'how

well' for academic skills. Percentage and,words are

used most often in the self-help or socialization

areas when the number of times the child'will perform

the behavior cannot be controlled. Fractions are the

most common method used in expressing 'How Well'. The

fraction and the percentage should not be lower than

3/4 or 75%."

Now return to DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THE WORKSHOP, step 3.
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NAME

HELP

.1.1:1121.1 ;VI t

Iv 1 t t,:.
; ,1, t ,111;:,p,1 r 'VI! , ()I Dli,t try h t t111

111..111 t ( i r t_ 11-11-)t, ;h(',

D,. :; ,tt And . )

(;:;1[1,1 ,t .t , k...11..1 :

PARENT
INVOLVE-
MENT

COGNI-
TIVE

AID
TEAM
NAMP

SEEP-
HELP

PARENT
INVOLVE-
MENT

'41:0

COGNI-
TIVE

WHAT AID
I [OW

Wl; LL

NUTRI-
TION

NUTRI-
TION

The charts can he placed as pictured, or divided down the middle

anci in opposite walls, back to back, etc. depending on facili-

ties personal preference.

h. Divide the participants into two teams. Option: ask each team to

name themselves and enter names on charts.

c. Ask the teams to line up. Give the first person in ea inc a

writing implement (depending on how your chart is displayed).

d. Give these directions: when told to start, the first person in

each line goes to the chart, fills in the first space (Self-Help,

Who), returns to team line, gives writing implement to next person

in line, and goes to the end of the line. The next person follows

the same sequence filling the next space (Self-Help, What) and so

Ige Project-TEACH-Region V 2l1J Behavioral Obecties 10



On. (S1.,,y.7!; are filled in from left to right t op to hot tom.)

eI "2: , morn'o r

rr.! t. ;wer with ro

1i( h ..1h(1 rtr,a 'y VoIlrit. Team tru'ob(!/--; are encouraged to

check ,:arch other, but not to call out answers.

take note of which team finishes first, but allow the second team

) :(Allpit'r,' their (-hart.

Next , read through each chart , dskino the opposinq teim to iUdge

the correctness of each reslonse.

Based on ac tracv and speed, you can declare a winner. (If the

teams are extremely close in both !Teed and accuracy, declare a-

tie.)

h. "Prixes" can he distributed your discretion.

Balloon Buist* (Eouipment needs: ,balloons and 1" by 6" strips of

paper.)

i;ive each participant a balloon and a strip of paper.

Each participant will write a complete behavioral objective on

the strip of viper; roll the paper up; place it in the balloon;

inflate and tie the balloon.

e. Direct the participants to form a circle.

d. As they ;ino "Row ROW, Row Your Boat" (or any song of choi :e) ,

participants are to keep the balloons up in the air.

e. AL the end of a song ea lr participant takes a balloon, not their

own, breaks it ,and extracts the slip of paper.

f. Each participant reads his/her slip of paper. The group decides

if the behavioral objective has the four correct parts.

3. Behavioroi .'jectiVe Rummy (Developed by Elaine Biech, HSTC-P,ortage

P.t-ojcct) need: one deck of 52 cards for each group of

seven 1*;yers. Each deck should be different. See list of a sample deck.)

*(It might be helpful to have the behavioral objective formula

on the overhead projector during this activity.)

c.,-.tage Project-TEACH-Region V 2 61
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directions for Play:

The dt uf t t

:hoftht the deck. ,:ards out

e player has five cards.

ore d,rrd is turned lace up to begin the discard pile. The remain-

eaids are lell Mi a :,tack lace dow,, next to the diiic pile.

The first tbiyer to the dealer's lefj aria choose the top card From

'he tack or th discard pile. The card may be k(tt or placed on

the discard pile. :aye should Jlways have five cards in their

hands.

The play continues clockwise around the table until a player has a

complete and correct behavioral objective. The behavioral objective

must contain a name, an observable skill, a specific type of assis-

tance and correct criteria. When this occurs, the player discards

the extra card and lays down the complete objective.

f. If the stacf is depleted, shuffle the discard pile and turn face

down. Keep in mind that there are incorrect cards included within

the deck.

q. The game ends when one, all, or any number of players have a complete

objective.

i nit pl Ayer wi tit a (2C/rill' I t It

down one at a t ime,
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SAMPLE DECK FOR BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE RUMMY

me child

WILL D(.) L.111AT

1()" zippf.,r without

th teL

O'

w;;1 HI; -Ix: iwu

eiy

wiII. couht ft

Will 1,1111t!

Wi:1 AIA

kiuk Hryo ball when

rolled to him/bor

WITH WHAT TYPE OF AID

on rolueq

It

hKd

I v(rhal cues

on requoq

in mutation

as teacher shows him/her

with initial model

with .nitial sound cues

when asked

HOW WELL

5/5x

3P,y.

4/4x

5/6x

3/3x

4/5x

6/6x

will behave well

will attend while a story is

road

will recognize the color blue

will know yreen and red

will understand the concept 3

will listen to his/her mother

with physical aid

using a pencil

no condition necessary

when you help him/her

when shown pictures

5x

7/2x

2/4x

1/ 5x

48/50x

26o
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EFIN1TION

BEHAVIORAL On CTIVL IS A STATEMENT THAT:

* TELLS WHAT THE LEARNER MUST LEARN OR DO

* IS SPECIFIC, MEASURABLE AND OBSERVABLE

* CONTAINS FOUR PARTS

RATIONALE

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

* ASSIST IN PROVIDING INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

* TELL EXACTLY WHAT TO TEACH AND WHETHER OR NOT

THE LEARNER HAS ACHIEVED THE OBJECTIVE

EASE TRANSFERABILITY OF UNDERSTANDING; THAT IS,

PERSONNEL CAN CHANGE BUT PROGRAMMING CAN REMAIN

CONSISTENT,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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WHO a DO WHAT

LE NER A SPECIFIC OBSERVABLE AMON

lil

rj

0
LI

rt IT AT TY E 1 I,1

SPECIFIC ASSISTANCE THE LEARNER WILL HAVE

0

HOW WELL

CRITERION FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION

Fraction

Percentage

Words
263



D I ['HIEN- )

TI ATE /

WRITE

IDENTIFY

CAREFUL!!

NA` 1:

1.0

' 4
y

z

KNOW

CJ-7

RECOGNIZE

DRAW

Behavioral Objectives
Transparency 44

BELT VL
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NOT: MI C! WILL BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY

RED BY NAMING IT

BUT: MICKEY WILL NAME RED

Behavioral Objectives
Transparency #5

NEGATIVE: KATHY WILL STOP RUNNING INTO THE

STREET WITHOUT LOOKING

POSITIVE: KATHY WILL LOOX BOTH WAYS BEFORE

CROSSING THE STREET,

2 7
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p:1111_ ( AID

ASKED

WHEN SHOWN HOW

WHEN TEACHER GUIDES HAND

INDEPENDENTLY

kLdUEST

WHEN GIVEN A MOD: TO COPY

TYPE f I

WHEN GIVEN DOTS TO -RACE

WITH ONE REMINDER

WHEN GIVEN VERBAL

DIRECTIONS

WHEN TEACHER HOLDS

BOTH HANDS

LARRY WILL NAME CIRCLE AND TRIANGLE WHEN GIVEN INITIAL

CONSONANT CUES4/4 TIMES EACH.

TROY WILL WALK A BALANCE BEAM FOR 5 FEET WHEN TEACHER

HOLDS BOTH HANDS 3/4 TIMES,

SARAH WILL BUTTON 5 BUTTONS ON HER SWEATER ON HERSELF

WHEN ASKED 3/3 TIMES,

KYLE WILL SPREAD PEANUT BUTTER ON A CRACKER

4/4 X.

JOEY WILL DRAW A CIRCLE 3/3 X,

SANDY WILL SET THE TABLE WITH KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,

PLATES AND GLASSES 4/4 X.
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VELL

EXPRESSED AS:

1, FRACTION: # OF SUCCESSFUL TRIES/# OF OPPORTUNITIES

GIVEN.

3/4, 2/2

DICK WILL WASH HANDS AND FACE WITHOUT

SOILING TOWEL UPON REQUEST 3/4 X.

2, PERCENTAGE: 75 %, °100%

TOM WILL USE BATHROOM WITHOUT REMINDERS

75% OF THE TIME,

3, WORDS: DAILY, EVERY OPPORTUNITY, EACH TIME

HARRY WILL USE A KLEENEX TO BLOW HIS NOSE

INDEPENDENTLY EACH TIME IT IS NECESSARY,

270
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Objectives
Trans:,ar:

ANBOY WILL IAAW A SOUAE ON RHAST 4/4X.

ERIN WILL SAY "PLEASE" AND "THANK YOU" WHEN APPRDFRIATE

WITHOUT REftINDER 75% OF THE TIME,

NARY ELLEN WILL CORRECTLY TELL H AD PESS CU Pc:QUEST

100% OF THE THE,

NR, AND MRS. WALTON WILL ATTEND PARENT h EET I NGS AT THE

CENTER WHEN SENT A WRITTEN REMINDER 75% OF IHE TIME,

JIMBOB WILL HOP ON 0;E F00... 5 SUCCESSIVE TIMES WHEN

SHOWN HOW 3/4X,

ELIZABETH WILL BRUSH TEETH WITH REMINDERS TWICE DAILY,
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TRAPPER WILL OPEN

100/ ,F THE TI E.

--PINT MILK CARTON

MARGARET WILL BUILD A PYRAMID OF 10 BLOCKS IN

INITATI6N

J,

TIME aff OF THE TIME,

INDEPENDENTLY DURING STORY-

FO OAR WILL STAND ON ONE FOOT FOR 4-8 SECONDS

4/4X.

,

HA,WKEYE

nrici TL k ALL VOLUNTtER,IN THE CENTER

WHEN SHOWN HOW 4/4X.

7, KLINGER Wilt DRESS HIMSELF COMPLETELY IN MALE CnTHES

ONCE EACH DAY FOR FIVE CONSECUTIVE

_JAYS,

8. CHARLES WILL MACH IN TIME TO MUSIC 3/3X.

FRANK WHEN TEACHER GUIDES HIS HAND 3/4X.

10, THE CC)K WILL SERVE NUTRITIOUS MEALS (INCLUDING THE BASIC FOUR)

WHEN GIVEN LECIPES TO FOLLOW

2 7
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Behavioral Lbor..7tives---

rtsrar,i.::?7- 10

1. BERT WILL IDENTIFY CIRCLE SOUAF ANT': TRIANGLE ON

REQUEST 3/3M EACH,

2. ERNIE WILL PLAY IN HIS OWN YARD 0/7 DAYS.

5, GROVER WILL WRI TE HIS NAME WHEN ASKED 1/2X,

4, COOKIE MONSTER WILL 'ALK FOP 6' ON A BALANCE BEAM

RAISED 6" WHEN GIVEN PHYSICAL AID 3/4X,

5, THE COUNT WILL RECOGNI7F THE NUMERALS 1-10 WHEN

(-7IVEN A MODEL EACH TIME 3/5:..

OSCAR WILL NAME COLORS WHIN GIVEN INITIAL SOUND CUES

1/1X EACH.

7. MISS PIGGY WILL NOT HIT KERMIT DURING OPENING TINE

5/5 DAYS.

8. KERMIT WILL C ABLE TO RECOGNIZE HIS NAME BY POINTPiG

TO IT WHEN SHOWN ONCE 3/4X.

9. BIG BIRD WILL DRESS HIMSELF COMPLETELY INCLUDING ALL

FASTENINGS EXCEPT TIES WHENEVER NECESSARY,

10. FOZZY BEAR WILL USE CONTRACTIONS CAN'T, DON'T, WON'T

WHEN GIVEN PHYSICAL AID 2/2X EACH,

2 70
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RAL

Beha. ral Dbjectives

Paie

Iv:- Whdt y(_,U w:tnt the chil ur parent to

ea: ; oL!ec: LO be ubsurvable, m,Jasurable

Ti s m(._ans th-- you can see or hear the child or parent
-,rform the behavior and count the number of times he/she does the

I' must be clear enough to pass the "stranger test"; that
Sc no r(LO' 1(,r misinterpretation. The oh lectives must mean

Ir. t.o an,.cme whr) reads then. A behavis 1 oblective con-

W!nT/WiTil WNAT TYPE 1:!(-W WELL.

Bellavioral Objective

the person who will der form the behavior; usually
child or arent.

' will n_ me red when given initial sound cue,

measurable and observable behavior
e be perormed. Includes a verb that tells what

the learner will do. May also include the situa-
tion where the child will perform the skill or
additonal criteria of time -)r- distance.

Z.1,V will count to five in imitation 5/5x.

will remain seztt during story time for
minutes with one rem,nder4/4x.

- ertha will stand on one foot for 8 seconds upon

request 3/3Y.
-Rita will name 5 animals when shown picture cards
on request 2/2x each.

-Tim will ride a bike f-)i- 5 feet when pedal straps

are used once a day.

WiiT what typo of assistance the c: Id or parent will
TYPE OI have.

I i;

Aid: indicates what specific assistance or help
you will give the child in doing the skill.
Examples: independently, when aske, when shown
a model, when teacher guides hands, on request,
when given verbal directions.

-Audrey will draw a square .:11 given dots to trace,

4/4x.
Frank will walk forward on a balance beam when
teacher holds his hands, 3/4x.

7 ,
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-Ti(2 Will dt-

Behavioral Objectives
Handout 1
Page 2

arent meetings when

uiven written Lt..! ,der during the year.

D. the ;,:.;der ,)f times the child or parent must success-

fully etorm the skill. Can be expressed in three

.Iractlons: number of successful tries/number ut
-)1,portunit:es given: 4/4, 4/5, 3/4.
All ohjectives must have a success rate of at

least 75% or 3/4.

-e,aru will stack eight blocks upon .-.(luent 4/4x.

1:eroentages: 75'i,, 100%. All objectives must
have a success rate of at least 751.

-Tom will use the bathroom without reminders_
of the time.

words: daily, every orortunity, each time it

h.; necessary.

-Ha!-ry will use 'Ioenex to blow his nose when

shown how each it is necessary.

To sur=are, beh2"--,1 cbiuctives are statements of what. the child or

paren:.. will acec,mplish at the end of the teaching period. Use the

to '7iTtt_t_-rmine f-objectiveseare complet.

-Does it contain four parts?

-A,e wmrds used in the objective specific?

-Can the behavior he observed?

-Can the frequency of the boll- ilr be counted

or measured?

-Is the learner required to be successful at
least 75% of the time?

27,
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Put a ,,' mat«. in 1

Behavioral Objectives
Handout 2
tune

!!1 which the "WILL LL WHAT"

in a behavioral objective.

Will li.:!tten to a 1-it,r'.' during star': time for five minutes

w:11 irt.ht t=I:e firt lette,- of her name

Will att. to a three-sort related direction

Will identify a triangle, square and circle

Will cut. along a chtvea line within Z of the line

Will enjoy !,3inainu simple 4-5 Ilne songs

WLII t
good attitude toward teacher

I C() ;Ii ice is name

Will an appointment with Dr. Smith

Ii. oip[at L:;Yt-t obiL!cLi1,-!=-: :7' trl!--;
4ITH WHAT TYPE OF AID!.-

I. ..1::mirelda will place squaze tiangle in a formboard

:l/2x each.

2. i:apuze1 4111 walk up 10 stairs alternating feet

cil .1 kk,up his hands in his during group time

4/5 days.

Lint to 10 animal pictures when shown picture cards

10/10 pictures.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



5. Fenimore will snat) eigat snap:-; tin jacket

Behavioral Objectives
Handout 2
Paqe 2-

the necessary uorrections to o,:ich (.7 the following objectives.

ut1 :)uth missirg atoi incorreut 1-nrts.

i. Faith will know all alphabet !etters when given one model 2/2::.

iiupe will write her first and last name whcn ,-7iven physical aid

Charity will sit in her chair during mealtime ):)/2 mo. s

4. Sampson will draw a square when give:. .;it,-ua aid 4/4x daily.

5. Delilah will hop forward for five feet when teacher hol:-.13 hrr

hand 2/3x.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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tor:

Nutrition:

Behavioral Objectives
Handout 2
Pace

a complet_,J f()1 .Ich

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



(,HJEL.TIVT..

rft

The let two in the I _Li. ii ;s are writ ing :-;!:,)rt-terrn oLctives

and ...ompl ',rig the remainder of the T .

:ho!t-term ci I,et IV'S are Written for each long- term goal. They are skills

that lead to the attainment of the long-term goal and they are written in

term!:. The number of short-term objectives will vary according

.nlividual child and the end joint ,.leijr.ated by the long-term goal.

;;H:retlyon ire written using t::e assessment tool and information

..1 t.-f eu the

the 1..': .1'. includes the following five parts: Special

and Methei'arent Acti.VLtin, Pont,on(s) ken; cm-

ia -111(1 Pi. :due. to Special Servi,....es

yeommehded treatment, wo provie the

and d.:ratin of ::tervices. Tin - Special Materials

-uoiumn incluJe special equipment, teaching

inn a tu,i !:,!-ers w(A0.(1 b(. part icu larlv helpful in completing

the :lhort-term objective. The Person(s) Responsible column lists the name(s)

of trio person(s) who will be primarily responsible for teaching the oft:ective.

Evaluation Criteria column status how the objective will be evalaatud.

The Tine Lisa column indicate when the teaching of the objective will begin,

when the objective will be reviewed and when the objective is achieved.

a result of this session participants will:

1. define short-term objectives:

write short-term objectives in two educationa areas and one component

imoo ; and

complete remaininq pa!ts of the 1.5.P.: special services, mor.,', is,

pesun(s) rc.FpLiblc, evaluation criteria and f-ime line.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Short-Term Objective:. .



The : ...J.:. an Lig H 1

. f

sshio:

1,':iittug-kout let::: and :nor -Teim Lk;:t IV;; 5 a les Alyptoah

11 : ;..1 i.h t- ()nal f..t.rmat ion about sil,..)rt-tt_?rm ul. stives in 5p1Hindi..x

of

1. ; AP.1Nt5 FOR THE WORKt511,./1

1 1 n" l:_riost :; fIt

this sect'a

Havo Jelija; 10 -eo/11,-id transparency piolo,t'tor, -I movie screen, and

mat rt.

3 Peview Handout tn..

A . zor l-lichael Jones can be oun t_ the end of this

nsider dnplieatinc it as a handout.

;.'00[;:-'1-Ils:11G THE t.-l'S110'il

Uhree

1. -Traiu,,r- short-t.e.r,, -for a child and

participants will write short-term o1 ;dotives for one educational

area as a large Qrouo and for an additio: area as an I.S.P. team.

.S . Trainers will discuss 1:sitin(.! short-term objectives for ":110 other

:.:=Ipont:nt. areas and particip:ants will cri no short-term objectives

for one component area as a large group and for an additional area

an 1.b.1.

3. Trainer will discuss the remain .nci parts of the I.S.P. and participants

will complete the r-malning parts cf the I.S.P. as .5. P. team.

lart 1

1. a t.tanarenc7 the unalotly of a trip, the curr.nt

level !
functioning is the :,;tart-ili.sT point of a trim, a lorl-term qol

Portage Project-TEACH-Pection V f;hort-Ter-m Ohjectives 2



is the destination and ':::nort-term objectives are the stops between these

two points.

Explain to partieipant:; It ..- ;hurt -term objectives are the skills that

lead to the a ng-term doal. Short-term c' etioes are

,enerally anno!ni 11.;11 1 in weeks. They are written for each long-

term. The number of :;hurt -term objectives for each 101. .t..rm goal

will vary aciing to the individual chili and the end point %mated

by the long-telm qual. Short-term obje e:t ives are written in behavioral

rms; the aid is usually i71(1`- eudentl..', on :egue ' or withop

lay t!,.... - each with participants. (_refer

lfande;

ui 1 ,,y t ranni Point out each of the :.: steps in completinr:

:hurt-term objective

transpareny Uhoose one of the lone-term goals for the

from the tirst lage of t.!-.e Using the assessment tool and

,:erksheets, write thu i of -term objectives for one long-term

:ave lei ant:; write the n: ,rt-term ohjectivos on

on the id tranparency. Clarify any Anes-

tion or cc-yens about this brocedure at this point.

. art icipants 11 oontic woC,;:ng in zeams.. the'di--

ion of rhc, trainer, the t,lams will write_' short-term obiecliv-s

for one or two long-term goals. These recorded on the short-term

objectivc, 1.ages of their I.S.P. Trail..!. 17 circulate among pariici-

pants to check their work, answer questions and (1 oodback.

Part 2

1. to ;)articipants that writing iort-term objectives for the other

component areas is different in that they will not have a sequenced

checklist to follow. Parents and Coordinators can 'plan together a series

of activities which will lead to attainment of long-term goals. Short-

term objectives should detail each step that is necessary to attn the

goals. These steps will not be .
other broken down into instructional

objectives as the child's will. These short-term objectives will be

written slight:y differently from the previously ug(:ested format. If

2 Pu
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the p-ire? :. need aid to erfor: ti -havior specified m the objective,

it shcr.:Id be s'iated; many ubjeeilven will b- completed indepedently and

aid may be omit..ted. "How well" is :,nerally written as a tareet date.

ior example, M, n will .7 .;z. to Jlinio for immunizations by March 3.

tie' and c,mpot. ussesments to be sure that all expressed

are included hi the shott-tierm objectives.

Display and review .ency

1. As i lnrge group, coml.. to the short-t. cc objectives for one long-term

(joul in one component area for the Lmnily. Review the inf, .mation on

the component assessment tool and I.S.P. worksheets. Ask participants

o ::ng,test shot -term obj ctives which would be appropriate for obtain-

1po the b. no-term doal. Record this on transparency 46.

;Hhi t.o each I.S.P. team one of the remahline long-term goals in

the comionent areas for the tnmi1y. Each I.S.P. team will determine

the eh,)rt-term objectives which will lead to attainment of the long-

term coal. These wil: be rec,irded on the short-term objective r.age of

Circulate to each group and provide feedback.

i

The items on the will be discussed at this time. Dj.s-

7, 9, and 11. Show each example and explain

rent: n rts o I "he I . P. P. to a rtic ipants

-Slecial Services: this will include the recommended services, who

will 1.rvide the *.irvices and initiation Sri duration of services.

Nate. 1.-; and Net: eds/Parent Activities: if there are

ecial ,
teaching technic.;uos or reinforcers which v..ould be

,h-ienl:Irly helpful in comi_letira; the objective, then they should

'n- since materials and methods will by obvious for some objec-

tive.;, it is helpful but hot t :essat to complete this column for

every objective.

-Person(s) Responsible: the names of those who will be primarily

Vesponsible for carryi: oat 'oy: the objective will be listed.

-Evaluation Criteria: :hi.; Stacie how each objective will he ;--aluated

(observation, lost-L ai`, ei recording).

-Time Lines: the first time 1.:.e column is when the activity will. begin.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Short-Term Objectives 4
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r- i 1 is

to record ete of t conferenc._ date on

f: 1 reviuw date wIl, ;a1::1,ished at the

:Ate hually half-way -a the I.S.P.

or11..:..n.z. tho cpool year. All short -term objectives

ire reviewed thu .bate. '['he achieved da'..2 is fill I in when

the H,; Id or h.is accomplihed the short-term OlDjeQLiVe.

i 4111 nt.inuu working in their teams. The re-

maining parts of the will be completed for the short-term

objectives that have been written. Trainer will circulate .ng par-

ticipants to check their work, ann--er questions and give feedback.

Thu final is th. .:ignature.3 of the parent and

on the I.S.P.

CONGRATULATIONS: YOU HAVE COMPLETED AN I,S,P, FOR A CHILD

AND FAMILY,

ON TO IMPLEMENTING YOUR EFFORTS.

Portage Project-TEACil-Region V Short-Term Objectives E



RRENT LEVEL OF FUNCTIONING

NG-TERM GOALS

ORT-TERM OBJECTIVES 283



HOW TO CHOOSE SHORT-TERM OBjECTIVES FOR A CHILD

CHOOSE A LONG-TERN GOAL.

REFER TO THAT AREA ON YOUR ASSESSMENT TOOL,

3, FIND THE NUMBERED BEHAVIOR STATED IN THE LONG-TERM GOAL

OR FIND THE APPROXIMATE AGE LEVEL SPECIFIED.

4. CHOOSE ALL THE SKILLS OR BEHAVIORS UP TO THE POINT THAT

THE CHILD NEEDS TO LEARN IN ORDER TO REACH THE LONG-TERM

GOAL,

5, WRITE THESE TASKS IN BEHAVIORAL TERMS (WHO/WILL DO WHAT/

WITH WHAT TYPE OF AID/HOW WELL).

ADD ANY ADDITIONAL SKILLS OR BEHAVIORS THAT ARE NOT IN-

CLUDED ON THE ASSESSMENT TOOL. (CHECK I,S,P, WORKSHEETS,

CLASSROOM CURRICULUM, OR SPECIFIC CONCERNS EXPRESSED BY

THE PARENT, TEACHER OR DIAGNOSTICIAN),

2



:r..
(71,,7.-, I' 1-

1 "

N,21,:un

Short -Tcnr. 1,,biuctives

Shcfr-TCM
Trails;-,:ir:ncy

will per'7orri i 1 items on the ,Pol-tace Checklist up to 474

'by June 1,

'IP II 't'2 A

,1)

7, (II/tILI

71

75 s';:iitcds ar(`. Piat)ers1

76 Telscoior of name:1

77 .

78 ' 4 !.fr,bs

79 reS

8,1 N ......... ,U' ,r,,m,!al,c,!'

11'11 t,h.)II

2.

Short-erm Objectives

59 WILL ADD LEG AND/OR ARM TO IN-
COMPLETE MAN ON REQUEST 4/4X

WILL DRAW A SQUARE IN IMITATION

62
4/4X

WILL COPY TRIANGLE ON REQUEST

67 4/4X

WILL RECALL 4 OBJECTS SEEN IN A
68 PICTURE ON REQUEST 4/4X

A 71 WILL TELL WHETHER OBJECT IS HEAVY
OR LIGHT ON REQUEST 4/4X

NAMES EIGHT COLORS UPON REQUEST

A
73 1/1.X.

WILL NAME PENNY, NICKEL AND DIME

74 ON REQUEST 4/4X

(ADDITIONAL OBJECTIVES TAKEN FROM

THE I S,1) , WORKSHEETS):

-4-----/ WILL NAME 6 SHAPES ON REQUEST 3/3X

)4,

CAN TELL THE FUNCTIONS OF 8 COMMUNITY
HELPERS WHEN ASKE71" D 2°WHY

/2X
DO WE HAVE.

29i



Short-Term Objectives

Transparency h4

INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR

Short-Term Objectives

Long-Term Goals:

Short-Term Objectives Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)
, Evaluation

Responsible Criteria Begin

is
Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

Time Line

Review Achieved
Date



('ARE T lR OL vEI''JiI

Sip)rt-Terx 0ijectives

T;al.-Tar.ency 45

Gb'juotiv

Long-Term Gols: ms. PETERS WILL OBTAIN HER G,E.D, BY JUNE 1,

Special Materials

aLCl Methods

Person(s)

i Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

lime Line

3egin Review Achieved
Date

INVOLVEMENT COORDNATOR WILL

E Fs. PETERS WITH A SOCIAL

DiRECTORY BY NovEvBER 7m.

TEES WILL CALL AN)) FIND OUT

1) REGISTRATION FOR THE STUDY

2) DATE OF G,E,D, EjS BY

ER 14TH,

TERS WILL REGISTER FOR STUDY

AND CONTACT THE PARENT

SINT COORDINATOR IF TRANS-

ION OR'BABYSITTING MONIES

EDED WITHIN /-18 HOURS OF EACH

TERS WILL TAKE THE G.E.D, EXAM

IL 3,

29± Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



SEFMICE Pliql FOR:

Short-Tem CL Ct1VO;

1ing-'21.2rm Coals:

Sis Objectives

Transparency 46

Mal-wrials Peron(s)

and Methods Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

'lime Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

Portage Project-TEACH-Regicn V



B, Provijed:

I

Tr.ln:_1,:ti,.iwy 47

[w.rati(.)n of :;ervice Provid,21

,
YTH1L OCTOBER 28 JUNE 1

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

SPEECH CLINIC

Live had the opportunity to participate in the development of this Individual Service Plan.

I agree with this Individual Service Plan.

J
o 9

I disagreo with this Individual Service Plan.

Date Parent's Signature

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



L.1)1V 1 UUAL, CE I'LAN JENNY FILSON

tct vel;

tncy

Short-Term Objectives

J'ing-Tum Goal';: JENNY WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS ON THE PORTAGE CHECKLIST

::hurt -Term Obiective

UP TO #74 BY JUNE 1.

Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

ADD LEG AND/OR ARM TO INCOMPLETE

ON REQUEST 4/4x

. DRAW A SQUARE IN IMITATION 4/4x

. COPY TRIANGLE ON REQUEST 4 /1IX

. RECALL 4 OBJECTS SEEN IN A

'LIRE ON REQUEST 4/4x

. TELL WHETHER OBJECT IS HEAVY

_IGHT ON REQUEST 4/4x

MOTHER WILL WORK ON

TFIS AT HOME WITH

STORYBOOKS

TEACHER

TEACHER

TEACHER

PARENT

TEACHER

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

OBSERVATION 10/28

DATA COLLECTION

ACTIVITY CHART

OBSERVATION

OBSERVATION

1/20



(USNITIVL

EMIT COLORS UPON REQUEST ]/ix

NAME PENNY, NICKEL

)IME ON REQUEST 4/4x

NAME 6 SHAPES UPON REQUEST 3/3x

TELL THE FUNCTIONS OF 8 COMMUNITY

H6 WHEN ASKED "WHY DO WE HAVE

9" 2/2)(,

3e

: JENNY NELSON

t. -Term

Tr

1.(41q-Turm G,AL: JENNY WILL PERFORM ALL ITEMS ON THE PORTAGE plECKLIST

ii TO !74 BY iUHF (CONTI"UED)

4cciul !IALerlal

:,..ethock

.

Per:3(111;LO

Rel,pun!;ible

EvuDiatioli

CriLeria

lime Line

Begin P'evieW Achieved
Date

RED, YELL(, BLUE,

GREEN, PURPLE,

ORANGE, WHITE, BLACK

MOTHER WILL WORK ON

THIS WHEN THEY ARE

SHOPPING

USE CARDS FROM

COMITY HELPERS

SETA

TEACHER

PARENT

TEACHER

TEACHER

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

DATA COLLECTION

OBSERVATION

ACTIVITY CHART

OBSERVATION
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INVOLVEMENT

Shor!... -Term Objectiv,!s

-ir.Tar (Awy Ali

21S

ub netivc

c;oa]!;: MS, PETERS WILL OBTAIN HER G.E.D. JUNE 1

Short-Term Objective

NT INVOLVEMENT COORDINATOR

PROVIDE MS. PETERS WITH A

AL SERVICE DIRECTORY BY

MBER 7TH,

PETERS WILL ,CALL AND FIND OUT

T 1) REGISTRATION FOR THE

Y COURSE, 2) DATE OF G.E.D,

S BY NOVEMBER 14TH.

Special Materials

and Methods

SOCIAL SERVICE

DIRECTORY

P,er!;on(s)

Resporpiihle

PARENT

INVOLVEMENT

COORDINATOR

MS, PETERS

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Lin

Begin Review Achieved
Date

R'LCORD

TRANSACTION

IN FAMILY

FILE

MS, PETERS

WILL CALL

PARENT IN-

VOLVEMENT

COORDINATOR

.ON NOVEMBER

14TH TO

REPORT

RESULTS,

10/28 1/20

30,)



PAREN.T IN\LOLVEI1ENT

liort-Term Objectives

Trw;pdrency 411
Lal<71.:2E pErms

:.hurt-Turm Objectives

Long-Term Goals: MS, PETERS WILL OBTAIN HER G,E,1), BY JUNE 1 (CON'T).

Snort-Term Objectives Spacial Materials Person(s)

and Methods I Responsible

Evaluatio-i.

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review Achieved

7E-6 WILL REGISTER FOR STUDY

ANO CONTACT THE PARENT

'EMENT COORDINATOR IF

'ORTATION OR BABYSITTING

ARE NEEDED WITHIN 48

OF EACH CLASS,

TERS WILL TAKE THE

EXAM ON APRIL 3,

rt .n
OUo

j

Portage Project-TEACH-Region

MS. PETERS

Ms, PETERS

V

MS; PETERS

WILL CALL

PARENT IN-

VOLVEMENT

COORDINATOR

WHEN RESULTS

ARE OBTAINED.

a

u

n

I,

,

30.r



:;port -Term Objectives

Introduction

Short-Term Objectives
Handout 1
Page 1

Short-term objectives are skills thit Lead to the attainment of the ong-

term goal. Short-term objectives are generally accomplished in 2-4 weeks.
They are written for each long-term goal. The number of short-term ob-
jectives for each long-term goal will varl, according to the individual
child and the end point designated by the long-term goal. Short-term
objectives are written in behavioral terms; the aid is ust'ally indepen-
dently,on request or without aid.

How to choose short-term objectives for a child:

Steps Example

1. Choose a long-term goal.

2. Refer to that area on your
assessment tool.

3. Find the numbered behavior
stated in the long-term goal
or find the approximate age
level specified.

4. Choose all the skills or
behaviors up to that point
that the child needs to
learn in order to reach the
long-term goals.

5. Write these tasks in behaV-
ioral terms (who/will do
what/with what type of aid/
how well).

Jenny will perform all items in
the Cognitive area on the Portage
Checklist up to 474 by June 1.

See Cognitive area.

#74

-adds leg and/or arm to incomplete

man
-draws a.square in imitation

triangleriangle on request
-recalls 4 objects seen in a
picture
-tells whether object is heavy
or light
-names eight colors
-names penny, nickel and dime

will add leg and/or arm to incom-
plete man on request 4/4x

will draw a square in imitation
4/4x

will copy triangle on request 4/4x

will recall 4 objects seen in a
picture on request 4/4x

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



Steps

b. Add any additonal skills or
behaviors that are not in-
cluded on the assessment tool.
(Check I.S.P. worksheets,
classroom curriculum or

concerns expressed
by the parent or diagnosti-
cian.)

Short-Term Objectives
Handout. 1

Page 2

Example

will tell whether object is heavy
or light on request 4/4x

will name eight colors upon
request 1/1x

will name penny, nickel and dime
on request 4/4x

will name 6 shapes upon request
3/3x

will tell the functions of 8
community helpers when asked
"Why do we have ?"

2/2x

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



I'.DIVI!JCA' SER',10E

St:dent

Michael JohLs

; Name: ::loria

731

(.4) ject.1 vee

CY,:IXITTEF

hone: 555-4040

Aye: :; years, 2 mn:-;.

Conference: ():::oher

jOcrt,4-et_ -6

Required;

Teacher

Parent

Chairperson

optional:

Health/Nutrition Coordinator

Parent Involvement Coordinator

Social Services Coordinator

Mental Health Coordinator

Others

Level. of Functioning:
Michael's self-help skills are in the 4-5 year range, his socialization and cognitive

skills are in the 3-4 year age range, his motor skills are in the 3-5 year age range

and his language skills are in the 2-3 year age range. Information taken from the

Portage Checklist.

See attached worksheet for a further breakdown.

Prioritized Long Term Goals:

chael,will perform all items in the language area on the Portage Checklist up to #63 by June 1

.chael will perform all items in the fine motor area on the Portage Checklist up to #112 by June 1

chael will perform all items in the gross motor area on the Portage Checklist up to #118 excluding #114, 115 by June 1

chael will perform all items in the socialization area on the Portage Checklist up to #69 by June 1

.chael will perform all items in the cognitive area on the Portage Checklist up to #76 by June 1

.chael will perform all items in the self-help area on the Portage Checklist up to #89 by June

Nutrition, Social Services, Parent Involvement

Jones will provide for the nutritional needs of her family by June 1

;. Jones will obtain necessary health services by June 1

;. Jones will obtain necessary social services for her family by June 1

Jones will participate in at least one center activity a month and will plan and carry out activities with Michael

) minutes per day by June 1

3
Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR:

.al Services To 1.t, Provides..

Short-Term Objectives

Reference
Michael Jones

;ices Required Date Initiated l Duration of Service

I

Provider

T::,.-:rai y .Jc:..1Ler 2H June 1
East Side Speech

and Language Clinic

;e had the opportunity to participate in the development of this individual Service Plan.

I agree with this Individual Service Plan.

I disagree with this Individual Service Plan.

October 28

f

u

`Ma). kiart.Q,4)
Date Parent's Signature

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR:

.an,..juage

Michael Jones

Short-Term Objectives

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

Long-Term Goals: will perform all items on the Portage Checklist up to

*b3 by June 1

Short-Term Objectives Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

use the correct production of

;onant upon request 80%

)rrect production of copula is

:ed situation upon request 80%

use vocabulary of functional

) words upon request 100%

prrect production of /F/ in

upon request 90%

acklist:

Peabody cards

Portage Project-TEACH-Region

Speech

Therapist

.

.

.

teacher

.

"

"

V

post-test

.

.

.

data collection

. II

II II

II II

observation

10/28

.

.

.

10/26

II

II

.

31

iny" verb form when shown action

on request 4/4

?gular plural forms upon request

me irregular past tense forms

Ly in speech independently 80%

:his" and "that" in speech

:ly 801

is" in statements independently

Q I
0161



1%LIVIDUA:. S'aVICE PI.A FUR: Michael Jones

lanT.laje

Shurt-T,rrr Objectives

1,onu-Term Goals: ccntinued

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

Short-Term C. ectives Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

say "I, mine" rather than own name

1,..ndently sC

point to object that "is not
II

.

likes books about

animals

Portage Project-TEACH-Region

teacher

II

11

0

"

.

..

0

0

mother/teacher

V

observation

II

data collection

observation

n
.

data collection

observation

data collection

observation

d.ita collection/

parent report

10/28

II

If

..

n

If

0

31i '1
.

.re,,uest 4/4

answer 'who" question with name

request 4/4

use possesive form of nouns in-

idently

use articles: the, a in speech

)endently SCk

use class names (toy, animal, food)

request 4/4

say "can' and "will" independently

describe items as open or closed

request 4/4

say "is" at the beginning of questions

appropriate independently 80%

attend for five minutes while story

ad upon request once a day

f) ILilt)



INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR: Michael Jones

Short-Term Objectives

3: language Long-Term Goals: continued

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

Short-Term Objectives Special Materials

anC Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

ry out a series of two unrelated

; upon request 4/4

(1 full name upon request 4/4

wer simple "how" questions upon

4/4

I teacher

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

data collection 10/28



Short-Term Objectives

Reference

th Poht:i,le Checklist ..11.)

Eva lnation

i ter ia

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

ddta collection

11

V

1Q/28

11

4)

U



Short-Term Objectives

Reference

t3,j. Checklist up to

Eva2Latioi;

Criterla

limo Line

Begin Review Achieved
Date

H.. ,chur lad collection j 10/28

:;ion V



INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR: Michael Jones

: gross moior

Short-Term Objectives

Long-Term Goals: continued

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

Short-Term Objectives Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review Achieved

6" raised balance board backward teacher data collection 10/28

A. upon request 3/4

ub steps ten feet high to slide will practice at park mother parent report

Jest 4/4 near home

of)

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V 9 0
0 t, .,` 0



INDIVIDUAL SERVICE FLAN FOR:

socialize! run

Michael Jones

Short-Term Objectves

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

Long-Term Goals: will perform oil items on the Portage Checklist up to

#69 by June 1

Short-Term Objectives Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Lin

Begin

2hecklist:

permission to use toy a pler is

with independently 80i
1

"please" and "thank you without

s 50i

wer telephone calls for adults or

familiar person independently 75%

y in own yard independently 100%

y near and talk with other children

king on own project independently 80%

assistance when having difficulty

reminder 80%

tribute to adult conversation

iently 75%

)eat 2 songs or dances for others

ILIQst 2/2

)logize without reminders 75s;

;e turns with 8-9 other children upon

80%

teacher

mother /teacher

:,)ther

mother

observation

parent report

teacher observation

mother/teacher
11

10/28

11

tt

11 ft

teacher data collection;

mother/teacher! observation

teacher

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

11

Review
Date

3

Achieved



n

iNbIVIDUAL SERVICE PU'iN FOR: Michael Jones

Short-Term a)ectiveo

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

D.Alq-Torm Goals: will pertTqm all en the Portage Checklist up to

*76 by Juno I

:Mort-Term Objectives Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

tla T 10 blocks in imitatto:1

Check st:

teacher post-test

Alpern/Boll

aoribe I ovo!.rs or characters from mom will watch one 12 hour mother report by

:_tort' or T.V. program upon request T.V. program with Michael mother

and Jennifer a week

peat 4 line finger plays with words

ions upon request 4/4

tch I to 1 (3 or more objects)

quest 4/4

int to long and short objects upon

4/4

range objects into categories upon

4/4

aw a diagonal line from corner to

of 4 inch square paper upon request

runt 10 objects in imitation 4/4

itch sequence or pattern of blocks

Is upon request 4/4

teacher

teacher

teacher

11

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

data collection

data collection

11 11

N

Time Line

Begin Review Achieved
Date

10/28

11

11

11



INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR:

Shirt -Term Objectives

Michael Jones

Short-Term Objectives

ronf,.:--;ere

)py a series of 8 connecting V stro k

:qaest 4/4

)mpl(Ac 6 piece puzzle upon request

Ariu oLjects au same and different up

t 4/4

ick up specified number of objects

apon request 5/5

x/le 5 textures upon request 4/4

spy a triangle upon request 4/4

ecall 4 objects seen in a picture

equest 4/4

ame the time of day associated

n activity upon request 4/4

epeat familiar rhymes (4 lines) upon

t 4/4

ell whether ar, object is heavy or

upon iequest 4/4

ell what's missing when one object

oved from agroupof three upon reque

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin. it:w
Achieved

e teacher data collection 10/28

, n 0

on
II II 0 It

0 0 IP

II II II 0

II II II II

II II II 0

II It II II

0 II II II

II 0 II II

II 11 II II

st

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
Qu 3 1



INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR: Michael Jones

color (red, bLue, yellow,

, or.tne, 'hit', black) up,n

4 1

L2en:.7, clu and acct upon

4, 4

(nLn;ILers and letters)

ut?queJt 4/4

tc11 the color of named objects upon

.L;t. 4/4

A:.

Short-Term ObjeL:tive:;

uc1,11 Materiaft

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

Person (s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review Achieved
Date

teacher data collection 10/28

fl

11

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

11



Short-Term Objectives

Reference
INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR: The Jones Family

Short-Term Objectives

Long-Term Clods: Sit. Jcines will p.irt-icipate in at least one center activity

cent Ii (t.') W)rkThOp 01; llu,riLion and Behavior Management) and will
n , nor nir

Snort-Term Objectives Special Materials

an ..ethods

Person (a)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

'lime Line

Begin Review Achieved

:. will receive a monthly sch6dule

Parent Invel,,m4..nt. coordinator ti hat.

tivitics being offered by Head Start

1 community agencies.

will participate it: the 6-week

Rierlt2Ilt course being, offered by

di on February 18, 15, 22, March 1,

s will contact Homemakers Services and

for their four workshops on "Pre-

lutritional Meals at a Low Cost" by

15.

s will complete the series of four

Is by February 15.

will demonstrate how to make

animals at the April parent meeting.

s will notify the Parent Involvement

.tor if i,abysitting is needed two days

arch parent: meeting.

s will work with Michael three days

ccc activities that are sent home

the teacher until January 10th.

will attend the parent meeting on

,g Activities for Your Child."

0 0

Social Service Directory

,

Portage Project-TEACH-Region

Parent

Pa rOrlt I rl VO 1. le-

ment Coordina-

for

Parent

Parent

Parent

Parent

Parent/Teacher

Parent

V

Record on parti-

cipant's list

Parent report

Parent report

Record on parti-

cipant's list

Oct. 28

Oct.

Oct. 28

Oct .2u

Oct.28

Oct.28

Oct.28

Oct.28

r

0 Q ;.



Short-Term Objectives

Reference

INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR:

rua: Paren'

The Jones Family

Short-Term Objectives

Long-Term Goal:

Short-Term Objectives Special Y.aterials

and Methods

wh will plan and carry out. activities

2hael by using the calendar of ideas

re monthly by the teacher after Jan

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

P,Irk,nt

Teacher

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

Parent report Oct. 28

0



Short-Term Objectives

Reference

INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR:

ca: NatriLion

The Jones Family

Short-Term Objectives

Long-Term Goals: Ms. Jones will provide for the nutritional needs of her

family by June 1.

Short-Term Dbiectives Special Materials.

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

will keep a food diary for five Parent Food Diary Oct. 28

:ive clays beginning November 5.

:s and tie Health/Nutrition Coordinator

low the food diary on November 15th.

s and the Health/Nutrition Coordinator

Brochures on meal plan-

ning, nutritional snacks

and the four basic food

groups.

Parent

Health/Nutri-

tion Coordina-

for

Parent

Oct. 28

Oct.'28

in further assistance if needed based Health/Nutri-

7esults of the November 15th meeting. tion Coordina-

tor

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V

q 1.)

0J
aJ J Ci



Short-Term Objectives

Reference

SER':ICE FtIR:

Short-Term L.c-ctivee-

Long-Term oh: necessary :-,ealth sPrvice,-;

ir,7,11, drro:P- fig doctor apl:ointrm2nts when necessary)

Snort-Terri Objecti,:es Special Materials

and :.;ethods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

,t- '2, :.".. Johc::: will sign and return
o nlip to thv ikJlth/t:titrition

)1: f,-Yr !lichiy1 to have his polio

Scheduled monthly visit

from Path O,Tartnnt
Parent Record informa-

tion on '..!ichael'.,

health form.

Oct. 28

'4111 m.,k. ,in(1 keep XI al-pointment Parent Oct. 28
_.nr.lfer's ears checked by Nowrrber

...II! yonto,:t Health/Nutrition

or within two days of appointment if

atLn is nuuded.

Parent Oct. 28

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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SERVICE PLAN FOR The jcf...,s Fam ly

Shirt-Term Chjective:,

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

Long-Term Goals: Ms. Jones wil ;!!',,Vi& for the Social Service needs of her

family (inAuding obtaining financ:al assistance and day care) by June 1.

.:Thort-Term Object lea Special Materials Person(s)

and Methods Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

begin Review Achieved
Date

al Servi ;es coordinator will provide

with A Serial Servi.:es direct,:ry

her 1.

a will call for as appointment with

al Services dei:artment to apply for

1 aistance by November 15th.

will call the Social Services coor-

to report th date of the above

ent by November 15th.

a will notify the Social Services

for if transportatiu is needed within

of appointment.

a will call within two days after the

ent and ropert results to the Social

coordinator.

a and the Social Services coordinator

dew the resource list of possible day

ters (and .,valuate each regarding

, cost, teacher pupil ratio, hours,

November 30th.

:a will choose two possible day care

and call for an appointment to visit

:ers by December 15th.

4-C's Day Care

Resource Book

Social Service

Coordinator

Parent

Parent Parent report

Parent

Parent

Oct. 28

Oct. 28

Oct. 28

Record on Social Oct. 28

Service notes

for family

Parent Home visit re-

Social Service corded on daily

Coordinator llog

Pari2St

Portage Project-TEACIi-Region V

Oct. 28

Oct. 28



ial ervi,

1)(:)P:Tit','AL Ft: Thy Jone Rai

Lcrd-Ter'.... Goals: continued

Short-Term Objectives

Reference

Shorb-Term Objectives Special Materials

and Methods

Person(s)

Responsible

Evaluation

Criteria

Time Line

Begin Review
Date

Achieved

vtll notify Social Service coor- Parent Oct. 28

Alin two days of the appointment
.

:,11,-.):: is needed.

Nil! ,'ontJot Social Services coor-

rdind results of the visits by

i.11 tit)11 Michi41 and Jennifer

In' center by February 15th.

Parent

Parent

Parent report

Record informa-

tion in Michael's

file

Oct. 28

Oct. 28

0 4

0
Portage Pro j ect-TEACH-Region V u 4:-.. 0



TASY ANALYSIS

tVERVIEPJ

Individualied teaching begins with the screening, diagnostic and assess-

ment processes and proceeds through development of an Individual Service

Plan. The I.S.P. provides the blueprint for what to teach the child, but

it is of little use unless it is implemented. The first. step in imple-

menting the I.S.P. is breaking the short-term objectives into a sequence

of smaller steps. Each of these small steps will lead to the accomplish-

1:w:it of the short-term objective. The rrocess of breaking the short-term

kbjective into steps is called task analysis.

The purpose of this session is to present a systematic procedure for

selecting appropriate short-term objectives to teach and a process for

breaking chose objectives into a sequence of steps which lead to the

accomplishment of the skill.

As a result of this session participants will:

1. use the I.S.P. short-term objectives and/or the educational assess-

ment instrument to target skills the Aiild is ready to learn; and

break these targeted skills into a sequence of small steps which

will lead to the accomplishment of the skill.

HAcKF,ROUND FOR THE TRAINER

In preparation for this workshop, the following references are highly

z-ecommended as sources of information about task analysis. They are

referenced in Appendix A of this training guide.

Early Childhood Development Disabilities, A Self-Paced Course

for Training Staff to Identify and Integrate Children with

:.kndi.-a,)Ping Conditions into Preschool Programs, units 4 and 5;

!lainstreaming Preschoolers: Children with Mental Retardation,

Chapter 4;

cial Education ,,r the Early Childhood Years;

Portage Project-TEA CU-R(.. Task Analysis 1



A Planning Guide to the Preschool Curriculum: The Child, The Process,

The Day. You will find additional information about task analyis in

Appendix Li, Magee of this training guide.

PRE-WORKSHOP TASK

If you area using the information on aechild from your program for

development of the T.S.P., use the inform,.tion available to make the

following transparencies which will he substituted for overhead trans -

parencies 42, 43 and 44 in the workshop.

Trinsparuncy 42: Duplicate a sample page from your completed educational

assos:;ment. Choose a 1-age that has both items the child can and cannot

do.

Transparency 413: Duplicate the short-term objective page from your com-

pleted I.S.P. which corresponds to the sample educational assessment

page(s). For example, if you used the self-help section of your educa- /

tional assessment, then duplicate the I.S.P. short-term objectives in

the self-help area.

Transparency 44: Duplicate at least one page in one developmental area

from your educational assessment. This transparency will be used to

demonstrate prerequisite skills throughout a developmental area no be

sure that at least 5 skills are present that build on one another or

are prerequisites to one another.

PREPARING FOR THE WORKSHOP

1. Duplicate worksheets #1, f2, #3 and 44 for each participant. Note

that worksheet 44 has two sides and must be run front to back. Cut

worksheet 44 into U. strips and place them in an envelope, one for

each participant.

2. Prepare overhead transparencies 41-421 using the masters provided

at the end of this section. Cut transparency #17 into strips. For

.iparencies 46-414, prepare overlay flaps large enough to conceal

the suggested task analysis for the "Will Do What" and "Aid" sections.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Place each of these transparencies into transparency frames and secure the

flaps with tape to'the left side of the transparency frame.

3. Equipment needs will be an overhead projector, movie screen and trans-

parency pens.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THE WORKSHOP

This session has three parts:

1) a presentation and discussion about task analysis using overhead trans-

parencies;

2) the completion of three worksheets to reinforce the concepts presented;

and

3) the completion of a self-correcting puzzle.

1. Introduce this presentation by telling participants that now that they

have a blueprint for working with the child, the I.S.P., they are ready

to begin the implementation process.

2. Display overhead transparency #1, Steps for Individualization. Discuss

each step as outlined below with accompanying transparencies.

STEP 1: Complete a developmentally sequenced checklist or educational

assessment. This step was completed during the information-

gathering phase of the development of the I.S.P. Display

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Task Analysis 3
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overhead transparency #2. This is a sample p,ge from the

completed checklist. Remember that items which are -led

are those the child can presently do; items which are Xed

the child cannot do. Display overhead transparency #3.

We then transcribed the skills we wanted to teach the child

from the checklist onto the I.S.P. as short-term objectives.

We ylrote additional short-term objectives by using infor-

mation-from screening, observation, diagnostic and component

assessment reports.

Redisplay overhead transparency 41.

WEP 2: Target a skill the child is ready to learn. Using information

from the checklist or I.S.P. short-term objectives, you will

now select a skill the child is ready to learn.

STEP 3: Think of the skill in behavioral terms. If you are using the

I.S.P. short-term objectives for planning, this step will

already be completed. If you are working from the checklist,

you'll need to mentally expand the listed skills into complete

behavioral objectives (Who, Will Do What, With What Type of

Aid, How Well).

STEP 4: Do a task analysis of the skill. Most handicapped children

will not be able to accomplish items on the checklist or I.S.P.

short-term objectives immediately, therefore you will use task

analysis to develop a sequence of skills which lead to the

accomplishment of the targeted skill. Explain to participant's

that during this workshop we will concentrate on steps 2, 3

and 4.

3. Explanation of Step 2. Target a skill the child is ready to learn.

a. Display overhead transparency #2, the completed developmental check-

list page. Ask participants how they would choose a skill the child

is ready to learn. Emphasize that an appropriate skill to teach

would be one of the first items the child cannot do in a given section

of the checklist (one of the first Xed items), or a skill marked

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Task Analysis 4



"emerging" (this means the child already can do part of the behavior,

e.g., can name one of three colors). Explain that by selecting one

of the fir:_:_ items the child cannot do, you are helping ensure that

the child can do all the necessary steps that come before it.

Selection of a skill to teach would also depend upon the usefulness

of that skill. (You wouldn't teach a child to put on mittens and

hat in June.)

b. Ask participants which skills would probably be appropriate to

teach the child depicted in the checklist. Be sure they mention one

of the first Xed items and any emerging skills.

c. To highlight the fact that a checklist is developmentally sequenced

and that the skills listed build'on one another, conduct the follow-

ing activity.

1) Display overhead transparency #4, two pages from the checklist.

Explain that a checklist is developmentally sequenced and design-

ed se that skills will build on one another. Skills that pre-

cede a behavior and are related to it are called prerequisites

to that behavior. Since children usually learn skills in a se-

quence, it is important to determine that the child can accomplish

prerequisite skills prior to teaching a new skill.

2) Referring to overhead transparency #4, ask the group to identify

all the prerequisite skills for item #81. They should have

listed the following skills: 80, 73, 71, 70, 67, 66, 65, 64, 59,

58, 54, 52, 51, 50, 48, 37, 35.

d. Display overhead transparency #3, the I.S.P. short-term objectives.

Explain that since short-term objectives were recorded sequentially

from the Clecklist, the same method for selection of a skill to

teach will be used; that is, select one of the first objectives listed.

Caution them that any additional short-term objectives that were

selected from screening, diagnostic, observational or component

assessment reports should also be considered for teaching as soon as

they begin to emerge.

4. Explanation of Step 3. Think of the skill behavioral terms.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Task Analysis 5
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Display overhead transparency #1 and point out the next step in

the steps for individualization: think of the skill in behavioral

terms. Explain that if they're working from a developmental

checklist, they will now need to think of the skill(s) they've

targeted to teach in behavioral terms (Who, Will Do What, With

What Type of Aid, How Well). At this stage, the Aid will usually

be "without aid" or "unassisted" unless the selected item specifies

additional aid for the child. Point out th:- if they're working

from their I.S.P. short-term objectives this step will already be

completed.

5. Explanation of Step 4. Dora task analysis of the skill.

a. Display transparency #5. Explain that task analysis can be com-

pared to a staircase with each step leading to your targeted skill.

Some children will need many steps and others only a few.

b. We generally use task analysis in our every day lives when we

want to learn new skills. If you ever learned how to swim, task

analysis was probably used in that process. You probably weren't

just put in water by yourself and told to swim. That could mean

disaster! Someone probably physically guided you until you could

float and do the different strokes. They also demonstrated, ex-

plained and let you practice each step until you had mastered it.

c. Let's take a closer look at task anal- and the process of

breaking down a skill. We will first at the behavior and

see how that can be made easier for the child. For example, when

you learned to swim, you probably were first taught to ao into

the water, then to put your head into the water, then to float,

then to move your aims and kick. This was a task analysis of

swimming.

Display "will stack 5 blocks" on overhead transparency #6. Tell

participants that this is a skill as it may appear in a behavioral

checklist. They are to look at the behavior and decide what parts

they could change. Generally these changes would include such

things as the materials used, the number indicated, the position

of the materials_or the action itself. In this example, the number

351
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of blocks to be stacked or the actual stacking materials can be

changed. After you have gotten responses, uncover the task

analysis sequence under the skill to show them how you could

move from a simple behavior until you reach attainment of the

skill. (Note: only uncover the "Will Do What" task analysis

at this time. Leave "Aid" breakdown covered). The steps which

lead to the final behavior are sometimes called component be-

haviors or sub-skills. Explain that this, as in all examples,

is not the only correct sequence but an example of how you

might task analyze the behavior.

c. Follow the same procedure for the rest of the skills listed on

transparencies #7-#14. Each time, ask them what in the behavior

they could change to make it easier for tl,e child. If partici-

pants suggest aids such as guiding the child's hand etc., explain

that they're already ahead of you - aids such as that will be

discussed next. Right now we're just con.:entrating on what we

could change in the behavior. The skills you will be discussing

will be:

7 will skip forward

8 will name four colors

9 - will count five objects

10 - will button small buttons on
a sweater on self

11 will follow a 3 step
unrelated direction
within 1 minute

12 - will ask permission to
use a toy a peer is
playing with

13 - will trace a circle

14 - will put on his pants

Note to the Trainer: overhead transparency #13 depicts a shaping

procedure. Explain to participants that shaping involves reinforc-

ing gradual improvement. It's sometimes called "reinforcing succes-

sive approximations." Approximations are behaviors that are some-

thing like, but not identical to the behavior you'd like the child

to learn. Successive approximations are a group of behaviors, each

one a little more like the behavior you want than the one before.

Shaping can be used to' teach a wide variety of skills. Some examples

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Task Analysis 7
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might be: pronouncing new words, drawing, throwing a ball, sitting

quietly for five minutes, etc.

Overhead transparency #14 illustrates a backward chaining process.

Explain to participants that backward chaining involves breaking

the task into small steps and then teaching the last step first.

This gives the child the satisfaction of completing the task and

also helps insure that the child will attend to the beginning

steps, thus learning by observation, in anticipation of being

able to finish the process. Backward chaining can be used success-

fully with any task involving a long series of small steps such

as tying or lacing shoes, putting on clothes, zipping a zipper, etc.

Display overhead transparency #15. Divide the group into pairs and

assign one or two behaviors to each pair. They should brainstorm

ways to task analyze the behaviors into sub-skills or component

behaviors and then put these skills in sequence; beginning with the

easiest skill and leading to the end behavior. Circulate among

the group to check answers and give suggestions.

Distribute worksheet #1. Ask the participants to number the skills

so they are in order with #1 being the skill that would be

easiest for tie child and #9 being the skill that would be hardest

or the actual desired behavior. After allowing ample time, place

transparency #16 on the overhead projector and number the sequence

so participants can correct their worksheets. Two possible correct

sequences are indicated here. There is no "right way" to do the task

analysis. Answer any questions that may arise at this time.

Summarize this part of task analysis by stating that you have just

looked 'at one way of making the skill easier for the child by

simplifying the behavior. The number of steps you will need to break

the skill down will be dependent upon the child.

353
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7.2

Answers for Worksheet 41

on LHor

Wi.11 walk hacrsw,, hel tb - Jh ;_biancc. bedm rais

inches

walk backward heel to toe on 6 inch wide line

Will walk forward heel to toe on 6 inch wide line

-1 -I Will walk backward heel to too on balance beam on floor

t walk babl,...war d tb toe one lCotl i de line

(-/ cl Will walk backward heel to to, ON balance beam rai:;4,d
6 inches

Will walk forwat-e heel to to toe

2 If Will walk backward heel to toe

I1. Next we will be discussing an additional way to make the skill

eJsier for the child by giving him/her aid or assistance.

Ask participants to brainstorm the different kinds of aids or

assistance they use with children. After they have mentioned

:;ovral, point out that those aids, just like the component

behaviors, can be put in sequential order. Place strips from

transparency 417 on the overhead projector in this order:

a, b, c, d. Read each strip aloud and then ask participants

which one would be the very easiest for the child. Answer: b.

Put that strip first. Ask which would be next easiest: d.

Place this one second. Next easiest: a. Place thi;.; one third.

And finally which would be most difficult for the child: c.

This one is placed last.

Point out that in this sequence the tea began teaching by

1:,hysicall: guiding the child to make the correct response; the

next step gave the child a visual cue to the correct response;.

next came verbal cues to assist with the correct responses and

finally the child performed the task independently.

I. Display transparency #141. Tell participants that aids fall into

nategc)ries. The numbet of steps involved in teaching a skill is

Portage Project-TCH-Region V Tasii Analysis 9
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again dependent upon the child, teachisg begins with some

itt I A . '.'( ,,,,.;1`;t

,L; t !r/ A I ;1,1 11] in 'r ;t'*A (Mut /II ro.; .

hal cues, or givincr specirdc directions or talking the child through

the ta.ik, can is used. And iinally,tne child does the skill in

lepeneestli: or when a!:1,.ed.

To take a mor -depth 111 , h eat ego! y , i spl

t anspar eiioy examples ()t it 10 '

uld examples one category at a ti me. Explain that within each

oategory !here are many lossible ,iids And they too coo be sec; nced

I ruin the easiost. fur the child to the mosu. ditficult. They can

also he used in combinrties. Ask them to think of other examples

in each category before moving to the next grouping.

k. Language activities are an exception you can't_ force a child to

talk by touching or showing him/her how to talk. You will generally

need to use verbal cries to assist in talking. Display overhead

transparency 420, Aids for Saying. Explain that this is a sequence

of steps that can be used to teach a child new vocabulary words;

such Si; colors, shapes, anima_ names, ohlect names, positional

concepts, letter names, etc. Teaching beqin with the aid that

cokes the II easiest for the child and pregreas vely the child

is asked to do more and more. Demonstrate each stop in the following

manner.

1) Ask one of the participants to be "the child" for purpose of

it ii; domonstration. Have on hand an object(s) for which you

"child" to learn the name(s) . For the purpose of this

explanation, a pencil will be used.

2) Explanation of whf-_,, modeled each time: say to the child, "This

o a pencil. Wh tt is it?" Child responds. This is a pencil,

tell me what it is.' child responds. "Let's see if you can tell

me once morc. This is a pencil. What is it?" Child responds.

This procedure (lives maximum aid to the olHld and will only be

355
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used the chi Id is lid': itry d remk..nilpering the

;halal ,',(1 int rodut.ed.1

:1;1E,

did
t

!)1,tt niL. "Toll NW oheu more, whit it?"

Child re:,;i.orids. In this procedure the child must rely (l ;liort--

term auditory memory to recall the name. You can make it into

11,1y to? tht , 1,1 ro!;poiR1 b ally yr soft 1 y or by It id-

t t ft-1\7 1Int it It on the !;econd ot t. hr rd

4) Explanation of when given a choice of two say to the child,

"Is this a pencil or paper?" Child responds. "Is it tape or

a pencil?" child responLb;. "Is it a pen or a pencil?" Child

responds. This technique can be used with a choice of three or

our objects also. The more choices there are, the more difficult

the task becomes. Also, the more similar the two words that are

used for the choices, the more difficult it is to select the

correct answer The child must rely on recognition respond

correctly. It is like a multiple choice test where the answer is

stated, but it must be recognized among other possibilities.

5) ExplJnation of when given initial sound cues: say to the child,

"What is this?" It's a 'pup'." Child responds. In this pro-

cedure the child relics on recognition and recall to give the

et,titc answer. It's like a fill in the blank test which requires

a higher memory level because only partial answers are provided.

If at any point in the demonstration the "child" responds incorrect-

ly, move back to the previous aid in order to elicit the correct

response.

1. Explain to participants that after the child has had the benefit of

physical, visual and verbal aids, and combinations thereof, we will

finally ask him/her to do the skill independently, when asked, or

on request. These are all ways of saying that the child will now do

the skill alone or without aid.

Dis:clay tirans;)arncies = i'%-g14 again. jeer each transparency, cover

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V Task Analysis 11
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the ,tarehy of aids that ate given - show them only the final

t. boat 1.1 y :; rtio t vet;. , 1

t t (:11 i 1

;he They mh.: wi!-1 to put theta ai(b; in order.

responses have been given, uncover the sequence of aids and

(act; step. 1;.:plain that- these are only examples of types

d. hl'11 many adThional aids that could be used, de-

ulri the ne(js of the child. Distribute worksheet 4:!.

N.) number the order with 41 being th( skill that

Ibi le easie,t .`or tile child and 47 being the skill that would

be hardest or the actual desired behavior. Point out that most_

Ils inylude two aids so they should be sequenced accordingly.

At ter allowing ample time, place transparency #21 on the overhead

projector and number the sequence so they can correct their work-

sheet. Answer any questions that may arise. Summarize this

part of task analysis by stating that you have now looked at

another way of making the skil easier for the child - by giving

him/her aid. Again, the amount and number of aids needed will

depend upon the child.

will walk up.:
is shown how

1 Will walk upstairs alternating feet without aid

Will walk upstairs alternating feet when handrail is used and feet
are guided

Will walk upstairs alternating feet when shown how

walk upstairs alternating feet when handrail is used and child
is given verbal directions

Will walk upstairs alternating feet without handrail and child
follows footprints

Will walk upstairs alternating feet when handrail is used and child
matches colored squares on .hoes to same colored footprints on stairs

Answers for Worksheet #2

airs alternating feet when handrail is used and child

357
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hi ;'et

:

111:(2j.

.olrimari 41,: sheet whihi

!, f 1
j .; ! H . ! 1 1 1 e d ! ; " ' 1 1 :.1 f t: I"

pants t put t tit

Hj.111

be taught. Whui

1 1 ?tee 1111.11. ; I t

Id teach anb with the lo:A

they've assembled the , :.ccure them

;,ith o It e !

tope across the center and turn the sheet cver.

it they ale In cot! :tegnence a pbLute of a chilal performing

the task will be in place.
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Task Analysis
Transparency #1

STEPS INDIVIDUALEATI N

Step COMPLETE A DEVELOPMENTALLY SEQUENCED CHECKLIST OR

IDUCATIONAL ASSESS'IENT,

Step 2 TARGET A SKILL THE CHILD IS READY TO LEARN,

Step 3 THINK OF THE SKILL IN BEHAVIORAL TERMS.

Step 4 DO A TASK ANALYSIS OF THE SKILL,



ibctageGu ido

Task Analysis
Transparency 42

self-help

self-help

.41E.0,41:3 .

"3 3 .:

013 `C,,C..""

71-1- t131'...."::11

360
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INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR Michael Jones

Enort-Terra Objectives

Task Analysis

Transparency 1L3

1

:1i . J.11 Materials i et 0e,n (
) Evdluatiou I

Timo Liu:

,lud Xethods 555 Ceii...Tid 1 isouin Pevi" Achieve::
[la to

I

uCti ii, fil,)1 r

p. njo! ly eJcn Jay

the ztiptu toot in LH.: Cut CI 01- his

dependel.:tly whunever necl,Jary

Upo:1 teguest once J day

sedi except for back, neck and

pendently out of 7 jays

C .Jelf cmpleLely wit.2n too sets out

ICC upon LLgCuCt OF.,u a day

hail upon re,jaest once a day

h1J cLothes an on hangers upon

nls :J:i.;nnoinuuJ without

si..erviuion when given permii;uion

mom 100

shces wuon on his Loot upon request

361

will practice at bath

time

will work on at home

mother /teacher

mother

mother

11

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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observation

parent report
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Task Analysis
Transparency #4

self-help

'',40661 kaddosills*. '41 riaTelfin

RxbacjoGu

self-help

,441111mvo,'

5f,umf,

fbengeGuide

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Task Analysis
Transparency #5

TAR LIED SKILL

PRESENT BEHAVIOR

TASK ,ANALYSIS

3

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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WHO
SAM

oW, _L DO WHAT
WILL STACK 5 1" KS

WILL STACK 4 ONE INCH 3LOCKS

WILL STACK 3 ONE INCH 3LOCKS

WILL STACK 5 LARGE BLOCKS

WILL STACK 5 TIN CANS

WILL STACK 5 BOXES

e AID
WITHOUT AID

WHEN GIVEN VERBAL DIRECTIONS

WHEN SHOWN I'O'W

WHEN WRISTS ARE GUIDED

WHEN HANDS ARE GUIDED

3 HOW WELL
3/3 X

i'rojecti-TEACH-Region V
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WHO
TINA

0WILL DO WHAT
WILL SKIP FORWARD FOR 10'

WILL STEP HOP IN PLACE ON ALTERNATING FEET

WILT_ GALLOP FORWARD (RIGHT AND LEFT FOOT LEADING)

WILL HOP FORWARD (RIGHT AND LEFT FOOT)

WILL HOP IN PLACE (RIGHT AND LEFT FOOT)

WILL HAND ON ONE FUJI g-8 SECONDS (RIGHT AND LEFT FOOT)

WILL JUMP FORWARD

WILL JUMP IN PLACE

°AID
WITHOUT AID

WHEN GIVEN VERBAL DIRECTIONS

WHEN GIVEN FOOTPRINTS TO FOLLOW

WHEN SHOWN HOW

WHEN ONE HAND IS HELD

01-10W WELL
3/4X

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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WHO
LA MONT

°WILL DO W AT
WILL NAME RED, BLUE, GREEN

& YELLOW

WILL NAME 3 COLORS

WILL NAVE 2 COLORS

WILL NAVE 1 COLOR

WILL POINT TO 4 COLORS

WILL MATCH 4 COLORS

SAID
V HEN ASKED

WHEN GIVEN INITIAL SOUND CUE

WHEN GIVEN CHOICE OF 3 COLORS

WHEN GIVEN CHOICE OF 2 COLORS

WHEN GIVEN A MODEL ONCE

WHEN GIVEN A MODEL EACH TIME

SHOW WELL
2/2X

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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0 WHO
JENNY

°WILL DO VOLIAT
WILL COUNT 5 OB:i' CTS

WILL COUNT 4 (DUCTS

WILL PICK UP SPECIFIED HFIBH

WILL COUNT 3 OBJECTS

WI LL COUNT 2 UJECT7

'41[1 ROTE COUNT JO 5

e AID
WITHOUT AiD

iD.JLL

Task Aals.L;
Ii

(1- .3)

WHEN GIVLN INITIAL SOUND CUES

WHEN CHILD IMITATES AFTER ALL NUMBERS ARE SAID

WHEN CHILD IMILJES AFTER EACH NUMBER

WHEN PARENT GUIDES HAND AND CHILD IMITATES AFTER

EACH NUMBER

WHEN PARENT GUIDES HAND AND COUNTS WITH CHILD

01-10W WELL
3/3X

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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H 0
LARRY

()WILL DO WHAT
MU BUTTON 5 SMALL BUTTONS ON

SWEATER ON SELF

Task Ar:a 1 y31

Trans!_,a H 1 fp

ILL BUTTON 4 SMALL BUTTONS ON SWEATER ON TABLE

ILL BUTTON 3 SMALL BUTTONS ON BUTTON BOARD

WILL BUIluN 5 LARGE BUTTONS .ON SWEATER ON SELF

WILL BJTTON 4 LARGE BUTTONS ON SWEATER ON TABLE WHEN BUTTrN

IS INSERTED WAY THROUGH HOLE

WILL BUTTON 3 LARGE BUTTONS ON BUTTON BOARD WHEN BUTTON

IS INSERTED WAY THROUGH HOLE

qILL PUSH. PLASTIC DISC OR QUARTER IN AND OUT OF SLOT

-GAO
WITHOUT AO

'WHEN GIVEN VERBAL DIRECTIONS

iEN SHOWN HOW

WHEN HANDS ARE GUIDED

°HOW WELL 369
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o WHO
GEORGE

oWILL DO WHAT
WILL FOLLOW A 3 STEP UNRELATED
DIRECTION WITHIN 1 "IINLIE

,11.-,!;

WILL FOL 6 i 41LP MIA ED DIRECTION 14T- IN 3 MINUTES

WILL FOLLOW I STEP RELATED DIRECTION

WILL FOLLOW A 2 STEP UNRELATED DIRECTION

WILL FOLLOW A 2 STEP RELATED DIRECTION

ILL FOLLOW A 1 STEP DIRFFTION

oikip
WHEN ASKED ONCE

WHEN ASKED TWICE

WHEN GIVEN VERBAL CUES

WHEN TEACHER POINTS

oF

WHEN

WHEN ILA LI; WALKS HIM THROUGH IT

OW WELL
3/3X
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,

LATisHA

DO WHAT

Lan/
T],sk Analysis

WILL ASK P7.RMISSION TO USE A TOY
A PEER IS PLAYING WITH

U LSE WOk. OLjLc; h PEER IS USING

WILL ASK 1-ISSION TO USE OBJEU OF TEIACHER'S

HART. WIM '2-3 (HIDDEN

LL CILD

..0A1D
INDEPENDENTLY

WHEN GI-LN ONE REMINDER

WHEN GIVEN TWO REMINDERS

WHEN GIVEN VERBAL DIRECTIONS

WEHN SHOWN HOW AND GIVEN VERBAL DIRECTIONS

WHEN CHIDED AND GIVEN VERBAL DIRECTTONS

HOW WELL
75% OF THE TIME

H)r' 1,1y Prulct.-11CH-K(..(;11



W0 N
Awl

CH RS

08111. r)() MAT
WILL TRACE A CIRCLE

WILL IPALL ODLL WITHIN 1/2" OF THF LINE

TEALL
- - ;

MELEE :N 1" OF HHE LINE

WILL DRAW A CLUE CIRCULAR PATTERN

/ILL DRAW AN UNCLOSLD CI CULAR PATTERN

WILL DRAW IN A CIRCULAR MOTION

0AID
WHEN ASKED
WHLN 6IVLN VERBAL DIRECTIONS

WHEN GIVEN DOTS TO TRACE

WHEN GIVEN DASHES TV TRACE

WHEN GIVEN A TEMPLATE

'OE WRISTS AR I GUIDED

WHEN HANDS ARE GUIDED

GHOW WELL
4/4X

l'ortoc3c2 Prc.) j ect-TEN71-1-Regi on V
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0 WHO
JESSE

'NALL DO WW1-
WIL ON HIS PANTS

Task An,-:lysis

1ILL IL INTO uNL LLC AND PULL UP PANTS FROM FLOOR

PE* LP Dirn AULL(.2,

Wi: L L UP PANTS FROM KNEES

WILL PULL UP PANI FROM THH

WILL PULL UP PANTS FROM HIPS

°M[)
ON REOLJEL1

WHEN CIW1 Dik:C[ItT`-

WHEN SItORU nU14 ONCE

HEN SHINN HOW EACH TIME

WHEN HANDS ARE GUILD

0 WELL

i't)t-tacje l'uojcct.-TEACii-Rk..,,jik.,ri V



Task Analysis

LIST COMPONENT BEHAVIORS

1. WILL NAME SQUARE, CIRCLE, TRIANGLE

WILL :LH A TENNIS BALL THROWN FROM 10'

WILL DPAW A SQUARE

4. WILL LACE srr7 WHEN ON FEET

WILL SET TABLE WITH KNIVES, FORKS, SPOCNS, PLATE

NAPKIN AND GLASS

6, WILL STRING 8 SMALL _!ADS

7, WILL REPEAT FOUR LIE FINGERPLAY WIT WORDS AND ACTIONS

8, WILL HOP BACKWARD ON ONE FOOT FO

9, WILL ZIP AND UNZIP JACKET ON SELF

10, WILL INF "0 PICTURES OF "IN, UNDER" AND "BESIDE"

Portage ProjecL-TEACH-Rejon
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Task A:Ialysis
Tr:uu::
Worksht2t 41

r

WILL WALL FORWARD HEEL TO TOE ON BALANCE BEAM ON FLOOR

WILL WALK BACKWARD HEEL TO TOE ON A BALANCE BEAM RAISED 3 INCHES

WILL WALK BACKWARD HEEL TO TOE ON b INCH WIDE LINE

WILL WALK FORWARD HEEL TO TOE ON 6 INCH NIDE LINE

ILL WALK BACKWARD HEEL TO TOE ON BAL. BEAM ON FLUOR

WILL NAL BACKWARD HEEL TU TOE ON 10" ,iDL LINE

41LL NALK BACKWARD HEEL TO TOE ON BALANCE BEAM RAISED 6 INCHES

WILL WALK FORWARD HEEL TO TOE

'AIL__ WALK BACKWARD HEEL TO TOE

375
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Task Analysis
Transparency 417

A WILL WASH HANDS WHEN GIVEN VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

B WILL WASH HANDS WHEN HANDS ARE GUIDED.

C WILL WASH HANDS WITHOUT ASSISTANCE

D WILL WASH HANDS WHEN SHOWN HON

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Task Analysis
Transparency 418

YSICAL

ESU

;IA

fp)

TMIJT Ai
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EXA }LES F AIDS

PHYSICAL Al
WHEN TEACHER HOLDS HAND

HEN T ACHER III '6 WRIST

WHEN TEACHER HOLDS FINGER

WHEN TEACHER GUIDES HAND

WHEN USING A CHAIR FOR SUPPORT

WHEN USING A TABLE FOR SUPPORT

Afialiki. sD

WHEN SHOWN EACH TINE

WHEN SHOWN ONCE

WHEN GIVEN DOTS TO TRACE

WHEN GIVEN DASHES TO TRACE

WHEN GIVEN ARROWS TO FOLLOW

VERBAL AID
WHEN GIVEN VERBAL DIRECTIONS

WHEN TOLD HOW

Portage Project -TEACHRegion
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iUIS FOR SA\9 G

WHEN MODELED EACH TIME

WHEN MODELED ONCE

WHEN GIVEN I CE OF TWO

HEN iT I VEN SOUND CUES

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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1;n7.11.-

Ctn.! (41

',.:ALK UPS

1"11"W c.'f

H0.2

Task Analysis
Transpari!ncy 421

t1:HI;:t 42

,IS ALTERNATING FELI WHEN I ,DRAIL IS USED

AN' CHILD IS SHOWN NOW

4ILL WALK UP::,FAIPS ALTERNATING MEET "IITHOUT ID

'.4I LL WALK Urri) .IRS ALTERNATING FEET WHEN NANLI\111

,ND FEET ARE ::UIDED

I LL WALK UPSTAIRS ALTERNATING FEET WITHOUT HAN:

WHEN SHOWN HOW

; _

1 UPSTAIRS ALT.. ENATING FEET WHEN ANDHAIL IS USED

AND CHILD IS GIVEN VERBAL DIRECTIONS

ALK'NPSTAIRS ALTERNATING FEET WITHOUT HANDRAIL AND

CHILD FOLLOWS FOOTPRINTS

WILL WALK UPSTAIRS ALTERNATING FEET WHEN HANDRAIL IS USED

AND CHILD MATCHES COLUED SQUARES SHOES T: SAME COLORED

FOOTPRINTS ON STI'RS

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



Task Analysis
Worksheet 43

on. 4/HA? Lt('

.1 1:1 i ,.11;t, iC1.11

: to io;:t.

1N1hui klow well
.

wl 1 I G thi n 2 min . 3/ 3x s

most difficult

.utie the "7 !(.1" section. rite three
H ; , H ;::" in ci se LIj iYOmfl meit chi ftricul ;or the

i !- rie thr of uid (pl-iy:7,:i.co 'ua1., verbal)

I i t " ,.: i ti2 for each type .

how wellWhat

comnlete Fiece puzzle/when 11--e(elluezted/withill 2 min.. 3/3x's

verbal

visual

physical

3. Cis I one stei fromrm each section and combine the steps to make a

,:omplete henavioral objective. Writi it here.

Project-T:ACH-Reclion V /
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Task Analysis
Worksheet 44
(side 1)

LISA WILL DRAW A VERTICAL LINE IN IMITATION 3/3x

LISA WILL DRAW A HORIZONTAL LINE IN IMITATION 5/3X

LISA WILL DRAW A CIRCLE WHEN GIVEN A MODEL TO COPY 3/3x

LISA WILL PRINT HER NAME WHEN HER HAND IS GUIDED 3/3X

LISA WILL PRINT HER NAME WHEN GIVEN A TEMPLATE 3/3x

LISA WILL PRINT HER NAME WHEN GIVEN I MODEL TO TRACE 3/3x

LISA WILL PRINT HER NAME WHEN GIVEN DASHES TO TRACE 3/3x

LISA WILL PRINT HER NAME WHEN GIVEN DOTS TO TRACE 3/3x

LISA WILL PRINT HER NAME WHEN GIVEN A MODEL TO COPY 3/3x

LISA WILL PRINT HER NAME WHEN GIVEN VERBAL DIRECTIONS'-3/3X

LISA WILL PRINT HER NAME INDEPENDENTLY .3/3)(

LISA WILL PRINT HER NAME INDEPENDENTLY 3/3x WITHIN ONE MINUTE
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ACTIVITY CHARTS

UjERVIEW

Once short-term objectives have been task analyzed, the teacher will need

trr) utili;!.e task analysis in order to truly individualize for the child.

This can be done in a variety of ways, but one of the most systematic and

accountable methods for individualization is writing activity charts.

Activity charts represent the day to day implementation of the I.S.P. short-

term objectives. Activity charts enable the teacher to specify what the

;hill wilt learn, materials used to teach, teaching techniques to be imple-

c.nted, reinforcement procedures, and generalization activities. Additionally,

( ,rd or the child's skill level at the beginning and end. of the teaching

pe.riod yields record of progress and allows the teacher to be truly account-

able. Activity charts ,:an be written for the parent to use at home or for

a teacher aide or volunteer to use in the classroom. They are used in indi-

vidual daily sessions with the child and plan systematic progress toward the

attainment of lone -term goals and short-term objectives.

result of this session, participants will:

1. state the rationale for using activity charts:

describe each section of the activ'y chart;

select items from a task analysis which the child can accomplish in

one teaching period; and

4. complete one home activity chart and one classroom activity chart

for a child.

1ACKGROUND FOR THE TRAINER

in ireparation for this workshop, the following sources are recommended.

They ate referenced in Appendix A of this training guide.

htnkincr Developmentol Assessment and Curricula: Prescriptions 'or

Pai7ly Intervention;

At Planning ,aide for the Preschool Curriculum: The Child, The

Process, The Day;

Early Childhood Developmental Disabilities: A Self-Paced Course for
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Training Staff to Ideutify and Integrate Childre: with Handicapping.

Conditions into Preschool Progra7s, rrits 4 and

Lxcetional Teaching: A :.!ultimedia Training ackage.

will find add tional -1'nout activity dharts in Armendix B,

pages '239-.,.:43, of this training guide.

PREPARING FOR THIS ..:;ORFSHCT

1. Duplicate the handouts and transparencies from the masters included at

the end of this section.

.taple the 6 rages of Handout #1 together and distribute one to each

iarticipan-!. before conducting this session. Instruct each participant

to read the handout ;,rior to the session in order to gain an under-

standing of what will be covered.

3. If you chooSe to conduct Optional Activity #1, make one transparency

for each participant from the master for Handout 43.

3. If you decide to conduct Optional Activity 2, duplicate two copies

of Handout #4 for each participant.

5. Prepare 5-6 inch construction paper cut-outs of a circle, rectangle and

triangle,

6. Equipment needs for this workshop will be an overhead transparency

projector, transparency marking pens and a projector screen.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THIS WORKSHOP

This session will include three parts:

1) a presentation and discussion covering a curriculum planning sequence

and activity charts using overhead transparencies and handouts;

2) the completion by participants of one home activity chart and one

classroom chart to measure mastery of the concepts presented;

3) a demonstration and role play on how to use the activity charts

for teaching.

1. DispJay overhead transparency #1, the Curriculum Planning Sequence.
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Briefly review Steps 1-4. (For a complete description of each step

see the Task Analysis section in this guide.) Have participants

follow along on Handout 01.

STEP Complete a ,evelomentally sequenced checklist or edu-

cational assessment. This step was completed during the information-

gathering vthase of the development of the I.S.P. The educational

assessment helped determine what the child could presently do and

what skills would be appropriate to teach.

STEP 2: Target a skill the child is ready to learn. The next step

was to select appropriate skills from the educational assessment or

I.S.P. to teach the child_ One of the first items a child could

not do, or a skill marked emerging were determined as appropriate

places to begin teaching.

STEP 3: Think of the skill in behavioral terms. This step is not

necessary if you're planning from the I.S.P. since the short-term

objectives are already stated in behavioral terms. If you're plan-

ning directly from the educational assessment, expand the skill

statement into a complete behavioral objective, including Who, Will

Do What, With What Type of Aid, How Well.

STEP 4: Do a task analysis of the skill. This step entailed plan-

ning a sequence oi": skills which leads to the attainment of the short-

term objectives. The "Will Do What" and "With What Type of Aid"

portions of the behavioral objective were broken down or 'analyzed

in order to plan a progression of teaching steps. This task analysis

prncess will now be used to design individual activity charts for

children.

Explanation of Step 5: Target a behavior from the task analysis

that can be taught in one instructional period (1-2 weeks) and write

it in behavioral terns. Look at the task analysis of both "Will Do

What' and "Type of Aid" and select a step in each part that reflects

what the child should be able to accomplish during one instructional

period. Generally, instructional periods last one week.
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Display transparency a sample task analysis. Point out the break-

down of skills and the stops that were selected. Explain that you

should base your selection of steps on what the child can presently

do in relation to the new skill and how quickly the child learns new

skills. Remember that children learn at different rates and do not

learn the same skills in the same time period.

3. Redisplay transparency 41 and explain Step 6: Write an activity chart.

This is the final step in the curriculum planning sequence. It is

one way to truly individualize for a child. The activity chart con-

tains a statement of what the child will learn, what materials and

teaching techniques will be used and a record of how well the child

form:; the task before and after instruction. Activity charts may

he taught by A parent, teacher, aide or volunteer in individual

sessions. Using this specific plan enables the teacher to

.maintain accurate records of new skills the child has learned as well

as materials and teaching techniques which were effective. Activity

charts can he written for home or classroom use. We wi,1 discuss

both types.

4. Display transparency #3, the home activity chart. Participants should

follow along on corresponding Handout #2. Describe the parts of the

chart including the following points:

a. The home activity chart can be used by parents to teach a

specific skill at home or during the home visit component

of the program.

b. What to Teach: write the complete behavioral objective you

have selected for the child to accomplish by the end of in-

structional period.

c. What to Record show the symbols to be used in recording the

child's performance on the task. Generally lou use two symbols:

one to indicate the child completed the activity as stated in

the behavioral objective and one to indicate the child completes

he objective with additional aid. These symbols can be the

same as the symbols used for.the educational assessment (i.e.,

V = yes, x = with additional aid).
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d. Directions: these may be written in paragraph form or AS num-

bered statements to correspond to each item. The following in-

formation is included in the directions:

Place to work: if the activity recuires a special place

to work such as a table for paper and pencil activities,

include this information. Some activities may not require

a special place to work so this may be omitted.

Materials: describe the materials necessary to complete

the activity.

How to present the materials: describe how to elicit a re-

sponse from the child. The presentation of the material

must correspond with the behavioral objective. For example,

if the objective is: John will count to 4 with a model

3/3x, the directions will state: place four blocks in

Front of John and count them. Ask John to count the

blocks after you.

How to reinforce: when the child responds correctly, what

reinforcement does he receive? Be creative in selecting

reinforcers; stars or stickers may not be reinforcing for

every child. Be sure the reinforcer is meaningful to the

individual child. Also, children need different rein-

forcers for different activities. For a very difficult

task a child may need a strong reinforcer everytime she/he

performs the activity. If the child has almost learned the

skill, reinforcement may only be necessary every 2 or 3

times the child performs the behavior. A rule of thumb is

to use the least amount of reinforcement necessary to estab-

lish and maintain the behavior. Reinforcers which are

commonly used may include stickers, tokens, happy faces,

preferred activities, hugs, clapping or praise. Remember

to always use praise even when tokens or activities are also

being used. Praise should always be specific and tell the

child exactly what they are doing correctly. For example,

instead of "good girl", a specific reinforcement would be,
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"You're walking the balance beam very well!" or "You're really

working hard."

Type of aid to use as (:orrection procedure: this is the

most important part of the directions: The correction pro-

cedure gives the child additional assistance in performing

the behavior. Generally, the correction procedure is one

step back in the task analysis. It may either give the child

additional aid or make the "Will Do What" simpler for the

child.

How many times-to practice: this part of the directions

corresponds to the "How Well" part of the behavioral objec-

tive. If the activity is to be done 3/3 times twice a dal ,

directions should state to do the activity three times twice

a day.

Additional activities for generalization: generally learning

first occurs in one setting with a specific material. As a

behavior is learned under specific conditions it can gradually

be transferred to other similar situations and then to any

situation where the behavior would normally occur. For example,

a child might first learn to point to pictures of animals in

one specific book, later to pictures in familiar children's

books and eventually to animal pictures from any source. This

is generalization. Directions on the activity chart should

contain suggestions for generalizing the skill.'

e. Graph: the graph is used for recording the child's performance,

on the task. On the bottom write a symbol for each day of the

teaching period. On the vertical axis record numbers for each

trial. These numbers correspond tc the "How Well" part of the

behavioral objective. The graph records the child's performance

at the beginning and end of the instructional period and the

progress during the week. Recording is necessary to determine

if the activity is appropriate. The first time the activity

is presented to the child is called baseline or pre-test. The
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activity is presented exactly as written on the chart; do not

use correction or reinforcement during baseline. Record the

child's performance on the chart. Based on this performance,

determine if the activity is appropriate for the child will

the child be able to accomplish the skill by the end of.the

instructional period? If baseline information indicates the

child can already perform the skill or that it is too diffi-

cult to accomplish during the instructional period, modify

the activity. At the end of the instructional period post

baseline or post-test results to determine whether the skill

was accomplished.

5. Showparticipants sample home activity charts using transparencies

#4, 5, 6, 7, and As you show each chart, ask participants to

identify the parts of the directions. Point out the correspondence

between the type of aid in the objective and the way the task is

presented. Also point out the correction procedure as steps moving

back in the task analysis.

Note to the trainer: You may find it helpful to duplicate trans-

parencies #4-8 as handouts for participants in order to give them

sample charts for future reference.

6. Ask participants to write a home activity chart using Handout #3.

The chart should be written for a child in their program or for

the child for whom the I.S.P. was written. During this activity

display a transparency of a completed chart. It will be helpful

in this activity to check each person's chart as they proceed.

Circulate and give assistance as necessary until all charts are

completed.

7. Optional Activity #1: After participants complete one home activity

chart, distribute blank transparencies of charts and marking pens

and ask each person to write another chart on a transparency. Share

these with the Troup and go over each one. Be sure to reinforce the

new skills each person is learning.

Note to the trainer: these activities may he done with the partici-

pants working in pairs.
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8. Display transparency 49. Explain that the second type of activity

chart is the classroom chart. Participants should refer to Hand-

out #4. Since this chart will be written and used by the teacher

or someone under the direct supervision of the teacher, it can be

more concise. This chart will contain directions for completing

three activities with a child during the one or two week instruc-

tional period. Each activity contains 6 parts:

a. Goal: state the behavioral objective you have selected for

the child to accomplish by the end of the instructional period.

Correction: using the task analysis, list a sequence of 2-3

correction procedures which can be used to teach the objective.

Number should-give-the-least- help=1.4nd-number 3 the most.

c. Materials: state the materials necessary for teaching the

activity.

d. Reinforcement: state the specific reinforcer to be given when

the child performs correctly.

c. Graph: record a symbol for each day of the instructional period

on the bottom. Numbers on the vertical axis will correspond to

"Flow Well" in the behavioral objective. The first day the

activity is recorded is the pre-test or baseline. Use this in-

formation to determine if the objective is appropriate. If.the

child can perform the skill as stated in the'objective, change

it to a more difficult skill by giving less aid; if the activity

is too difficult, give additional aid. You may also choose to

keep a record of the child's progress by recording on the chart

daily. On the last day of the teaching period record the post7

test or post baseline. This indicates whether the child accom-

plished the stated objective. At the end of the instruc-

tional period, indicate in the credit section whether the goal

was accomplished as recordea on the post-test.

f. Recording symbols: are indicated for each activity on the top

of the chart.

g Generalization activities: when appropriate include games and
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activities that will help the child practice the skill in other

settings and with other materials.

). transparencies 010, 11, 12, 13 and 14, show participants

samples of completed classroom activity charts. Discuss the

correction procedures.

Note to the trainer: You may find it helpful to duplicate trans-

parencies #10-14 as handouts for participants.

10. Explain how to select developmental areas to teach. During each

instructional period each child will work on three activities.

For special need's children, one of these activities should always

be in the child's weakest developmental area. For example, if

a child is language delayed, a language activity should be planned

for each instructional period. The additional two activities

should rotate among the other developmental areas. During each

month, all developmental areas should be included in the child's

curriculum.

11. Ask participants to use the information provided on the child being

used throughout this training and plan three classroom activities

for the child using Handout #4. Circulate among the group and review

the activities with each participant, providing feedback where

necessary to ensure that each person has written an appropriate chart.

12. Optional Activity #2: After participants have completed one classroom

chart for the child for whom they've written the I.S.P., have them

write another chart for a child in their classroom. Have them use

the chart to teach the child during the week.

13. Demonstrate and role play how to use the activity chart for teaching.

Display transparency #10 and explain that you will demonstrate how

to use the chart to teach an activity using the first stated goal as

an example. Ask a participant to play "the child" during the demon-

stration. Prompt "the child" to respond incorrectly. Explain that

it is the beginning of the instructional period and you have determined

that the child is ready to learn to name circle, rectangle and triangle

without aid or when asked. You know that the child can already point

to circle, rectangle and triangle without aid. You will now give a
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pre-test to determine whether or not the new goal is appropriate,

i.e., to determine if you expect the child will be able to

achieve the objective by the end of the one week instructional

period. Without reinforcement or correction, ask "the child"

to name each shape three times, using cut out shapes of a(:),

and A . Record "the child's" correct and incorrect responses

in the appropriate spaces on the chart. After the pre-test has

been given, if the goal is too hard or too easy for "the child".

then modify it accordingly and give the pre-test again on the

new goal. After the goal has been determined, the actual teaching

procedure can begin.

1 .1

To demonstrate the teaching procedure, ask "the child" to name

the shapes using one of the correction procedures listed. When

you have selected the one that gives the least amount of aid

and that still allows the child to be successful, that is where

you'll begin teaching. During the week, ask the child each time

to do the task as stated in the goal. If the child is not success-

ful, gradually work the child toward the goal by using the correc-

tion procedure that gives the least amount of aid possible but

still helps the child to do the task correctly. At the end of

the instructional period, give a post-test to determine whether or

not the goal was accomplished as stated. The post-test should be

given exactly as stated in the goal, without reinforcement or

correction, and the results should be recorded on the. chart.

14. After the demonstration has been completed, divide the parti ipants

into pairs and have them role play giving a pre-test and then teach-

ing the charts they have written. One person should play the child

and the other should play the teacher. Circulate among the group

to give feedback, correction and encouragement where needed.

15. Summarize the session by presenting Precision Teaching.

Precision Teaching was developed by Ogden Lindsley, from the Univer-

sity of Kansas. There are four steps in this procedure. Let's look
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at each step and relate it to the teaching procedure we have

been discussing usilvi ._Ictivity charts. Display tratm.-Tarency

Fxplain each point as follows:

- thf' havior the child will le_ori, thH

the In ioi I oh Het and 1-4,corded the (lea! on the

activity chart.

h. Record - how does the child perform on the activity prior to

any teaching? This is recorded on the activity chart as the

baseline or pre-test.

c. Conneduato - refer to the teaching procedure. On the activity

chart these are the directions, how materials are presented,

reinforcement and correction and genera ization activities.

Record at the end of the teaching period record the child's

performance. nn the activity chart this is recorded as post

baseline or post-test.

:Andsley added a fifth step of Try, Try Again. If the child is not

::acces-fsl iii completing the activity, modify either the pinpointed

behavior cr the toaching procedure. hindsley found that by using

this method, 851. of the children were successful in accomplishing

the objective during. one instructional period. An additional 10

percent were successful when the activity was modified.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Af2tIvity ChJrts
ararci -F-!1

CURRICULUM PLANNING SEQUENCE

STEP 1: COMPLETE A DEVELOPMENTALLY SEQUENCED CHECKLIST

OR EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT,

STEP 2: TARGET A SKILL THE CHILD IS READY TO LEARN,

STEP 3: THINK OF THE SKILL IN BEHAVIORAL TERMS,

STEP 4: DO A TASK ANALYSIS OF THE SKILL,

STEP 5: TARGET A BEHAVIOR FROM THE TASK ANALYSIS THAT CAN

BE TAUGHT IN ONE INSTRUCTIONAL PERIOD (1-2 WEEKS)

AND WRITE IT IN BEHAVIORAL TERMS,

STEP 6: WRITE AN ACTIVITY CHART,

Portage Project- TEACH - Region V
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A,:tivit_y Charts
ri,r1 (L..;

TARGLIED CHECKLIST IYLN: LACES SHOES

STATED fN BEHAVIORAL TERMS:

JEREMY WILL LACE HIS SHOES WHEN ON HIS FEET INDEPENDENTLY 3/3x

TASK ANALYSIS:

WHO WILL DO WHAT WITH WHAT TYPE OF AID HOW WELL

EREMY] WILL LACE HIS SHOES WHEN
ON HIS FEET

INDEPENDENTLY

!WILL LACE SHOE ON BOARD WHEN GIVEN VERBAL
DIRECTIONS

WILL LACE LAST 6 HOLES OF
SHOE ON BOARD

WHEN SHOWN HOW]

WILL LACE LAST 2 HOLES OF WHEN HANDS ARE
SHOE ON BOARD GUIDED

WILL COMPLEFE A SEWING CARD

OBJECTIVE TARGETED FOR TEACHING PERIOD:

JEREMY WILL LACE SHOE ON BOARD WHEN SHOWN HOW 3/3x.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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(7-AC 11\111Y CHANT

lo I h

STATE A TARC,ET kl:HAVIOR

(WHO, WILL DO WHAT, WITH WHAT
TYPE or AID, How WELL)

1%1,, : 1, F;t

SHOW THE SYMBOLS USED AND
TELL WHAT THEY MEAN

L

r !Iv

REMEMBER 'FO INCLUDE:

1. PLACE TO WORK IF IT IS IMPORTANT

MA ,IALS AND HOW THEY WILL BE USED

3. HOW TO PRESENT THE MA'rERIALS AND GET THE CHILD TO RESPOND

HOW TO REINFORCE THE CHILD WHEN HE/SHE RESPONDS CORRECTLY

5. WHAT TYPE OF AID TO USE AS A CORRECTION PROCEDURE

G. HOW MANY TIMES TO PRACTICE EACH DAY

7. ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR GENERALIZATION OF THE SKILL

39?
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ACTIVITY CHART

(R-
liorrie 7 c.11111I'S Nome karen

rebru.,.vj

l':hat to Teach:

Tina. will draw a.
quare. when 31 VLI1 dots

1 /4 x .

1.".);,t to neetard!

Completed objedive.

X = needs add ifionai
a.tct.

Diuctions:

4

2

L

N T F 5 5 Al T W
DAYS

WDri; at the_ kitchen -tab I clotted newsprint and

-tut, tip pens. Give. Tina_ -Eke_ pciper with -Ole dots on it and

Usk hey tu make a square_ 14 She does it Corre.L.-E-Lj pct

the Sy wire- praise. her &not max K chart with G. If
.she has frcub le draw a sq ath,e_ End have her -trace. over it .

If she_ s-fi II has d cu_ e_ her -file SG dare.. femp I ate_ an d,

ka.vE, her -6--ace- OJori j -the. Praise_ her when She comp +he_

E Inca rho% lc Me. c.ha_r with an X. 1-f av,e_ her droJJ 4 Squares

61-tj !Ai'61e ay s,ciu_are &rid- have. her

c.b.iet±s co-c u_Act he. . A iso Serve. a snack_ 0-i.

:;;;ACife,. IliICS, iltt_. wares

398
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ACTIVITY CHART

Child's Nome

home 1.1..10WI'S Nome Id s of

IN'eck of . CaL;bC

V.11,-.0 Teach.

AfInte- 110-01k- 01551111

pat 't 01- f)ac-flire.,C objekt,5 man

iitlherl (pen two C.Clolceb
5/5 plc. ELL( e.s biejCie-

1,..112t to Record:

0' (lames miss,1
Volt- -truck.

X repea-L.,
part

Directions:

- i tiy C }taf'LS
Tr 5

Ni T W
DAYS

((Se- the no-tebocL J thap:zhie_. pic.tufe.s aUe. 111o4c. (6_,A tA;ee.k.. Show

a plan e- asL het-- 1A,116. It IS. Theo Sc1_, 4 Thece sL,nie.1.-.61(1.

0)1%19 if or the- &ULM() IC Dr trli._C

ti S-feerwi i,vheel or the door ?) Tf She's Cot-,

oht +he Is miss-105' cold mar k 1 ct Chat t. Talc. fbc.

-111E back.. pockeL of -the tioteixfok. G.tict Ie( Ful-
a cluilue It- beiotios. If She cioesi\ t. name_ -the Corro-4 thisc_111 pa C

-tell her t.s missi9 ana- Il&ve, het- tepeC.t It 6._-(ter (jou_ as

9eu anO, Wheic. if .fits. Mak K X orl the (halt .

Pt ac-bcc- Cad\ ()Ic-IcLte. once a. dal You_ mod expc,itcL obtet.A.,<:K

4L1. J PG -lhe. c(c(),,L Vti kl I1k. act&it3tkal. Ca cL1locILc

1,4:6Cr,-;,,!1.1. Sr!,, Aft,)cy
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ACTIVIVr CHART

Child's Nome 5havr
liurne 1 eoc.her's N.Ime e4)

V:eek of Alai-al 4

l'Vhat to Teach:

Shawn will separate.
3D .c&r.ti_s by (Cass na_rhes

on reciu_est 2/2x.

V.'Opt icy Record:

Pets

2

Clp'6e5

2.

0= Comple-Led_ Toys
cbjective_

X cod._

Activity Ch .rts
Tr :.71 ni;pitr rincy

\AI T F 5 .S
DAYS

W"1< (Lt
the kitchen Lose. fhe,

90,.E we. Ma.cLe_ Spread. UAL the cards ou.-t. in -front of her

down. Ask her fp pick Lip G Card, and place- it in

the pccket. Where if belongs. If She- places if in the Correc-L

poa-f± pracf,e, her-. If She plaLe3---it- in the vticonj pocket

her what_ the object is a_nd_ where it belongs . Pave her repea:t.

al-tee (jou_ (0i, place._ it in the Cokfreci pocket. Przuse_ her when

Jhe rEpi:Lts Coryctl±:j. As She have. her -tell TDo_ what

Cbject- is Culct. ,She puts ail -the (6u-A

corr-ec.ttA.,, ;i1±,0 & , 0(.1(Et marl:. gen the CKart afEe_r Cerrec-e

C not ri< X . (re (Jan -twice a day. p(kri,3 the.
0

ne4. tjoik ,SCrt au.ndrj -for more, practice_
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ACTIVITY CHART

Name Se0-,
Howe Teacher's TN:Jle 1(1'....verl

Week of . _ tC teal hCli-

W'hat to Teach'.

V1111 make, hem

bed 0.e1 t-etiu_est c n ce_

CAILL.
J .

Wh,,t to Record:

X

Directions:

(i"

no

L

Activity Charts
Transparency 47

Th F S S M T
DAYS

7-1--ci.ef Beth ho-s, -fvu-hext- bt(e.49-00-S-L fe-1( he io Come ups-&a.i rs
with

you_ mcdce hey bed.. .she, a10-1(6S fhe be_d_ correct-Li
by herself, prase, her (Lad, mark Chaff ne.vt-
with' 0- V.. Zf she__ h. as 61_4.0_11-tij go -fo e 0-1-tie4- side of- the_
bid_ ark-d. Show her how -Jo do +i +tisk he/ Compte±e_

rIDY Sloe. (orte- 0,1-4Rit ±he_ ,!)e monSi-rcEto 1-N . P2lioQ. her ehr
cr3,11e_ nceds EyeI P knck_t--. 16 X Lite-v._ no eh the_ chart- . A-40- she_
ftQS nisheet- ea_ 01 or(110., her choose
.S-tick-es fo pc(± o n -hie. (Inca_ Lie.ip61- Le± hEr is n o j h6w
evrALGI, (jou_ (tie '51a.± Lh ledynini

Pretence. Once. iaa
help arou_nd_
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Au URTI Y CHART

chows Name Aml-
ilinue Ic.ictivr's Nome . Karen.._

Jan Lt. axj 24.of

V:hat to Teach:

Amyl wILL per-form__

5 steps in a. home_

-Fire drill_ a-ter complete_

darroff..tra-tion once_

a Lia_j

Whpt to Record:

I= Completes a. _step

X= afte.r ad.cLitional. model

Dirr,

G-D to
hbors'

House.

Climb
Out

Open
Window

NaKe
Sister

Close.
Door

Activity Charts
Traw:prency 8

/1/1 T \A] T F S 5 A4

DAYS

Practice. +his act-iv'. 11 Amu 's bedroom. De-flion,C-treute- and
)4-Pta-in Qach ,,tep (4 the 'fire drill. Tell An the- reason

a d t lrlport o_rce of each Step. A -f-tei- you: u4._. coolp18.-tect_ au l s+eps,

ask. Anij 3o +hr-layl each step Nhen She does / step praise
lie( 'an/ marl( 0_ I. If She does a seep incorrectly or sk,Ips a.

Step S-bp her and- 3heN her AI 11 A.+. -to do 1-16.ve_ her repea_t

:Seep af-ter ()ow pr:Ise her and. mark the Char>L with 0,11 X . Ask
her fo 9c) on iLr the next Leep. Prachce, the home_ ire.

',ha., ciaLL Aolq .f1(1 do -4\1,S aC_ht1)-tij 30 She:(1.

Ll.rn -thz, ,er.crc(ture.

402
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C.:: :

: I

' Goal .2. Tc.s No

Go,-, 1 t

R E !

N:

1 .

ACTIVITIES:

Activity Charts
Transparency 49
Ham-lout 44

Days

GOAL:

CORRECTION:
1.

2 .

3 .

RE INFOR N T :

GENERALI NATION ACTIVITIES

_ -

itT-TEST

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

Days

GOAL:

CORRECTION:
I.

2 .

3.

TE RI ALS :

FE I NFORCEXENT :

GIT'NERALINATION I ,il T :Ns:

P RE-TEST POST-TEST

Rays



i ort r ;(

Jan u-arj.. 2
JO ;P; :

= Wih QrreChor
. _katxo-ii_xe_ When__

kkci -=.1.3_2(

'T 1 ON :

1.

: felt sha_pe.3

1...E I NruROE:tENT :

Activity Charts
Transparency #10

Goal 2 Ye- No

Goal I Yes No'

PPE-TEST TOST-TEST

3
2

3
02

pr tu se
:A1' ION ACTIVITIES: 3hope. Lotto

Take JOJK

WA IL_ thr_QAtinalL_Ludi to -fLet
w Ile T1 ikEct e

CL)RKECT I ON :

!1 1 Date Th F

1. ma 1 b
2. 9 LAitiii112-nds

3 L LAI tlEo_lilnv.ri
: j i cvn Li ba,1

: p S42, (Ind picky tfui-Eh

GENERAL FLATION ACTIVITIES : -ft)5I xn pc 1115

PRE-TEST

4

3

2

POST-TEST

M T Days Th

GOAL: c) tie (1
41 ___61.tred.-Lo_a.c, f/' x'1

CORRECTION:
1. Ct1.1-S

2

3

!.:Arr:il ALS : pa)c2.r Md.( Ice(-5 -tory ca_te_

I I;F'C.)12C El'.1ENT : pr.cLif,e_ ctraw -Pccce_ 111 n

paiot sqi.Loye..5 Nit-h

N &ter c.11 lActik_boarct
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PRE-TEST

4

3

2

POST-TEST
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Jc751iLt_0,--

Alarck_,2

; = COrnp !Et-ea .objeci-I've_,
Xikorr±±c n

NW flame_ comry,on irreotwta.r___
i-..)1(.1raL,5_ Mien .0-,51<eci-.. 1(1

( :

rood

1.1 i.1-: a.ncL pluro_c_ pichArP_.-Ca.rdS

!-V.; N T : .f9rai se_,

Act. ..rEs : tc.e_ Crap book._

O ple.L.-a.15

c";,1-, color oc
_Llote_ctss vu

CORRECTION:
1. Soii& Cue.. pitrapLin

2.
,Lsh0 w him_ pi awee of- obiLs.± leaiC

3.
_ MoLLEL pota.+13

Activity Charts
Transparency 411

a I So

children
people

o men

Teet
mi ce-

teeth
Knives

men
T ays F

FRE-TST POST-TEST

Sky

p fuf..s of objeLts grapes
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Curriculum Planning

(,)nce you have completed a developmental checklist on a child and targeted

long-term goals and short-term objectives for him/her, you are ready to

begin writing weekly or semi-weekly instructional objectives and indi-

vidualized lesson plans for the child. Remember, we are talking about

teaching children with special needs. So we will need to break down those

short-term objectives and/or the goals in the checklist into smaller

teachable steps.

There are six steps involved in developing instructional objectives for a

child:

1. Complete a developmentally sequenced checklist or ecl., 'tional

assessment.

Target an item from the checklist or from your I.S.P. short-term

objectives which the child is ready to learn. This means select-

ing one of the first skills a child cannot do in a given develop-

mental area or a skill marked "emerging." Be sure the child can

do all of the previous items in the checklist or I.S.P. which

relates to the selected item.

3 Think of the item in the form of a behavioral objective (Who/Will

Do What/With What Type of Aid/How Well). Keep in mind that "Who"

means the learner; "Will Do What" means a specific measurable
action; "With What Type of Aid" is the type of aid or assistance

that is given; "How Well" means how often something happens and

is usually written in the form of a fraction: # of correct responses.
# of total trials

For example, "will cut a straightline" would be expanded to

"Bobby will cut an 8" straight line within 4 inch of the line on

request 4/4x." If you are planning directly from the I.S.P. short-

term objectives, this step will already be completed.

4. Mentally do a task analysis of the skill changing one or more of

the two parts (Will Do What or With What Type of Aid). Remember

particularly -he types of aid that can be used when you break

down the "Aid" part. They are physical aid, visual aid and verbal

aid. The purpose of the task analysis is to look carefully at

the skill and to break it down so that an appropriate goal can

be targeted for the teaching period. You will also use task
analysis when selecting correction procedures for your individual

lesson plan or activity chart.

Target a behavior from the task analysis that can be taught in

one instructional period and write it in behavioral terms.

Write a behavioral objective that reflects what the child will

be able to accomplish by the end of the instructional period

(1-2 weeks) using selected levels in the task analysis.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Activity Charts
Handout 41
Page 2

6. Write an activity chart. The chart represents the day to day

implementation of the I.S.P. short-term objectives. Activity

charts enable the teacher to specify what the child will learn,
materials used to teach, teaching techniques to be implemented,
reinforcement procedures and generalization activities.
Additionally, a record of the child's skill level at the be-
ginning and end of the teaching period yields a record of
progress and allows the teacher to be truly accountable.
Activity charts can be written for the parent to use at home
or for the parent to use at home or for the teacher, aid, or

volunteer to ii:;(2 in the classroom.

Several examples of steps 2-5 of the process follow. Keep in mind that

there are many ways to break down a- skill. The number of steps used will

depend upon the child's learning rate. These are only samples of how you

might do it.

Targeted checklist item: Buttons own clothing

Stated in behavioral terms:

Sally will button her sweater independently 3/3x.

Task Analysis:

Will Do What of Aid
With What Type

Sall'r I will button her sweater

will button her coat I

will button sweater
on Dapper Dan

will button large
button board

independently

when given
verbal directions

when shown 'how]

when teacher
guides hands

Objective targeted for teaching period:

Sally will button her coat when shown how 3/3x.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Who

Sally]

Targeted checklist item: Counts to 10

Stated in behavioral terms:

Saily will count to 10 when asked 4/4x.

Task Analysis:

Will Do What

will count to 10

will count to 9

Activity Charts
Handout #1
Page 3

With What Type
of Aid How Well

when asked

when given
sound cues

will count to 8 when given
a model once

when given a
model for each
number

Cbjective targeted for teaching period:

Sally will count to 8 when giVen sound cues 4/4x.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Activity Charts
Handout #1
Page 4

Targeted checklist item: Will take turns with 8-9 other children

Stated in behavioral terms:

Sally will take turns with 8-9 other children independently 90%

Who

will

of the time.

Task Analysis:

With What Type
of Aid

independently

How WellWill Do What

take turns with 8-9 other children 90% of the time.Sally ]

will take turns with 5-6 other children (with one reminder

with two reminders

when shown

when physically guided

will take turns with 2-3 other children

will share with 2-3 other children

Objective targeted for teaching period:

Sally will take turns with 2-3 other children with one reminder 90%

of the time.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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1/1x each 1

Who

Sally

Activity LndrLs
Handout #1
Page 5

Targeted checklist item: Will nag regular plurals

Stated in behavioral terms:

Sally will name pictures of ,a 8 regular plurals when asked

1/1x each.

Task Analysis:

Will Do What

will name pictures of 8
regular plurals

will name pictures of 6
regular plurals

With What Type
of Aid

when asked

when given a
choice of two

will name pictures of 4 when given a

regular plurals

will name actual objects
of 6 regular plurals

model

How Well

Objective targeted for teaching period:

Sally will name pictures of 6 regular plurals when asked 1/1x each.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Activity Charts
Handout =i1.

Page 6

::ow that you nave rareeted aii:copriate object ices for Sally for the one or

two week teaching peri,)d, you art rady to write an activity chart or an

individualied lesson plan. The activity chart will more specifically

delineate how you intend to teach the skills you have targeted. You can

arid ,thould be as creative as you wish in planning lesson!.; for children,

but always keep in mind your instructional objectives which tell you what

you want the child to do when the instructional period is over.

Let's review the parts of the classroom activity chart. After "date" you

will write the dates instruction began and ended. After "recording" you

will indicate the symbols you will use for correct and incorrect responses.
The "credit" section will be used after instruction is completed to tell

whether each objective was met or not. After "goal" you will write the

behavioral objective that you've targeted for the teaching period (Will

Do What/With What Type of Aid/How Well). The graph will be used for record-

ing the child's responses each day. On the bottom of the graph you will

write a symbol for each day the lesson will be taught. On the vertical

axis of the graph you will indicate the number of total trials the child

is to be given each day as per your objective. The directions section is

where you will briefly outline how you intend to teach the task. It includes

materials, correction proCedures, reinforcement, and generalization acti-

vities.

To be more specific about the directions:

After "materials" you will indicate all the supplies necessary to teach the

lesson. 'Reinforcement" is where you will indicate the praise or rewards

you will use when the child achieves the objective. The "correction"

techniques are the most crucial part of the directions. When you write

them you will again refer to your task analysis. Correction techniques

are determined by stepping baCk one, two and even three steps in your

task analysis by modifying what. the child must do or with what type of

aid the child must do it. The purpose of the correction techniques is

to teach the targeted skills - they give the child enough help so that

he can be successful and thereby 1-earn the skill. When you use multiple

correction procedures you.can systematically move backward to the level

where the child is currently functioning and then progress forward as

the skill develops until the stated goal is met. ."Generalization activities"

are ways to help the child generalize, expand or practice the skills in

different situations or with other materials. They shouldbe included

whenever appropriate. Now let's look at a sample classroom and home

activity chart for Sally using the objectives we've targeted and the task

analysis we've completed.

We think you'll find that although this teaching method is time consuming

at first, you will reap the rewards in the long run. You will be account-

able, you will know what and how to teach and you'll have happier children

because they will be experiencing success!!
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CT,ASSROOM ENVIPONMENT AND SCHEDULE

t t. 11; 1.;." 11:.W %,"('-i 1 wry

11 ri :

1

BACKGEOUND FOR THE TRALNER

n L' 1 envi wid

i

C (2 1 rcjoir,

The followincl rea,iings are recommended sources of information about class-

room environments and schedules. They are referenced in Appendix A of this

training guide.

Teaching Early Childhood: Exceptional Educational Needs-Ten

Resource Modules, Module 3 and 4;

Resources for Creative Teaching in Early Childhood Education,

pages 9-84;

School Before Six: A Diagnostic Approach, Volume I;

Mainstreaming Preschoolers: Children with Learning Disabilities,

pages 55-58.
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PREPARING FOR THE WORKSHOP

1. Prepare the overhead transparency and handouts using the masters at the

end of this section.

2. Have available in overhead proiector, movie screen, blank transparencies

and transparency marking pens.

3. Review Handouts 41 and =2.

4. See optional activity for additional material needs.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THIS WORKSHOP

This workshop will be conducted in two parts:

I) discussion and assessment of classroom environments;

2: discussion and assessment of classroom schedules.

1. Explain to participants that the classroom environment and schedule

will directly influence how well they meet the individual needs of

each child. A well planned environment and schedule will provide

children with the consistency and structure needed to learn and grow

and may help limit problem behaviors.

2. Distribute Handout #1. Ask participants to read through each item

on the left side of the handout. They will then mark a yes or no

in the corresponding boxes.

3. Place a blank transparency on the overhead projector. Elicit from

participants the items that were marked "no" and list them on the

overhead transparency. Take one item at a time and read the corre-

sponding alternatives on the handout. Then have participants brain-

storm other possible solutions to the problem. List these on the

transparency. Have tl'e participants who marked the item with a "no"

choose an alternative solution to implement in their classrooms. If

'there are more than six items listed, participants can be divided

into 2 or 3 groups to make the activity shorter. Assign each group

one or two items to brainstorm. After a predetermined time period

(approximately 10 minutes), the alternatives can be shared with the

large group.

420
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An optional activity is te provide.. eduh group with p-aph paper and cut-

outs which 1-eprsent Inems in the clossioom. Have cievolop a
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fl..-oblems For example, If staf ;chi :1 vat lo it tDn j ,qe cc

allow time for individualizing, parent volunteers Lir high school,

students miiiht be possible alternatives.
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SC ELF Li G
FACTORS TO CONSIDER:

1 Staff child ratio

2 Pacing of activities

3 Routine

4 Acquisition/generalization balance

5 Balance of activities

6 individualization

7 Balance of subject areas

8 Transitions

9 Personal priorities

10 Inflexible time slots

11 Preparation, planning, evaluatiOn time

12 Flexibility

13 Physical space and materials
422
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Classroom Environment and Schedule
Handout 1
Pa,3 e

t.(..1(11.,1 t intert-t with the

Dogs it allow the children to use the materials and faci] ties independently?

i. 1, t AI t r,t-rt.tt i

,1

.tt a roo:P, ,t t

Ate ch....a-eg's

materials on I.:1w, oell

select m,itelials
put them away.:

If the teacher's view is Mocked by per-
manent s:ructures, a staff member could
be assigned to the area that cannot be
seen from other parts of the room. Or

the area could be limited to quiet
Activities by only a few children at a
time. If neither arrangement is
possible, the hard-to-see area could be
:,locked off and used to store equipment
aLl materials. Dividers in a room do
not have to be taller than 4 feet, still
allowing one adult to supervise a room.
Activities that take one adult to direct-
ly supervise such as the water table can
be covered with a large piece of plywood
and used as a clay table until an extra
adult is in the room. This can also be
placed in the "hard to see" area.

If low shelving cannot be arranged in some
activity areas, place heavy brown wrapping
paper on the floor in those areas. Draw
the outlines of the materials to he placed
on the paper, so that the children will
return them to the same spot after play.
Try "walking" around the classroom on your
knees so you see everything from a child's
eye view. Arrange accordingly. Mark
shelves with pictures or outlines to show
the children where to return the materials.
If more shelves are needed, cabinet doors
can be removed and the bottom shelves can
be used for children's material. Place
construction paper or butcher paper over
the top shelves that you do not want
accessible to the children.

Portage Project TEACH- Region V
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Is all equipment
the

trr,in,n,d

Classroom Environment and Schedule
Handout 1
Page 2

kept low so t i1 {

t !It t cl IIrth try

Aril Lcilettna, bane It t:dletine, hand washin,;, .iut1 water

wa:thihg, .1!0.: water tountair. Facilitie are alr,:,idy installed

f,,unt,tin for AdulL height, sturdy Fo:t_Lools can
, 111,111' , be _ought or constructed at 1..mq cost to

tie ,:hit

them wLthout f, 11:.

Are set-up and clean-up
simple? Are these
expected parts of the
child's activity?

Do the children feel
in control of and
responsible for the
physical environment?

L i t i, a r ft) . Be sure

th I...0 L , 1 : ; . 1 1 1 f ! l c en t I v a:Whored

they do not I i r wit from under

a child's Prot. IF several children are
awkward or clumsy, a built-in platt-orm
with a larqur foot space may be more
appropriate. Piovide paper towels at
the child's height and a container near
by to throw the towel away.

To make clean-up simple,position art and
snack areas near water facilities. Set

rules and allow time for clean-up as
part of the routine.

To help children feel responsible for the
environment, involve them in any room

rearrangement. Let them help plan and

implement changes. Initiate a "helper"
system, appointing children to carry out
housekeeping tasks such is table setting,
plant watering, etc.

2. Is the classroom arranged so that it fosters cooperative and positive inter-

actions among children?

Things to Consider
Yes

Are activity areas clearly
indicated so the children
can tell where block,
creative play, house-
keeping, manipulative
activities, and so forth
take place?

No

Alternatives

To help the children understand where
materials should be used, the boundaries
could be designated with shelves, rugs,
or masking tape. Limit the amount of
materials in each area until the children
learn where each item is to be returned.
Use photos of the objects as visual cues
to replace items to their proper place.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Classroom Environment and Schedule
Handout 1
Page 3

To 1,rovii in an activity
at,a, o:-:e activity could ,;,cc7hiandlly

-.ec 1r. ror.rn for

Fcr exupic, ,.cc_ el:eeping

c, 1 ();-3.,:i on conic ddyfl Co make

1,u -,IC 1)1(_71.; area.

If children must pass through one activity
area to reach another, masking tape,
tat prInts or butcher paper ought be
tired to mark a sidewalk through a heavily
traveled area to that another child's
play is not disrupted.

Are active areas (such as housekeeping
and blocks) near each other, and quiet
areas (such as books and manipulatives)
near each other? Are the books near a
window for natural lighting? Are snack,
lunch and art activities near the sink?

Is all the large motor equipment stored
1---] together? Blocks and cars together?

J Manipulative games kept in the same area?

Door: your housekeeping area reflect your
curriculum? For instance, do the dress-
up clothes reflect a circus unit, commun-
ity helpers unit, and cultural differences?
Is the room rearranged during the year?
If so, do the children have any input?
Are bulletin boards and wall hangings
changed periodically? Are new learning
units incorporated into the materials
available to the children? Are new art,

cooking, safety and health activities
incorporated periodically? Materials and
equipment can be shared with other class-
rooms. Ask parents to collect and bring
in necessary items. Have volunteers assist
with making new classroom materials.

Systematically teach the use and rules for
equipment throughout the year, introducing
new materials gradually.
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a graded sequence so that
childrL,n ,lovelop skills

grrdually?

Are Lho k.cluipmont and
materials Aii:played in a
way that invites children
to use them?

Classroom and Environment Schedule
Handout 1
Page 4

eguilitiont. and maLLrials in a

way tli at invites children to n:_; Chem,

it may be helpful to increase the shelf
space so that toys and so on are not
piled on top of each other. Make sure
that. pieces of materials that go together
are placed together arrange equip-

ment neataL (Use self-directed acti-
vities with materials that can be used
in more than one way.)

3. Does the classroom arrangement encourage an ndividualied program for all

children?

Things to Consider

Is there a quiet area for
individualized or small
group activities?

Is there a quiet area for
a child to relax or calm
down?

Is the group area arranged
so that each child can see
and hear the teacher?

Is there an open space for
active play?

Yes

Fl

No

Alternatives

If the room is too small to be partitioned
into many individual areas, a corner or a
small area between two bookshelves should
be used.-

A private space for a child to relax or
calm down can be constructed from a
large appliance box, a wood framed tent
structure, an old bathtub, or by arranging
shelves or curtains to make a cozy tubby.
Make the space as calming as possible by
painting or papering the walls in a
soothing color like blue or pink, and put
soft pillows, a rug and/or a bean bag
chair inside.

It is easier to hear the teacher if the
group is located away from the sources
of a lot of noise (such as windows near
a busy street or doors near a noisy
hallway).

If not, what furniture can be easily
moved to accommodate the activity?
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Is the child's work
di play(!d attractively

tlp

Dues each child have his/her
uwu !:i.ae for materials and
beluth,1

Is there a quiet place free

[

from unnecessary distraction
for 1 to I instruction?

Has the environment been
systematically changed
over the year?

Classroom Environment and Schedule
Handout 1
Page 5

If you have limited display space, hang
work from clothes lines with colorful
clothespins. Construct a cardboard kiosk
for art in the round. Bolt cardboard
cartons together and cover with cloth,
wallpaper or paint. Screw butterfly-wing
clips to the wooden frame of a blackboa
to hold a section of piaster board ori
fiber board. This will instantly trans-
form a blackboard into a bulletin board.

If the children do not have a private
space for their belongings, use dish-
washing tubs, decorated ice cream
rounds or decorated shoe boxes.

A place for 1 to 1 instruction may be a
table and chairs, a rug on the floor,
any place that is partitioned off and
relatively free from distraction.

If you are not changing the environment,
you are missing an excellent teaching

opportunity. As the year progresses,
partitions and barriers can gradual?.:/
be moved away. Space cues and traffic
pattern cues can become less conspicuous.
Environments can gradually become more
"distracting."

. Does the classroom arrangement foster parent understanding and observation?

Things to Consider

Are observation chairs
located in inconspi-
cuous places, so that
parents can observe the
children without inter-
ference?

Are play areas labeled
according to the
particular activity
or skill being taught,
so that parents know
what to look for?

Yes No

Alternatives

Not all of us have availability to a
lab classroom with one way mirrors, but
a chair in the corner can provide a parent

with a good view of the classroom.

Write a card for each activity center.
Explain what the center is promoting
and what a parent can do in the center
to help achieve this. You might also

arrange to meet with parents before
class to explain specific classroom
objectives. Share this as a topic at

a parent meeting. Have each parent go
through each center.
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Is t e daily schedule
poste( in an o7ious
pla(2e

Classroom Environment and Schedul
Handout 1
Page 6

Bulletin boards or large butcher paper
with your schedule can be hung on the
opposite wall as you walk into the
classroom.

5. Do the materials and equipment available in the classroom directly reflect
the educational and social goals of the teacher?

Things to Consider

Do activities and learn-
ing centers clearly
reflect individual
goals for each child?

Do activities and learn-
ing centers reflect the
different level of
functioning of each
child?

Are there activities
to do as an individual
as well as in a group?

Do children have some
choice in selecting
activities or learn-
ing centers?

Yes No

1 1

Alternatives

Clipboards with individual goals for
each child can be kept in each area.
Tubs or shoe boxes with individual
activities for each child can be used.
These could be changed weekly.

Provide a wide variety of equipment,
materials and games reflecting various
motor,language and cognitive levels
such as picture books and books with
words; dressing materials with small
and large fasteners; large and small
manipulative items. Use material that
can be used in more than one way such
as blocks or clay.

Self-correcting materials can be used.
Provide materials o' equipment that
encourages cooperation like the game
Candyland, a rocking boat or a long
jump rope. Provide materials and equip-
ment, such as balls, that can be used
with others or alone.

Provide a system for children to choose
which learning centers they will use.
This can be don by providing each child
with a clothespin. Each learning center
could have a chart with one mark for
each child allowed in the learning center
at one time. A child would then clip
their clothespin, on one of the marks be-
fore entering the learning center. Once
the allotted number of children is reached,
all marks would be covered with a clothes-
pin. A child wishing to change centers
simply removes his/her clothespin when
leaving that center, freeing it to be used
by another child. This system prevents
overcrowding and fighting over materials.
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Do the activities and
learning centers reflect
A philosophical state-
ment about the overall
proyram goals?

Classroom Environment and Schedule
Handout 1
Page 7

This also fosters independence in chil-
dren because they manage their own
choices. To avoid children rushing to any
particular center, allow different
children to choose first each day. This
should be a pre-determined system so
that each child knows exactly what day
they will get to choose first. Provide
children with a variety of centers to
choose from.

Do your activities and learning centers
provide opportunities for children to
explore, discover, be challenged by
and problem-solve through direct ex-
periences? Do you provide activities and
materials that lead to independence, self-
confidence, and self-esteem? Doll your

centers and activities reflect all compo-
nent areas? Do they reflect the skills
children will need in later schooling?

Periodically, step back and observe how
your classroom functions to see if it is
meeting the program goals. Have an out-
side observer provide additional feedback
in meeting the needs of the children.
Observe in other classrooms for new ideas.

42E
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Classroom Environment and Schedule
Handout #2, Page 1

Scheduling the Program Day

When you sit down with a blank lesson plan book you need f_o consider
several factors as you fill in the spaces. If you have .±iecklist or

strategy to use when planning, you may be better able to produce a syste-
matic and comprehensive pregram.that will be responsive to the children's

needs and to your needs as well. Effective scheduling is the key to pro-
viding children the opportunity to accomplish individual goals.
V,Ictor'i to consider as you map out your program day include:
I. LTAPV: CHILD RATIO: Is the schedule realistic in terms of the number

of children and adults in the room (i.e., can you be six places at
once)? Are volunteers used in the classroom? If so, how many and for

what period of time? You will probably need the greatest amount of
help during free play/individual activity time.

2. PACING OF ACTIVITIES: Are active and quiet times interspersed through-

out the day? Do these active and quiet times reflect the needs of the
children and yourself? If students arrive or leave at various times,
schedule -an interactive play period at the beginning or end of the day.

Does your schedule have a quiet period after snack and lunch? Are spe-

cial events planned for the end of the day?

3. ROUTINE: Can the children expect certain things to take place each day

at approximately the same time? Consider drawing and labeling pictures
representing each part of the day and posting them, in timeline fashion

for the children to refer to. A daily schedule that the children can

see will provide them -with the security of a predictable routine.

4. ACQUISITION/GENERALIZATION BALANCE: Is time allotted only for new and

emerging skill development or are children given opportunities to

practice existing skills and to generalize-these skills to new

situations?
5. BALANCE OF ACTIVITIES: Have you included time for both child - directed

and teacher directed activities? Is there a balance between informa-
tive and creative tasks; structured and unstructured tasks? Is there a

balance of observing and participating for children? A time for them to

be alone, with other children, with you?
G. INDIVIDUALIZATION: Are you including time for large group, small group

and-individual activities? Are these activities designed to meet the

needs and individual learning styles of the children? Are these activities

adaptable to various levels of development?
7. BALANCE OF SUBJECT AREAS: Have you planned time for skill development

in all developmental and component areas (i.e., socialization, gross and

fine motor,. cognitive, language, self-help, nutrition, dental and

health)?
8. TRANSITIONS: Do you prepare children for transitions? Can you meet

objectives during transition times (i.e., rolling across the carpet to
the tables; saying what we will do next in a complete sentence, singing

a song)?
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Classroom Environment and Schedule
Handout #2, Page 2

9. PERSONAL PRIORITIES: Have you thought about your philosophy of early
childhood education and included activities which reflect those
beliefs all preschool children should be read to each day; music
is a must; language activities must take precedence)?

10. INFLEXIBLE TIME SLOTS: Have you allowed for those pre-scheduled
inflexible times like when meals are served, the time your group can
use the gym, times when specialists are scheduled to work with
individual. children.

11. PREPARATION, PLANNING & EVALUATION TIME: Do you have enough staff,
vo!unteers and preparation time to plan and set up each daily activity?
Have you defined and assigned specific responsibilities to staff and
Volunteers? Have you designated regular intervals to evaluate your
plans with staff, noting recommendations for the future?

12. VLEXIDJLITY: Have you anticipated the need for alternate plans due to
Alange of weath,2r, shortage of staff, personal crises, children':
readiness and "activity levels"?

13. l'HY[;ICA ;;PACE AND MATERIALS: Do you have enough space and equipment
to accomplish your daily goals (i.e., two staff members can't use one
record player at the same time)?

Consideration of all the:;e factors is a big order to fill but it is worth
it if you remember the 5 P's: Pre-Planning Prevents Poor Performance.

43j
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TRANSITIONING

LL nnitlon from one environment to anot:her can sometime be a

difficult experience. Adults and children alike make many transitions.

Going from reading a book to doing the wash, from playing outslu- to

eating lunch or from the babysitter's house to our own home are examples

of the smaller transitions we make in our daily liv,s. We also make

transitions, e.g., from living in one town to residing in another,

from an old job to a new one. Going from a known, comfortable environ-

mnt into a strange, new one can be an unsettling experience.

This workshop addresses the transitioning of children with handicapping

conditions into the public school system. Since this change can create

confusion, anxiety, and frustration for both the child and parents, steps

to ease this transition s- initiated by Head Start personnel.

This transition can be made smoother and more successful if the proper

groundwork is laid; careful planning and support maximizes the "head start"

the child and family will have. The steps involved are but a continuation

of the parent involvement skills you've helped the parents develop through-
,

out the year.

As a result of this workshop, participants will:

1. identify the skills a child and parents must have to succeed in the

next educational setting; and

2. brainstorm ideas for teaching these skills.

BACKGROUND FOR THE TRAINER

For further information about transitioning, refer to Appendix/B, pages

159 -174, of this training guide.

PREPARING FOR THE WORKSHOP

1. Duplicate the handouts, worksheet and overhead transparencies using
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the masters at the end of this section.

2. Equipment needs include an overhead projector, movie screen, 16 mul

movie projector and transparency marking pens.

3. Order the movie "Laton L;oes To School," or contact your Resource

Access Project for a loaner. The movie can be ordered from:

Calvin Communications, Inc.

1105 Truman Road

P.O. Box 15607

Kansas City, Missouri 64106

Phone: 816/471-7800

Rental cost: 5 days, $35.00 plus $2.50
for postage and handling

Purchase cost: $165.00 + $2.50 for
postage and handling

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THE WORKSHOP

This workshop will be conducted in four parts:

1) an introductory discussion using overhead transparencies on tran-

sitioning factors;

2) large group brainstorming of transitioning concerns for children;

3) small group brainstorming of transitioning concerns for parents;

and

4) a movie and summarizing discussion.

1. Introduction

Using the transparencies and the following script, introduce the

concept of transitioning.

Oizerhead Transparency #1

"Can you remember a time in your life when you made a large transition

such as a change in jobs, going away to camp or moving to a different

town? Was that transition an easy or difficult time in your life?"

"The transition from Head Start into the public school system is

a major change and can be a difficult and unsettling experience for

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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a child unless he/she is properly prepared. There are-four factors

that can influence a transition. We will first look at these factors-

and then examine more .lowly the actual changes that will take

place and the kilL; that will be needed in the next environment.

We will then 11f:e how we can work with the parents and the child to

specifically assist -.hem both with a smooth and successful transition."

Overhead Transparency 42

"How great is the change? The first factor to consider is the en-

vironmental and structural change the child will experience such

as: larger school bus, different building, longer day, etc."

Overhead Transparency #3

"Does the child have the skills needed in the next environment?

We need to look at the specific skills the child will need in the

next setting. In addition to traditional 'readiness skills' the

child will also need 'survival skills' such as the ability to

listen in a group, share and take turns and ask for help when

he/she needs it. *These skills will help him/her blend in and adapt

to the next environment."

Overhead Transparency #4

"How many people does the child have to support her/him? This factor

relates to the number of people the child has to assist him or her

in the transition and the quality of that support system. We need

to look at and plan for the type of assistance parents, teachers and

handicap services coordinators can give to the,child."

Overhead Transparency #5

"How does the child feel about him/herself at the time of the tran-

sition? The last factor to examine is the child's self-concept and

self-esteem, which can greatly influence the success of the transition.

If the child feels confident and secure and has a positive self-image,

the change will be easier. Preparation for transitioning should in-

clude providing opportunities and experiences for both the parents
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and child which bolster their confidence in their abilities and

build skills for making a successful transition."

2 Large (;roup Brainstorming of Transitionin9 Factors for Children

Introduce this activity by explaining to the group that they will

brainstorm the changes the child will need to deal with when

making a transition. They will then be sharing ideas for preparing

the child for making these changes, and discussing how various

people can help in the process.

Using overhead transparencies #6, 7 and 8, present the introductory

statements and elicit responses from participants; write their

responses on the transparencies.

Note to the trainer: the following are suggested responses to

assist you in initiating or supplementing participants' responses.

Overhead Transparency #6

What will be different for the child?

-bathroom facility

-different size tables for working and eating

- play equipment

-size of building/classroom

- meals served in cafeteria style rather than

family style

-teacher:child ratio

-being in a school with older children

transportation to and from school

time per day/days per week

Overhead Transparency #7

Brainstorm ideas and activities for teaching the skills needed to

deal with these changes. Be creative and imaginative!

-plan cooperative activities with a kindergarten or first grade

class. For example, seasonal parties, friendship stew (each child

brings something to add to a stew that is cooked, and then shared),

a teddy bear picnic (each child brings a peanut butter.and jelly

sandwich, their favorite teddy bear and goes on a picnic), etc.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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a fiel tri:: so a :;a:rtlic arc:: .Irl.ane to lunL-h wI,n

1. :se ;1:;t:c7rotn:J 1.:(271e tine In

t,ne

-t, ki photo:, ,ft the next envirnm,_tut or road storms about the "big

school". Discuss what it might be like.

a kindergarten class draw and describe pictures about their

hnol (±X.1(!(' 02ilanio the pictures into a booklet for

discussion.

-have a first or second grade stu:ient come to talk about what school__

is like for them.

-work in larger qrouos and lengthen the time of directed teaching

activities.

-require more ind,Tendent work.

Overhead Transparency 48

Describe the supportive role each of the followin4 ?e:

Head Start Teacher:

-t-eview with parents the rights guaranteed by Public Law

-participate in public school staffings as an advoe for t.:,r?

parent.

-plan c::operative visits with a kindergarten teacher.

-plan a "make and take" materials workshop with kindergarten teachers.

-observe a kindergarten class. Invite kindergarten teacher to ob-

serve your program.

-i:Nite kindergarten teacher to speak at a parent meeting to suggest

ways that Head Start parents can use the summer months to prepare

their children for school.

-distribute summer calendars to all Head Start parents (See next page

and Handout #1 for further information) .

-pret2aro Progress report for the parent and public school personnel

(See next nage and Handout for further information).

-conduct a parent meeting to discuss "Survival Skills" and ways to

continue to teach these at home during the summer (See next page

and :!an lout ji1 for further discussion.
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The Parents:

-attend the school staffing.

-visit with the new teacher and share the techniques that work best

with their child

-visit the new schc,o1 with the child

visit the _ark and teach the child to use larger equipment

-eat at a cafeteria

Administrative Staff:

-coordinate arrangements necessary for parent and child to visit

the new environment

provide each parent with information about the school their child

will be attending:

-name of school

-name of principal

-address

-phone number

-name of teacher

coordinate a Transition Planning Meeting with parents, Head Start

and public school personnel. This may be done in conjunction with

the final review of the I.S.P. (See next page and Handout #3 for

further information)

3. Additional Discussion and Information on Transitioninct_ Factors for

Children

The following points and activities may be covered during or after the

large group brainstorming at your discretion.

a. Inform participants that prior to any transition procedure, it

is necessary to get written consent from parents or guardians

to release information to anyone in the child's next educational

setting. This must be done prior to talking to kindergarten

teachers, specialists, etc. and prior to exchanging written in-

formation. A "Release of Information" form must be specific

about "who" is releasing "what" information "to whom" for "what

purpose" and "for what period of time" the release of information

consent extends. This must be done for all information that is

released.

437
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Distribute Handouts and the s.imi:;le summer calendar abd

Early Childho-,:i Pregress Report.

Distribute H,Andout ;i1, the Transition Planning eetino forms.

Discuss the fea.,,;ibility and value of such meetings in your

particular setting and situation.

d. Distribute Handout #4, "Out of the Nest", which delineates

eleven survival skills. Introduce the concept of survival skills

by explailj_ng that survival skills are competencies th at enable a

child to blend, adapt and compete within a classroom environment.

These skills are not developmental targets, for example, to say

the alphabet or name eight colors, but behaviors that assist a

child in getting along in the environment. They are skills the

child must have to enter, maintain and succeed in kindergarten.

Using the overhead transparency #9, discuss each skill and tell

participants that ideas for teaching these skills are listed in

they handout.

Optional Activities for Survival Skills:

1) Have participants choose one of the survival skills and in groups

of 3-6 participants, brainstorm all the possible ways of teaching

the skill. Groups would share ideas using round robin method.

2) Have each group choose a different survival skill. Allow 15 minutes

to brainstorm all the possible wayE to teach that one skill.

3) Select one survival skill and using Handout #5, the lightbulb, have

each participant write an idea for teaching that skill. Ideas

should then be exchanged by placing the handouts in a box and

having participants draw one. Participants then read the ideas

that they selected. The person who wrote the idea may elaborate

on it if they wish.

4. Small Croup Brainstorming of Transitioning Factors for Parents

Divide participants into groups of 3-5 members. Distribute Worksheet

to each group, and ask that each group select a member to act as

recorder. Each group will complete the worksheet by brainstorming.

Assist groups, as needed. Allow at least 20 minutes for task comple-

tion. As a large group, use the round robin technique to hare ideas.
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(See Introduction section entitled "Discussion Strategies" for a

description of round robin.)

5. Movie

Introduce the movie "Laton Goes To School" by telling the participants

that it portrays a successful transition from a Head Start classroom

into the public schools. The movie depicts skills and procedures

that can be used by teachers and parents in helping a child make a

successful transition.

Ask participants to note activities that the parents, the Head Start

teacher, and the public school teacher do to assist Laton in his

transition.

You may wish to lead a summarizing discussion of the movie using

the following questions:

a. What was different for Laton in the new environment?

b. How did his Head Start teacher help him prepare for his new

school?

c. What did Laton's parents do before, during and after his tran-

sition into first grade?

d. What did Laton's new teacher do to aid in the transition?

e. What'"ideas are applicable to you as a Head Start teacher?

6. Summary

This session might best be summarized by deciding as a group which

of the transitioning procedures to implement. The discussion could

center around the pros and cons for each procedure, a decision on

which procedures to use and how each procedure could be implemented.
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Transitioning
Transparency 41
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Transitioning
Transparency #2
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DOES THE CHILD HAVE THE

SKILLS NEEDED IN THE NEXT

ENVIRONMENT ?

Transitioning
Transparency 43
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Transitioning
Transparenc

HOW MANY PEOPLE DOES
THE CHILD HAVE TO
SUPPORT HIM/HER ?
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HOW DOES THE CHID
FEEL ABOUT HIM/HERSELF
AT THE TIME OF THE
TRANSITION ?



Transitioning
Transparency #6

1. WHAT WILL BE DIFFERENT FOR THE CHILD?

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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2. BRAINSTORM IDEAS AND ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHING THE SKILLS

NEEDED TO DEAL WITH THESE CHANGES, BE CREATIVE AND

IMAGINATIVE !
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Transitioning
Transparency #8

3. DESCRIBE THE SUPPORTIVE ROLE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING

COULD PROVIDE:

HEAD START TEACHER:

PARENTS:

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF:

447
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VI

Transitioning
Transparency #9

1. RESPONDS POSITIVELY TO SOCIAL RLCOGNI1ION AND REIN1ORCEMENT.

2. EXPRESSES EMOTIONS AND FEELINGS APPROPRIATELY,

3. ATTENDS TO A SPEAKER IN A LARGE GROUP.

4. RELATES EXPERIENCES AND IDEAS TO OTHERS.

5, FOLLOWS THREE-PART DIRECTIONS RELATED TO TASK.

6. MAKES CHOICES.

7. COMPLETES ABILITY LEVEL TASKS INDEPENDENTLY.

8. RAISES HAND AND/OR GETS TEACHER'S ATTENTION WHEN NECESSARY,

9. MOVES THROUGH ROUTINE TRANSITIONS SMOOTHLY,

10. WAITS TO TAKE TURNS AND SHARES.

11. HAS BASIC INDEPENDENT SELF-HELP SKILLS:

A. WILL PUT ON/OFF OUTER CLOTHING WITHIN

A REASONABLE AMOUNT OF TIME,

B. CARES FOR OWN BATHROOM NEEDS.

C. FEEDS SELF,

448
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Transitioning
Handout #1
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Portage Project 2

191 dar Includes lots of id ls and utivitie that

y( fa;:lily can do with your pr,-f:chool child. All the ideas will not be

,gr:,1u Lit*. any ,,r.e child, k olliet.111.e:, you lilac h,:ed to ,1Ler ac

Livity 1;1 ightly LO r.akr it or harder for your child.

to :..11ii-.titute an idea of your own.

Or , y. may

Thcie are specific suggestions and calendar pages for each date in

June, July and August. Just read the ideas for the date, change it if

necessary, then try it with your child and let him put a star or a happy

face on the calendar after he's done the activity. Additional activities

are included at the back of the booklet.

We hope you have a wonderful, fun-filled summer.

Acknowledgements
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Nally thanks to Jackie Julian, 1,21-gar-et :3tine a

and layout of the 1981 calendar.
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Portage Project

I ,lit ly with I . Let him hyrii. lit, slit cl

/II d t. t ;Wu' t./11 Put both con-

,,,ht't!, III A ow-light area. Together watch the beans on the saucer to see

I :1

i ; I t I . ,t tu. t eac:11 day.

get card to check out Look::, albums, etc.

Hive yoo.0 Hi t ld water those beans today. Use an empty dish detergent bottle

tilled with water. Have him squirt a few drops. Now let him go outside and

d:aw pl,Atirt on the sidewoJk by squirting the water. It's a good idea to

fill a huge bucket with water and put it outside. This way they won't run

in out of the house to refill their bottles.

ike put (31 seeds on the sponge and keep it racist. to watch

,tune

,11. Cs; t a shape. Give it to your child as a sample. Let

him 1 and outside to find shapes that are the same. If several

childr n partich ate, Lave 1-Ace or sce who can find the most.

JU:le.

a::.1 show your child dii ferent shapes. Draw shape for yoilir child.

Have him `at them out. Arrange toothpicks into shapes. Name them.

Shapes in the environment orange slices, etc., use everyday objects to

stress shapes. Look for shapes in food, furniture, plants, etc.
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June 7

I"
t

Portage Project

1. 11,; k 1,ag unt

1_:; evenly g :;tributed. !;,;w let thy, cnild d:aw with his finger or trace

.H/o. H

Have children look in tchen today for different shapes. Have the child

4

name the shape of crac;.eis, cookies, biead, etc. Together use cookie cutters

to change the I;hape of the bread, bologna, jello, etc. Also look in the cabinet

and name the shape of containers.

June 9

Gather leaves from shrubs in the yard. Play a game by having the child find

the same shape leaf on a shrub. You may change the game by using flowers.

June 10

Collect eml tv cardboard boxes of varying sizes. Pt ,rate if you dei;ire. Use

to make a tort or obstacle course.

size.

You can al: sequence them according to

June 11

>ake a wind chime. Take a coat hanger, string or yarn and metal .1)-jects such

as large nails, empty tin cans, old silverware, broken metal toys. Tie them

to the coat hanger and hang in a windy si.at.

June 12

.asure hunt. Hide a treasure in the yard (a treat). Flaw pictures to use

as clues to help the child find the treasure. For example, draw a tree. At

the tree the child will find another clue that shows a lawn chair and so on

until the treasure is found. 452
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Portage Project 5

ua:01. . 1.-r- 1.P.i for fw()rmn, i for

1if 1 cr 'if n ever a r(,,:k. Make a c / 1e itli r in(t to see if the child

if%'iL. things.

a 1: ve iii tow.:1 wit 11 ycaur effi I iii ,3 )1.1 Tell

,-af L1ttf Hag. f.falte a tlag out ut an old pillow case or similar piece of

t: LH! 1, et f,.,fer or a stick for a handle. tine crayons, markers

( !I 1,, lildU to ccerit L.

hiffe IL

Pave your child make a co::tume fyom an old paper bag. Help him cut' out a place

or ffn and head. Have ti( child paint or color the costume or glue fabric or

i,aper :,craps to ciecorate the bag. Use the piece of paper to make a hat. Get

.:eun !lag (Juhe 14) and have a porade.

:ant, it

Have your child m,:ko a gigantic card for Father's Day. Use a large paler bag.

Trace around child. Have him paint, color or decorate the body form & give it

to dad on :unday. Also have your child bake something special for Dad. Let

yea:- Alild fill the measuring cup and help you stir. If you make cookies or cake

decorate thom for Father's Day.

.7tiffe 17

Have your child do sbmething special for dad today. He/she can bring him the

lrea:Jst L Pel, draw a special placomat on a paper towel and tell him

you love him and give him a big hug.
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Portage Project

It, ..itrawberrics

pap-r cups
woogen ice cream I;t

Pat at in 1)I_Undt' , 1,1cnd :.11j011t h. 1.(711- into bowl
In n pcy yogurt. Fill ciips 2/3 full with mixture. Put stick in center.

1 1- 5 cup and serve.

,1 ink:,. Lill a container with water and some red food coloring.

cut the iottem inch off fom rib of celery and place it standing in the

cup of c(.1oted woe/. Let stand several rs. Cut it open to see where the

plant drunk the water vi bridal wreath daisies also work.

6

June 20

Give your child chalk on the sidewalk or driveway to make a hopscotch i:attern.

Let the child throw a bean bag or stone on a square; hop to the square and back

to start.

June 21

Day of Summer. There are more daylight hours today than any other day

of the year. Do something with sun. Draw a picture of a sun.

June 22

Walk the line. Stretch out a six foot piece of yarn or string. Show the

child how to walk on the line one foot in front of the other. Make the string

into

June 23

Make parachutes with your child.

or letter and try to stay on the line.

Use a square of 'cloth or old hankie. Tie a

ten inch string to each corner and tie other end of strings c, an cmi " thread

spool. Have your child paint faces or decorate the spool. Have him/her toss in

the air of drop from steps or chair.
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Junc 24

ftl'.' th(.. Id !;it. in front of his/her how:. He shol.ild count windows,

'el in th,.. low. , doors,

.June

,2 1 inr; u-ing t (.n half gallon milk cartons or jugs filled with

.;and .1 :L .1 uti( "11.11) can for a 13,11 1_ra l t he can and knock over the

. .1! t )1,:

Ni(rne:1. If you 1)arhegue dinnel: on a charcoal grill, let your

child to,it a marshm.a.11ow after dinner when the coals have cooled. Have

the child put the toasted marshmallow on half of a graham cracker and place

sguire of a chocolate bar on top of it. Top with the other half of a gra-

ham cracl-.or.

June 27

ece:; of cardboard and place around the yard to form a path. Using a

toy car or truck drive around the neighborhood. You micht give directions

()r- the (Mild such as, "drive to the store, stop at the park and come home,"

You could also ask questions like, ".Whose house is closest to the store?"

June 28

:lake a pun hing bag. Draw a face on an old pillow case using colored markers.

Stuff it with rags or newspapers and tie the top together. Hang punching bag

from a tr(:e with a sturdy rope and punch!

June 21)

Shining ;rainie_er.. Give your child either vinegar or lemon juice with salt and-

a piece of s:.)nge, cotton or cloth to shine the pennies.



Portage Project 8

June 30

yr,ui yoUr child help you Mix of liluid dish

ditilled (;.ive the

r,!7' i 1 t '.'(' y(,'1 r :.11h1_,1 pipe or a ire

\.02 1. out.

i rah my ili a tub of wattu-. out a variety of objects: and Ict your child

iii!iow:er which one will sink and which ones viii float. Then make a fishinc7

tole of a et. ick with a string and a pipe cleaner or wire hook at the end.

!.:eo how many fish each pid.;on can catch.

July 2

Work with your child to ma:.e musical instruments for a 4th of July parade.

Shakers Put dried peas and beans in a foil pie tin. Place another tin of the

same size on top. Either lace or tape together. Or put the beans in an empty

Pringles can and shake.

Fa..!.00 - Put a square of wax paper over the end of a hollow cardboard tube. Se-

cure with a rubber band. Have your child hum into open end of tube to play a

tune.

Cymbals - Use foil pie tins with pipe cleaners.

July 3

Make more band instruments today. Make a drum out of a salt,, oatmeal, or coffee

can. Leave the ends on the salt or oatmeal box. Remove both ends of the coffee

cans and place plastic lids on each end; use awooden spoon for a drum stick.

Make sandblocks using two blocks of wood (2 inch X 1 inch). Glue sandpaper to

each block. Rub blocks together to make noise.
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July 4

Have ,r p-rrade for the fourth. Get together the iritruments you made. Get

out a flag one :',ade oh June 14th) and have uomeone hold the flag to

lead the Ch t11(nlIld t IV.? yard. l.;xcliange instruments and lf.t each

wi.d the flag. Teach song, "Yankee Doodle Went To Town".

July 5

toSS. Cut a large cit. le in an of ;11of:!t, rug, or lox. hecorate it

like a clown fdce with the hole being mouth. Hang the sheet on the clothes

line. a hdll, dry sponge or bean bag and try to throw it through the hole.

July, 6

Homemade popsicle. Dissolve o::e package of jello, one package of kool-aid, and

one cup sugar in two cups very hot water. Stir in twc cups of very cold water

and mix. Pour into paper cups and insert popsicle :_L.icks, plastic spoons or

use toothpicks in ico cube *rays. When frozen, eat and enjoy.

July 7

Whipped soap painting. Place soap flakes and small amount of water in large

bowl. Show child how to hold and turn egg beater. When mixture becomes

frothy, use fingers to make designs with soap on paper (construction paper or

paper bags).

July 8

Have children make a tent. Attach one end of an old blanket to a wall or fence.

U.se sticks or 1:ocks to hold opposite end to the ground. Or put blanket over

clothesline and secure ends with rocks or sticks.

July 9

cuppets Hve you: child draw a face (_n a sock with a crayon or marker. Sew on

buttons for eyes and use yarn or string for hair. Make just one or make the char-

acters in a favorite story.
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July 10

!,11}le a puppet theater to put a show with the puppets you made yeritoiday.

on the opposite side cut -2 large liquor°.

Help your child make a t( ss and catch game using 2 plastic milk jugs or

bleach ciintdine/s with a hiind1(, whiffle hall and three foot string. Cut the

1,ttem half if the bottle; punch a hole on the cap and push the string through

knot the st, ring so that most of the string is in the bottle; tie the ball on

the othe: end of the string. Hold the jug and toss the ball, catch it in the

jug or toss a loose ball with your hand and catch it in the jug.

July 12

Have your child make a fruit float. Pill a glass with fruit such as strawberries,

banana slices, melon pieces that he/she has prepared. Pour in chilled gingerale

or lemon lime soda. Top with a scoop of sherbet.

July 13

Have the child draw a picture, write or copy a letter or make a symbol story.

Help the child fold the paper and put it in an envelope. Address the letter to

the child and take it to the Post Office. In a few days, the child will get a

letter in the mail with he letter/picture he made. You can also have your child

write to friends in town or relatives.

July 14

Roast something on a stick besides a marshmallow. Have your child put a hot

dog lenthwise on a stick and wrap "weiner wraps" around it. Or use a tube of

biscuiti-,, and wrap biscuits on the stick. Be sure to be there to help. Your

child will probably eat it even if it's burned things taste so good when you

make them yourself.
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July 15

If it a warm evening have your child go out and catch lightening bugs before

f 1 y

11

lo.tt.17 dark. Count 11()w many you ,;(!e. y to catch them while they're

July 16

Tin can !;tilts. (J !;e two 1h. coffee cans pound a nail into bottom to

hole!:;. trinq ,uld knot about an 18-inch section of clothes line

thr(qjh holes. The child stands on the cans and holds the rope to walk.

July 11

Yellow day. Have your child Lake a walk around the house and yard; put a

yellow string on all the yellow things you can Find. Wear a yellow ribbon

or somethL:.; yellow today. Eat corn on the cob and butter, talk about the

color of the food.

July 18

Red day. Try (-) put as much color in the clay as you can. Name the color for

your child often. Have your child count all the red things you can find. Have

nom,, watermelon or a cherry. Make red jello. Find a red car or truck. Look

for vehicles with a red light on top. Wear something red.

July 10

B1ut day. Have your child wear something blue today. Have him sue» if anyone

in his family has blue eyes. Have him look for che color blue on .Agns and on

boxes and cans. Ask, Is the sky blue today ?" Have your child take out his

bJue crayons and draw a bluebird or a blue boat. Give your child a blue bal-

loon and play catch with, it.
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July 20

colors. show your child red, yellow and blue ford coloring. Let, him

i; with odcl; r:olor. Then mix them to

(Mid ';,) this witn cr vons

)1Je color on Lop of another.

Ped and blue make purple.

Nue and yellow make green.

Fed and yellow make orange.

Jnly

Look for a raHhow when it is raining and the sun is shining. Can your child

find red, otange, yellow, green and blue? Have a rainbow race with your child

while you're aiting for the rainbow. Have your child sit by a windovl and each

choose a drop of rain that is sitting at the top of the window pane. Watch to

see whose raindrop reaches the bottom of the window first. If it's a sunny

day, make a rainbow with a garden hose br sprinkler. Put child's hathi:ig suit

on him and have him run through the sprinkler.

July 22

Decorate your tricycle. Have your child attach an old playing card to the spokes

of the wheel with a clothes pin. Have him make streamers'for the handles from an

empty plastic bag. Have him cut strips to within 2 inches of the end of the hag.

Roll-up and tape to handle grip. Wrap bright colored paper around the handle

bars. Secure with masking tape.

July 23

Have a picnic today even f it's only in your backyard. Let your child help

you mix lemonade or kool-aid. Also have child help make sandwiches, perhaps-pea-

nut butter and jelly. If you live in the country, take a walk in the woods and

enjoy your picnic there.
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July 24

Have your child build a castle with sand and water. Have him make a mound

a handful of :,and and let it drip in the mound. Continue drip-

/ 11(

Jhly

dye tlw child a larqo pan of water, a plastic meat baster, small pitcher or

,

111,:,i';1.11-inc; cup and smaller containers marked with lines. Let the child use the

t() fill the smaller cont iners. Tell the,child to fill the container

t" !!ie line. (' mHite the amount. of water in each container.

jul y

There. are many fresh vt!getables available now. Find one that your child is

not familiar with. Let him pick it out in the store or from the garden. Talk

about its color, how it grows, look for its seeds. Plan on serving it for the

evening meal. Let the child help you prepare it if possible.

July 27

Send your child on a scavenger hunt. Make a list by drawing pictures of things

both inside and outside of the house to find. When child finds all objects,

!,ey win the prize-treat, blue ribbon, etc.

July 28

Have your child watch as you make a paper airplane from a piece of notebook

paper or an 8 X 11 inch piece of newspaper. Then help him make one also.

1) Fold two corners to the center. 2) Fold along center. 3) Fold each

side in half once more to make wings. Put a paper clip on the nose to make

it fly more easily. Children can color the airplane or glue pictures to it.
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July 29

Wash the hike and car today. Show your cd1A how to attach the hone to the

,()J . t thl ;11 Id 11,. .11e na bike. ce roc js and a

!!!r -!,

polish t'- chro:-.1e until he !.e(:',;

July tO

Have your child make a dandelion necklace, brace/et or crown. Pick Jots of

Hut to sure to kop he stoma on. Make A chain by making a slit

ho ulom and pulling anothor stem throu!jh it uo to the flower. Make a

t- in that stem and repeat unt. you have enos h to make the necklace, crown,

or bracelet or cut the dandelion stems into pieces and strina them on a string.

July 31

Find a new pet today. Have your child look for a spider, a caterpillar, a frog,

a turtle, a worm, some ants, a lady pug, or any other bug. Put him in a jar

with tiny air holes in the lid. Watch it and see what it does. Let them go at

night.

August 1

Broad jump. Get two pieces of string each about two feet long. Stretch

them out on the grass about 2 inches apart. Each time your child can jump

over both strings move them farther apart.

August 2

Start a collec ion. Suggest to your child some things he could collect.

Some ideas might be bottle caps, popsicle sticks, pretty stones, shells, leaves

to press, insects. Show your collection to your friends.
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August 3

Make a mineral garden that grows crystals. Fill a shalloW bowl 11 full with

water. Nave your child stir in salt, one tablespoon at a time and dissolve

111!. lc, cLir 11, . no more will dissolve. Add table-

ci, DO:1 -inegar. Now completely fill bowl with charcoal.. Sal,: Lysldls will

Iorm In a Jay as this wter evapor,tes.

,iliP;ust 4

lnn. Place a Mat ladder on the ground. The child can 1) walk forward

w,. bctwocn 2) walk forward with feet on rungs, 3) walk forward

with fcct. on sides of la :der and 4) jump with 2 feet together between rungs.

August 5

a ring. Have the child use pipe cleaners and large buttons with 2 or 4

holes.or ore with a wire loop underneath. Put pipe cleaner. through the holes

and adjust to fit finger.

Auqust 6

Be a detective. Select many common household items. Blindfold the child and

have him identify objects by touching, tasting or smelling. Include items to

feel: uncooked macaroni, dried beans, spoons, forks, towel, sock. Items to

smell: lemon, peppermint, vinegar, perfume, zoap. Items to taste: milk,

.Chocolate milk, pop, kool-aid, orange or apple juice.

August 7

A day for big words. Let today be the day for size words. Use these words

in describing things to your child, tell them what they mean. Have him say

them, too. Look around the house, yard and neighborhood to find objects that

fit the description. Words to use: Gigantic, huge, collasal, tiny, miniscule,

micr6scopic.
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l'Ort

--

0 1'1-0

i in:

TY r,o find. diff

zA)
soft, hard,

! wtth eyes

or. tvel, through a

.d'ont H- rry it lAind

:gust 10

Huy a game of 1_;haes. Draw shape on the sidew,,ilk Co; drive,:ay W_L A a :,:ece of

chalk. Draw the same shapes on ttrlures of par.)er. TC't_ th=., chid pick up a pie(:-:.!

t paper and then (.,f1 t:1( ;:r1Ji'.. '7,-y to the end first. Flay as

Cabtain may I".

Au 0:0 11

-ry a new fruit IJA!1c. l'IjY a lit that your ci10 has not yet tried. Talk about

how it tants:, looks, ',here it gro-z a00 what kind of pLirit it grows on.

1.

August 1

are your 'hild find large rocks. Wash them and let t!cd.. Icy. Lot: tO: child son

wl!t.r-nt faces or other designs on the ':*on can also glue scruns of

fabric on the rocks. 'Cf, the cott.Ipleted ones for pauer weights or door stop.

August

Play a 'whit's missing" game. Use a wagon or large truck; 3-5 objects in the

truck. Let one child push the truck behind a screen and rn-cove one object. rush the

truck back and let the children guess what's missing.
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.' 1_ ! r:f

1_7

hi 1.r Liiefeet

t'ne side-

500. 05' 11 1 oir! Proom-; t or sturdy long mailing tube, an

rags or new ,ter, rut the top of the sock over the end of the stick

wit1: di,aw Feature:7 c;-: .-.1-7se with

f yu want.

chil Lt tie triI. help him fill pop bottles to different

sr si Id hlow he pon, 1_,.::Ltles and discover the

17

T! lieli your child make a game of cleaning up the yard. Explain to your

hi Id :ntt in yard and what doesn't. give him a special box to at the

i:I. Tell him to if he can fill tse box.

tt:7,.tde ''our child. have .your chi 2d listen to the sounds in the night.

for might be crickets c:':Iirping, dogs barking, cars going by,

cie if your child can name the rounds he It(_,ars.

1')

day. Find o:.1 r:i:rt-ins, dresser and jackets for your child. have your

!::111t: ',It:, I 11:tve 1 ..:ra-be or t ea party.

ire today and mail it to grandmother. Instead of drawing, the child

could pick small flowers and glue them to a piece of paper. Cover the paper with

clear contact if desired. Tot the child trace their name to sign the card.
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I'ortaut... :reject

1:1 I heft, t

I ; .:11 t

,

who gets most :ails to ste: in the ntctions is tho winner. For

"t e 1:htt ,:od: o gieat.er "..',11.1.: and

.take so:to )dicy ioilies yot...a child. tt,ike cure to have your child holp make them.

4 hvelopes unflavofed c3elatin (or 4 tabl: -poons

1 cup cold water
6-ounce can'frolten concentrates grape juice,

thx.:ed, undiluted (or orange juic:e)

uel,din over water in par.. !..-]tir over lot,' heat five minutes until gelatin

in mpletely dir;solved. Remove from heat and ntir in juice. Four into e.ght inch

';gthire refri.;,..dato at least two hours until firm. Cut into squires, keep

.geratedi

Thil is the :or your child Lu clean up toys. Take out. trucks, cars, i q

and anything vi no that looks urimy. C.et a bucket ,ncler-i, rags, and water and :flaybe

even a tahleno-n c so of detergent iri ('Ii tooti,hrush or n..truli hrilnh is tun to

tine, too!

%Ligust .25

Frozen banam:s. Cut bananas in 11:11f. Place popsicle stick, dip in chocolate

syrup or hohey. io1 1 in nuts or Rice Krispies. Or slice bananau and u1.0 tooth-

picks for sticks. Place in freezt2r 1.to 2 hours.



.7.

=Th1 t.c

0.;1:; 1i.: 1

' yor chi2g

1..

Fiil pool 1.acY.et wit.h .;;;aer. Gather things th.it_ will be

.ge (ii f.: odor, .ght or sizte).

' .1 1

19

Por example,

the di7:eik.fle hf!t;,:een

rat is on the I i tie to dry.

i.,t1;;:; or cann Hh()Ut L! inchez-;

cc: P oP a along the trac:: or use

: ;11 .;:;;; t: ;!, t 11,2 or

h; .1g% :I,ye :;:outh bottle oh the behind a chair. dnile

!;; ch -lothespins into the bottle. As this

7 h a smaller 51(; t

ccli chi/d animals, their trainers, the clowns and

the chila-lren T)retehd to members ,o the circus. ;se old clothes and

';.;1 he the /-ingmaster and unce each act. Have popcorn for

a ;;tcc y aboi:t the acrd your chil ; did this surctler. Have your

child druw pictures. Then let him tell you what each picture is about. Write the

Cory mc: ;:tut-es. :;1ake a cover and tie the pages together. Tell the

:11 cry to trioni.
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1 J.

20

wit!, child

H.riJ and :Alp 1:1 a pi,2Lure to color

cr

Fire 3atetv

an "escape ..te roue in case of 11"(1' or

Tr,rency. "fir or k.:1.,ergency" drill. ThQn play fir,.

ioh:t cr jC to an _drl hJt.

:0, to (.)no Curreodence

Have child paste pictureL, of ani::ials, people, dishes, etc. on a sheet

of papr. Have child count the n!rmber of objects and put an e'jual

nuiliber of paper clips on the page.

"Chict.,hs Have Feathers"

Have the child place their hands on their shoulders in such a way that

their arms resen:ble wings. Ca ,(It various animals. If the anil

has feathers, th.:? child "flaps" ...s winas. If not, no :-.1ov(_::,.ient.

chickens have feathers (flap, flap)

dogs have feathers (no flapping)

Or select ::other activity such as clapping two times. Use such topics

as thin.;:, we t:at o wear.

We eat bananas (clap, clap)
;e eat shoes (no clap)

Cunting

Count the furniture legs in the kitchen dining re:m.

Dean Bag

!-!ake a bag from an old pot holder. Fill it with rice or Leans and sew shut.

Take A Tr'ip

Draw a large suitcase on a piece of paper. Cut out sf catalog clothes

you need for trip. 1......;te on suitcase.

Library

Take a trip to the litrary. Take out a card in you child's name. Help

your child choose 3nd check out a book. .
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" L i.i:i ::t :H ;C iut pins Lo ich number .<7.;ymbol
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uu cardboard. Cover parts with colored

(g ts. Match colored plastic clothes pins
riot u.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRESS YEPCjq

CHILD'S NAME PARENT'S NAME__

BIRTHDATE ADDRESS

SCHOOL PHONE NUMBER

REPORTER

Transit ioning
iindflut

I. PROGRESS REPORT: CHILD CAN UPON REnUEST, EASILY PERFORM THE

FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES,

A. COGNITIVE SKILLS:

B. MOTOR SKILLS:

C, LANGUAGE SKILLS:

D. SOCIALIZATION SKILLS:

E. SELF-HELP SKILLS:

EMERGING SKILLS: THE NEXT ACTIVITIES THE Cl,LD SHOULD BE ABL

TO LEARN ARE:

A, COGNITIVE SKILLS:

B. MOTOR SKILLS:

C. LANGUAGE SKTLL.b:

D. SOCIALIZATION SKILLS:

E. SELF-HELP SKILLS:

4'2/6
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Transitioning
ftitHout a2

DOES THE CHILD LEARN BEST?

f'.PLAG OF STRENGTH

13, OF :MEIJS

flEANINGFUL REINFORCENENT

1'!, PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS:

Si GWaD P1ENT INVOLVEANf:

471
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.

:1(.t2t Pato

on Pla:inii:g

Firth(ile

.
De:;cription of chlid at home:

Tith,

major concerns of family at this time (for child, others in

Desc!-i,Li n1 of child at school:

4. Major concerns of staff regarding child, family:

5. Other than Head Start, what :.-rvices is the child receiving?

(medical, therapeutic, etc.)

Transitioning
Handout #3
;age 1

6. Description of major developmental changes made by the child during

year:

*Designed to organize the relevant information and concerns gene -

the planning meeting and to assist the participants in the coqs:c

of future program planning and educationi goals for the ciciJd.
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Transitioning
Handout #3
Page 2

1. inhal uL.al are su(m7,-.: t;: 1. School pt-o(u-am?

WH17. ether agen,H-:;.h,:c.'e diagnosti(: informat- h regarding the chi ld?

=elided It the enter the nex* :->cho() program oi

th mmwr or an thy fall?

tyie of program plaents are -y2ommended for next year? (i.e.

Heae SPait, Head Start and Public Se: ()01 -mlbination, Public School

1,:ucation Public School .lainstreamed Program, Regular

.:1)1ae School Lu5dii, etc.)

11. What related ,..aervices are recommended for next year? (i.e., transpor-

tatawl, L:peech therapy, pity::: al therapy, etc.)

12. Signatures c persons attending Transition Planning Meeting

Name Position

47,3
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Transitioning
handout #3
ptue 3

HI! ,

ad l:ow you He/she ulso

discuss ii.: heve about the pteseue of the othu Lersons

atten-::ing thu meeting us weL c.Lc o invite a relu'estu:e Of

your choice. You may call for --i time to meet.

We Iook fervard to seeing you.

Sincerely,

Please check below and return.

I will uLt.eud the Tr t Plann ing e Ling.

I will not be attend.,q the Transition Inincj Meetiti, t: under-
_

stund that 1 will he i::formod of all tIrukes and ',Hit have

t( live my pc.g-mis:tion the exchange of it;lorr.ta:ion with any other

ugency.

474
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Transitioning
Handout-, #3

Page 4

1nim - in a mecning

will [review his/nef

We will

t

Inc will last about

betow and rel_ur.

in ;-.-,onnunity

ie at;_ehdi:.g the Transition Planning Meeting.

wLL1 Lc 1e Transition Planning Meeting.

Signature

Agency

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V



Transitioning

Handout 44

"instructional Srategies

To Prepare

Young, Exceptional Children

For hindergarten

Editeri by Barbara Wolfe and Jenny Lange

Portage Project TEACH
ilted with permission of the Wisconsin EC:EEN Project
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don
The following list of skills and strategies is the result of two workshops held in Wisconsin

in the summer of 1979 which focused on issues and concerns related to mainstreaming young

handicapped children. Sixty Head Start kindergarten and Early Childhood - Handicapped

teachers attended the three day workshops. This booklet was compiled and edited by Barbara

Wolfe, Jenny Lange, Harriet Futzer, Trish Modell and Sue Treb under the auspices of a State

implementation grant awarded to The Wisconsin EC:EEN Project, Dept. of Public Instruction,

126 Langdon St., Madison, WI 53702. The concept was based on the initial "Survival Skills"

work of Betty Vincent, Gail Walter and Pansy Brown of UW-Madison.

It is interesting that the survival skills compiled here are not concept-oriented ("can name

five farm animals") or perceptually-oriented ("knows under, over and behind") or reading-

oriented ("recognizes three lower-case letters"). While concepts, perceptual skills and

reading readiness are important, they are not sufficient for kindergarten success. Perhaps,

this group of teachers is suggesting that it is not so much what a child is taught but how

the child perceives him/herself as a learner that can make the difference.

476
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1. RESPONDS -1DSITIVELY TO SCIAL RECOGNITION AT REINFUEI

A "Wonderful Work" hcaro, or a f:..iemv, can he usi?d to display children's work.

"V.I.P. Day' )ne very important person is lender for the day and during circle time,

the child's peers each take a turn to toll something, good about him/her. An extended version of

this is "Child of the Week". A table di ,play of his/her favorite things, family pictures, etc.

are also suggested. The T.:rincipal Irv/ wish to announce
the "Child of the Week" over the P.A.

system. In a,,iditr)n,
ma- toil :he teacher a brief story about him/herself family

members, Lets, ThL,
ster; on a Ir.rge tagboard and attaches a

picture of the child to tie top. The board is di.ipla7ed outside the classroom for all to enjoy.

The story can be duplicated in the class newsletter.

Share accomplisints
with parents and ask them to aside a place at home for the child's

"good work".

E-1

Acknowledge class accomplishments with "group praise" vs. individual, praise.

If you're using constant individual reinforcement, start phasing out and look at the child when .m

you give group praise so that the child understands he/she is included in that recognition.
A

Have an "1 Can" ;dace in the room, Children tell when they are proud that they can ',39 something.

The new skill is added to the board. Examples: I can tie my shoes! Eric; I can count to five!

Sarah. Include the teacher in the accomplishments. a

Special accoml:dishment pictures. Take a picture of the children with appropriate props when they

have mastered something difficult. Pictures could be of groups or individuals, Examples: "We

can say the alphabet", "3 can use my walker alone ", "I helped Jimmy put on his coat", "I

completed a whole worksheet". Display the pictures prominently and send them home occaSionaily

with an explanatory note,

Warm Fuzzy Clothsline. Each child decorates a clotlespin for him/herself and names are attached.

Notes which recognize the child's accomplishments
and efforts are placed on the lines to be read

in class and taken home.

Sunshine calls. Put a phone at the child's place. He/she calls someue in the class and gives

a compliment.

Don't be afraid to "get a little crazy" with group reinforcement - especially at first, Try

making up impromptu songs with actions to reinforce the kids for specific class accomplishments.

Any impromptu action will do, and kids eat it up! Be a cheerleader and let them applaud and cheer

for themselves.
1
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There are a md of commercial prcdncts available which aee helpful in facilitating this skill:

Mv Friends and Me by Duae E. Davis; American Guidance Service, Inc., Circle Pines,

Minn, 55014.

This kit for preschoolers emphasizes appreciation of personal identity and development

of social skills 3nd understandings. The materials, which'inc:.ude illustrated stories,

songs, musical recordings, puppets and metal activity board with magnetic characters

are very motivatine,

Mc Kit D -i: Developing Understanding of Self and Other', by Don Dink Meyer; American

Guidance

I

Service, Inc., (address. above).

This kit. cosigned for kindergarten and the lower primary grades helps children increase

their "feelings vocabulary", understand their feelings, and express themselves more

freely abolut their own behavior and feelings. The colorful story feelings books,

posters arid puppets are attractive and appealing for youngsters.

(f

T.A. for ,Tots by Alvyn M. Freed; Available from: Gryphon /louse, 3706 Otis St., P.O.

Box 213, Mt. Rainer, Maryland 20822

Transactional analysis for use with young children. Helps youngsters develop socially

aid emotionally. Common sense guidelines that help children understand themselves and

others. From preschool to fourth grade.

Me-Doll; Available from: Childcraft, 20 Kilmer Rd., Edison, N.J. 08817. The mirror

face of the Me-Doll adds a unique quality all other do Is lack: reflecting any

expression or mood the child wishes. The mirror is unbreakable and the doll comes in

brown or white.

Alternative ways to "release" angry or mad feelings may offered to the child who is aggressive.

A'punching bag in the corner may offer an alternative.

Use of puppets or dolls may prove helpful, a child may be able to tell you how the doll "feels"

before he can reveal he/she "feels". Role playing activities may also help children "ace

out their feelings.

Let the child know its okay to 'eel mad, bad, sad, etc., but that we need to find ways to get over

those bad feelings without hurting others, i.e., quiet place, secret for teacher, etc.
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Be specific as to exactly what you want from the children. A key phrase might be "I know you're

listening when I see your eyes," 'Let me see your x-ray eyes."

Seating strategies may prove helpful. Seat the child near a peer who is attending well,

(Reinforce appropriate attending) If the child is constantly distracted, cue hit/her to sit near

you or in tho front row. At a table activity, place him/her between two good peer models,

rather than at the head or edge of the table.

A teacher's use of vocal inflections and body gestures may bring a wandering mind back to

attending. Puppets, manipulatjve materials, mechanical toys and cubicles will often aide in

building attention span.

Visual cues such as colored drawings on hoard to depict directions or pictures will often keep a

child's attention,

ignore interrupting behaviors as much as possible and reinforce appropriate attending.

Make 'Listening Fars" for good listeners, These can be used during "special" listening time.

(Tagboard- or laminated colored paper works Weil for ears.)

3
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Make sure the child has something to express or something to talk about, i.e., pass an object

around and each child tells one thing about it.

At rule call each day, the teacher may request the children to share or relate an experience.

For example, "Steve, tell us what you ate for breakfast?" or "Tell us about something you saw

on your way to school.", etc.

A "Picture Place" can be created a special spot for children to bring pictures that they want

to share and tell about. (Cover with plexiglass so pictures aren't smudged.)

Provide time for "show and tell". This may be limited in large groups by assigning a child to

a day - be sure to inform parents.

o

Set up the physical environment so that children are facing each other in coupled activities.

Provide play materials that encourange interaction.

Use the classroom typewriter and you play secretary. Let the children dictate messages or

letters (to each other, to parents, to the President) which you type for them. Then have them

"send" the message to the intended receiver.

a

rn

Play guessing games, "I'm thinking of something ". Children must respond with question,

"Is it the chair?" Simple pantomines are perfutmed and children must ask, "Are you combing o
a

your hair?", etc.

Bring a paperbag or a box to school. Place something from the classroom in it. Children must

ask questions to find out what it is. "What color is it? Can I play with it? Can I eat it?"

No guessing is allowed until everyone has asked a question.

Play "Catch the Teacher" - warn the children that you might make some mistakes reading a

familiar story, and they will have to stop you if you do, i.e., "Once there were four bears...."

Read a familiar story without showing the pictures. Ask the class to close their eyes, think of

a picture that fits the words and describe out loud what they see. Then, with felt tip pen in

hand they can make their own illustrations.

When you want children to answer questionS about a field trip, try taking along a tape recorder,

and recording some of the noises you hear and the children's reactions. On return, play a bit of

the tape, then stop it. "Who remembers where we were when we heard that nuise?" "What is it?"

"Who else was there?"

4
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Use the toy telephones so children can practice appropriate responses. The teacher may choose to

prompt calls: "Larry, pretend Doug is Santa Claus and tell him over the phone what you want for

Chritmas."; "Amy, call Karen and tell her all about your birthday party. See if she can come."

"Tammy! Tammy, your house is on fire!, Call Larry the fire chief and tell him about it!" Tape

some of the conversations to play back.

Keep "abreast" of interesting events going on at home. A "traveling notebook" can give you new

info to ask children about.

48'r'
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Start with one or two step visual directive games (actions, use of body). The children can

model a series of actions, such as txiching body parts, moving to music, playing instruments.

Cards or pictures with actions can he used without teacher verbal direction. The teacher may also

give visual cues.

Next, pair visual directive with verbal directive, (' :hen I say one, clap your hands, when I

say three, sit down.)

Child follows verbal directions without visual cues with manipulative materials. ,example; Place

cMld behind screen. Place blocks in front of child, Child builds tower accordinc, to specific

verbal directions. Compares end result to teacher model. Any manipulative items can be used.)

Write directions on

Go

to the

door

Have child pick up one of each. Adult reads it for child,

Lower functioning children can just choose and

(Two step).

Clap

Touch your
your nose hands

Play auditory memory/listening games such as: "I went to the store and bought. . ." Each child

repeats what others said plus adds one of their own. Use picture clues a'. first and withdraw

them.

Play restaurant with picture cards representing the menu displayed prominently one person places

an order and the waiter/waitress gets the order.

Read stories and have them answer simple questions,

490
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Teach Hitidren how to use the materials that are available.

Limit choices at first, then expand the options,

U!, snack time, art time, surprise times as opportunities to make choices.

Give the children who can't make choices, the opportunity to go first,

Encourage parents to let their children make choices at home regarding wardrobe, breakfast, etc.

Provide choices through learning centers.

Examples of choices might be choosing crayon, marker, colored paper, brush, paint shirt, and then

on to deciding which activity they would like to do next.

Let children help plan the schedule for the day by making choices between activities.

7
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Tty to be gientific in determining task levc1 of each child, Points to consider when determining

task level arc: length of time needed to complete task, number of items, cues needed, setting of

task, and reinforcement appropriate to group or child. Begin with short simple tasks which you

know the child can complete successfully.

Increase leuth and complexity of task as children succeed.

Fade out vi, oial ant: auditory cues on a gradual, basis.

Reward them with personal "favorite' activities upon completion of task. Other rewards to consider:

"Happy Notes" to go home; a star, smiley face or sticker on a chart, praise and a hug, peer

reinforcement.

The use of a timer or hour glass will aid the child in determining how much time he/she has,

Group the child with a peer model who has adequate oeask behavior.

8
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A "Smiley Face" on their hands can serve as a reminder,

Putting }Ands !.11- in songs or games to the tune of "If you're happy and you know it, ", or if you

want to go outside, share your toy, have a cracker, etc., "raise your hand."

Initially, you might try pairing raising hands with a visual cue: light on and off or use In

auditory clue such as a clicker.

Determine when children need to raise hands to speak, i.e., circle time not leotning center time

and be consistent so children learn to dL,:riminate.

Raising hands may be illustrated using a puppet or stuffed animal raising his paw up.

During roll call have child raise hand when you call their name and then ask them a question

remind child to speak after he/she raises his/her hand.

Ignore "blurted out" responses, when they are at inappropriate times am: praise children who

remember to raise their hands. Be sure to recognize the ignored child as soon as he/she remembers

to raise his/her hand to speak.

Make sure adults are not meeting child's needs before child has to ask or tell (school and home,.

For example: Wait until child asks before giving snack or drink of water.

Have other children model asking for their needs to be met praise them and verbalize what they

have done in front of the other child, For example: "I like the way you raised your hand and

said 'Nay I use the red paint' when you needed red."

Set up activities where children must ask others to get materials to complete their projects.

For example, if the task is to paint a picture using three colors, give each child one jar of

paint, each a different color. Or, if children want seconds on snacks, require them to ask.
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Give children an explanation of the daily routine. It is sometimes helpful to use visual cues,

i.e., pictures, to give children a better understanding of what will happen. Place the pictures

or a wall in a time line so that children can see what comes next.

Sequencing the events of the day is not only ritssuring but gives the children a sense of what

happens first, next, etc.

Challenge them to recall the "plan for the day": Ask questions like, "We are finished with this

activity, what will we do next?"

Arrange for orderly transition with a game, i.e., everyone with brown' hair may start a new center,

wearing the color red, etc.

U

Awareness of daily schedule gives children a sense of security Major changes in schedule should

be shared with the children in advance, whenever possible.

Remember to keep directions clear and coacise when ready to start a new activity. T1

0

Give signal which cues children to get ready for next activity such as a bell, piano chord, etc.

If a particular child has special difficulty with transition, sound the signal and then go touch

the child, quietly telling him/her what to do and what will happen next. 4

0

Sometimes a transition is simply a diversion. For example: "Wiggle from head to toe before you

sit down." Do relaxation exercises with the children to help settle them down. Model as you

wind up tight as a spring and relax like a sleepy dog.

10

ma.
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Sharcs stories that depict the chaw, that exists when no one takes turns or shares.

Assign numbers to Cake turns at a specific (Jac.

cooking activities (;re easy to orgarAze turns for by using the adding of ingredients and the

actual mi.z i nvi as "turns".

The children's names on the "Helper Charts' are alternated so that all the children get to

have a "turn" the different jobs.

Structure activities so children have opportunities to share with each other, i,e,, in art

two children may be requireZ, to share crayons.

Seek out filmstrips that demonstrate staring, such as:

The Adventures of the Lollipop Dragon These cartoon stories use Lollipop Dragon

and the children of Tum-Tum to demonstrate the posii-i,ve values of sharing, working

together, and taking 'turns, , (Includes: filmstrips, cassettes, script/guides, coloring

book, and teacher's materials.) For more information contact: Singer Society for

Visual Education, Inc., 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60614. rn
ro

4

Provide play materials that foster cooperative play. Teeter totters and wagons encourage

"twosomes".

Pair kids who play well with kids who don't. (Avoid threesomes, "odd-man-out" for child having

problems in this area.)

Model cooperative play techinques for the children.

Send honk- "Special Buddy Awards" or certificates for two children who play well together. Love

Publishing Company, Denver, Colorado, has a great book called "It's Positively Fun ". It is

chock full of awards 71 be sent home.

Group projects such as a seasonal mural where each child contributes a drawing or picture or a

Christmas wreath made up of outlines of each child's hands,

Cooperaive Puzzle: Everyone has a few pieces and children take turns placing them

in frame.

Group Bulletin Boards: Everyone contributes material on various subjects, for example:

"Our Pets", "Our Families", '"Our Nature Walk", et.

11
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Transitioning
Worksheet 41

WHAT WOULD 'IC'U NEED TO CONSIDER WHEN TRANSITIONING A CHILD

FROM A HEAD START CLASSROOM OR HOME-BASED SETTING INTO THE

PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

1. WHAT WILL BE DIFFERENT FOR THE CHILD?

BRAINSTORM IDEAS AND ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHING THE SKILLS

NEEDED TO DEAL WITH THIS CHANGE. BE CREATIVE AND IMAGINATIVE:

3. DESCRIBE THE SUPPORT ROLE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING COULD PROVIDE:

.THE HEAD START TEACHER?

THE PARENT?

THE NEW TEACHER?

THE ADrANISTRATIVE STAFF?

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Appendix A
Resources

A Comprehensive Approach for Developing Individual Education Programs

for the Preschool Handicapped Child

By G.W. Bryant, V. Campbell, R.A. Freeman Jr., S.' Vaugh and

A.S. Sanford.

Available from your Resource Access Project

"Developing Individualized Education Programs for Young Handicapped

Children"

By A.H. Hayden and E. Edgar.

in Teaching Exceptional Children, Volume 10, 1978, pages 67

Developing Observation Skills

By Carol A. Cartwright and G. Phillip Cartwright, 1974.

Available from: McGraw-Hill

Manchester ROad

Manchester, Missouri 63011

The Diagnostic Process

By Ann Gilman, Cynthia Sirk and Rhona Watkins, 1976.

Available from your Resource Access Project

Early Childhood Development Disabilities, A Self-Paced Course for Training

Staff to Identify and Integrate Children with Handicapping ConditionsInto

Preschool Programs

Edited by LeAnne D. KcKelvey, Betty Rintoul and Sharon H. Carter.

Availah.e from your Resource Access Project

Exceptional Teaching: A Multimedia Training Package

by O.R. White and N.G. Haring, 1976.

Available from Charles E. Merrill, Columbus, Ohio

Identifying Handicapped Children: A Guide to Casefinding, Screening,

Diagnosis, Assessment, and Evaluation

Edited by Lee Cross and Kenneth Goin, 1977.

Available from: Walker and Company

720 Fifth Avenue

New York, New York 10019 ($8.95)
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Pesources

Linking Develo:::7etal Assessment and Curricula: Prescriptions for Early

Intervention

By SLeiilen J. agnato and John T. Neisworth, 1981.

Available from: Aspen Systems Corporation

1600 Research Boulevard

Rockville, Maryland 20850

Mainstreaming Preschoolers : ,:hildren with Learning Disabilities and

Children with Mental Retardation

By J. Liebergott, A. Favors, Jr., C. Saaz von Hippel, and H. Liftman

Needleman, 1978.

Available from your Resource Access Project

A Planning Guide To The Preschool Curriculum: The Child, The Process,

The Day

By J. Findlay, P. Miller, A. Pegram, L. Richey, A. Sanford, and

B. Semrau.

Available from: Kaplan Press

600 Jonestown Road

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27106

Telephone: 1-800-334-2014

$9.95 + $2.25 for shipping and handing

Preparing for the I.E.P. Meeting: A Workshop for Parents

By Jean Nazzaro, 1979.

Available from: The Council for Exceptional Children

1920 Association Drive

Reston, Virginia 22091

"Public Law 94-142 and Section 504: What They Say About Rights and

Protections," in Exceptional Children, Volume 44, 1977,.pp. 177-185.

Resources for Creative Teaching in Early Childhood Education

By Bonnie Mack Flemming, Darlene Softley Hamilton, and

JoAnn Deal Hicks, 1977.

Available from: Psychological Cooperation

757 3rd Avenue
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New York, New York 10017

$17'.95

School Before Six: A Diagnostic Approach

By L. Hodgden, J. Koetler, B. Laforse, S. McCoord, and D. Schramm, 1974.

Available from: The CemL-el Institute

3120 59th Street

St. Louis, Missouri 63139

Screening, Assessment, and Educational Programming of Pre-School

Handicapped Children:' A Primer

By Steve E. Sommer with Margaret Churton, 1978.

Available from: Community Services Administration

5th Street at Lawrence

Ironton, Ohio 45638

Telephone: (614) 532-3534

$7.95

Special Education for the Early Childhood Years

By Janet Lerner, Carol Mardell-Czudnowski, and Dorothea Goldeiier,

1981.

Available from: Prentice Hail, Inc.

Old Tappan, New Jersey 07675

$20.95

Talkin9 With Parents: Communication Skills for Educators-Reminders for

Effective Communication

By James C. Chalfant and Margaret Van Dusen Pysh, 1981.

Available from: Pathescope Educational Media, Inc.

71 Weyman Avenue

P.O. Box 719

New Roc.ielle, New York 10802
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Resources

Teaching Early Childhood: E%ceptional Educational Needs Ter Resource

Modules

Edited by Marshall E. Poole, 1979.

-Available from your Resource NJcess Project

Working With The Young Exceptional Child: A Training Guide

By Mary C. Barbera and Bonnie Myers Berger, 1980.

Available from: Tompkins County Economic Opportunity Corporation

318 North Albany Street

Ithaca, New York 14850

Writing and Implementing an I.E.P.: A Step by Step Plan

By 'Thomas Lovitt,

Available from: Pitman Learning, Inc.

6 Davis Drive

Belmont, California 94002

Telephone: (415) 592-7810

$7.95

Writing Long-Term and Short-Term Objectives, A Painless Approach

By Duane G. Thompson, 1977.

Available from: Research Press Company

2616 North Mattis Avenue

Champaign, Illinois 61920

$3.95
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The following individual groups are additional valuable resources
in Region V.

Handicap Service Advocates

Minnesota

Kathy Schultz
Minnesota Handicap Advocate
Department of Economic Security
69C American Center Building
150 Kellogg Boulevard
St. Paul, MN 55101
(612) 297-3390

Wisconsin

Chris Lehman
Wisconsin Handicap Advocate
2nd Floor
315 W. Gorham
Madison, WI 53703

(608) 266-6547

Michigan

Sandy Reeder
Michigan Handicap Advocate
Eight CAP, Inc.
P.O. Box 612
Alma, MI 48801
(517) 463-6255

Illinois

Eura Thomas
Illinois Handicap Advocate
Department of Human Services
Child and Youth Services Division
640 N. LaSalle
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 744-6104

Indiana

Chris Isaccson
Indiana Handicap AdvoCate
635 S. Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
(219) 234-2150

Ohio

Mary Patterson
Ohio Handicap Advocate
Columbus Metro Area CAO
315 E. Long
Columbus, OH 43215

(614) 221-9938
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Resource Access Projects

Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan

Portage Project RAP
626 E. Slifer Street
P.O. Box 564
Portage, WI 53901
(608) 742-8811

Illinois, Indiana. Ohio

University of Illinois RAP
Colonel Wolfe School
403 E. Healey Street
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 333-3876

5.1.
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Chapter

Appendix B

Screening, Assessment and
Diagnosis

Screening, assessment and diagnosis are
important procedures in planning programs
for handicapped children. Each procedure
serves a special purpose and together they en-
sure a smooth-running program. When you
think about it, these procedures are also
needed in taking care of your car. Periodically
you screen the major parts of the car to see if
everything is safe and secure. You check the
oil and water levels, inspect the fan belt and
tires for wear and maybe wiggle the hose and
wire connection to make sure there are no
loose ends. You also listen to the engine to
make sure it's running smoothly. You make
whatev minor adjustments are needed and
drive seLurely away.

Occasionally, however. you notice some
thing is not quite right. The engine is running
a bit sluggish, or you hear a strange ping. You
step out of the car and open the hood. You
listen carefully and perhaps check a part or

23

two to try and assess the problem. From your
assessment, you determine that some things
are working fine and others are suspect. You
don't trust yourself to solve the problem, so
you take your car to a specialist. You share
your assessment with the specialist, and he
runs some special tests to diagnose the prob-
lem. From this diagnosis he can remediate
the problem and perhaps give you some help-
ful hints to avoid future difficulties.

Much the same process occurs in Head
Start's screening, assessment and diagnosis
procedures. Each step helps in meeting the in-
dividual needs of children, particularly chil-
dren with handicaps. All Head Start children
are screened for certain conditions. Assess-
ment of all children proirides a basis for your
curriculum planning. Those who have
suspected problems are then referred to a
specialist who will run further tests to diag-
nose the problem.

5.11



Why do we need a three step process?

O To see if further evaluation is needed

® To determine if a handicapping condition
exists

® To provide a complete picture of' the needs
of the child and family in all developmen-
tal and component areas

O To individualize curriculum planning

What is screening?

The purpose of screening is to identify

those rhildren who need further diagnostic
evaluation. This is done based on the results
of performance on the screening items. A
screening tool or test compares each child's
performance with what is 'normal' as deter-
mined by a large sample of children who have

been screened. All educational areas
(language, socialization, self-help, motor,
cognitive) and health areas such as vision and
hearing should be part of a complete screen-
ing. The screening tool or tests selected
should_be quick to administer and score. All

the children in the program are screened.

24:

Programs with both center-based and
home-based options may choose to have a
health provider do some parts of the screen-
ing such as hearing and vision in the center.
Home-based children could be brought to the
center fbr this screening, or be taken to a
health provider in the community for some or
all of the health screening. Educational
screening is generally done in the home
where the program will take place.

What is assessment?

Assessment provides additional informa-
tion about the child which will help in plan-
ning curriculum to meet the child's individual
needs. Assessment is on-going and usually is
accomplished by using a behavioral checklist
(Appendix F). There are two aspects of as-
sessment: 1) formal assessment observe
the child performing sequenced developmen-
tal tasks and record the behavior on the
checklist as either present or absent; 2) infor-
mal assessment observe how the child ap-
proaches the task. Notice hehaviors which in-
dicate special teaching strategies necessary for

this child. Assess the expressed needs of the
family in health and social services as a part of
the total process. Educational and family
assessment procedures will take place in the
home.
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What is diagnosis?

Children identified through screening as
needing further evaluations are referred to
professional diagnosticians. These evaluations
use techniques or instruments which
professional training to administer. For f_x um-
ple, the following are professional dagnost-
cians: physicians, psychologists, speech
therapists, physical therapists or special
educators with training in testing. Asa result
this evaluation will determine whether or not

a handicapping condition exists. The diag
nostician should also provide suggestion
which the home visitor can use in plannim
teaching activities; Anytime a home visit°
observes behaviors which cause concern, th(
child could be referred for diagnosis
Behaviors which might cause concern will b(
specified in the assessment section of thi;
chapter.
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Screening
Now that you have a picture of how each

process fits into the development of a teach-
ing plan for the child and family, we need to
discuss each process in detail emphasizing the
home visitor's role in each step. The screen-
ing process in Head Start is completed during
the beginning of the program year. It is com-
prehensive and includes physical examina-
tion, vision, dental exam, hearing and educa-
tion. In most programs, dental and physical
exams will be done by clinics or health depart-
ments or private physicians. Vision and hear-
ing screenings are done by -trained individuals
such as audiologists, speech therapists or reg-
istered nurses. Facilities at the center can be
arranged to adequately perform the vision and
hearing screenings or children can be taken to
clinics or health departments. Home-based
children can be taken to the clinic or health
department or to the Head Start center in
small groups and individually tested. These
screenings can also be done in the home by
using portable equipment, although this will
be more time consuming if there are a large
number of children in the program. Home
visitors may do some activities with children
to prepare them for the screenings. These ac-
tivities include showing the child the symbols
used for the vision screening and teaching the
child to raise his or her hand when a sound is
heard. The home visitor's primary role in the
screening process is to help prepare the
family, help arrange or organize schedules
and conduct the educational screening.

What are educational
screenings?

These are instruments or tools which
sample a Child's behavior in several develop-
mental areas (language, motor, self-help,
socialization and cognitive). Some screenings
contain materials such as puzzles, balls and
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blocks; others
yin

materials which are com-
monly found in preschool programs. The
screening will consist of several test items.
For example: "Child will build a tower of five
blocks. The person doing the screening will
observe the child performing each item and
record it as either passed or not passed. All

screenings provide a score; this score is the
first indication of whether the child should be
referred for further evaluation.

Selection of the screening instrument is
important since the results will be used to in-
dicate need for further evaluation. The instru-
ment selected should be standardized; that
means it has been given to many children fol-

lowing specific directions and the results from
these children were used to determine scores
which are normal for a given age group.
Screening is done on every child in the pro-
gram. It should be quick, no more than 40
minutes per child.

There are some special considerations in
selecting a screening to be used in the home.
Although some programs may choose to
bring all the children to the center for educa-
tional screening, it seems to be advantageous
for the home-based option to screen in the
home because the home visitor can observe
the child in his or her natural environment
where the teaching program will occur. The
screening instrument to be used in the home
must be portable; the home visitor should
not have to be burdened with transporting
awkward materials to each home. Another
consideration in choosing a screening to be
used in homes is the potential for parent in-

volvement in the process. Some screenings
rely on parent report for certain items; this is
an excellent way to immediately involve the
parent in the program. To summarize, a
screening to be used in the home should in-
volve parents and sample behaviors across all
developmental areas. It should be standard-
ized, quick to administer and simple to trans-
port.
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How is a screening
administered?

As a home visitor you will be trained to
administer the specific screening selected by
your program. You should also have the op-
portunity to practice giving the screening be-
fore you administer it to a child in the prog-
ram.

Since you will be using a standardized
tool, there will be specific directions in the
manual which will explain how to administer
the screening. Read the manual carefully.
The following questions can serve as a guide
while you read the manual you should be
able to answer each question before you do a
screening:

e [low do I know which item to start with?
allow is each item presented? (Can I show

the child first or must he or she do it on re-
.. quest?)
of-low many chances does the child have to

perform the item?
ols there a time limit on any item?
°What is the criteria for passing or failing

each item?
oHow do I mark the score sheet?
*When do I stop?

After answering each question, become
Familiar with the materials used for each item.
IF the screening tool does not contain ma-
terials, select materials from those available in
the program which are needed For each item.
The following list provides some general hints
for administering a screening. Remember,
the directions in the manual must always be
followed; if any of the following are not
allowed according to the manual you must
not do them.

,ectitng.s cample
Nlt wa I to)detertnine

IS needed
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o Position of the materials: are the
materials set up in a way that would most
likely help the child succeed? Are they too
far from the child to handle? Are there
other materials placed too close to the ob-
ject being tested? Materials should be
placed at a comfortable height for the child
and at the correct angle so he or she sees
things right side up.

Size of material: use standard recom-
mended materials of the size specified by
the screening tool.

CO Color of materials: use standard colors for
color identification, do not use off colors
such as light blue, forest green, etc. Don't
confuse the child with color matching
when requesting sorting of shapes. Use
same colored items when screening for
items other than color matching. (Exam-
ple imitation of three block bridge
should be presented in one color of
blocks. )

o Child's attention: if you notice a child get-
ting tired, either change activities or con-
tinue the test at another time. A child
should not be failed on an item because of
inattentive behavior.

o Reinforce: praise should be given after
each item is presented for the last time.
Verbal reinforcement should be given
after each item if the child fails the item.
(That was a good try, nice stacking, etc.)
Reinforce effort not success.

o Distractions: are there any visual or noisy
distractions in the room which seem to be
interfering with the child's performance?
Screenings should take place in a quiet
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comfortable room away from noise and
interruptions. Turn off televisions or
radios in the home.

e Time of the day: be aware of the child's
moods during the day. Ask the patent if
the behavior you are seeing is typicJ I for
that child; test during the child's best time
of the day. Be aware of whether the child is
getting too close to his or her meal time or
if the screening is being done at the child's
usual nap time.

o Comfort of materials: does the child feel
at ease with the materials? The child
should have some time to become familiar
with the materials before the screening
takes place. While you interview the
parent, allow the child to explore some of
the test materials.

o Initial success or failure: start screening
with items you know the child can do. End
the screening with a success even if it

means going back and presenting an item
already passed.

® Tell Don't Ask: when presenting
items, state your request, "Draw a picture
of a person." Avoid a chance for rejection
such as, "Would you like to stack these
blocks?"

® Order of assessments: arrange the items
so the child does not have to sit too long. If
the child seems shy, start with items that
do not require verbal responses.

® Presentation of each task: to get the most
valid results, follow the manual guidelines
in presenting items. Screenings are not de-
signed to "teach" items.
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Explaining screening to parents

A clear exilanation of screening can help
parents feel comfortable. Tell parents that the
purpose of screening is to observe the child
doing different activities to determine if there
are any areas of concern. Explain that you do
not expect a child to be able to do all the
items; you are trying to get a complete picture
of the child. Some of the tasks are very easy
and some will be very difficult or beyond what
a child his or her age would be expected to do.
Also explain that parents may have seen their
child do a task which he or she is unable to do
for you. The parents can do any of the screen-
ing items with the child, if they follow manual
procedures. Score the items according to your
observations. Parents want their children to
do well on the screening and sometimes they
might unintentionally give the child extra
help in responding to a question. For exam-
ple, you ask the child to point to the green
block. The parent looks at the green block
and the child watches the parent's eyes to find
out where to point. Another way to give a
child extra help is when asking a child to place
a certain number of blocks in the parent's
hand and the parent immediately closes his or
her hand when the child places the correct
number. This tells the child to stop; it is

difficult to tell if this really was counting or if
the child stopped because the hand closed.
When this occurs remind the parent that you
need to see what the child can do without ex-
tra help. Also, sometimes children will do
things at home for parents that they won't do
for another person. We need to teach the
child to do items for more than one person.

Results of screenings must also be clearly
explained. Upon completion of the screening,
discuss the child's results in terms of what
the child did. For example, "Jane was able to
draw shapes and a person, she also did a nice
job of counting and completing a puzzle.
Some skills which we can work on are cutting
and repeating rhymes. The actual scoring
will be done after you leave the home; it is

usually more meaningful to explain screening
results in terms of the child's behavior rather
than ,,cores, However, alter scoring has been
completed. parents who wish to know the
sc,-es should be given this information.

If the results of the screening indicate a
need for further evaluations, parents should
be informed before any steps *toward referral
are taken. Explain why the child should
receive additional evaluation. For example,
"Jason had difficulty with some of the
language arms and I won't, like a person with
special trainin in speech to do some activities.
with him." At this time the complete referral
process should be explained

Who makes the referral?
* Who will do the evaluation?
o What will happen at the evaluation?
* What happens after evaluation?

As a home visitor, you are not expected
to counsel parents. If a family has questions
or concerns about why their child is being re-
ferred or questions about a handicapping con-
dition, you could ask the Handicap Coor-
dinator or mental health consultant to assist
you in talking to the parents.
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At this point the screening process is

finished: you know which children need
filcher evaluation. A thorough screenil-re
process shou!d limif the problems of over-
referral and under-referral. Ilowever, these

.problems need to he discussed. Over-referral
means children who did no have special
needs or handicapping conditions were re-
ferred for evaluation. This can create un-
necessary expense for the program and un-
necessary worry for parents. Under-referral
means that all the children who have a handi-
capping condition are not identified. This is
dangerous because children who have special
needs are being overlooked. The following
guidelines should help eliminate the problems
of over- and under-referral:

Screen children in all developmental and
component areas.

Use lirdized screening tools.

Follow
scoring as

Ions for administering and
Jvided in the manual.

Complete the screening process prior to
referral for professional diagnosis.

Assessment
Following completion of screening, the

assessment and diagnosis processes will be-
gin. In most cases there will be some delays in
the diagnostic process because of the need for
appointments and reporting time. Referrals
should be made and then begin assessment.
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Assessment is an ongoing process which
will help you decide what and how to teach
the child. The home visitor is responsible for
assessing each child. There are two types of
assessment. Formal assessment is the proce-
dure of completing a behavioral or develop-
mental checklist. The checklist provides a
guide for observing the child perform tasks in
several developmental areas. Completion of
the checklist:

determines what skills the child can and
cannot do and
helps determine what skills the child
should begin learning.

A behavioral checklist will not include all
the skills a child has developed. It is important
to assess skills which may not be included on
the checklist. For example, a hearing im-
paired child may have developed a means of
communicating through gestures. A physical-
ly handicapped child may use methods other
than walking to move from place to place.
These important skills should be noted on the
checklist. The home visitor must look care-
fully at the skills the handicapped child has
developed to compensate for any weaknesses.

Appendix F describes behavioral check-
lists and includes samples; there are also
directions for completing the checklist.

Informal assessment also involves
observation of the child. During formal
assessment you observe the child's ability to
complete a task. Informal assessment is

observing how the child approaches the task
and other characteristics of his behavior. In-
formal information will be used in planning
and presenting activities. For example, you
observe that a child is very distracted by all
the materials you bring on your visits; you
plan to avoid this problem by limiting the ma-
terials you bring in order to improve the
ehiLfs attention to tasks. This list suggests
some informal observations which will be
helpful in curriculum planning. Add to the list
as you begin observing children.
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O Does the child imitate other children or
;idults"

due-, The child cw.1111luiliC,11,2 his (0-
H2r
WiLt; 111,1;criAL, (0- la,hy hid
IcnI14)11.)

What is reinforcing lor the child thugs,
praise, stairs. aeliVICICS)?

O l low does the child play alone, beside
other children, cooperatively with other
children?
Does the child follow directions?

l'here arc also things the child may do
NA, hich could cause concern. These are termed
high risk behaviors because they could be
signs of a problem which needs further
evaluation. It must be emphasized that a child

r

r1-
"{

could do any of the high risk behaviors and
have no problem; the concern arises when a
child does several of the behaviors consistent-

In a home-i_,ased program, the home visi-
tor will see children other than those enrolled
in the program. If you observe a child who
demonstrates several high risk signs, dis-
cuss this with the parents and request their
permission to have the child evaluated. A
formal evaluation may not be necessary;
perhaps the I landicap Coordinator could ob-
serve the child during a regular home visit
before a decision is made to refer the child.

What are high risk behaviors? The
following list (Figure I) provides some sam-
ples. Additional lists are contained in the
Mainstreaming Preschoolers Series.
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Figure 1

High Risk Behaviors

Vision
*Rubs eye excessively
*Shuts or covers one eye, tilts head when reading or doing close work
0 Blinks more than usual
*Holds book too close to eyes
Often bumps into things or falls
Crosses one or both eyes
0 Dizziness, headaches or nausea following close work
Is unable to see distant things clearly
Eyes are red or bloodshot frequently
Squints

Hearing

Does not respond when not facing the person speaking

Talks in very loud or very soft voice
Turns same ear towards a sound he or she wishes to hear

Frequent earaches or ear infections
Poor balance

Inarticulate

Social Emotional

Engages only in solitary or parallel play by age 3 to 3-1/2
Overreacts to unexpected stimuli (loud noises)

Excessive attention getting behaviors
Repetitive self-stimulating or self-destructive behaviors such as rocking or head banging

Very short attention span, goes from one activity to another without completing any task

Overly fearful of new situations or transitions

fLu
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Explaining Assessment to
Parents

Parents may question why you are doing
more activities with the child. Explain that as-
sessment gives a broader picture of the child's
behavior; to plan a curriculum for the child it
is necessary to see the child perform many
tasks. As in screening, the child is not ex-
pected to do all the items you present. Ob-
serving the child gives the home visitor infor-
mation for planning activities to teach the
child the skills he or she is ready to learn.

Family Assessment

Since Head Start is a comprehensive pro-
gram designed to meet the needs of the total
family, as well as children, the assessment
process must also address the needs of the
family. The three areas which will be assessed
are: health, social services and parent in-
volvement. This assessment will concentrate
on theexpressed needs of the family; it is not
the home visitor's role to tell a family what
services they need. Thegoal of this process is
for the family to increase their independence
in meeting their own needs. As with educa-
tional assessment for the 'hild, family assess-
ment is ongoing. To help the family identify
needs, the home visitor or Social Service
Coordinator will discuss services available
through the program and provide a directory
of 'community resources. Some programs use
a parent questionnaire to determine family
needs; using this tool to obtain information
may prove helpful but caution must be taken
in acting on what is perceived by the home
visitor as a need when parents have not ex-
pressed this as a need.

Another tool which has been effective in
working with families is the Family Assess-
ment Tool. This is completed with the
parents. Each expressed need is recorded and
steps for meeting each need are jointly
planned. The parents will be involved in corn-

_

pleting each step of the process. Depending
upon the need, a Head Start staff person may
also work with the parents in meeting the
need. The home visitor will share the respon-
ibiliiy for working on specific needs with

other coordinators such as health or social
service.

The Family Assessment Tool has two
parts. The first part is the log sheet. It lists the
parent's expressed needs. These needs are
listed in order of priority and objectives for
meeting them are developed. This sheet also
contains a record of start and finish dates of
each objective. The second part of the tool is
the worksheet. This is used to plan steps for
meeting each objective and it provides a
record of agency and community personnel
involved with the family. A separate work-
sheet will be used for each objective. An ex-
ample of a completed Family Assessment
Tool follows (Figure 2).

sses5Melll o hservow ma to.
small developmental steps. to deter-
Mille What and how to
child.
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FAMILY ASSESSMENT TOOL LOG SHEET

F FAI)rurst-d "reds led Pri"rit.

Jim KIS hock ear 1-4calth
4c..nes

Ho 01 (9 months)
on a diet of milK
only

Wither wants day
care services for
chfIcl,ren 3 MorniFIS
a u,eeK while she
works

krther would like
Plans for building
a chair Tor Ji'm Ole
is phy5icnIly
capped)

Nutrition

Social
Services

Health

(nueelke

Mom 1/ To.kb Jun to 10:. Jesien
by q/..:..o/79

z Molly will eat re commendeci
seeders of the basic. Li daily
by 6///80

3 Moer ,6)1 centers and
select a daycare by /o/.3/79

LI Father will receive, plans For
builds' n3 the chair by /2/5/79

date date

FAMILY ASSESSMENT' Tom, WORK SHEET
Nutrition MollwilldecittecarnmendeaplariionssaLthe_

romil Resources:
family lives on
vegetables. They

Steps

I. What or the basic LI food
(soups
Mother will record The number
of Rxds and their group served
at each meal For two weeks

3. Meet with nutritionisi. to Plan
diet'

4 Meet 4rth Caurrly Extension
49erd- on preparation lechnicoes

S. Record Molly's diet doily

bass 14 ai y

o Form they have a forge garden which provides
also have access to an orchard. Mrs. Jones has a blender.

Outcomes

Morn SortS fonds irrfo groups.

Variety of foods increased

ante genQ

Dr. nen 01:14run

Mom arx1 ADP*
Teacher

Mom

Homond Horne Mom planned drat
Teacher

Morn
Mom

Agencies ItnolI
:Address

Frian_Sinith RcxX_Ccvnty kitien*ion

follow-up monthly

Phone

Zit. Lone) Ave.

?5 Brown St.

35-221

835- '12-
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There are many checklists and guides
available for assessing families and their en-
vironment. You may want to include nutri-
tional assessment of the family, safety
checklist of the home and the Home Eye
Test. Nutritional assessments are available
from the National Dairy Council or your local
health department. A sample safety checklist
is in Appendix I; parents could complete this
independently or it could be done on a home
visit. Information on the Home Eye Test
(HET) is included in Appendix J. This short
test is a prescreening which is designed for use
in the home. It is complete with directions for
use and materials and it is available free of
charge.

vase

7;

In summary, assessment differs from
screening and diagnosis because it is an on-
going process. The process of observing a
child continues to provide the home visitor
information to be used in curriculum plan-
ning. Formal assessment involves use of a
checklist as a guide for observation: Informal
assessment is a less structured obserVation. It
provides information for planning and pre-
senting activities to the child. Home visitors
must be aware of high-risk behaviors which
may indicate the need fora referraloThe proc-
ess includes assessment of family needs.
Emphasis is placed on the expressed needs of
the family.
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Diagnosis
Diagnosis provides a comprehensive

evaluation of the child! .11 referred. It deter-
mines if a child has a handicap. This eviloa-
tion will be done by a professional who is
qualified to diagnose handicapping condi ticins.
The needs of the child determine to which
professional the child will be referred. If the
child has difficulty on the vision screening,
referral to an ophthalmologist or optoMetrist
would he appropriate. Problems on the educa-
tional screening could be further evaluated by
a psychologist. The resources available to
each program are different; some programs
have access to clinics with many professionals
on staff, other programs are more limited in
the professionals available for diagnosis.
Some of the professionals who may be in
eluded are: psychologists, speech therapists,
physical therapists, physicians and special-
educators.

After evaluating all the screening infor-
mation on the child a decision will be made
regarding need for referral. Discuss this with
the parents and decide on the most appropri-
ate referral. Since the purpose of the referral is
to obtain additional information about the
child as well as diagnosing the handicapping
condition, it will help the diagnostician to pro-.
vide some structure. Screening results and as-
sessment information can be shared as well as
a description of the services the child is re-
ceiving through Head Start. Emphasize that
the child is in a home-based option and
recommendations need to be appropriate to
implement in the home. A diagnostic re-
porting form which specifies information
needed from the diagnostician helps ensure
that the program will receive information
which can be used in planning goals for the
child. It would also be helpful to suggest that
the diagnostician avoid professional jargon
which would be difficult for home visitors and
parents to interpret.
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Some information which could be re-
quested from the diagnostician includes:

o Physical limitations or special considera-
tions for this child

O The child's strengths
o The child's needs
O Recommendations for teaching techniques

or curriculum materials
® Special services or therapy needed

The home visitor might be expected to
provide the diagnostician the following infor-
mation, depending upon the roles and
responsibilities of the home visitor and the
Llandicap Coordinator:

O Providing screening and assessment infor-
mation, if available, to the diagnostician

O Writing a list of questions regarding curri-
culum planning and special activities for
the child

O Accompanying parents to the evaluation,
if requested
ASsisting parents in clarifying diagnostic
results by discussion with diagnostician.

The diagnostic process is finished when a
completed evaluation report has been
received. At this point, the specific handi-
capping condition has been identified and
recommendations from the professional diag-
nostician have been received.

Summary
Figure 3 summarizes each of the three

processes described in this chapter.
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Summary of Screening, Assessment and Diagnosis
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figure 3

Children Tested

All children in the Head Start

program.

All children in the Head Start

program.

Those who do .not "turn thu

screening procedures I'II1uC

whose performance on .)occll'

ing procedures indicate need for

further evaluation.
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Chapter

In the last chapter we compared screen-
ing, assessment and diagnosis to the steps you
go through to determine what kind of shape
your car is in and what needs fixing. Now that
it's running smoothly, you need to decide
where .pu want to go and how to get there.

An Individual Program Plan (IPP) helps
you decide where you want to go with a
child's program and how to get there. An IPP
is very much like a road map. It shows your
final destination and the most efficient way of
reaching it. Goals are clearly stated and objec-
tives are set which lead toward those goals.
The objectives are like the landmarks on a
map which help mark progress toward your
final destination or goal. As you reach each
Dbjective or landmark, you can look back
with pride on how far you've come and start
progress toward the next objective.

Care must be taken in defining your
route before you start out. On any journey
there are many possible distractions which
can divert you from the main road. There are
many roads to choose from and, if you're not
careful, you can easily become sidetracked.

39,

Some of the sideroads might look more ap-
pealing, with prettier countryside or towns to
go through. Colorful billboards might try to
lure-you to some natural attraction or amuse-
ment park. While appealing, these diversions
may not get you to your destination the most
efficient way. Worse yet, you can become
hopelessly lost.

The same problems can occur when the
IPP for a child is not appropriate. Perhaps the
goals were too difficult or not directed toward
the child's needs. For example, you might
become so taken with a new toy or set of
materials that you use it with all of your chil-
dren, whether they are ready for it or not. Or,
you might become overly concerned with
supposed "kindergarten readiness" skills,
such as counting and printing and you find
yourself working on tasks that are beyond the
child's developmental level. Developing an
appropriate and complete IPP helps you avoid
these dead-ends. It defines your goals and ob-
jectives in specific, observable terms so that
you can mark progress toward their achieve-
ment. You know where you want to go and
how to get there, with landmark objectives
marking the way.
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Also, just as you might seek out the ad-
vice and guidance of a travel agent for special
trips, so too you will need help from
specialists in planning an IPP frir children with
special needs. Head Start specialists and
specialists from other agencies can provide
helpful information in identifying objectives
and the teaching strategies and materials
needed to meet the child's needs. A good
specialist, like a good travel agent, will in-
dividualize the route you take in order to
meet the child's specific needs. This does not
mean, however, that the route you mark in
advance needs to be followed exactly. Just as
road construction or other problems might
cause you to change your route, you need to
have some flexibility in the Individual Pro-
gram Plan to allow for change in the child's
program and needs. Often unforeseen situa-
tions arise in the family or in the needs of the
child which cause you to alter your objectives.
You need to be flexible enough to make these
changes without losing sight of your ultimate
destination or goal.

Finally, remember to make the trip a
pleasant experience for everyone. Use the in-
formation provided by the specialists and the
screening, assessment and diagnosis process
to help develop the IPP. Plan teaching ac-
tivities based upon the goals and objectives in
the IPP. Make these activities fun and
interesting. Be creative. After all, learning,
like a trip, should be fun and make you want
to return for more.

Components of the IPP
An Individual Program Plan is a state-

ment of the needs of a child and the manner
in which those needs will be met. All children
need individual programs, but handicapped
children require more detailed planning to
meet their special needs. Such plans are refer-
red to by several different names:

Individual Program Plan (IPP)
Individual Education Program (IEP)
Individual Service Plan (ISP)
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Most public schools call the plan an IF
This plan covers the educational needs of t
child. The plan in Head Start addresses t
educational needs of the child, as well
needs in other component areas such
health, parent involvement and social sei
ices. head Start programs in different regic
vary in what they call the plan. .1 his main
calls it-the Individual Program Plan, or IP]

Although the name of the plan rr
vary, the content remains the same. The
dividual Program Plan must contain the f
lowing:

O Current Level of Functioning this i
statement of the child's present streng
and needs in the educational area. It i

summary of information obtained dur
screening, assessment and diagnosis.

Annual Goals these goals indicate w
the child and parent will be able to do
the end of the year. Goals are written
all component areas.

Short-term Objectives for each goo
sequence of short-term objectives
planned. Accomplishment of each she
term objective leads toward meeting
annual goal.

o Statement of Person Responsible
meeting each objective such as teach
parent or speech therapist.

® Time Line for meeting each objective.

Evaluation of each objective.

Home visitors and parents have valual
information to contribute in developing a pl
for each child. Although some of the wor
mentioned above may seem "strange", t
IPP itself should be clearly written and pi
vide home visitors and parents with a use
guide of appropriate services for the child.



Developing the IPP
Activities for developing the IPP can be

divided into three parts: preparation, plan-
ning meeting and conference. The Handicap
Coordinator, home visitor and Education Co-.
ordinator are all involved in each step of the
IPP development. We will focus on the re-
sponsibility of the home visitor in each. Begin
to develop the IPP when screening and as-
sessment information is complete. This will
be approximately -six weeks after the program
has started. Ideally all diagnostic reports will
also be available at this time. If there is a delay
in receiving evaluations from specialists, the
IPP shouid be developed using the informa-
tion available. When diagnostic reports are
available, the iPP must be revised to incor-
porate the recommendations from the
specialists.

Preparation

Gathering Information much of this
has been done during the screening, assess-
ment and diagnosis process. All of the infor-
mation available on a child should be
gathered into the diagnostic file; including in-
formation from other agencies involved. The
Handicap Coordinator will probably be re-
sponsible for maintaining most of this file.
Those items which home visitors will contri-
bute are starred in the following list of a com-
plete diagnostic file.

All evaluation reports, specialists' reports,
diagnostic evaluations

*Developmental checklists
*Informal observations of home visitors and
other staff members

* Parental concerns
* Expressed needs of family in component

areas (Family Assessment Tool and/or
Parent Questionnaire)

Reports from past home visitors or teachers
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°Reports from other agencies working with
the child

*Social Service reports
*Health records

Discussion with Parents as in all

Head Start activities, participation of the
parent in the development of the IPP is neces-
sary for success. To ensure this participation,
development of the IPP needs to be discussed
with the parent. This can be done by either
the home visitor or Handicap Coordinator.
The following points should be discussed with
the parent:

Purpose of the IPP and the steps involved in
writing it.

*Parents know their child best and nave im-
portant information about the child to cor3-

tribute.
*Parents have the right I ) partijpate as de-

fined in P.L. 94-142 (Appendix B).
Goals and objectives which parents would

like the child to achieve.
Participants at the meetings for the IPP.
Questions the parents will be asked at these

meetings.

531
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IPP Planit:rtg Meeting

Participants at this meeting are those
people who have knowledge about the child
including: parents. home visitors. specialists.
the Handicap Coordinator arid other Head
Start coordinators. If the child is receiving
service from other community agencies, a
staff person from those agencies who has
worked with the child should be present. A
chairperson for the IPP Committee should be
appointed to record information. Three ac-
ti ities take place at this meeting.

Summarizing: All the information in the
diagnostic file is summarized to determine the
child's strengths and needs. These needs are
used to establish objectives for the child. Each
person at the meeting. including parents, dis-
cusses the data he or she has on the child. For
example. the flealth Coordinator presents
physical reports. The Social Service Coordina-
tor discusses expressed needs in component
areas. The Handicap Coordinator reviews
diagnostic evaluations (if the specialists are
not present). The home visitor contributes
informal observations about the child, that is,
strengths and needs that were observed but
not specifically tested. You have this informa-
tion from working with the child on several
home visits prior to development of the IPP.
Any checklists or assessment tools you have
completed should be shared at this planning
session. You might also mention any skills
that have been developed since the evalua-
tions were completed.

All the diagnostic information discussed
can be organized by using worksheets. The
child's strengths and needs in each develop-
mental area as indicated on screenings,
developmental checklists and diagnostic re-
ports can be recorded on these worksheets.
Skills which the child has are recorded under
strengths-, skills the cHld does not have
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which are developmentally appropriate are re-
corded as needs. This procedure can also be
used in determining strengths and needs of
the family. Figure 1 shows a sample of the
completed worksheet.

o Writing current level of functioning: A
written statement of the current level of func-
tioning gives a quick picture of the child. The
information in the diagnostic file for the child
determines how the current level of func-
tioning will be stated. Figure 2 describes three
methods of writing the current level of func-
tioning and gives examples of each type.

Planning annual goals: Annual goals are
established to meet the needs of the child and
family. Goals are planned in all develop-
mental and component areas. The order of
priority for the goals is determined by the
needs of the child; areas of greatest need have
first priority. Appendices E and H discuss
writing annual goals and give examples.

To summarize, at the end of the IPP
planning meeting, there will be a summary of
all information available on the child, a state-
ment of the child's current level of function-
ing and planned annual goals for educational
and component areas. All of this information
will be needed for the IPP conference.
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IPP WORKSHEET

EDUCATION

Cognitive

STRENGTHS
(skills the child has)

tells which objects go together
counts to 3 in imitation

draws a V stroke in imitation
builds a bridge with 3 blocks in imitation
adds leg and/or arm to incomplete man

draws a square in imitation
°names three colors on request (blue, red,

yellow)
°names circle, triangle, square

Comments:

Goals:

STRENGTHS

Figure 1

Carl Jones

NEEDS
(skills the child does not have)

°describe 2 events or characters from
familiar story or T.V. program
repeat linger plays with words

°match 1 to 1
°point to long and short
°arrange objects into categories

draw a diagonal line from corner to corner
of 4" square of paper
count to 10 in imitation

°match sequence or patterns of blocks or
beads

draw series of V strokes in imitation

HEALTH/NUTRITION

Carl is in good health
no medical reason for Carl's delayed
language

*no organic anomalies in speech mechanisms
(Carl)

parents have had recent physical
°family has cooking and refrigeration fa-

cilities

Comments:

Goals:

44

Jones Family
EXPRESSED NEEDS

°sibling has frequent earaches
°family does not receive balanced nutritious

meals (parent indicated)
°immunizations not up to date (Carl)

needs vision test (Carl)
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Figure 2

Methods of Writing Current Level of Functioning

Description Example

1. If you have used a standardized instrument
for screening or assessment the age scores
may be used in writing the current level of
functioning. This can be done in two ways:

a. Starting with the strongest (highest) area,
state the child's developmental age for
each area in a sentence; or

b. Use a summary score ch.:!rt to write the
current level of functioning.

For either method, be sure to indicate the
name of the tool used to obtain this informa-
tion.

la. Carl is 4 years, 2 months of age. He is
within 6 months of age for self-help skills (3
'ears, 8 months) and this appears to be his
strongest area. Cognitive skills are at the 3
years, 4 month-level. He is functioning at the
3 year old level in social skills. Carl's physical
age gross and fine motor skills is 3
years, 2 months. Carl's lowest area of func-
tioning is in language; he is at a 2 years, 10
months skill level. (Information from the
Alper/I-Boll Developmental Profile.)

l b. Area Age

physical 3-2

social 3-0

cognitive 3-4

communication 2-10

self -help 3-8

Date 9/15/79

Information
from the
Alpern-Boll
Developmental
Profile.

2. Some assessment tools and developmental
checklists give age ranges for each develop-
mental area. Write a sentence for each
developmental area using the age range; be
sure to indicate what tool was used to obtain
this information.

2. Carl is 4 years, 2 months of age. He is func-
tioning in the 4 year range in the area of self-
help skills. This is his strongest area. In the
cognitive and motor areas, Carl is functioning
in the 3 to 4 year range. Carl's social skills are
in the 3 year range. Language is Carl's weak-
est area; he is functioning in the 2-1/2 to 3
year range. (Information from the Portage
Guide to Early Education Checklist).

3. If you do not have either of the above as
options, write a statement indicating the
strongest and weakest area. This information
is based on screening and assessment results
and the information recorded on the IPP
worksheets:

3. Carl is 4 years, 2 months of age. Overall,
his strongest area appears to be self-help and
his weakest area appears to be language.
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The IPP jar each child is built by parents, home
visitor, handicap coordinator and m her specialists work-
ing together using their knowledge o/ the child.

I PP Conference

The final step in the development of the
Individual Program Plan is the IPP Con-
ference. The purposes of this conference are:

To break the annual goals into a sequence of
short-term objectives (see Appendix In,

To determine who is responsible for meet-
ing these objectives,

.F0 identify materials and teaching tech-
niques appropriate for meeting these objec-
tives,

To establish the type of evaluation which
will be used for determining completion of
the objectives and

*To set a time-line for initiation and comple-
tion of each objective.
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The participants at the planning meeting
are also involved in this conference; participa-
tion is required from parents, current home
visitor and chairperson appointed at the plan-
ning meeting.

Completion of the IPP can be simplified
by dividing responsibilities among partici-
pants. The Social Service Coordinator could
develop short-term objectives for each annual
goal related to social service. The home visi-
tor likewise could work on the educational
objectives; his or her experience in working
with the child will be valuable in planning
teaching techniques and materials appropriate
for the child.
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The IPP wIII he written at this con-
t. er ence. The chairperson records information
on the 1PP form as decisions are reached on
short-term objectives, teaching techniques.
etc. A discussion should he led by the chair-
person to resolve uny differences of opinion.
When all parts of the IPP are written, parents
are asked to sign indicating their participation
in the deelopment of the plan and their
agreement with the contents. Discussions at
the conference will most likely resolve dir-
lerences of opinion relating to the child's pro-
gram. After these discussions, if parents dis-
agree with some aspects they must also indi-
cate this with their signature. Further meet-
ings will he held to resolve conflicts.

This process for developing the IPP may
he changed to meet the needs of different
programs. For example, the IPP could be
completed in one meeting. Participants come
to the meeting prepared to discuss child and
family strengths and needs. All parts of the
plan are completed in this single conference.
If the public schools are involved in the pro-
cess, the Handicap Coordinator and home
visitor participate in the meetings held by the
schools to develop the educational goals and
ohiectives. A meeting with parents and Head
Start coordinators follows to develop goals
and objectives in the component areas.

Pa, cats are rinportant contributors in the development WW1(' IPP. S'peaA in terms they understand and use their ideas
a de .ci:iptng a program for their child.
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Parents must be involved in the total
process of IPP development. The meetings
are important and should be professional and
businesslike, but anything that can be done to
make the meeting more informal and relaxing
helps ensure a real contribution from the
parents. The following are suggestions for
encouraging parent involvement:

e Provide transportation for parents
0 Allow time for introducing parents to all

participants.
®Clive parents a questionnaire or checklist to

complete on the child (self-help or home
behavior problems) so they will have
specific information to contribute as an
equal member of .the planning team.
When parents provide information it should
be used.

eShare all information about the child with
the parents.

°Ask parents to express their goals and ob-
jectives for the child.

Sample IPP
The information for the Individual Pro-

gram Plan can be recorded in various ways.
The I landicup Coordinator will probably be
responsible for selecting a form. 1,1 choosing
..n 1PP form, consider those used h,. local

schools. Since the children in [lead Start will
become a part of the public school system, it
will be helpful if the forms used by both pro-
grams are similar. Parents will become
familiar with a particular way of recording in-
formation. If the forms used by the schools in
your area are not appropriate for [lead Start,
develop your own Or adopt an existing form.
A sample of a completed IPP is included on
the following pages. This form was selected
because it includes all the information needed
for a complete plan.



INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN

PARTICIPANT IPP COMMITTEE

Name: Carl Jones

Parent's Name: Mrs, M. Jones

Name

Jude Johnson
I tome Visitor

Julie Miller Chairperson

Atari' Jones Parent

Required:

Address: 411 N. 60th Phone: 555-1111

/
DOB: 7121/75 Age: 4-2 Sara Smith

Entry Dale: 9/1/79 Date of Conference: 101/5179

, i iiha n °irisenter: //iI/daic School County: Washington if I 1 il I

"Participant" includes all necessary identifying information. The

"Center/County" lines can be changed to lit individual agency needs. IPP Committee and Date of Conferencea record

"DOB is the child's date of birth; age should he recorded in years of participants in the IPP Conference and when the

and months.
conference took place,

Optional:

Speech Therapist

Health Service Component

Social Service Component

Nutrition Component

Mental Health Component

Other Professional/ Specialists

Current Lod of Functioning (Functional Assessmen ('arl is within 6 months of age Jor sell:help skills (3

re-h' inomih) old tins appears to he his stron,e,est area. Cognitive skills are at the 3 .rears4 months lad. lie is

Merle tooting at the rear level in social skills. Carl's physical age Gross and Fine motor --- is 3 years-2 months.

Cud s lowest area of /1111C11011114,' 0 in langonge. he is at the 2 .rears10 months skill lerel. Information 1 rom the

.11per Boll betelopnintal Profile) See atm lied worksheets for detailed breakdown ofstrengths and weaknesses,

3

Annual Goals:

L Carl mil oh reuse lcnt, tag shills hi m ono/h.

2, ( oil phi oral shills th the loth. rear

3, Coll loll olrreau (111;11111h' 116 to the tour

4, ( all Nil Amuse 0,11A 10 a Icwi

5, Parent 1,11 prook ufriuous owls daily hit flit' 1i 101111. and ohNiti services for

health rill? needs.

6. Putcrit c, ill use (011111110iill l'e11111.(CA 10 Meet 1(1111ill 11eeti. .111C/1 its

(111(1 fill(1110(11 II '.1(11111WT I.

Latigtmge

fined Gross A10118

rogniniv

Self-help

ileaillIINIgrifif111

Social Serv'ic'es
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INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Carl Jones

Special Services To Be Provided: Page 2

Services Required

,cpeech Thew'

Date Initiated Duration of Service Provider

1111179
Weekly throughout

program year

Sara Smith, Public School

Speech Therapist

Nutrition Planning I ii115179
1

1115180 Jane Doe, Health Coordinator

I have had the opportunity to participate in the development or this Individual Program Plan,

I agree with this Individual Program Plan.

I disagree with this Individual Program Plan.

10115/79

Date

X

"Special Services" refers to any special services that the child

needs such as: speech therapy, transportation, counseling,

special equipment, etc. For each special service, record the date

the service will be wed, expected length of the service and

who will provide the service. These special services can be pro-

vided in the home, clinic or center depending upon the needs

of the child and family.

ti

`;'/) (9042/1_
c

Signature of Parent(s)

"Signature of Parent(s)" documents the parent's involvement

in the development of the IPP and also records their agree-

ment/disagreement with the plan.

5
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Aria: (crust

I. Present lichaviors: Sec ihc /PP Wori qiem

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Carl Jones

Short-Term Objectives Page 3

2. Goal: Carl will develop physical sAills to the 4 tear level.

I. Objectives i, Special Nlaterials and

Methods/Parent Activities
b Personts) Responsible 7. Es aluation Criteria

M.

Begin

Time Line

Review Achieve('

(at) )sill kr, I, i))11,0' hall when rolled ,'0 11,nmr ow acrlimo win, b home vhliol and pc1,01 101 Panne records daily. llonic 111115 1/15

haul 'whoa! liw,fan(e, .11.iv

m ( 01 gull II dik !Cif/TO' II lien inked lot ;1

to ail .4, ih, ?(I')

parot mil uorl ithl July th

i Or dlq ;1)111 Wen plan. (.111)11.

creme, I

all ohlet Ore, VISO( 1 ri I lirIR haane 01111

poohoelvic otiornuum 1i)r

eatil obie(liv(),

10/15 1/15

SIIORTERNI Oli.i Rif VEs

' ( 'Id ill 1'1' l''' i'li ''"d urine' i"' t""" I. Area: Indicate the developmental area from education (motor, language. eici or one of the compo- linti 1115

,,limn 11a,,Inne lot IN Slaps, .17,1'k
nevi ,it IhC;1(1h, ioih11 servICCS, parent involvement) which will be detailed on this page.

2. Gnal; Copy the annual goal front the cover page. have a page for each annual goal. If there are nine

t ,Th' w,;: ,x, 0 a lariat' bait ill bath

lido,/ t 1+ ih a i1 11,11, 4/4

annual goals, there should he nine 1140 with shorierm ohicolvest ////.i I/15

.1. Present Behaviors: List skills that the child has already acquired. If these. kills are listed on attached

IPP worksheets they do nut need to he listed here.

( dr( HO lip,',/ (m otic Jot nuitoul and

-1.v wiloA, 4/.i k.
4. Objectives: ShorHerrii ohjeetives that lead to the accomplishment of the annual goal. Write these oh-

////.5 1/1.5

tames in behavioral terms. Provide a sequence of shorerm objectives for each annual goal.

,t, ( ,I ,11 hate uo IL h a ,hitgc ball 5. Special Minerials/MethDds/Parent Activities: List any special equipment, reinforcement or teach- 1 /j5 5/ 10

without us.thlinit c, 4/iv
ing technique that works particularly well for that child and would be effective in meeting the objective, It

is helpful, but not necessary, to complete this section for each objective.

('o/1 will walk tiown won alionating 6. Persoos) responsible: List waist of those who will be primarily responsible lot leaching/corying /It 5 5/31)

leer when come liwidrails. Ph. out each objective: lot movie, home visitor, nurse, speech therapist, parent.

'`iti '4 hop
()" (me

hurl) Allecn."re

7, Er alinnion: stile how each objective will be evalua ..: ttrvation, post-test, (14 recording, etc.) and

the results of the evaluation if criteria for aecomplisk . In t, ,, not met.
2/15 5/30

tones AA on mstouke, a/4

8. Time Line: State i lie date when the parent /child beg:; work on the objective, the dale when progress

will be reviewed, and the date the objective is accomplished.

Carl Irri1 walk haul,war(A tin the balance

hewn alternating 'at toe to heel when

asked, 3/4x.

2115 5 /it)
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Arra: Ilnr ifielor

Preent iors: /1'/' HIA%lirch

( IP/ 11 :Ian' It'inpkiin 1)/1

/6//o'sf, 114

Carl 11111 in! sitingln

line on wool, 313N,

( ,1); 111Ii ,11011,i; (lifted

1(11( (ill it (itInt,

Girl mil (hi our ,frik on

rc;ii11.\!,

( viii ll ll1 J :It 11 ''11)11' og-

/II:(11)/C

ferintY.

414

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Cad Join).

Short-Term Objeves

NialeriaIN and

11(41/ Parry( AcNtiiticl

/lame 1IUI ai Noll' .

Ptil hill

IILI111(1111:,;

10 11111101 pith,

ohjei iirc0

l'iradually Inc /cam'

Mr( A rh'), pap7 am/

amount

Itlillafil p(111. 40110

then filefilli',

544

llumr l'h1101

lints ptlr!'lll.

Page 4

Goal: ('ad will develop physicals ills to the 4 yeur leiel.

Respinhihle

0

'lime Line

Rev ieo

liaren lecohA ciadc.

ininff arril

bam Ian' and post

ha Oak..

101IS

12115

ills

ills

111

Ill 5

8/5

5130

Achieved
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i l l AL PRO6R,.:"'i PLAN FOR: CatI,AmP,

Short-Term Objectives

A tea: Loctlan C

Prtini Belem la s: See 1111' ,r Iii (figure 1)

Ibjectik

'ail 4 id tridh h I to 1 fusing

3 at Boa objects) when

asAld 313s,

o Carl will point to long and

short objects when verbally

instructed, 414x.

('ar1 will arrange objects into

categories when asked, 4/4.v.

0 Cap/ will draw a ali1,1;0alal

I,, from corner to corner 1)1'

a 4 square of paper when

asked, 313.v.

Carl mil count 10 objects in

on /011101i. 4/4A.

Carl sequence or pattern

blmks or beads when asked,

o a Sc711) con-

!Wiled strokes when

asked. 313.m.

an compleir a six piece

puz.:h' when asked without

trial and error, 3/3A,

$ Carl will nwiu objects as

Sant' and different when

asked, 313x,

iwciaI Malerials and

\ let hods/ Parent Activities

11 wile

Which pareill Mil aviv

tail all/4' according to

plan

(All 0hletlIve,5).

Lu /0110//UT objects

lound al llonlc

paricm cattls

increaw

complexav (a design.

Wooden with

hug, pieces, gradually

reduce physical aid.

Use common objects

.fintnd in the home.

Person Is) Responsible

lionle Maar ilar1 p011-011

Page ----5

(;00, Carl illora,st, coglialve A/k fits to the 4 year

E valuation Criteria

llaffillrecardSdalk.

Horne visitor records

baseline and post

baseline. 11 objectives

are not accomplished

home visitor will

evaluate and An;

additional act/0M's.

Time Line

Begin

/0115

10115

11/1.1

1 III 5

Review Achieved

1/15

1115

1115

1115

1/15 5130

1/15 5/30

2115 5130

3115 5130

411 5 5/31)
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INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Carl Jones

liV11;1111)(1; ( 111' ( I

Objedises,

,i111

tot;) Coultii

min ugrin 111. ((Mit)

praides

1'tlrrnt 1x111 iC(1/ Thiae UP'

pi)111(///1/// 11ff11 Pit 1111i/C/1

re1llUhit'1lir ii (0()/(11/101r.

Parent anti Comilotator

plan oth. nutritious moil Om

hav, vfoupv)

lot cacii ticlt ()I it two u't'I\

6 P(//c/i! Itt/i (11111,11'

It"Ilh fine 1INI11/111111 01011

(1011V .)1' 31. 19,0

Short -Term Objectives

Special Niaterial and

NImhoik/Paren1

oll11IIc11.11 11311111;

110!/!( 110

's( tli

R('

Council pamphlets

Personls)

('(01(1111(111),

Alri'111

1)(trent

Nem and Coordinator

Alre/11

Pap 6

(1 )/al: ;di/CM 1.111 1106 iffr 3 weriimw, iinciud,wg

tvi( food y,roupst lut the !win and olimin services for

cui, nerds. with asststance.
. .

kaloation t'rneria
time Line

Review Achieved

16';

lot i ihhs

Arnmailmi'n1

Appointment ke;i

1)(TIOdir rel'Ord

UI ITINIA

1211

ill 2115

2115 5130

I 540-
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Area: 11,

l'rhent or

()bjectives

Cult'

Ibc i)Or.

0,1(1 pclit'111 will /I.1

11t(' trIle tleC(IN the

111111th 1ind 1181110 appro

priate rnowin 14.

her I.

The!! provide(' the number

h I 1/ea lrlil,1lti lion

Coordinator, die parent will

?auk(' appointment with

ph,licida withal 2 days.

parent will t,cep the

medical appointment with

foie written reminder from

111,1' Coordinator.

The parent will follow

throii,01 in reC(111111101(1(1-

nledIC(11 appOil!:-

Illt'ilh SpC(Ifled (111(1 With-

in 5 lar

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN FOR: Call lotuis

Short-Term Objectives

Goal:

Page 7

Special Niateriah, and

Niel hods/ Parent Act it it ic

( (PII11111111 Rur
1)11e( (olt

Evaluation Criteria
Begin

Time Line

Review
l'ersonts) Responsible

Achieved

Parria and Coordinator List (ompleic MTh 1111

Pant flppoirionent made 10130 11115

Puieni Arpointineill kepi 11115 1115

Parent Record of

recommendations

which were h ept

1115 2115
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Summary
Each part of the Individual Program P

is illustrated on Carl's completed IPP.
process suggested for developing the IPP
children with special needs includes th
steps: (1) preparation, (2) planning meet'.
(3) conference. The objectives for the pL
ning meeting include summarizing the chil
strengths and needs, fOrmulating the chil
current level of functioning and establish
annual goals for the child and rarent. The I
is completed at a conference', short-term
jectives, materials and teaching techniq
are developed for each annual goal. Part
pants at the conference and planning meet
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Summary
Each part of the Individual Program Plan

is illustrated on Carl's completed IPP. The
process suggested for developing the IPP for
children with special needs includes three
steps: (1) preparation, (2) planning meeting,
(3) conference. The objectives for the plan-
ning meeting include summarizing the child's
strengths and needs, formulating the child's
current level of functioning and establishing
annual goals for the child and parent. The IPP
is completed at a conference; short-term ob-
jectives, materials and teaching techniques
are developed for each annual goal. Partici-
pants at the conference and planning meeting

me*.
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include parents, home visitor, Handicap
Coordinator and other individuals who have
knowledge about the child and famiiy. The'
individual Program Plan is a comprehen-
sive plan which includes program objectives
for all developmental areas in the education
component and also in the other important
component areas. This plan gives the home
visitor. a concise picture of where the child
"is" at the beginning of the year. It also aids
in planning activities for the -child and parent
which will lead to attainment of goals. Finally,
it helps the home visitor and component stall
to address the expressed needs of the family
and to evaluate progress toward meeting
those needs.

I I
11 1 ,11
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el g Th h]l
A Tr siti

If you've ever moved from one town to
another, you know how hard a transition can
be. Going from a familiar, comfortable en-
vironment into a strange, new one can be un-
settling. Think of it: new people to Meet, new
surroundings to become familiar with, a new
routine to get used to and so forth. Some-
times it seems that your old ways of behaving
just don't fit into the new surroundings.

Moving can be even more difficult if
someorw close to you will not be going with
you. Perhaps you'll be leaving your parents or
other close relatives behind, which will proba-
bly make you feel a bit sad and less secure
about tile move.

hildret. have the same feelings when
they move from one place or program to
another. They feel unsure of themselves.
They may not know how to behave in the
new program. Perhaps they are a little anxious
or fearful and have trouble making new
friends. They probably wish their mom and
home visitor were with them.
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Chapter

A transition is usually harder for handi-
capped children. They may have fewer skills
to cope with the move than would a non-
handicapped child. Providing a successful
transition for a handicapped child from a
home-based program to another program
cannot be left to chance. A lot of planning and
groundwork must be done to ensure a suc-
cessful transition for everyone child,
parents aid teachers. Without this, much of
the success you worked so f4rd for may be
thr-eatened or lost. Plan tfie
carefully and help the child ti!ong the way.
Some of the questions you should consider
are the following:

When is the child ready for a transition?
What records should go with the child?

What can I do to help make the transition
easier?

® How can I ensure continued parent in-

-olvement?



When Is The Child Ready
For A transition''

Decidinl..!, when a ftindit:;if)hed child
fed*, f(ir d celuer-hasci !pit

easy task You need to know when
the child will milli more from a program
other than the home-based ( dtion, Often the
information you would use to make this deci-
sion depends on the other programs available
to the child. You may need to consider which
of several center-based programs would hest
meet the child's needs. Your transitional pro-
gram then needs to he carefully planned and
carried out. For example, a handicapped child
may he eligible for several center-based
preschool programs such as Head Start, public
school or a private agency program. Many
different factors need to be considered in
deciding if the child is ready, and for which
program. Occasionally one factor will suggest
the child is ready for a transition and another
one will suggest he or she is not ready. Most
important. however, should be the -needs of
the child. If a child's needs can he better
served in a different program, then you
should attempt to place he child 'here. Some
factors to consider in making this decision in-
clude the following:

I. Imitative Skills
Imitative skills are the ability to copy the

example of other people. To benefit from a
center-based program, imitative skills are
almost a necessity. For very young children,
imitative skills are shown in playing pat-a-
cake or peek-a-boo. Older children imitate
the examples of their parents and older
brothers and sisters. They try to play with toys
like the older children or walk like :heir
mother or lather. Children can learn .much
through imitating other people.

A big advtintage of a mainstreamed,
center-based placement is the opportunity for
the handicapped child to learn from nbl-
handicapped peers. If the handicapped child
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does not have basic imitative skills, then this
advantage for mainstreaming does not apply.
Obviously, teaching imitative skills is impor-
tant. This might hest he (1011C in the home
\A iW tic parent as the teacher. The parent can
pi iiinpt ,ind reinforce imitation in natural
,,ituatii ins throughout the day. These same
imitative skills can be taught in the center, but
the consistency of the parent'S involvement
makes home visits a more attractive alterna-
tive. Fortunately, most handicapped children
have developed imitative skills by three years
of age. If so, they are good candidates for a
mainstreamed setting if' other factors are also
positive.

2. Nature of IPP Objectives

.\ second important issue is the nature of
the program objectives for the parent and
child. Where a highly individualized program
is needed for the child and parent, the home-
based option best meets this need. This is
especially true when meeting the parent's
needs would significantly help the child.
However, when most of the child's objectives
could be taught just as well in the center and
the parent's help could be continued another
way, than the child may be better off in the
center.

Consider the case of a child with severe
behavior problems enrolled in a home-based
program for a year. Most of the behavior
problems were cleared up by helping the
parent become a better manager and teacher
of child behavior. Because both the parent
and child showed good improvement, it was
decided to have the child attend a center-
based program. The child's other develop-
mental skills were taught just as easily in the
center. Also, having the child play and
cooperate with other children helped the
child's social development. The parent con-
tinued working at home on the behavior
problems and was involved in the center ac-
tivities as well.
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For another child, you might decide to
continue with the home-based option because
the child's behavior problems at home are
still severe. It is also important to develop the
child's social skiP- with other adults and
children. Fherefore, the primary objectives
are carried out in the home and the child also
intends the center once or twice a week for
socialization.

3. Nature of Receiving Program

Another factor k) consider in deciding
re.:aline,s" is the type of program in which

the child would be placed. Many people argue
that the child's nee.ds should be the only fac-
tor to consider in integrating a handicapped
child. To them this means that if the child is
ready, then the placement should be made
whether the receiving program is ready or
not.

llnfortunately, such a view ignores some
practical considerations. Among these are:

The receiving teacher's attitude toward ac-
cepting handicapped children.

o The potential for individualized instruc-
tion.
The potential for modifying the current
program curriculum.
The potential for modifying the room ar-
rangement.

e The skills the handicapped child might
need to -survive:' in the new placement.

Realistic compromises might be required
tbr the sake of the child. If the receiving
teacher is not happy about having the handi-
capped child in the program, he or she may
need extra help at first. You might want to
gradually introduce the handicapped child
into the program and give the new teacher
help with the child. SoMetimes the attitude of
the receiving teacher might be so bad that you
will want to. reconsider making the move. It
may not be in the child's bes1 interests. For-
tunately this is rare, but it can happen. Be sure
to talk with the new teacher before you make
a transition.
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You should also :onsider the potential
for individualized instruction in the new pro-
gram. Handicapped children often require
more help than other children in completing
tasks. A structured, individualized approach
is often needed. Sometimes they do not
benefit from group instruction. The
teacher/child ratio may be an important fac-
tor, as would be the amount of time spent in
group versus individual activities. If all the
time is spent in I '7ge group activities, then the
individual needs of the handicapped child
may be lost in the process. This would be
more likely to occur if there are only a few
ach,,ts in the center.



To successfully integrate a handicapped
child, some changes may also be needed in
the center's curriculum or room arrange-
ment. "Elle 11'1' that you have been
k()rking from should provide the rICV, teacher
with spt...cilic enrrteuluin obtectities for the
child. You should discuss these objectives

I h the teacher prior to placement so that
you can help make changes in the curriculum.
t: suallv this will mean that the teacher will
have to "scale down the curriculum objec-
tives and activities through task analysis (see
: \ppcndi\ II). It may also mean that special
materials will be needed to teach the child or
that sLine changes will be needed in the room
arrangement. This may be needed if the child
is in a wheelchair or needs otl.'r special adap-
tive equipment. All of these things should he
considered and discussed prior to placement.
Being fully informed will help everyone make
the right decisibn for the child.

Finally, you should consider certain
developmental or group adaptation skills the
handicapped child may need in order to suc-
ceed in the center program. These are skills
which the child needs to participate in a group
setting where one-to-one attention will not al-
ways be available. A lack of these skills points
to a child as being "different ". It can hurt
the teacher-child relationship and put the
child's continued placement at risk. Examples
of important developmental skills for
classroom participation include:

Follows a simple command.
Has basic dressing/undressing skills.
Takes care of own toileting needs.
Attends to a task at le: t briefly (5 to 10
minutes).
Works with more than one adult.
Sits still in group situation.
Plays and works independently.
Takes turns in simple games.
Raises hand or gets teacher's attention
when necessary.
Moves through routine changes without
difficulty.
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These are just some of the skills needed
for a child to "blend with the other
children in the classroom. These skills will
liffer from teacher to teacher depending upon
he child/teacher ratio and normal routine

follow ed in the classroom. It is a g)()(1 idea for
1()U the receiving ft:Licher to hind

out -e. hat skills will be needed. You can then
help ease the transition by:

O Making some of these needed skills pro-
gram objectives while the child is still in
vour program

O Telling the new teacher how the child
could he managed in the new program
even though he or she doesn't yet have
the skill.

"together you and the receiving teacher
can develop a plan which states the skills the
child needs to develop prior to making a tran-
sition. This plan can also suggest how the
child will be mainstreamed in the center:

During what activities will the child receive
individual attention?
How will the child participate in small
groups?

When will the child receive instruction on
IPP objectives?

Be careful not to be overly concerned
with "kindergarten readiness'' skills such as
counting rote to ten, saying the alphabet,
knowing one's address and so forth. Some
parents and teachers consider these skills as
"markers" which suggest a child is

a public school program. With handi-
capped children, you could easily ran into the
trap of attempting to each the child skills
beyond his or her developmental level. These
skills may have no use for the child and would
soon be'. forgotten. The skills- necessary for
classroom participation may be needed for the
child to stay in the center, but otherwise you
should stick to the child's developmental
needs to determine your IPP for the child.
Focusing too much attention on supposed
"kindergarten readiness'' skills may steal
time and effort from the child's :cal needs.
556



Parents and teachers can plan together to help the child make a stnooth transition from home to center.
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What Records Should Go
With The Child?

auporrani part or the transition pro-
cess is the traner or appropriate records.
\lake sure the child's new teacher gets all
necessary information. This can save the
receiing teacher, child and parents a lot of
problems. I he new teacher can quickl be
troduced to the child's background informa-
tion. especially specifinformation on the
hill's educational needs and strengths. This

will liclp in the planning and instruction or
the child and avoid giving the child tasks

,ire too easy or too hard. When the ap-
proprute records have been transferred. the
receiving progran; Starr will riot have to ask
the pareniS queStiort; thc,,y have already
answered. This saves time and helps create
good v, ill between the parents and agency
stall

The home visitor :tall have a wealth of
information regarding the child's instructional

. .

program, which will he extremely valuable to
aahe- ttat-.ficr- The 1:111.011-

should be included in written Corm aild sent
along with the child's confidential record. Bet-
ter yet, the information could be wriner and
discussed with the receiving teacher during a
mac1in14_ which includes the child's parents.
This type or meeting allows the parent and
receiving teacher all opportunity to get to

know one another. It also provides much
more useful information than that provided
air( iugh written reports. II you have used a
hahayi,/ral checklist a ith the child. it is

helpful to go over this with the new teacher.
perhaps giving him or her a copy.
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When a child is aainsferrad from a
home-Nised option to a center-based ('-

gram within Head Start, the transfer of
reco;rd viii be completed easily The conti-
deno.: records should nut have to he moved
and stay in the central office. I lead Start
poiia-- does not allow. a'a.tess of aonfidential
records to some people within the agency. If
conlidential records do need to be transferred
within ilcad Stat. .!r1 administrator, such as
the 'ilandi.L.ap Coordinator will arrange it.

When a child is to be transferred to a
pri-arri not administered by Ucad Start,
parents must give perinissicf; prior to a
reLase of I ords. Confidentiality must be
ensired and the le4:ords should not be given
to another agency without this signed permis-
sion. I Ionic visitors can easily get the signed
permission. by tAp!aining to the parents the
reasof.v.; tar transferring hl:cords and discuss-
ing which information would be released.
Have forms ready for the parent to sign stat-
ing ;Nhich records will be sent and to whom.
Your undwork_can save the receiving- pro-
gram' ;(dministrators much time and trou-
blceUswutcn e- typicallySent include:

o Progress Report
O Individual Program Plan

Specialist's Reports
O Behavioral Checklists
e Hea:M Records

her helpful information for the receiv-
ing teacher should also be sent. A sample
Progress Report (Figure I) and a sample.
Release of Information Form (Figure 2) are
included on the following pages for your in-
spection. As you can see, the kinds of infor-
mation included on the Progress Report
would be extremely helpful for any teacher in
working with a new child.
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Early Childhood Progress Report
, Name Parent's Name

Birthdate Address

School Phone Number

ept )1-ter Reporter's Position

I. PROGRESS REPORT: Child can, upon request. easily perform the following activities:

A. Cognitive Skills:

B Motor Skills:

C. Language Skills:

1). Soc..ilization Skills:
A

E. Sell-help Skills:

1. EMERGING SKI [IS: The next activities the cAd should be able to learn
A. Cognitive

B. Motor Skills:

( Language Skills:

D. Socialization

1s. Self-1 fell) Skills:

III. PROGRAM FINDINGS: llow does the child learn best?
A. Areas of Strength

B. Areas of Weakness

C. Nleaninc.iiil Reinforcement

IV. PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS:

V. SUGGESTED .PARENT INVOLVEMENT:
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SAMPLE
RELEASE OF INFORM A I 0 N

I :41 c permission for the
release:

,1 m1.11H ;I))

ci
about my child

ild rhim

at

inaiiie of pr' ii and ilia t ,igencv)

(full ,1:-.,,orcss of ihat ageno

This permission is gIVCI1 only lor the lon,-,wing dates:

to

I understand that I have h ight to view all of these records and to obtain copies

of them ill so desire.

parent ii Lirdiati)
igt1Cd - -

Witness

late
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C an I Do To Help
Make The Transition
Easier?

Pro iding an ellccti Hr the
handicapped child thay require special steps or
supports. Transferring records.' and meeting
with the receiving program stall are necessary
steps. but they ma; riot hL cmoull.h. Addi-
tional strategies may be needed. even th )ugh
you could be limited in v hat you can do by
the amount and kind of resourc, .; available.
Consider the following Steps in planning lor
transition:

1. KnoliN Your Commtmiiy's
Resources

Without being, informeu about the..
possible placements .that c:.ist for handi-
capped childremvin-your comrnwiity,you
could easil. miss an opportunity to in-
tegrate the child on a full o part-time
basis. Being inform cld also helps you
make ,.. better placement recommenda-
tions. Some center-based programs are
offered by the public schools, others by
private or community agencies serving
t. handicapped. Recreational programs
!night he offered '.)y city, county or state
agert,:ies. Your Handicap Coordinator
could arrange for 1-1:n .e visitors to visit a
community program serving handi-
capped children. Later each home visitor
could report the visit to the group at a
staff meeting. A list of these agencies
c,-,uld then be made along with their im-
portant characteristics. This would serve
as an important reference for the Handi-
cap Coordinator and home visitors to use
when considering a transition. Some
things to look for when you visit a pro-
gram include the following:

5 6i
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t: .ill
O Stall t,! child rtttio

\ mount of one- to-(,ne teachiac twit:
.,mount ; 'up, large group
time

O Amount of structure( (ir
unstructured time

O Behavior management techniques
used

O Parent Ai-tit:illation in program
O Special sei 3 Val la Mc and used
O Assessment devices and progress

reports used
O Skills emphasized in the program

te.g., language, motor, cognitive,
etc.)

Pay attention to these program
characteristics during your visit; you wi
then have important information to re
port to the group.

2. Discuss Possible Chlf..i,1
-Nith-liandicap-Coordinator-

The initial. step in planning for
transition is to discuss the idea with th
I landicap Coordinator or other perso
who serves that function in your agenc.
Be ready to give the pros and cons of
program change for the child. Remem
ber. you know the child's progress bette
than the coordinator. but the coordinate
can help in deciding whether there is
good match between the new program
and the child's needs. Again, this shouli
he a fairly informal discussion. Keep th
focus on what is best for the child.

3. Discuss Possible
Fuement ith Parents

The parent is a partner in any deci
sion made regarding the child's program
Discuss the idea of making a transitio
with the parents. This can be done info'
many during your home visits, pedlar



when going over chars progress
since the beginning of the year. This ills
cu should help you get some idea of
how the porents would feel about the
child !-),;;.',2, transferred to a new program.
Tell the why you think a change would
be in the ilikis best intereAs. f:iive the
parents some idea of what the new pro-
gram is like and how you feel their child
would fit in. No decision needs to be
reached at this point. Just lay the ground-
work for the transition and get the
parents' permission to explore the
possibility further.

/ r
, 4 ....----- ,4

t. of
. 4 .-, , iom.,_._____-- ---

tyt.:, it : , ay
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> 't Or I tf \
1,*1?t,

4,0 .'orft .

, Ivieet With The Parents
And Handicap Coordinator

Alter your individual discussions
with the Handicap Coordinator anu
parents, a conference should be held to
Further discuss a possible program
change. Ideas for the transition might
come from this meeting. Some of these
ideas could be used on a trial basis prior
to making a formal decision' regarding
program change. Testing some of the
ideas ahead of time could help ease the
transition for the child. For example, you
might want to work on some of the
developmental skills that would be
needed by the child in the center pro-
gram. You could use a cluster experience
to evaluate these responses and teach

those the child needs to learn.
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Parent v ecei vim.;

Progrmi
Before a formal decision 1-.

regarding transferring the clelkl

center-h.ased 9!1":1T11. Ihe parents
should visit the in) bc!'lg 0)n-
sidcred. This is %er ie.; parents
are worried about whet; -1 or not their
child should attend a classroom programm
t)r- al5out ti kind 1)1 classroom it is. AF-

rinuc for the Isn and try to Co with the
parents on he isit. Share your thoughts
whh the pareses regarding how the child
would lit into tee progeim. You might
help the parents he better ohser% ers by
first suggesting what to for (see
above).

6. Classroom Teacher Makes
Home Visit (s)

Another possk,ility is to have the
receiving teacher go with you on a home
visit berore placing the child in the center
prograni Severn advantages) eLtet:.

oThe receiving teacher -:an khe

child in comfortable surround, .-1(.1

get a better idea of what t!--e ean
Jo.
The teacher can observe, the levei of
parental involvement, including the
parent's teaching

oThe receiving teacher can also observt.
the home resources and limitation:,
which will help im or her decide how
the family can continue their involve-
ment with the child.

oThe visit shoulc; he presented the
parent and child a "get acquainted
visit. The honk. .! ,tor might ask the
parent and ch.! o sl-Km some of the
tasks or skills that i,;;y have been suc-
cessful with. .{his allows the child to
-show oil a little hit. It can also
prompt positive reinforcement from
the receiving teacher, thus setting the
stage for a good relationship.
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7. Child Nsits Classroom
Prior To Phic-Anent

As an introduction to We center
program. stall" and children. it is helpful
for the child to visit the ela.ssr:oom with
the parents and home visitor. Id.2ally,

this. should happen after the classroom
teacher visits the home. Then. at least
the child would have met he teacher and
have had some positi\ e interaction with
him or her. Try to keep the visit casual.
Too much preparation might frighten the
child. Simply tell the child that you are
going to visit a classroom where there are
sliTle other children. Plan a fun activity
:lett is geared toward the child's level.
Choose something the child can do with
other children like sharing a snack, doing
:V; irt btee .' or singing a song. Also, try

ieeep eisit short so the child does
i-serest. L'.'erlapping with snack

sirs a good idea', this allows
e) see the child in a social situation.

it also should prove reinforeing to the
child!

S. Home Visitor Helps hi
The Classroom

Your presence in the classroom may
he needed for a while to help the transi-
tion of the handicapped child. This could
help ease the process for everyone
child, parent and receiving teacher. The
security of having a trusted adult in a
strange, new environment will reassure
the parent and child. Also, you can work
with the handicapped child in the center.
You can show the center staff which
techniques work best with the child and
help thee nteract. Gradually your pres-
ence can he faded out when the child is
fully integrated in the center. Better yet,
the parent might be able to carry out the
home visitor's function by helping the
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center stall work with Ills or her handi-
capped child. This can be very reiritorc-
ine the parents. It allows them to show
,,k1IIIL2 of the important leaching ;kills
learned the 11(one-based program.
Phis shigli also help to keep the parent
invok ed in the child's program. either
volunteering in the center or helping the
child at home.

9. Enrollment in
Programs

tinn handicapped children can be
helped best by being enrolled in h me-
based and center-based progra MS at the
same time. This strategy has worker;
l'or many handicapped children. It offers
the opportunity for the child to learn the
needed socialization and group adapta-
tion skills from the center program.
while still receiving individualized
developmental skills Irom the home visi-
tor and parent. This strategy can rapidly
increase the child's development in a
number of areas. As the child adapts to
the group situation. he or she spends
more time in the classroom. Later. home
visits can he reduced from weekly visits
to every other week, and gradually elimi-
nated. How last home visits can be
reduced depends upon the needs of the
child.

Enrollment in both programs can be
used by many Head Start programs that
oil& both home-based and center-based
services. Where two different ttchers
are involved. close cooperation and corn-
munic.ition is essential for an effective
transition. This is true.whet her both pro-
grams are operated by Head Start, or by

Head Start and some other agency. In
Head Start programs that have a varia-
tion in center attendance option, the
teacher in the center and home program

may he the sa lie person. In such situa-
nons. IrAnsi:mn pnices; i greatly
lac :Mated lur everyone.

I hese nmc transitioning options can he
used wine or with one another. You must in-
dividualize each situation for each child and
family. Also remember that if some doors are
closed because of a lack of interagency
cooperation. try to ad,.ocate for better
cooperation ,,nd coordination. It is surprising
what can .ppcn when 'people press lor better
services r harch:sapped children and their
familic )on' t become discouraged or upset
by tempo, ary setbacks.



How Can I Ensure
Continued Parental
nvolvement?

)2,f CaL2,1 silt2r1:1?-1 ttf tli based
n is :hc active involvement of the parent

in tiro instruction of the child. I he parent
teaches the child appropriate developmental
skills with i.zuidanc,_ horn you, the home
tor. With your help. the parent has acquired

icaching nct child management
techniques. Alung with these skills conies a

feeling Ail,. confidence in caring for the handl-
apped child. Parents represent a valuable
1:St ,LIFCC. to any center-based program. An
imporui component of your transitional

\% deg clop activities that en-
courage continued parent involvement.

Programming for continued parent in-
% olvement might include the following:

O Establish etter't e and continued home-
center communication.

O Include the parent as a volunteer in the
center.

'2) Id!) N;ccvnie an advocate for
the L.nild.

. =Ion-le-Center
Communication

\lost I lead Start parents volunteer
some time and involvement in the

center activities. A few may not be able
to be involved in the center program due

to outside employment, other children in
the home or other factors. This should

not. ft e'er. prevent them from ha%
!!Ig ;111 ictive rule in their child's de\ clop-
:nem. Isstablkh and k ep good com-
munication between the home and the
center. This can r' ide an important
!ink and allow the parent to continue

orking, with the child Continued parent
no, olyement ;,,21p the child to
transfer skills developed in the center to
the home. Often, children, especially

handicapped children, fail to generalize
behavior from one place to another.
i:,einfOrcing the parents continued ,irk

the child can help build in transfer
learning.

There are many ways to continue
parental involvement in the child's
educatic An obvious and poi- ular tech-
nique is L. a notebook. It goes hack
and fOrth ',etween home and center and
tells what ,kills are being taught and the
success the child is having in learning
those skills. New activities at the center
can bejlescri bed Kit he parent in tte
notebook. Suggestions are given for the
parent to reinforce these skills and ex-
tend them within the home. Parents can
izive the center stall information about
the child's behavior at home and can
suggest changes in activities or how to try
again if the child does not respond
favorably. This arrangement works well
with a motivated parent who has good
reading and writing skills. ft also works
well when the center staff knows how the
parents interact with the child. The
center staff can make appropriate sugges-
tions and changes to meet each parent's
needs. If the parent doe not read or
write well, regular phone calls can be
made as a substitute for the notebook.
tjsing the phone is. ho\vever, risky
because the parent must remember
everything that was st :gested. This cer-
tainly is not as good as the notebooks
with a detailed, sequenced list of steps to
follow,
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he I Aulch lint 1>ata

Rt-H7-1,

1";, ;11 \ m{,
)1-cviiitt pr- ick:t

iLindlcippLid children in

,;ogrions and ha, been 'den ;H

c\cmplan, mcd, by the ..S. Fducation
Department. briefly. the Lunch Box
Data ti stern es a kt ,...dtictIced
tasks which are the short-term objectives

!ht ± The parent isits the center
led! cam: out the acti% ities

it home File center stall demonstrate
:echniques to make sure the parent is
Ck mit )i table \kith ihc 'ties. The
cenier staff can then reinforce or give
corrective feedback to the parent. thus
shaping tn, r)arent's teaching skills. As
the short-term obiectkes are started, the
child's col iect respoic,es are recorded on
a data sheet. I his data sheet then !ravels
back and fOrth between the home and
the center. As goals are reap :led on an

---olctivei.--the-next -skill-is taught. The
data then returns with the child to the
other setting where the learned skill is
checked to make sure transfer of learn-
ing has taken place. Instruction is then
continued on the new activity.

The Lunch Box Data System must
he consistent between the parent and
center staff to work effectively. Both par -

s he motivated keep this level
of involvement, but the results for the
child can he impressive. Center -based
I lea Start staff may not want to 1.1::e the
system for all children. The special needs

handicapped children and their
parents make this an etlective and attiiic-

i Lommlitiica tion Other
]tome -center communication ideas are:

O Newsletters which Jontain general in-
tort-II:limn about the classroom pro-

home activity suggestions
Deer parents a personal note could
he attached regarding the child.

O Conferences between the teacher and
parent these could occur in either
the center or the h(mle and would up-
date the parent on the child's progress
and suggest how the parent could
reinfdaie the child's development.

© "Sunshine calls" are calls which
would be made to inform the parent
about something the child has
learned, perhaps something that has
taken some time for the child to ac-
complish. The "sunshine call will
not only please the parent, but will
also prompt the parent to 7eilloree
the child.

2. Parent As Volunteer in the
Center

Parents should be encouraged to
volumeer in the center program and the
home visitor can help ensure that this
happens. The knowledge and skills the
parent has about the child can greatly
help the center staff. The parent might
meet with the home visitor and the
center staff and talk about some of the
techniques which are useful with the
child. This can boost the confidence of
the parent and allow the center staff to
become familiar with the parent's skills.
These skills can be put . good use
whenever the parent. ut ers in the
center. 1-1;.: careful that parent and
child do not depend too much P;, tip.-..

I ,..cdri:k.. I I I) . \ I ut,i ( ,:: I) \ Parent tr.t nisi %1()(1:21- In I) I Lillie Anti tr
,c:k 1/4\ .1r,L'I AtIti 01111.',In\

1.72
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p. ents continued in% ol% einem it the
center A healthy interaction should he
encou-aged_ but not dependency. The
center staff may need to ask the parents
to work with other children in the center
rather than just with their handicapped
child. This can help the parent under-
stand the streng,ths and needs or
different children. The parent corn alas
generalite levelling skills by working
with other children. The handicapped
child will benefit by having to work with
other adults and children. not just his or
her parent.

Own Advocate

Some children will go to pragrams
other than I lead Start. The continuation
,if parental involvement may present a
problem. in programs that value parental
involvement, there will he no great prob-
lem. For families placed with..programs
that do not emphasize parental involve-
ment, helping the pare ii become an
effective advocate is an important transi-
tional strategy. One goal should he to
help the parent learn about their rights as
stIted in Public Law q4-142. Parents
s-!Iculd know their rights to ensure that
they and their child are ireated fairly. But
this will only ensure that the letter of the
law is met. You also may need ti help
the parent develop some assertiveness
skills. They may nec I to know how to
approach the child's teacher and tactfully
request that an arrangement be made to
communicate regularly with the teacher.
..\lodeling and role playing are etfeci;\::
ways to help parents learn and practice
discussions with teachers and adminis-
trators. This could be done
or in small groups v oh other parents,
some of whom perhaps have already had
experience in dealing .with teachers from
other agencies. The locus of such ses-
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stons should he positive assertion of the
parent's rirhts. Concentrate on the
benetlts night result for the child if
the parent continued an active role in the
cduca in of the child.

Se :ral experimental Head Start
program'. Itive been developed in recent
years to assist children in making the
transit.on from Head Start to the pubic
school system. The intent of these pro-
grams is to lessen the difficulties children
have in moving from preschool to school
i.rograms. One program, Project
Developmental Continuity, attempts to
further develop the social competency of

child through a continuity of
methods, materials, objectives and
parent-teacher cooperation from Head
Start to the public schools. Another pro-
ject, the Basic Educational Skills Project,
hat,: a similar goal and consists of four es-
sential elements:- curriculum ,develop-
ment, parent involvement, continuity
and teacher attitudes and behavior. Con
tinued parent involvement in the child's
program is a central strategy for each of
these programs. Furthermore, both pro-
grams address the needs of handicapped
children within their program models
and are good sources of additional infor-
mation and strategies regarding helping
fleild Start children make the transition
from preschool to the public school
system.

Transition Sunain-try
Transition means moving from one

educational program to another. Since any
change Iona a familiar environment c.in
create Confusion and frustration, steps to ,._ase
this transition should be initiated. Some of the
steps suggested in this chapter are sum-
marized below.



a Determine what is the best environment
for meeting the child's and parent's needs.
Consider the IPP objectives for the child
and the teaching and management skills
the parent needs to develop. Parents,
home visitors and the Handicap Coordina-
tor should meet to determine if a transition
is appropriate.

Plan to teach the child any skills they need
to learn in the new environment. For ex-
ample, children should be able to imitate
some child and adult behaviors to benefit
from a classroom experience.

Transfer child records that help the nee
teacher plan appropriate activities for the
child. These include skills the child is ready
to learn and effective teaching techniques.

® Involve parents in the complete transition
process. This includes discussing a possible
change in the child's program with home

17.1.-

visitor and Handicap Coordinator, meet-
ing with Head Start teachers or public
school teachers to discuss the new pro
4u am and visiting the new Fogram.

® The ne, r should accompany the
home vis. on a regularly scheduled
home visit. This provides an opporcinity
to observe the parent and child interacting.

Gradually, introduce the child to the new
program. Begin with a short visit to the
classroomlaccompanied by the home visi-
tor and/or parent and gradually increase
the time the child spends in the classroom.

© Plan for continued parent involvement in
the child's educational program. This can
be accomplished in several ways. The
parent could '../olunteer in the classroom.
Conimunicaion between:. home and
school an ,iggest activities
parengi can teat..;: a!



Bella v i oral ()hi Dc lves

\her completing a behat.ioral checklist
and considering screenin id assessmem

the teacher must select ohjecto. es or
gottls lor the child and the parent. Fb..:st_t

.ire Millen Ill the lo1111 tlf hellaVioral oD_Ie.C.-

IIe which clearly state the skills the child
and/ or parent will demonstrate at the end of
the teaching period. Behavioral objectives will
he used in w riling the HT as well as weekly
instructional activities.

Which of the following statements best
defines the goal for the
1. John will identify colors.

John will name red, yellow,. blue when re-
quested 4 times each

Fhe first statement is open to many in-
terpretati(lns:

Will he narlle colors or point to them':
h man\
l(m many

which colors?
.es will he do this.!

lite second statement K spCunt::
'teacher, aide, administrator. new

teacher, public school personnel, reading this
could observe the child and detern..ne if t
objective had been met. It is particularly im-
portant in working with handicapped children
to he specific in writing ohitt]tives. 16! exam--
plc., a child ' it h a delay in L.. mat: :lake
great progress in accomplishing: this objectie.

Nancy will name 10 tb),, Ls 3/3

times.

IL the. objective had been stated in more
general terms such as, Nancy will name ob-
jects: her accomplishment would be ques-
tionable she only names 10 objects.
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Appendix E

A c0mplca= hchaviitral
tains hilir parts. The following evil J ,ple shows
each part.

V, hen shown once
CON ,)ITIONS

Will match
WHAT

4/4 times
HOW WELL

WHO this is the most obvious part of
the objective; it refers to the erson doing the
learning. Usually who is the child or the
parent

WHAT the behaviu,. The learner will
pet-fin-in The what must be observable and
measurable; you must he able to see the
learner doing the hehavior and coon: the
numl:er of times it occurs.

CONDITIONS when or under what
conditions will the behavior occur. Condi-
tions usually refer to the type of aid the child
w ill have to perform the task.

!IOW WELL generally this refers to
the Ii luency of the behavior; for example,
given 11\ t opportunities the child will be suc-
cessful at least four 'imes (written as 4/5).
.1-he learner should he successful at 'east 75%
or the time to achieve the objective, on many
objectives 100', succes, is reasonable to ex-
pect liow well can also indicate how far, how
inolv or 1,1(,w l'asr, but the fraction indicating
frequency of success must always be included
.11 the objective.



In addition the four
helia\ it rte ,.'ctive 11:is

!i i, tiperilie, nica,,tin.thle b,;erNahlt..

\V( +iCk U cd i!1 t+f)icCilte, ill1i )1,t1C 1)1C hilt_'

niedning ' ( the

identity: could mean nanita14 (

pi )111[111g \viand lit a he .1phi-opt-late

In All ol)!ecti\ .,tinit.. other \cords hich tlo
not niet...t the Latertit of being specific.
measurable and oll,!..rvable arc the lollo\+,ing:

listen enjoy
knov, appreciate

e

ieAci the ioli()\+, ink (0)jk!Cli la_k

nit each ()I. [he 1.01.1,r parl`1, 11`1() dt2It21.111111C it

'het nicdurahlt2 anti ob,;ervable.

toll lump frci 011ie holding
-ILC tiMeS.

if)10, .p()(////ii/S 1i171MC// )73

Jo tic Ii7111:attit' thrtT CharalcIS :ti a Story
Tuff/C.N/Cti 1)//i a dal'.

.t/0111 ft:// iff: Chad /:CC

?;/!//Uh' (w/Cc .L. _

1)aflni ,pc17111.111.1.1 10 mc i2/.

iCci,"11;111,11C plat' pt'lrOcl tia,c /7/ //rm.'s.
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Did tttU Lind one that had
part ini,,ing" lieh !!:!oral cs for
rttreats do not t I11S1 y()I.1

)11 hale to Love parcn!, i!Rf to do acii hies
11ith their children. The sample, are all com-
plete and meet the requirements of being
specilic. measurable and ohser,,.!ble.

Co summarize, behavioral objecti.,..
statements of what the child or parent wit! aL:-
complishat the end of the teaching ;1.'7

['SC the toll wing checklist to detetrniaQ
objectives are complete.

Does it contain four parts?

Are wordS used in the objective specilic?

the behavior be observed'?

___ ('an the frequency ,)1i the behavior be
counted or measured?

We learner re,..uired to he s,....!_.L-esslul
least 75'Yo of the time?



Appendix H

Task Analysis
Task analysis is the process of breaking

long-term or annual 1.,,,cOs into a sequence of
teaching steps. A staircase. provides a picture
of task analysis; the iong-tei-in goal is the top
stair :Ind each step is an obj, tive that pro-
vi, the child with skills ,ary to reach
tnc tnp.

WALKING

CRAWLING

SITTING

ROLLING

IILAJ) CONTROL

For example, if walking is the long-term
goal for a child, sonic of the skills necessary to
reach this goal are head control rolling over,
sitting and crawling. Each of these skills are
short -term objectives. Home visitors will also
use task analysis to plan a sequence of steps to
move the child from one short-te. -a objective
to the next.

By usinL this method of teaching,
parents, children and home visitors can see
progress over a short period of time. It would
be very frustrating for all involved to work all
year on the objective of _walking. A much

more rewarding method would he to set
weekly objectives which follow a sequence
toward the long-term goal of walking. It is

especially important when working with
parents to provide them with successful ex-
periences in teaching their child. This can be
done by planning objectives which will be ac-
complished within one week.

Task analysis is also an important tool to
use in, teaching handicapped children.
Children with special needs generally acquire
skills in the same sequence as non-handi-
capped children but the rate at which they
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learn differs. For example. children learn in 1. Annual goals 1/4hich ill he accomplished

feed themselves First by holding their bottle. at the end of the program year.
eating from a spoon held by parent, finger
feeding, drinking, from a cup held b parent

2. Short-term objectives which lead to ac-
and finally self -feeding. The handicapped

complishment the annual
child may require a series of small steps to
learn any of the above skills. Drinking from a
cup may he taught by using special cups and 3. Instructional Objectives which lead to ac-

maximum guidance from parent, then era- coniplishment of short-term objectives.
dually reducing aid and changing to, a regular
cup. \lost frequently the home visitor will use

task analysis in developing a sequence of in-

Prior to writing a task analysis. the home structional objectives to be accomplished

visitor must set an objective for the child. weakly. The following diagram shows each

There are three levels of objectives: type of objective and ;I sample task analysis.

Annual Goal: Brian will increase gross motor skills to the 4-5 year level including: skip-

ping, walking up and down stairs alternating feet. bouncing and catching a ball.

Short-Term Objectives:

1. Brian will hop forward on one foot 5 feet upon request 4/5 times.

2. Brian will skip forward 10 feet upon request 4/5 times.

3. Brian will catch a ball thrown from 5 feet upon request 4/5 times.

4. Brian will bounce and catch large ball upon request 4/5 times.

5. Brian will walk up stairs alternating feet upon request 4/5 times.

6. Brian will walk up and down stairs alternating feet upon request 4/5 times.

Instructional Objectives: (Task analysis for #1 above)

a. jump forward 5 feet upon request 4/5 times

b. stand on 1 foot 3 seconds with model 4/5 times

c. hop forward 5 feet with parent guiding at waist 4/5 times

d. hop forward 5 feet holding parent's hand 4/5 times

e. hop forward 3 feet along wall 4/5 times

f. hop forward 3 feet with model 4/5 times

g. hop forward 5 feet upon request 4/5 times.
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Each of the short-term object;ves in the
sample could be broken down into instruc-
tional objectives. The number of steps in the
task analysis is dependent upon the child. If a
child has difficulty learning a task, the home

visitor can plan smaller steps. Read the
following task analysis and think about how a
step could be simplified if the child cannot ac-
complish it.

Short-Term Objective: Sally will draw a upon request 4/5 times.

1. Sally will copy a circle upon request 4/f times.

2. Sally will draw a square using a template 4/5 times.

3. Sally will trace a square upon request 4/5 times.

4. Sally will draw a square by connecting dots 4/5 times.

5. Sally will draw a square with verbal directions 4/5 tinies.

6. Sally will draw a upon request 4/5 times.

Some children may be able to ac-
complish each of these steps Nith no problem,
whereas other children wi', need additional

steps. The following task analysis demon-
strates how the same objective can be further
subdivided.

Short-Term Objective: Jenny will draw a o upon request 4/5 times.

1. Jenny will copy a circle upon request 4/` times.

2. Jenny will draw a using a template as parent guides hand 4/5 times.

3. jenny will draw a using a template 4/5 times.

4. Jenny will trace a square as parent guides hand 4/5 times.

5. Jenny ':.:11 trace a square upon request 4/5 times.

6. Jenny will draw a square by connecting dashes 4/5 times.

7. Jenny will draw. a square by connecting dots (
..

) 4/5 times.

8. Jenny will draw a square by connecting dots ( ) 4/5 times.

9. Jenny will draw a square with a model and verbal directions 4/5 times.

10. Jenny will draw a square with verbal directions 4/5 rimes.

11. Jenny will draw a Li upon request 4/5 times.



The above example shi..»,vs th:At task
can he a very detailed process. .A.s the

home ',sitar becomes more proficient ,,11

doing task analysis, there will not be a need to
write it out step by step. The goal is lot-task
analysis to become a thinking. process. Based
upon what the child can presently do.. the
home visitor plans an objective that will move
the child one step closer to the
home visitor's km nit; ledge of the child enables
him or her to plan appropriate objectives.
S,Jrne things to consider are:

O Nlauctials which are most effective

® -nx or aid child needs

I low much progress child makes in a plan-
ned period of time (rate at which child
teams,.

lack analysis can be used for teaching
skills in all developmental areas. Consider the
Collowitte, example of a language skill.

Short-Term Objective: Lori will name the position of objects as in-on-under upon request
4/4 times.

1. Lon will place herself in-on-under in imitation 4/4 times.

2. Lori will place herself in-on-under upon request 4/4 times.

3. Lori will place objects in-on-under in imitation 4/4 times.

4. Lori witl place objects in-on. under when shown once 4/4 times.

5. Lori will place objects in-on-under upon request 4/4 times.

6. Lori will name position of objects in imitation 4/4 times.

7. Lori will name position of objects when told once 4/4 times.

8. Lori will name the position of objects as in-on-under upon request 4/4 times.
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Changing Aid

Now that you have read several exam-
ples of task analysis, let's consider some of
the specific techniques used. You will recall
that one of the four parts of a behavioral ob-
jective is conditions or type of aid given the
child. Reread each of the examples and pick
out the aid in each objective; changing the aid
is one method of doing a task analysis. There
is a definite pattern to the aid used in teaching
a child. The most amount of help you can
.give a child is physical aid. Some examples of
this type of aid are:

0

using template
guiding hand
holding wrist
using table for support

The physical aid given in a particular task
can be gradually decreased as in the following
example:

Drinks from cup:

parent holds and directs cup
parent guides child's hands on cup
child holds cup. parent directs from

wrists
child holds cup, parent directs from

forearms

Visual aids are next in the hierarchy.
Some examples are:

tracing
connecting dots

e modeling the task or
showing the child.

As with physical aid, the visual aid can be
gradually decreased.

Completes 6 piece puzzle:

model placing each piece
point to correct hole
model completion of puzzle
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The third type of aid is verbal air; such as
modeling or telling the child the. correct
answer; giving directions such as across,
down, across, up when teaching drawing a 0;
giving initial sound of a word such as
blue. The following is a sequence of verbal
aids which would be used in teaching naming

Names 3 colors:

with a model
when told once
with initial sound
upon request

To summarize, there are three types of
aid: physical, visual and verbal. Jr. doing a
task analysis, the greatest amount of aid is
physical and with most skills you start teach-
ing with some type of physical aid. The excep-
tion to this rule is naming skills where physi-
cal aid is not appropriate. As the child
progresses toward the goal, physical aid will
be dropped and visual then verbal aids will be
given. The variety and quantity of aid is de-
pendent upon the needs of each child.

Changing "What"

Another aspect of the behavioral objec-
tive which could be changed is the "what".
This could involve changing materials such as
buttoning large buttons buttoning on but-
ton board buttoning coat on table but-
toning coat on self. This could also be chang-
ing the behavior. For example, naming skills
require the prerequisite skills of pointing and
matching. The following is a task analysis of
naming colors; observe the change in the
"what' and the conditions.

Jimmy will match red, blue, yellow with a
model 5/5 times.

Jimmy will match red, blue, yellow when
shown once 5/5 times.



Jimmy will match red, blue, yellow upon re-
quest 5/5 times.

Jimmy will point to red, blue, yellow with a
model 5/5 times.

Jimmy will point to red. blue, yellow when
shown once 5/5 times.

Jimmy will point to red, blue, yellow upon
request 5/5 times.

Jimmy will name red, blue, yellow with
model 5/5 times.

Jimmy will name red, blue, yellow with in-
itial sound 5/5 times.

Jimmy will name red, blue, yellow upon re-
quest 5/5 times.

Change ow Well"

A third part of the behavioral objective
which can be changed is the "how well" or
criteria for success. For example, the distance
in hopping, jumping, skipping, etc. could be
gradually increased; the time allowed for
doing a task, such as stringing beads, could be
decreased. The percentage of successful trials

should not be reduced. Regardless of the ob-
jective, the child should be successful at feast
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75% of the time to accomplish it. For exam-
ple, this objective would not be appropriate:

Susan will wash her hands with .a model 1/4
times.

The following task .analysis demonstrates
changing what, conditions and how well.
Pick out each part as you read.

Neal will string 2 large beads with mom guid-
ing hands 4/5 times.

Neal will string 4 large beads as mom holds
string 4/5 times within 2 minutes.

Nei will string 4 large beads with verbal
directions 4/.5 times within 2 minutes.

Neal will string 4 large beads upon request
4/5 times within 2 minutes.

Neal will string 2 small beads with mom hold-
ing string 4/5 times.

Neal will string 4 small beads with verbal
directions within 2 minutes 4/5 times.

Neal will string 4 small beads upon request
within 2 minutes 4/5 times.

Neal will string 4 small beads upon request
within 1 minute 4/5 times.
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Summary

Task analysis is the process of breakin2,
annual goals into short-term and instructional
objectives. This procedure ensures the child
and parent success over short periods of time
as the child accomplishes each objective.

The procedure can be accomplished by
changing a part of the behavioral objective.
"Conditions", or type of aid, can he gra-
dually decreased from physical to visual to
verbal to on request. The "what" can be
changed by using different materials, making

5
2 9/

the action simpler or following the learning
sequence of matching, pointing and naming.
The "how well" part must remain at 75%
successful but some aspect may be changed
such as distance or time. Task analyss
becomes a thinking process for the home visi-
tor. Knowing what the child can do, the home
visitor plans an objective which moves the
child closer to the goal and provides sufficient
aid to ensure success. Each task analysis wit
meet the needs of the individual child.
Although all task analyses follow a sequence,
the number of steps and the techniques user
are. dependent upon the child.



Appendix K

Lesson Plans

The importance of planning and recording home visits has been stressed throughout this
manual. Each home-based program has developed its own method of accomplishing these important
tasks. The Home Start Training Centers contributed samples of their lessons plans and/or unit ac-
tivities which are used in planning and recording the home visit.

Portage Project HSTC
Activity Charts

The activity chart provides the parents directions for implementing daily activities with their
child. Therefore, it must be clear and provide all the informalion the parent needs. The following
items provide a complete chart with all the information necessary to teach the child and record
his/her progress.

A. Identifying Information

B. Instructional Objective

C. Graph for Recording

D. Symbols for Recording

E. Directions for Teaching your Objectives

CREDIT

ACTIVITY CHART

239
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A. Identifying Information This usually
specifies the parent and child's name, the

home teacher's name and the date.

B. The Instructional Objective This will
be your chosen objective written as
whoiwhat/eonditions/how well. Remem-
ber to select an objective which the child
can accomplish in one week.

C. Graph for Recording This horizontal
area will be labeled beginning oil the day
of-your visit and will run to the day of your
next visit. It is helpful to leave room for
the parent to practice recording on the first
day. The vertical axis will be labeled to
correspond with the what and how parts
of your objective. For example. if your
objective said: "Lamont will place
in formboard on request 3/3 times daily,
you would want to record all three trials
daily for the circle, square, and triangle
form. Your graph would look like this:-

2

1

A
3

2
1

3
2
1

T T W T F S S M T

D. Symbols far Recording It is usually
best to choose two symbols that can be
used to record these responses:

can perform behavior as stated in in-
structional objective

needs more help than stated in the in-
structional objective
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Some example

7- can perform as stated in obieA,ive.

X.
need-,.additional help.

vou notice. the child's performance is
not viewed in :I pass/fail manner, but
rather in a positive developmental man-
ner. 'Inc child receives help when needed
and moves ahead independently when no
help is needed. This will help you teach
the parent a positive approach to assessing
and working on specific weaknesses and
needs the child may have.

F. Directions for Teaching Your Objective
These d;rections shout answer any ques-
tions the parent might have concerning
how to teach a specific objective. There-
fore, your directions should always in-
clude the following information.

Materials Needed Tel) the parents
what materials they will need, and if
they can change the materials during the
week. Emphasize the use of materials
already present in the home or home-
made materials that the parent can make
trid keep at home. This is., important
because chances are that skills will be
practiced, reinforced and maintained if
the materials are present in the child's
natural environment. This will also,help
parents dispel the myth that you need
Jitney and expensive materials to be a
good teacher.

Place to Work (if necessary) Some-
times it is impertant to specify a special
place to perform an activity. For exam-
ple, it would be better to stack 1 inch
cubes on a hard table surface than on a
shag carpet. Or if you know from infor-
mal observation that the child is easily
distracted, it would be better to work on
the livingroom floor than at the kitchen
table, below the window overlooking
the neighborhood playground.
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()Manner of Presentation ThiS ex-
plains how to present the activity. It is
written as if you were talking to the
parent. It describes how you arrange the
materials, how you present the activity
and the response you expect. Consider
the parents style when writing this. You
wane the manner of presentation to fit
their style more than yours, since they
will be the primary teachers for the re-
mainder of the week.

Reinforcement The child needs to
know when he or she makes a correct
response. The manner in which you and
the parent show the child he or she is
correct is called reinforcement. When
something nice happens after the child
responds correctly, he or she is more
likely to repeat the correct response.
There are several types of reinforcers;
the type you and the parent decide to
use is dependent upon the child and the
activity. We all hope that children will
behave appropriately and learn new
skills because "they want to". How-
ever, this does not always happen. Often
children, like adults, need someone to
smile and say what a nice job they did on
the t9sk. Or maybe. the child needs a pat
on tie back or a handshake. It is very re-
inforcing to some childre;: for mom or
teacher to play a favorite game or read a
book to the child. Stickers or stars are
prized by many children. Plan to use
only the amount of reinforcement
necessary for each task. If the child con-
tinues to respond correctly with a smile
and handshake, you don't need tokens.
On other activities you may need a
stronger reinforcer.

This does not mean that everytime
the child does something that you re-
quest he or she gets a star. There may be
times, like on skills that are especially
difficult, that stars or tokens or special
activities will be needed to reinforce the

child. Most of the time, praise from
family members and you will be what
the child needs.

When you write directions for each
activity, plan what reinforcement you
will use when the child responds cor-
rectly. It is helpful to observe the
parent/child interaction and choose a
reinforcer that the parent already uses.
Remember, reinforcement must be
something the child likes; that "special"
activity you plan isn't reinforcing at all if
it is not special for this particular child.

0 Correction Procedure Explain what
the parent should do to help the child if
an incorrect response is given. This is
one of the most important parts of the
directions because it helps ensure suc-
cessful experiences, for both the parent
and child. Task analysis will help in plan-
ning correction. The child needs just
enough additional help or information to
respond correctly. This is usually one
step back in the task analysis. For exam-
ple if the instructional objective has ver-
bal aid; correction may be to give the
child visual aid. Be specific in saying how
the child will be given additional aid.

® How to Record Show the parent how
to record correct child responses and
how to record when additional aid was
given.

()How Often to Practice Recommend
a certain number of times to practice the
activity daily. This would be based on
the child's attention span and the
amount of time the parent has to work
on activities.

0Generalization, Additional Practice
Sometimes you might add that addi-
tional practice could be done, or you
might recommend that the skill be prac-
ticed in other settings or with other
materials.
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Given all eight parts of informa-
tion. the parent will have a clear picture
of what she needs to do to teach the
targeted instructionH ohective.

Pie checklist below might he helpful in
checking. the directions of your written
plan:

materials
place to work
manner of presentation
how to record
are directions written in a
conversational manner?
is it fun?
reinl'orcement
correction procciure
additional practice
how often to practice

A.

B.

CAllf

The information in the: directions
may seem to be too much, though all is
necessary if you want to provide parents
with a thorough plan. The plan needs to
he short, simple and readable. It will be
important to be concise in writing out
your directions. The following example
shows a complete chart. It is lettered to
correspond with the directions for corn:
pleting an activity chart as just described
in this appendix.

The activity chart is a record of
specific objectives presented during one
part of the home visit. The Home Visit
Report is used to record all the activities
presented during a home visit. It in
eludes a record of activities in each com-
ponent and developmental area. This re-
port also serves as an attendance record
and provides space for parents to com-
ment on each visit.

.. Mary io Taylor
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Appendix
Screening

CHOOSING AN EDUCATIONAL SCREENING INSTRUMENT

Screening instruments used with preschool children should be sensitive

enough to identify all children who should be referred for further eval-

uation. They should also minimize "false positive" and "false negative"

determinations. "False positives" are children whose screening scores
indicate a need for referral but for whom no handicapping conditions are

found as a result of an in-depth evaluation. "False positive" determina-

tions are detrimental since in-depth evaluations typically are expensive

and time consuming. "False negatives" are children who may have a handi-

capping condition but who slip through the screening process undetected.

These children may wait months or even years before receiving adequate

treatment. Such a delay in treatment might add to the effects of the

handicapping condition. Therefore, it is important that you utilize a

sensitive, valid and reliable screening instrument. However, keep in mind

that even though a test may report sensitivity and high reliability and

validity, no test is correct 100 percent of the time.

A screening instrument is a standardized test. Standardization means that

the test has been given to a large sample of individuals who accurately

reflect the population for which the test was designed. Data collected

from this sample provides the "norm" or "standard" for comparison of re-

sults with single individuals. A standardized test has four distinguish-

ing characteristics:

1. Validity and reliability studies. These studies are done to determine.
whether the instrument measures what it says it measures, and to what

degree a child would get the same score if she/he were tested with the

same test on different occasions and with different examiners. The

reliability and validity of a test are reported in numbers ranging

from 0-1.00. A score of .60 and above is considered adequate.

2. Standardized administration of the test. This involves a set of spe-

cific procedures to follow when administering each item.

3. Standardized scoring. This is a scoring procedure that specifies a
certain criteria for passing and failing an item.-

4. Established norms with which test scores can be interpeed. These

are_the norms or standards determined in the standardization study
that allow you to compare a child in your program with a large popula-

tion of children of similar age.

This information can be found in the manuals that accompany the tests.
When choosing an instrument, check the manuals of the tests you are consid-

ering to make sure they include the above characteristics.

If an instrument meets the above criteria, there are other,factors to be

considered. Below is a list of additional factors to take into account

when choosing an instrument.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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l. How appropriate is the screening itr;tiument for the individual Mild"?

Look at the population on which the screening instrument mis siandardized

to include ethnicity, socio-economic level, geographical distribution,

race, age and sex. Choose an instrument that was :standardized on A popu-

bit ion Y;i ail r to t chi jdr,w ;win,/

What. developmental areas art screened by the instrument?

It is important to screen all children for basic developmental skills

(language, cognitive, soci,711.-emotional, and motor skills). It may be

necessary to use more than one instrument to accomplish this.

3. How is the screening administered?
Administration fcrmats will typically include one-to-one (child and

screner), multiple one-to-one (several screeners and child rotates

among them), or parent interview (parent answers questions about the

child's behavior). There are advantages and disadvantages for each

type. The one-to-one format allows the examiner to establish rapport

and get a sampling of the child's skills in k.ich area. It involves

the most examiner time per child of any of the methods. however, the

multiple one-to-one format allows an examiner to become very familiar

with administration procedures in a single test section. Administration

can therefore be handled very efficiently. An opportunity will also be

afforded to observe the child's interactions with a variety of adults.

This method only allows the tester to observe a limited sample of behav-

ior and children who are shy or nor- compliant may have difficulty adjust-

ing to the various examiners. The parent interview format allows the

examiner to become acquainted with the parent and his/her perceptions of

the child. If this method is combined with actual observation of the

child performing the tasks or skills it can yield an accurate overview

of behaviors. When the parent interview is conducted without concurrent

observation, however, the scores may be inflated and the examiner may

not get an accurate picture. Many screening tests now include a parent

interview form as part of the screening procedure. You will find this

a valuable supplementary tool when trying to get an overview of the

child.

4. What type oactivities are required of the child?

Select a test that allows you to observe the child attempting a variety

of tasks, including many readiness skills. It may also be helpful to

observe the child in a variety of settings (classroom, home, playground).

5. Who can administer the screening instrument?

Screening tests that require administration by trained professionals may

be impractical due to limited professional staff time. Therefore, screen-

ing instruments that can be administered by training paraprofessionals

and volunteers are most appropriate.

6. -ow much time is needed to screen each individual child?

children become tired and their ability to perform optimally diminishes

considerably when a great deal of administration time is necessary.
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Therefore, screening batteries should involve no more than forty-five
minutes of time per child.

7. What is the cost of the screening procedure?
Consider egnipment and materials costs as well as screening personnel
costs.

Talk with other programs similar to yours in size and setting regarding the
pros and cons of the instruments they have selected.

Sun.nary

A good screening instrument has four distinguishing characteristics: valid-

ity and reliability studies, standardized administration, standardized scoring,
and established norms. If an instrument has these four characteristics, then
evaluate it further in terms of its content, time requirements, cost and appro-
priateness for your program. The ideal instrument is a standardized tool that
a trained paraprofessional can administer in 30-45 minutes and obtain infor-

mation on the child's functioning in language, motor, cognitive and social
skills. It is an instrument that is sensitive enough to accurately detect
which children should be referred for further evaluation.

Portage Prefect- TEACH - Region V
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!;AX:

AUTHOR: Hoard of Education, City ot Chicago

PUR1'( 6E: To be used by early childhood teachers in

in the classroom or Child Find Task Force
screening teams to identify children with

need!;.

ACE RANCE: Children three to five years old.

HOW ADMINISTERED: Administered to individual children.

WHO ADMINISTERS: Paraprofessionals, teachers, aids

TIME TO ADMINISTER: Approximately 15-20 minutes

SUBTESTS: The test covers gross motor, fine motor, language,

visual discrimination and memory.

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE: No parent questionnaire is included.

TRAINING: Assessment manualprovides all the information for

administering, scoring, and interpreting the

screening.

STANDARDIZATION, Has high reliability, has proven content and con-

RELIABILI, AND VALIDITY: current validity when compared to extensive diag-

nostic testing. Is currently being studied for

predictive validity. Has been normed on about

2,000 prekindergarten children in Chicago.

AVAILABILITY AND COST: E.T.A., 159 West Kinzie Street, Ch'.cago, Illinois,

G0610. Complete Assessment and r.emediation
Laboratory $99.00 Progress Records for Instructional

Activities (25) $2.95, Assessment Score Sheet (25)

$2.95, Drawing Worksheets (25) $2.95
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NAME: Comprehensive ::dentificatiorl Process (CIP)

AUTHOR: R. Reid Zeh.-back

PURPOSE: A screening process developed for the early
identification of children with problems that
might handicap them in formal education.

GE MANGE: Children two and one-half to five and one-half
years old.

HOW ADMINISTERED: Administered to individual children at three
screening stations in a team approach.

WHO ADMINISTERS: Professionals, paraprofessionals,
*
volunteers,

and students.

TIME TO ADMINISTER: 30 minutes.

SUBTESTS: The CIP assesses a child's development and
behavior in the following areas: cognitive-
verbal, fine motor, gross motor, speech and
expressive language, hearing, vision, and
socioaffective development.

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE: A questionnaire concerning a child's medical
history is included.

TRAINING: Screeners can usually be trained in a three-
to four-hour training session. Study of the
manual and materials is central to the
training session. A filmstrip for use in the
training workshop is available.

STANDARDIZATION,
RELIABILITY, AND VALIDITY:

Support data on more than 1,000 children indi-*-
cate a high degree of efficiency in identify-
ing children in need or special assistance.
Items on the CIP were taken from standardized
instruments and has been restandardized on
1,000 children.

AVAILABILITY AND COST: Scholastic Testing Service, Inc., 480 Meyer
Road, Bensenville, IL 60106.

Screening kit (including materials, manual,
and 35 record forms) $54.50.
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5enver Develol:mc:ntal ficr_:eninc,5 Test (DDST)

,r,UTHOR: W. K. Frankenburg and J. B. Dodds

PURPOSE: A screening device that yields an overall

developmental profile; can be used for the

detection of developmental delays during

infancy and the preschool years.

AGE RANGE: Infants two weeks old to children six years

four months old.

HOW ADMINISTERED: Administered to individual children.

WHO ADMINISTERS: Paraprofessionals, teachers, clinicians.

TIME TO ADMINISTER: Approximately 20 minutes.

SUBTESTS: The test covers gross motor, language, fine
motor/adaptive, and personal-social skills.

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE: No parent questionnaire is included.

TRAINING: Training time varies from a few hours to
several days, depending on experience, level
of formal education, age range of children to
be screened, and availability of children for
demonstration and trial evaluation. A
programmed manual has been developed and
several training films are available on a
rental basis.

STANDARDI7A71ON,
RELIABILITY, VALIDITY: The Denver is one of the most carefully

researched and documented instruments of its
type. Data are available in the appendix
of the manual.

AVAILABILITY AND COST: LADOCA Publishing Foundation, E. 51st Avenue
and Lincoln Street, Denver, CO 80216

Mamal
Materials
Test forms (100)
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NAME: Developmental Indicators for the Assessment

of Learning

AUTHOR: C. Mardell, D. Goldenberg

PURrOSE: Prekindergarten screening instrument for
identifying children with potential learning
problems.

AGE RANGE: Children two and one-half to five and one-half
years oId.

HOW ADMINISTERED: Individually administered by a five pexson

team.

WHO ADMINISTERS: Professionals and/or paraprofessionals.

TIME TO ADMINISTER: 20 - 30 minutes

SUBTESTS: The instrument screens children in four
developmental skill areas: gross motor, fine
motor, concepts, and communication.

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE: No parent questionnaire is included.

TRAINING: Can be self-taught by prof\DssLonals trained in
testing. Others may require instruction and
supervision.

STANDARDIZATION,
RELIABILITY, AND VALIDITY: Dial was standardized on a stratified sample

of 4,356 children. Validity and reliability
have been established.

AVAILABILITY AND COST: Childcraft Education Corp. 20 Kilmer Road.

Edison, NJ 08817
201-572-6100 800-631-5652
Manual, score sheet, and most materials $139.95
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UkME: Developmental Profile

AUTHOR: Geralo Alpern and Thomas Boll

PURPOSE: Designed to be used as a screener to me sure
the development of children.

AGE RANGE: Children six months old to twelve years old.

HOW ADM:NISTERED: Was designed to use the interview technique
with the parent but one can also administer
the items.

WHO ADMINISTERS: Can be used and interpreted h7 people not
specifbcally trained in psychometrics.

TIME TO ADMINISTER: 30 to 40 minutes.

SUBTESTS: There are 217 items arranged by age into five
scales, academic, physical, self-help, social
and communication,

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE: No parent questionnaire is included.

TRAINING: The Developmental Profile can ae self-taught by
professionals trained in Lesting. Others may
require instruction and supervision.

STANDARDIZATION,
RELIABILITY, AND V ?LIDITY: The authors report studies that indicate

construct and face validity of the instrument.
Correlational studies have been done on the
physical and academic scales but have not been
done on the other three scales.

AVAILABILITY MD COST: Psychological Development Publications, P.O.
Box 3198, Aspen, CO 81611

-nterviewing set (manual, form 474, and ten
profile and scoring forms) $9.85

Manual and form 474 9.25

Profile and scoring forms (25) 4.10
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NAME: Eliot-Pearson Screening Inventory (EPSI)

AUTHOR: Samuel J. Meisels and M. Stone Wiske

PURPOSE: A screening test designed to provide a brief
and easily administered survey of children's
development in a number of significant areas.
The instrument provide a profile of a child's
developmental abilities, in addition to a
standardized score.

AGE RANGE: Children four to six years old-:\

HOW ADMINISTERED: Administered to individual children.

WHO ADMINISTERS: Teachers and other professionals and students
of child development.

TIME TO ADMINISTER: 15 to 20 minutes.

SUBTESTS: The instrument requires children to complete-a
Draw-A-Person figure and contains items that
examine the following areas: visual-motor/
adaptiVe; language and cognition; and gross
motor and body awareness.

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE: A parent questionnaire for the child's medical
and developmental history is included.

TRAINING: Training involves observation of an experienced
examiner administering the instrument, study of
the manual, and practice under supervision with
two or three children. A training videotape is
available for rental.

STANDARDIZATION, Standardization, reliability, and validity data

RELIABILITY, AND VALIDITY: are available; an extensive research program of
concurrent and predictive validity testing has
been completed. Face validity has been
established with more than 3,000 children from
a variety of different backgrounds.

AVAILABILITY AND COST: Samuel J. Meisels, Eliot-Pearson Department of
Child Study, Tufts University, 105 College
Avenue, Medford, MA 02155
Manual $2.50 Parent (100)

Score, Sheets (100) 1.50 Questionnaires 2.50
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TRAINING OTHERS TO USE A !-*TEENING INSTRUMENT

After screening instrument has been chosen, staff will need to be

traHed I 1!.;e the speCific instrument properly. Some screening instru-

ont publishers have supplmentary materials ilvailable such as video

tapes or training guides to aid in staff training. It also sometimes
possible to have a publisher's consultant come in to train your staff on

the use of the instrument. Whatever method you choose, it is important,

that the person doing the training has a good working knowledge of the

screening instrument, has studied the manual, and has had experience

administering it.

Listed below is a procedure to follow when training your staff to use a

screening instrument. This can be presented in combination with the
Screening workshop in this guide or as a separate inservice for your staff.

1. Begin by giving staff a clear understanding of what a screening instru-

ment is, and why children are screened. This may be accomplished by
reviewing the definition and rationale for screening. You will also

need to determine what responsibilities staff members will have in

the screening process. Consider the following factors:

a. Who will arrange and set up the screening?

b. Who is responsible for ordering screening materials and forms?

c. Will the staff calculate the child'S chronological age into
days, months and years? If so, do they know ho' to do this?

d. Will the staff compile the scores and determine the final results?

If so, do they know how to do this?
e. Who will share the screening results with parents and how will

this be done?

2. Provide the screening tool and materials necessary for administration.

Give participants sufficient time to handle the materials and familiarize

themselves with all parts of the screening instrument. Invite partici-

pants to ask questions.

3. Manual instructions and procedures should be discussed in great detail

since the screening validity relies on standardized administration

procedures. Staff should become familiar with the manual instructions

on how to present each item, how many times each item can be presented, /

if demonstration can be used, if items are timed, and criteria for pass-

ing each item. It may be helpful to demonstrate several sample responses

to items and discuss whether the examples constitute a pass or not.
Include instruction on how to use the score sheet, where to record each

response, if there is a specific order in which the items or test sec-
tions are presented, how to determine what item to start with and when

to end testing.
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at how to administer the screening. Use a video tape of the
or a live ,lemonstriition. ThiJ. fig`.'! he done in combination

(1(:m nil!:r,:ition and discussion of T. .iting Techniques in the

-..ecti(_,n of this guide. Each staff person should complete

Hieir own s( sh(2et as they observe the screening administration.
discussion after the demonstration should include any inconsistencies

in item scoring and good and bad testing techniques. Answer any ques-
tions or concerns the staff has at this point.

have staffrole play ldminitering the screening by dividing them into
ecreups of three. Onp person will role play the tester, one the child
and the thin ill be an observer. After the test is completed the
()bserver will ,rovide feedback to tee tester. Exchange roles so each
peL:;(m has had a chance to play each role once. The trainer should
circulate among groups and provide feedback as necessary.

6. Before staff administers the screening instrument to the children in
your program, they should get further practice by giving the test to
at least three children. It is recommended that once actual testing
begins, you observe each staff member within the first three screenings
they administer. This will allow for additional feedback and will
limit the number of screenings to be re-administered if they are being
given incorrectly.

7. A review q iz can be given to staff after the training session to
identify aly person Whc might need further training. This can also be
given if th re has been more than a 3 month time period between train-
ing and screening administration. This quiz should include questions
such as: how each item is presented, passing criteria for each item,
how many trials for each item, and a review of good testing techniques.
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CHOOSING AN EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

An educational assessment is a criterion-referenced measure. This

means that it compares the child's performance to a specified behavioral

criteria of mastery. Therefore, the child is compared to him/herself as

s/he is assessed on his/her mastery of each skill. An educational assess-

ment is generally not a standardized instrument. Rather, the sequence of

skills contained in it is based on inormation from various norm-referenced

or standardized tools.

The educational assessment you select must first and foremost satisfy

the purposes for an educational assessment. First, it must determine skills

a child can and cannot do. At minimum, these skills should encompass the

developmental areas of socialization, self-help, cognition, gross and fine

motor, and language. Second, the educational assessment must help the per-

son using it to plan goals and objectives for the Individual Service Plan

and daily activities for all children. It should provide a sequential list

of skills in each developmental area that can be translated into teaching

plans for the children. Third, the educational assessment should be organ-

ized so that children's progress can be monitored on an on-going basis

If the educational assessment meets these criteria, then it should be

further evaluated based on the following considerations:

1. Cost and time efficiency An educational assessment should be
comprehensive enough to,provide a detailed profile of skills to

teach the child. Its administration should not, however, con-

tinually take up direct instructional time. A comprehensive ed-

ucational assessment will typically take 4-6 weeks to administer.

This means that a small amount of time daily will be devoted to

engaging the child in assessment activities and assessing his/her

proficiency in them.

When considering cost of the instrument examine the initial

cost and the cost per child. Determine whether the score sheets

can be reused and updated if a child is in the program for more

than one year. Be sure the instrument is durable enough to with-

stand daily use.

2. Appropriateness The educational assessment must include skills
that are appropriate for the age range of the children in your

program. This means that it must cover skills that extend at
least one year below the age of the youngest child in the program

and at least one year above the age of the oldest child.

Also examine the number of skills within each age range and

developmental area. Select an instrument that contains at least

Porta4e Project-TEACH-Region V
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H-12 items within each 12 month span for each developmental area.

Assessment instruments are most useful for planning instruc-

tional tasks if they provide specific behaviors that are task
analyzed or that can easily be task analyzed. This will be par-

ticularly true for children with handicapping conditions since
they may 'need to be taught in small steps in order to attain goals.
Therefore, select an assessment instrument that is or can be task

analyzed.

3. Practical Features Be sure the inarument you select is organized
in a way that is clear, sequential, and easy to use. The recording

and scorijIg rocedures should be easy to administer and interpret
since the educational assessment is intended for use by teachers,

aides and parents. The instrument should require little or no

manipulation of scores to understand results. The results should

be directly transferable to I.S.P. short-term objectives and long-

term goals and to daily teaching tasks.

The manual and instruction- for use should be clearly and simply

written, easily understood and yet comprehensive enough to include

all necessary instructions for alinistration. It is also helpful

to select an instrument that cai Je used in either classroom or

home-based options since'many : Start programs incorporate both

options or some combinations th

After weighing all of the above consideLatic.,s, select an instrument

that can best serve the ne'.ds of your program and the children and families

served by it. No instument is perfect, but a good assessment tool is a

criterion-referenced measure that a teacher and/or aide can administer in

4-6 weeks to obtain information on what the child can and cannot do in the

areas of language, self-help, socialization, gross motor, fine motor and

cognition. It is organized in a way that is easy to administerand interpret.

The results can be monitored on an on-going basis and can be easily translated

to long-term goals short-term objectives and daily'instructional tasks for

the children. The skills are arranged sequentially, are task analyzed, and

are appropriate for age range of the children in your program.
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A SELECTION OF

PRESCHOOL EDUCATIONAL

ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS
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Assessment-Programming Guide for Infants and Preschoolers (W. Umansky).

Columbus: Developmental Services, Inc., 1974

This new edition of the Assessment-Programming Guide for Infants and

Preschoolers, formerly available as the Developmental Evaluation and

Programming Guide (Savage, 1972), encompasses several major changes
that standardize its use in programs for normal and handicapped
children, 0-72 months. The contents have been rearranged and much of

the language has been clarified.

The contents of the manual, including developmentb]. scales and
accompanying appendices, have two purposes: (1) to aid in determining

the needs of a child through systematic observation, and (2) to provide

guidelines and direction in planning a program to the child's specific

needs.

The manual is compiled to reflect a child's level of development in

six areas: motor,. perceptual-motor, language, self-help, social-personal.
"Academic" was added to reflect an orientation toward education of the
child. When an item is of relative importance to several areas, it is
liste3 under each of the appropriate areas.

Within each developmental area, skills are grouped by the age at which
they appear in a majority of the population. Within each category,
items are listed in approximate order or appearance in a child's reper-
toire. Items have been worked to maximize objectivity of interpretation
between evaluators.

Familiarity with the development scales and evaluation procedures
outlined is the minimal requirement for a teacher to use the manual.
Complete evaluation of a,child may take several weeks since items are
planned for spontaneous exhibition rather than for a structured test
situation; however, the evaluator may wish to plan activities which
maximize the opportunities for specific behaviors to be observed.

The information generated through the use of this manual provides a
meaningful tool to communicate program goals and strategies to the parents.

Available from: Developmental Services, Inc.
1541 Hutchins Avenue
Columbus, IN 47201
(812)3722..0259

Cost $2.50
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Basic Concept Inventory (S. Engelmann). Chicago: Follett Publishing

Company, 1967.

The Basic Concept Inventory provides a broad checklist of basic concepts

that are involved in new learning situations and are used in explanations

and instructions in first grade. It is primarily intended for culturally

disadvantaged preschool and kindergarten children, slow learners,.
emotionally disturbed children, and mentally retarded children. Although

designed for young children it may be given to children aged three to

ten. The Inventory is criterion-referenced and uses basic concepts,
sentence repetition and comprehension, and pattern-awareness tasks. It

is individually administered, paced, and requires about twenty minutes.

If the Inventory is to be used as a basis for remedial instruction, it

may be given by the classroom teacher. If, however, it is to be used

diagnostically as the basis for special treatment or spec!"1 placement,
a trained examiner should administer the instrument. Bel: Ality and
validity studies are reported to be in progress.

Available from: Follett Publishing Company
1010 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607

Cost: $ 4.95 Package of fifteen booklets (3700 code number)
$30.00 Package of 100 booklets, one manual & one set of cards (3703)
$ 3.30 Picture cards, set of nine (3701)
$ 3.30 Manual (3702)
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Brigance Diagnostic Inventory of Early (A: Brigance).

Curriculum Associates, Inc., 1978

This new criterion-referenced Inventory was designed to 1) determine the

developmental level of children under seven years, 2) identifies

instructional objectives which are to the child's level of development.

The Inventory includes 98 skill sequences in the following areas:
psychomotor, self-help, speech and language, general knowledge and
comprehension, and early academic skills.

Designed to meet the following 4 requirements of the Individual

Education Plan: 1) date of next assessment
2) method of assessment.
3) present level of achievement and
4) objective to be achieved

The assessment can be done by paraprofessionals with professional
supervision. No specialized training in testing is required.

Data regarding standardization are included in the Excerpt or Appendices

of the Inventory.

Available from: Curriculum Associates, Inc.
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica, MA 01862

Cost: $49.95 Brigance Inventory of Early Development
$11.95 Developmental Record Books (10 pk.)

$99.00 Developmental Record Books (100 pk.)

$ 5.95 Group Developmental Record Books
Free Individual Early Development Preview Excerpts
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California Preschool Social_Ccmpetency Scale or CPSCS (S. Levine, F. F.

Elzey, and M. Lewis). Palo Alto: Consulting Psychologists Press, 1969.

The California Preschool Social Comsetency Scale is designed to measure
the adequacy of interpersonal behavior and the degree of assumption of
social responsibility in children of ages two to five. The behaviors
included are situational in nature and were selected in terms of common
cultural expectations to represent basic competencies to be developed in the
process of socialization. Each item contains four descriptive statements,
posed in behavioral terAs, representing varying degrees of competency.
The CPSCS contains thirty items designed to be rated by a classroom
teacher. The nature_of,the items requires the-rater to have had considerable
opportunity to observe the child in a variety of situations. Age percentile

norms by occupational level and total sample are available. Interrater
reliabilities are reported.

Available from: Consulting Psychologists Press
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94306

Cost: $ 1.50 Specimen set (manual and test booklet)

$ 1.25 Manual
$ 4.00 Pkg. of twenty-five test booklets
$14.00 100 test booklets
$65.00 500 test booklets

Carolina Developmental Profile (D. L. Lillie). Winston-Salem, N.C.:

Kaplan School Supply, 1976.

The Carolina Developmental Profile is a criterion-referenced checklist of

skills expected of children aged two to five years. The skills are in

five areas: fine motor, gross motor, perceptual reasoning, receptive

language, and expressive language. The purpose of the Profile is to

expose those areas in which the child is weak so that the teacher may plan

instructional objectives that are appropriate for him. Each task is

classified into a subcategory (for example, fine motor includes finger

flexibility, arm and hand precision, and hand and finger dexterity). For

each task, there is a task description, developmental age, needed materials,

and criteria for passing. The Profile is presently an experimental edition

which is not in final form.

Available from: Kaplan School Supply

600 Jonestown Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

Cost: $ .75 each
$15.00 set of twenty-five
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Classroom Screening (N. Giessman, S. Hering, S. Issacson, A. Fazie, and

C. Tarchin). Piedmont: Circle Preschool, 1975.

This assessment device assists the classroom teacher in obtaining a class

profile of skills in six areas of child development: gross motor, fine

motor, self-help, social-emotional, cognitive, and language. These skills

usually emerge between the years of two-and-a-half and five and are

important for a child's involvement in a school program. The profile

indicates where the majority of the class is functioning so that a
curriculum at the children's levels can be planned.

For a half-hour a day, over a two-week period, at the beginning of the

school year, the teacher observes and records these skills whenever

possible during the daily schedule. To increase the possibility of

their occurrence, the various tasks in each particular area of this device

have been written as lesson plans for small groups.

Available from: Circle Preschool
9 Lake Avenue
Piedmont, CA 94611

Cost: $1.00

Criterion-Referenced Placement Tests. Logan, UT: Mapps Project, 1975.

The Criterion-Referenced Placement Tests were developed to assess children,

ages zero to five years, to_determine entry level skills in receptive

language, expressive language, and motor development. The instruments

are used in conjunction with the Curriculum and Monitoring System (CAMS),

but they may be used alone. They may be used on a pre-and posttest basis

to measure gain.

The test items were developed from sequenced curriculum objectives in

the three areas (receptive and expressive language and motor development)

and only take twenty-five minutes each to administer by anyone who has

experience in working with young children.

Available from: Glendon Casto
MAPPS Project
Exceptional Child Center
Utah State University
Logan, UT 84322

Cost: $3.50 per test (may be duplicated)
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The Functional Profile. Peoria: Peoria Association for Retarded Citizens

and United Cerebral Palsy of Peoria, 1974.

The profile is a checklist of developmental skills to assess children

aged birth to six in the social, cognitive, gross motor, fine motor, and

self-help areas. The profile is designed to determine approximate level

of developmental functioning and aid in planning an individualized program.

The profile may be completed in an hour to an hour-and-a-half by persons

who have knowledge and experience with the normal growth and development

of infants and young children.

Available from: Constance Smiley
United Cerebral Palsy
913 N. Western Ave.
Peoria, IL 61604

Cost: $.13

Individual Child Assessment (S. Hering, A. Fazio, and J. Bailey).

Piedmont: Circle Preschool, 1975.

The Individual Child Assessment was compiled for use by classroom or

resource teachers in early childhood programs with children twelve to

seventy-two months. It orders skills in six areas of child development:

gross motor, fine motor, self-help, social-emotional, cognitive, and

language. It assists staff in developmental planning and in individualizing

curriculum.

This device helps in charting the child's currert functioning, and then in

planning to help the child progress to the next level of competence. After

assessment, staff members work through a child's strengths to improve the

areas of weakness. An accurate and detailed documentation of a child's

progress can be obtained by using this instrument over a long period of

time.

The instrument was compiled by synthesizing other assessment approaches,

by writing the items in behavioral terms, and by including, for the most

part, only items that suggest activities appropriate for an early

childhood classroom.

Available from: Circle Preschool
9 Lake Avenue
Piedmont, CA 04611

Cost: $1.50
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Learning Accomplishment Frofile (A. Sanford). Winston-Salem, N.C.:

Kaplan School Supply, 1975.

The Learning Accomplishment Profile is designed to provide the teacher of

handicapped preschool children with a simple, behavior-oriented evaluation
of the child's skills. For the first section, tasks were taken from many

developmental scales and are arranged hierarchically, with developmental
ages from the scale from which the item was taken indicated. Areas covered

are: gross motor, fine motor, social skills, self -help, cognitive, and
language development. For each task, there iSa column in which to indicate
the entry test date, the date the test was achieved, and comments. The

Profile's second section is geared more to specific instructional objectives.
The teacher can indicate attainment of specific criterion levels for
numerous skills in the areas of writing, self-help, and cognitive develop-

ment (including communication skills). No procedure for obtaining scores
is given, but one could get a rough developmental age from the items
completed in the first section.

Available from: Kaplan School Supply
600 Jonestown Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

Cost: $ 2.00 Learning accomplishment profile
$ 2.50 Manual
$150.00 Diagnostic edition assessment kit

$ 3.00 Infant learning accomplishment profile
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Learning Accomplishment Profile-Diagnostic Edition (P. M. Griffen, A. R.

Sanford, and D. C. Wilson). Winston Salem, NC: Kaplan School Supply,

197 5

The purpose of the Learning Accomplishment Profile-Diagnostic Edition
(LAP-D) is to provide a standardized, criterion-referenced instrument for
assessment. This instrument is based on the prescriptive LAP which is an
assessment instrument from which educational objectives can be derived and
prescriptive programs can be established.

Applicable to ages ranging from twelve months to six years, teachers or
trained paraprofesEionals can administer the instrument in three-fourths
of an hour to two hours. However, the examiner must adhere to the
rigidly specified procedures and criteria Contained in the manual.

The LAP-D is divided into five skill areas: gross motor, fine motor,
self-help,. cognitive, and language. Each of these general skill areas is
further broken down into subskills. Within .these subskills, tasks are
sequenced from least to most difficult. It is easy to administer and
score.

Standardization and validity studies are in process. The complete set
includes the Examiner'! Manual, score sheets, and kit materials
(durable, reusable materials: attractive original pictures and puzzles
with brightly colored objects).

Available from: Kaplan School Supply Corporation
600 Jonestown Road
Winston Salem, NC 27103

Cost: $150.00
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The Lexington Developmental Scale (J. Irwin, C. A. Coleman, et al.)

Lexington: Child Development Centers, Inc., 1974.

The Lexin(7ton Developmental Scale (LDS) was designed to be used by the

teacher an an instrument for assessing children, as an aid in helping

parents to understand their child better, as a basis for curriculum planning

for the total class and especiai2v for the individual child, and as a

means of evaluating the progress of the individual child as well as a

moans for evaluating the class program.

The scale evaluates five important areas in the development of the child:

motor, language, personal and social, cognitive, and emotional. Each of

the first four areas is scored on the basis of developMental age. The

fifth area, emotional, is scored on a five-point scale because there are
inadequate age norms in this area.

The LDS is available in two age ranges: the first is infant, which is

appropriate for children in the birth to two years age range; and for

early childhood, which is appropriate for children in the two to six years

age range. Using test-retest techniques, both scales have yielded high

coefficients of correlations.

Validity has been assumed for both of the full scales because: (1) the

age placement of the individual test items is based on a detailed search

of the literature; (2) the progression of items within each sequence
.iflects the judgment of experienced teachers and clinicians; and (3) the

chronological ages and developmental ages of children tested have shown
substantial agreement both by item and by areas.

In the full LDS there are 452 items. The shortened version of the LDS was
developed primarily for clinic and home use where there- is limited time,

space, and equipment. It is possible for the scale to be administered in

a time period of thirty minutes.

Available from: The Child Development Centers of U.C.P.B.
Post Office Box 8003
465 Springhill Drive
Lexington, KY 40503

Cost: $5.00 LDS manual
$1.50 LDS screening form manual
$ .30 Charts
$4.00 Innovative instructional materials book
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Marshalltown Behavioral Development Profile (M. Donahue, J. Montgomery,
and others). Marshalltown, IA: AEA #6 Preschool Division, 1975.

This Profile was developed for handicapped and culturally deprived
children in the zero to six year range. It is designed to facilitate
individualized prescriptive teaching of preschool children within the home
setting. Items are based upon normal development and are taken from other
standardized scales. The Profile contains a list of 327 developmental
skills collapsed into three general categories: communication, motor, and
,,;ocial. The items within each category are arranged according to age. The

device is criterion-refeenced and is designed to measure the progress of
each child in months.

The Profile is used with a score sheet and in conjunction with the
Behavioral Prescription Guides (Manuals 11a, 11b, and 11c). The guides
list behavioral objectives and the activities to accomplish each objective.
There are objectives for each of the skills measured in the Profile.

The results from the Profile are used to ascertain the child's level of
development as well as his strengths and weaknesses. The person who is
working with the child then uses this information to set objectives and
choose strategies for accomplishing those objectives.

Available from: AEA #6, Preschool Division
507 East Anson
Marshalltown, IA 50158

Cost: $3.00
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Memphis Comprehensive Development Scales (A. P. Quick, T. L. Little,

A. A. Campbell). Belmont: Fearon Publishers, l(J74.

The Comprehensive DevelcI'mental Scale is designed to determine a child's

level of functioning in five areas: personal-sccial, gross motor, fine

motor, language skills, and perceptual-cognitiv. This is an instrument
for assessing development at levels which can he used in planning indi-
vidualized-prescriptive-educational programs for preschool developmentally

delayed children.

The scale is composed of five subscales representing the five areas of
development. There are 260 skill items listed on the five subscales.
These items are arranged in sequential order and in three-month intervals
from zero to five years.

The set of materials includes the Developmental Skills Assignment Record,
a sheet for assigning individual skills, and the Conti:mous Record for
Educational-Development Gain for recording and evaluating the child's
mastery of skills, both qualitatively' and quantitatively. In addition,

there is a Guide to Programming which tells how to use the three forms.

Any person with training in and knowledge of preschool development can
administer the instrument.

Available from: Fearon Publishers
6 Davis Drive
Belmont, CA 94002

Costs: $ 1.50 for one set
$11.00 for twenty-five sets
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Minnesota Preschool Scale (F. Goodenough and others). Circle Pines, MN:
American Guidance Service, Inc., 1940.

This scale is used to assess development of mental ability in children
of ages six months to five years. Two parallel forms are available. Items
pertain to pointing out parts of the body or objects; naming familiar objects;
copying; imitative drawing; block building; response to pictures; Knox cube
imitation; obeying simple commands; comprehension; discrimination,
recognition, or tracing of forms; naming objects from memory; colors;
incomplete pictures; picture puzzles; digit spans; paper folding; absur-
dities; vocabulary; imitating clock hands; and speech. The test has
verbal, nonverbal, and total scores for children three to five years of
age, and total scores for younger children. The instrument is individually
administered and paced. The examiner should have considerable experience
in the testing of young children and some practice with the test materials.
Age C scores and percent placement norms and I.Q. equivalents are not
available. Inter-form reliabilities, but no other technical data, are
reported.

Available from: American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publishers Building
Circle Pines, MN 55014

Cost: $43.00 Complete kit (code 1240)

Portage Guide to Early Education, revised edition (S. Bluma, M. Shearer,
A. Frohman, and J. HiLliard). Portage: Portage Project, 1976.

The Portage Guide to Early Education is comprised of three parts:
a checklist, a manual, and cards to be used in teaching behaviors
includgi in the checklist. The checklist is to be used as an assess-
ment tool to pinpoint existing skills in the child's behavioral
repertoire, as well as behavior the child has yet to learn. The
checklist also provides a method of maintaining an ongoing record of
a child's progress. The instrument was developed to assess children
between the ages of birth - six in six areas of development: motor,
cognitive, self-help, language, socialization and infant stimulation.
There axe 580 developmentally sequenced behaviors.

Available from: Portage Project
626 East Slifer Street
P.O. Box 564
Portage, WI 53901

Cost: $42.00 + postage for set of materials (includes fifteen checklists,
cards and manual)

$ 6.50 + postage for packetof fifteen checklists

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Preschool Attainment Record (E. A. Doll). Circle Pines, MN: American

Guidance Service, INC., 1966.

The instrument combines an a!,,seF:smcnt of physical, social, and intellectual

functions in a global appraisal of children from birth to seven years of

age. The Record includes eight categories of developmental behavior:

ambulation, manipulation, rapport, communication, responsibility, information,

ideation, and creativity. For each category, there is one item for each

six-month age span. The item types, item arrangement, testing procedures,
and interviewer qualifications are the same as for the Vineland Social

Maturity Scale described later. Mean age for expected performance of
each behavior is provided. Total scores may be converted to attainment

ages or attainment quotients. No reliability or validity studies are yet

available.

Available from: American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publishers Building
Circle Pines, MN 55014

Cost: $2.90 Package of twenty-five (1181)
$1.60 Manual (1182)

Preschool Inventory, revised edition (B. Caldwell). Reading, MA: Addison-

Wesley, 1970.

This instrument was designed in relation to Project Head Start. Its

purpose is to assess achievement in areas regarded as necessary foundations

for early school success. These areas have been labeled crncept-

activation- sensory, concept activation numerical, personal-social

responsiveness,- and associative vocabulary. The Preschool Inventory has

been used as a rough diagnostic test; that is, it has been used to identify

selected "cultural handicaps" and as a gross measure of the impact of Head

Start experience on children. Limited norms are provided (based on the glip

performance of children, ages two to six-and-a-half, identified as
products of "lower" and "middle-class" backgrounds). Like so many

preschool tests, this inventory must also be administered individually.

The reliability of this test appears to meet acceptable standards, although

no empirical statement of validity is reported in the test manual.

Available from: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
Reading, MA 01967

Cost: $2.75 (English) Pkg. of twenty
$3.00 (Spanish) Pkg. of twenty
$3.00 Specimen set
$2.00 Handbook (English and Spanish)

6.11
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Pupil Progress Evaluation Plan (J. Dickerson, M. Evanson, and L. Spurlock).

Coeur d'Alene, ID: Panhandle Child Development Association Inc., 1975.

The Pupil Progress Evaluation Plan was designed: (1) to give early
childLood educators a concise, useful, time-saving way to administer a
La5ic Ire- and postdevelopmental assessment; (2) to help in arriving

at long term objectives for children; (3) to help in recording cumulative

skills accomplished; and (4) to assist in recording time sampled data
(when appropriate) so that ongoing individual pupil progress information
will be readily available for teachers and parents who wish to assess the
program's effectiveness.

Teachers or trained aides of children, zero to six, can record assessment
and individual pupil progress information over a yearly period. Each form

includes two carbon copies so the teacher may return data to the
administrator or parents and still have a copy for records.

The instrument includes a developmental assessment, a pupil objective
program schAule, a cumulative task accomplishment sheet, observation
recording forms, and a pupil progress graph. Instructions arc! ....f.:cluded for

each form.

Available from: Panhandle Child Development Association, Inc.
4211/2 Sherman Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Cost: $1.50 per copy plus postage and handling

References
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NO W TO USE THE POIKTAGE C;UIDE TO EARiX EiWCATION

eut Milt ent mwiters

that may be used to teJch statt to use the Portacje Guide to Early Edneatioil.

i",s a result of this workshop liarticipants will have int-ormation necessary

to administer the Port iqe Guide Checklist.

PRE-WoPK:7,HuP TASKS

If you do not have the Portage Guide to Early Education and would like to

order LL, it is available from:

Cooperative Educational Service Agency #12

Portage Project Materials

626 East Slifer Street

P.O. Box 564

Portage, Wisconsin 53901

Telephone: (608) 742-8811

ortage Guide to Early Education

Complete Kit $42.00

15 additional checklists $8.50

.
Lpping and handling $1.75 or 10%; whichever is greater.

Approximate delivery time is two weeks.

PREPARING FOR THIS WORKSHOP

1. Duplicate handouts and transparencies from the masters provided at the

end of this reference.

2. Have available, if possible, Portage Guide Checklists for each participant

and one Portage Guide manual and card file for participants to. peruse.

3. Have available an overhead projector, transparency marking pens and a

movie screen.

DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING THIS WORKSHOP

1. Distribute handouts and if available, one Portage Guide Checklist per

participant. Introduce the Portage Guide to Early Education Checklist
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1,y explaining that it is a criterion-referenced educational assessment

11 i t . It. W,C; dt,:(A0 r 1 ginally in 1972 and was one of the first

a:e in pldnnin,4 ifylividnalized prorjt-am

fur pre-school children. The 0:111 sequencef; in it were derived from

many standardized tests including the Denver, Gesell, and Vineland.

In loY7G the Portage Guide wa:; revised. Since that time it has been

translated into eight languages and translations are in progress in eight

more. These include Spaninh, French, Japanese, Chinese, Malay, Hebrew,

and Arabic.

Display Transparency #1, the Portage Checklist cover. Explain that the

complete Portage c";iiide '_() Early Education contains three parts: a check-

list, a manual and a card file. The checklist is the educational assess-

ment component of the guide, and will help determine what the child can

and cannot do; the manual contains directions for how to use the guide

and implement goals; and the card file contains ideas for activities to

teach each skill in the checklist.

The checklist contains a list of 580'behaviors in a developmental sequence

from birth to six years. It is divided into five developmental areas in-:

eluding socialization, language, self-help, cognitive and motor skills,

plus an infant stimulation section that highlights birth to four. months.

Each child in the program will have a checklist. On the cover, enter the

child's name, date of birth, teacher and program year. The checklist may

be used for more than one year if the child is enrolled in Head Start

over two oz.: more successive years.

3. Display Transparency 42, the information log sheet. This sheet may be

used at the teacher's discretion. It is intended to assist the teacher

to plan for the child so it might be used for recording informal obser-

vations, parent contacts, schedule of special services, or special

limitations or considerations for the child.

4. Display Transparency #3, a sample checklist page. Discuss each column

as follows:
614
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a. Age Level: these are age levels that indicate when children normally

attin each skill. These age levels are only approximate and cannot

1 (1,1ormo.ntal ugL! for Lne (:1111d.

Irril)ero In the column (,:orreorld the card taff in

the card file. Each card contains suggestions for. Leaching the

skill. Display Transparency 44, a sample card. The activ:,ties on

the cards were all developed by Portage Project teaching staff and

iave all been used successfully with children. The bottom of the

card usually contains space for you to add Leaching ideas of your

own. Therefore this card file can be a valuable resource.

Redisplay Transparency #3.

c Behavior: this column contains a behavioral description of each

skill. The skills are sequenced in the order in which most children

learn them. All children will not learn the skills in this exact

order; this checklist is only a guide.

d Entry behavior: this is the column where you will enter whether or

not the child could do each skill when she/he entered the program.

This column will be discussed in detail later.

e Date Achieved: in this column you will record the date the child

learns the skill during the cours" of the program year.

f Comments: in this column you will record information which will

assist you to plan activities and keep a record of activities being

taught. Comments may note materials, teaching techniques, emerging

skills, or individual activities being worked on in the classroom

or at home.

5. Display Transparency #5 (Handout #1). Explain that the purpose of

completing the entry behavior column of the checklist is to determine

the skills the child has upon entering the program. This enables the

teacher to plan activities that are appropriate for a particular child.

By recording the date the child accomplishes the skill in the date

achieved column, the teacher additionally has an on-going record of the

child's progress throughout the year.

To complete the entry behavior column, a code is used. Mark a N/ beside

6.1,)
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each skill the child can do consistently, usually in more than one situ-

ation, for more than one person. The child will need no further instruc-

tion in s kills marked with a NI. Mark an X beside the skills the child

cannot do. Even if the child is beginning to do the skill but cant_

yet complete it, mark an X. An X indicates that the child will need

some further instruction in the skill. Mark a ? beside those skills

which you have not yet had an opportunity to observe or that you are

unsure of the child's performance and would like to retest. All

question ma rks should be eliminated within the first six weeks so that

only Xs and 'Is remain. Mark Xs and Vs in pen since they represent a

permanent record of the child's entry behavior. Mark ?s, in pencil

since they. yin be changed to an X or v once the educational assessment

is completely filled out.

To record the child's skill level at the beginning of the program year,

a teacher could go through the entire checklist, observe the child

attempting each activity, and then record whether or not the child

could do all 580 behaviors. This is unnecessarily time consuming,

however, so the procedure can be abbreviated to save precious time for

instruction in the skills. To simplify the recording of entry behavior

and still get all the information we need on a child, we record a base-

line and ceiling to indicate behaviors the child can and cannot do.

A baseline consists of 15 consecutive Vs. The purpose for getting a

baseline is that once this sequence of 15 Vs is obtained, you can

safely assume the child can also do all skills that come before the

baseline. To get a baseline, start with items approximately two years

below the child's actual age. If, once you begin recording, the child

cannot do 15 consecutive items, go back further in the checklist until

you have a sequence of 15 Vs.

Once you have a baseline, continue recording until you reach a ceiling

of 15 consecutive Xs. You may stop recording once you reach this ceiling

and you may safely assume that the child cannot do any of the skills

that come after it.

616.
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6. Display Transparency #6 (page 2, Handout 41). Explain that the child

depicted in this checklist is approximately four years old, so the

AL LIR! 2-3 yedr level. The baseline is items

jld ':he C{; is itIQM shills

the f_.nlid cannot. do. Tho items between the baseline and the ceiling

are skills which the chilA. is probably ready to learn. This span is

called the teaching range. Notice how the comment section was used.

7 Display and discuss Transparency #7 (Handout #1, page 1) . Highlight

the fact that determination of whether or not a child can do the skills

must he made as a result of direct observation. We should not assume

the child can do a skill just because they may be low level skills or

because we think he should be able to do them because other children

can. To be fair to the child and to insure that she/he has the necessary

foundation for higher skills, each behavior must be observed. The ex-

ception will be those skills which can only be observed in the home en-

vironment. These skills may be recorded from parent report.

8 To summarize, distribute and review Handout #2, Ten Problems Frequently

Encountered When Using Behavioral Checklists. A discussion of this

article may help teachers avoid the pitfalls of using educational assess-

ment instruments.
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28

29

ll

31

32

33

:34

Draws a vertical line in imitation

Drawri a hori onirii line in imitation

t;cipiriii a (,ift.lr.

(e..40,1((",

PO,!11, lo big and litIli!u;,;(jr1 rpoy,

Draws ( in irritation

Matches 3 COITS

I /

35 Places objects in, on arid under upon request
/ /

36 Names objects that make sounds I

37 Puts together 4 part nesting toy
/

38 Names action pictures

39

.. .

Matches geometric form with picture of shape

40 Slacks 5 or more rings on a peg in order I 1

34 41
L

Names big and little objects
1 /

4? Points to 10 body parts on verbal command I I

43 Points to boy and girl on verbal command
/ I

44 Tells if object is heavy or light
1 I

45 Puts together 2 parts of shape to make whole
/ /

46 Descni;i,e,ii. events or characters from familiar story or T V program / I

47 Repeats . with words and actions
1

48 Matches 1 to 113 or more objects)

49 Points lo long and short objects
I

50 Tells which objects go (OgeTher
/

51 Counts lo 3 in imitation

52 Arranges objects into categories
/ /

53 Draws a V stroke in imitation
1

54 Draws a diagonal line from corner to corner of 4 inch square of paper

19,61 imperative Educational Service Agency 12
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cognitive 33

(AGE 3-4

TITLE: Draws (+) in imitation

WHAT TO DO:

1. Use crayons, chalk, colored pencils, ink crayons, magic slate.
2. Have child imitate drawing vertical line, then horizontal line in two step imitation.

I lave child progress to copying the complete figure (+) after watching it being drawn.
3. Dot out figure and have child trace it.
4. Physically guide child through motions reducing aid as child gains in skill.
5, Give the child verbal instructions as he draws. For instance, "Draw a line across. Now

draw one down,"

.4*
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Transparency #5

HOW TO COMPLETE CHECKLIST

1, IF CHILD IS HANDICAPPED, START 2 YEARS BELOW CHRONOLOGICAL

AGE IN EACH DEVELOPMENTAL AREA,

2, CODE: = IF CHILD CAN DO BEHAVIOR CONSISTENTLY USUALLY

IN MORE THAN ONE SITUATION, FOR MORE THAN ONE

PERSON

X = THE CHILD CANNOT DO BEHAVIOR OR CAN DO ONLY

PART OF THE BEHAVIOR
0

= NOT SURE IF CHILD CAN DO IT OR NOT; EITHER

HAVEN'T OBSERVED IT OR NOT SURE HOW WELL

CHILD DOES IT

3, MARK X'S AND PS IN PEN; ?'S IN PENCIL, WITHIN THE FIRST

SIX WEEKS OF THE PROGRAM, TEST THE ITEMS MARKED "?" AND

CHANGE THE "?'S" TO "X" OR ")/",

It GET A BASELINE OF 15 CONSECUTIVE NPS ON BEHAVIORS THE

CHILD CAN DO,

ONCE YOU HAVE FOUND THE BASELINE, CONTINUE UNTIL YOU GET

A CEILING OF 15 CONSECUTIVE X'S- AND/OR ?'S,

62,)
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CHECKLIST HINTS

1. BASE YOUR X OR V DIRECT OBSERVATION OF CHILD.

REMEMBER: A 1 MEX.: YOU WILL PROBABLY NOT TEACH

THAT SKILL TO THE CHILD. IF THERE IS ANY QUESTION

ABOUT HOW WELL THE CHILD CAN PERFORM THE SKILL,

MARK AN X OR A ?,

2. KEEP THE CHILD'S ATTENTION SPAN IN MIND...USUALLY

IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO FINISH A DEVELOPMENTAL AREA

DURING ONE SITTING.

3, CHECK OUT ITEMS DURING COURSE OF NORMAL CLASSROOM

ACTIVITIES.

4, REMEMBER: YOU ARE CHECKING OUT THE CHILD'S ABILITY

TO PERFORM THE ITEMS; THIS IS NOT A TIME FOR TEACHING

THE ITEM,

5. Do NOT BE CONCERNED ABOUT THE AGE OF THE CHILD OR

WHAT OTHER CHILDREN CAN DO YOU ARE OBSERVING SPECIFIC

BEHAVIORS ON ONE CHILD.
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HiJW Tu COI.1PLETE THE CHECKLIST

1. the child is handicapped, start 2 years below chronological age in

each development it area

MDE: v' = if- child can ft) behavior consistently usually in more than

one situation, for more than one person

X = the child cannot do behavior or can do only part of the

behavior

= not sure if child can do it or not; either haven't observed

it or would like to see it again.

J. Matk X; and v's in pen; ?s in pencil. Within the first six weeks of the

program, test the items marked "?" and change the "?"s to "X" or "\/".

4. baseline of at least 15 consecutive N/s on behaviors the child can do.

5. Once you have found the baseline, continue until you get a ceiling of

15 consecutive Xs.

CHECKLIST HINTS

1. Base your X or on direct observation of child. REMEMBER: a \/ means you

will probably not teach that skill to the child. If there is any question

about how well the child can perform the skill, mark an X or a ?.

Keep the child's attention span in mind...usually it is not possible to

finish a developmental area during one sitting.

3. Check out items during course of norral classroom activities.

4. Remember: you are checking out the child's ability to perform the items;

this is not a time for teaching the item.

5. Do not be concerned about the age of the child - or what other children

can do you are observing specific behaviors on one child.

Let's look at an example:

Johnny is a 4 wear, 2 month old child with a handicapping condition in Head

Start. The Motor section of the checklist has been completed for him. Since

Johnny is handicapped, we started 2 years below his present age - 464 on the

checklist. The Xs and v's were marked in pen, the ?s in pencil. A baseline

of 15 consecutive Vs, #64-80, and a ceiling of 15 Xs, i--93-107, were found.

The "Comment" section can be used to indicate if Johnny can do part of the
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skill, emeruin.j hkillui, etc. Item 7 could not be observed at school, sn

the earent was asked whether or hot the child could do the skill

motor
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TEN PROBLEMS FREQUENTLY ENCOUNTERED WHEN USING BEHAVIORAL CHECKLISTS

Behavioral checklists have become indispensable educational tools.

As an outgrowth of behavioral analysis, behavioral checklists have

ballooned to cover almost every conceivable behavior from toilet train-

ing to flying an airplane. For example, Walls, Werner, Bacon and Zane

(1975) have identified over 200 behavioral checklists developed by

prolific listsmiths. In early childhood education, these tools have

been used for identification, diagnostic placement, program evaluation,

and curriculum planning.

The problems associated with reliability and validity in using behavioral

checklists have already been discussed by various authors, (Bijou,

Peterson, and Ault, 1968; Cronback and Meehl, 1955; Hull, 1971; Johnson

and Balstad, 1973). The purpose of this paper is to examine the problems

teachers (particularly in preschool programs)have encountered in using

behavioral checklists as a basis for curriculum planning. The specific

areas of concern are:

1. Completing the behavioral checklist incorrectly.

2. Teaching to suggested materials and activities.

3. Following the behavioral checklist too rigidly.

4. Targeting only in identified skill deficit areas.

5. Avoiding identified skill deficit areas.

6. Limiting targeted behaviors to skills the teacher

is comfortable teaching.

7. Using a checklist that is inappropriate for a specific

child.
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8. Assessing and sequencing skills correctly but teaching

splinter skills.

9. Putting undue emphasis on skills commonly classified as

"kindergarten readiness".

10. Failing to plan for g_Jieralization and maintenance.

Completing the Checklist Incorrectly

A teacher, by correctly completing a checklist can obtain an excellent

pLcture of a child's skills. However, in completing a checklist, mistakes

often occur. Frequently the teacher doesn't observe the child exhibiting

the skill but assumes that he has acquired it. The teacher might say:

"I can't think of a specific time when "I saw Tom working alone at one

thing for 20-30 minutes, but I'm sure he could if he tried", and then

checks that item as an entry behavior on the checklist. This results

in an inflated assessment of the child's skills and leads to faulty

curriculum planning.

A related problem occurs when two or more people are completing a check-

list and the criteria for determining mastery of a skill are not jointly

determined. If a teacher and parent are completing a behavioral check-

list together, the teacher might ask the parent: "Can Mike take off and

put on his coat without help?" The parent might answer "yes", thinking

that this skill does not include, buttoning, while the teacher assumes

it does include buttoning and marks that skill as accomplished. This

problem can be alleviated by direct observation. Also, it is not as

likely to occur if the items on the checklist are written in behavioral

terms. Unfortunately, this is not the case with many checklists, thus

leaving the criteria for mastery of the items open to many interpretations.

632
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Still another misuse of a behavioral checklist can occur when the teacher

and/or parent view the tool as a "test" rather than as a baseline on the

child's present skill levels. They want the child to "look good" and

therefore give the child the benefit of the doubt if an item on the

checklist is in question. If thee is any question about a particular

item just the opposite should occur. The parent and teacher should

carefully observe the child to see if the skill has been mastered.

These mistakes can be avoided if the teacher views the checklist as a

tool to be used in planning curriculum, uses a consistent definition

of the expected behavior, and relies on direct observation of the child.

Teaching to Suggested Materials and Activities

Many behavioral checklists also include suggested teaching materials

and activities. It may seem most efficient to use those materials and

activities when in actuality, they may or may not be appropriate. Once

. a skill is targeted for the child to learn, the teacher should assess

that child in terms of his learning style, meaningful reinforcement,

and interest in various materials. Only then should the teacher choose

the most appropriate teaching activity and materials for the child.

Often the suggested materials may be appropriate for some children, but

completely inappropriate for others. For example, one behavioral check-

list has the item "carries breakable objects" and the materials suggested

to teach the skill are "small breakable ashtrays" and "pop bottles". For

some chil'ren and families these materials would be accessible and appro-

priate, but many parents would not want to encourage their preschool

children to carry these objects around.
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Other ways in which materials might be misused are: a teacher may choose

a colorful, commercially available toy and then consult a checklist to

see what she can teach the child when the process should be the other way

around;or,a teacher may utilize a suggested way of teaching shapes

that works with one of her children and then automatit.ally go ahead

to use the same with the rest of the children. In both examples, the

teacher has failed to take into account the individual child.

Of course, sometimes the activities and materials on the checklists are

very appropriate. However, the teacher's knowledge', creativity, and con-

siderations for individual children should go into planning every activity.

Following the Behavioral Checklist Too. Rigidly

Once the child's initial curriculum assessment is completed with use of

a checklist, the teacher is ready to select skills to teach the child.

Those skills selected need not be the first items on the checklist that

the child was unable to do. There is a range of behaviors that is

developmentally appropriate for the child; there are practical reasons

that govern the choice of behaviors within that range. For example,

in the autumn a child's entry behavior shows that he is ready to:

pull off his socks, take off pants when unfastened, and put a hat on

his head. The teacher might choose the skill "puts hat on head" to teach

first. This behavior would be both developmentally and functionally

appropriate for the child because he is ready to learn the skill and

could incorporate it into his daily activities throughout the winter.

Using behavioral checklists for planning is not like following a recipe.

Each child is unique and learns at his own rate. Thus, items on a
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checklist may need to be broken down into smaller teachable steps using

task analysis. Failure to do this can result in frustratLon for the

child and teacher.

The authors analyzed data from a replication of the Portage Project in

Wessex, England which used the Portage Guide to Early Education as the

sole basis for curriculum planning for mentally handicapped children.

They found that 60 percent of the weekly goals for the children were

directly from the checklist whereas 40 percent were checklist items that

needed to be broken down into smaller steps. Of course, there was

variance among individual children, ranging from one child who needed

to have tasks broken down into simpler components only 17 percent of

the time to another child who required smaller steps 79 percent of

the time.,

The concept of flexibility in using a checklist was probably best stated

by Bluma, Shearer, Frohman and Hilliard (1976) when describing the way

to use a Checklist. "The behaviors listed on the Checklist are based

on normal growth and development patterns; yet no child, normal or

handicapped is likely to follow these sequences exactly. Children may

skip some behaviors completely; may learn behaviors out of sequence or

may need additional subgoals in order to achieve a behavior on the

Checklist. Each instructor's ingenuity, creativity, and flexibility

plus a knowledge of the child and his past developmental pattern, will

be needed to help plan appropriate goals so that he will learn new skills."

Targeting Only in Identified Skill Deficit Areas

Most authors of behavioral checklists used in curriculum planning group
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behaviors into classes or domains, usually called developmental areas.

For example, a common grouping in early childhood is socialization,

language (often subdivided into expressive and receptive), self-help,

cognitive, and motor (subdivided into fine and gross).

Many children in educational programs have been placed in those programs

because of identified skill deficits in one or more of these areas. One

goal of intervention is then to eliminate the developmental deficit

and rightly so, but it is possible to spend an inordinate amount of time

targeting in those deficit areas and to _rget that an educational program

should stimulate growth across all developmental areas. A child with a

skill deficit area(s) still has needs that should be met in other areas.

In many cases, a teacher can plan a multi-purpose activity that incor-

porates more than one developmental area. For example, if a child has

a deficit in the language area, activities such as doing a fingerplay

or following directions through an obstacle course would not only address

the expressive and receptive language area, but would also help the child's

fine and gross motor development. If this is not done, a child may

inadvertantly develop deficits in other areas simply because they are not

addressed.

Continuously focusing on the problem area can also result in frustration

for the child. Success does not come as easily and the child is made to

feel less competent than if his strengths, as well as his weaknesses,

were taken into consideration.

Avoidance of Skill Deficit Areas

This potential problem is the opposite of focusing only on the deficit
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area but with different reasons for its occurrence.

When a teacher and a child work together and achieve success, they

reinforce each other. Because the success and rapid progress are more

likely to occur in non-deficit areas, the teacher may continue to target

and teach in those areas because the behavior (targeting and teaching)

is reinforced. For example, if a child is moderately delayed in the

language or cognitive area he has most likely experiLnced failure in those

areas. As a result, he may not participate as willingly in those activities,

because he hasn't experienced success in the past. On the other hand, if

his strengths lie in the motor and self-help areas, activities in these

areas will be more reinforcing for the child and the teacher to work on

because the child has a higher probability of achieving success and

enjoys participating in them more. Thus, the curriculum sometimes swings

more and more towards the stronger, reinforcing areas and away from the

more difficult deficit areas.

We cannot overemphasize that a teacher must provide instruction for

the whole child in all developmental areas, tak. , that child's unique

abilities and needs into account. It is all too easy to end up uninten-

tionally and unconsciously teaching in areas where one receives the most

reinforcement.

Limiting Targeted Behaviors to Skills the

Teacher is Comfortable Teaching

Presch of teachers' training and experience provide them with teaching

skills that vary somewhat acrok5developmcntal areas. There may be

many skills listed in the checklist that a teacher either has not had
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the opportunity to teach or has not had much success with in the past.

For example, if the teacher's only attempt at toilet training was with

a child who continued to have accidents, even after an intensive program,

it is not likely that that teacher would readily implement a toileting

program with another "difficult" child.

This also occurs when a teacher who has training in a specific area,

such as speech and language, unintentionally puts undue emphasis on

speech and language activities and, at the same time shies away from

Leaching self-help skills such as self-feeding and dressing, especially

if that teacher has never taught them befOre.

This problem can be avoided by cooperative planning with input from

various specialists. These "staffings' help to assure that the child's

needs in all areas of development are considered. Also, a careful assess-

ment of teacher needs can be undertaken and then inservices can be planned

in areas where the teacher has weaknesses.

Using a Checklist That is Inappropriate

For a Specific Child

Because children progress at different rates and have different problems,

some checklists may be more appropriate for some children than others.

For example, a checklist based on normal development may not be nearly

detailed enough for those working with severely and profoundly handi-

capped children. The checklist loses its value as a curriculum guide if

a teacher ends up working on one specific item for weeks or months on

end. Teaching becomes frustrating for the teacher, parent and child.

Instead, the teachers might make their own checklist with the items

broken down into smaller steps or find another behavioral checklist
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that is more helpful in curriculum planning for the individual with

whom they're working.

Assessing and Sequencing Skills Correctly

But Teaching Splinter Skills

If the teacher does not refer back to the behavioral checklist following

the acquisition of a targeted objective, the teacher may allow the

curriculum plan to spin off on a tangent and thus end up teaching splinter

skills.

This can happen in two ways -- horizontally or vertically. A horizontal

splinter skill occurs when a teacher appropriately targets an objective

for the child but elaborates on that skill beyond the point where the

skill is functional. For example, a teacher may target "names three

colors on request" and successfully teach that skill to criterion, but

then may proceed to go beyond the basic colors to teach violet, mauve,

tangerine, chartreuse, magenta, etc. This can prove to be very rein-

forcing to the teacher and/or parent because the child can answer

correctly a large number of questions in a very specific area and appear

"smart". Teaching these behaviors wastes valuable teaching time and

does very little to enhance the child's overall development.

A vertical splinter skill is probably a more common error. It occurs

when a teacher initially targets a developmentally appropriate behavior,

but then takes that behavior to higher and higher levels of functioning.

For example, a teacher may teach a child to "count to three in imitation"

from the Portage Guide to Early Education; Cognitive Card #51, age three

63,3
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to four (Bluma et.al 197G) and then go on to teach "counts to ten objects

t,At_loh" whir:h if; the four five _.cje level. The next goal

mijht, tic "counts by rote one to 20" at the four to five aye level, and

finally "counts up to 20 items and tells how many" at the five to six

aye level. If the child in this example had been three years of age,

tiw teacher would have been teaching skills far above the child's

developmental level even though the sequencinl of these skills was

,,,r-reet. This results not only in an expenditure of time and energy

fhat could be utilized more effectively but also necessitates breaking

the targeted tasks into smaller and smaller steps (creating, in reality,

another behavioral checklist or a task analysis). Additionally, because

of the increasing complexity of the tasks beyond the child's develop-

mental level, the probability of a successful learning experience for

the child is diminished.

Putting Unjustified Emphasis on Skills Commonly

Classified as "Kindergarten Readiness"

',tire to teach kindergarten readiness skills is a perpetual problem

fo: toe preschool teach jr. The perception that these skills constitute

"schooling" or "education" is ptvasive. For example, when parents

are asked what they would like to work on with tku. hild, many

immediately choose _::ills such as hay.;ng the child write his name,

count, or say the alnhabet, even though developmentally the child

is no where near ready to master these skills. The problem may be further

compounded by some schools that send around their "lists" of skills

that the child is expected to have learned before entering kindergarten.

In extreme cases, the pressure may take the form of the kindergarten
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teacher saying things such as "1 wonder what the preschool teachers

are d()in "' Many G. their (__:hilnrn can't write their r:ume w7!ies

they come to school".

The concern addressed above does not mean, however, that emphasis on

these skills would be inappropriate for all children. For example,

many tour year olds are in programs specifically because of skill

deficits in these areas. Emphasis placed on these skills would be

appropriate.

The authors reviewed 809 individual lesson plans from a preschool program

and found that 30 percent of the stated behavioral objectives were:

drawing shapes (+, 1, -, 0, 0,4L,rUrs); naming shapes (0, 0,A);

naming, matching and pointing to colors; and naming numerals, matching

numerals to objects, and rote counting. While these objectives are

appropriate for some children, one must ask if the teachers looked at

all areas of development so that the most appropriate programming could

be developed for each child.

Failing to Plan for Generalization and Maintenance

No behavioral checklist in existence encompasses all the skills pre-

chilOrer need to learn -- at best a checklist is a sequential

kAevelopmental listing. These behavioral checklists often include

l';ehaviors that appear extmely restricted but which, in fact, represent

only a :i;ingle example of a whole class of behaviors. For example, "puts

four rings on pee is one behavior on a checklist which is meant to repre-

sent a group of behaviors that requires a simila degree of eye-hand coordina-

tion and problem solving ability. The behavior on the checklist was made
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specific for observational reliability and ease in establishing criteria.

If a f-acher only t and teaches four rings on peg" and does

not pLin for (jeneraii.4a on and maintenance (.f the behavior, the child

will: 1) only be, able to put four rings on a peg, which does not do

anybody much good, or 2) forget how to put four rings on a peg, which

is even worse. As Harbin states (1977), "Children go through two stages

in doveloping $Jkills; acquisition and generalization. Criterion-referenced

devices tend to measure only acquisition".

Thus, it is fallacious to assume that a child will' automatically generalize

and be able to maintain a specific skill. Preschool children, particularly

those who have special needs, need to be taught generalization by practicing

a skill in more than one situation. A child who learns to name a block

as "blue" then needs to prctice using "blue" as a descriptor of many

other objects and in many other situations. That same skill will most

likely be maintained if it is reinforced in the child's daily routine,

e.g., by having the child name blue objects in a grocery store or choose

blue clothing to wear. Thus, the child learns that "blue" is an integral

part of his environment and not just the color of a block that his teacher

showed him.

Summary_

Although the above problems do occur, checklists are still indis-

pensable tools for teachers. Valuable curriculum planning information

can be obtained from them as well as ideas for implementation. Yet,

problems do arise no matter how conscientiously the tools are employed.

Ongoing assessment of the curriculum plan and individual adaptations

that meet the unique needs of children provide the means by which many

of these problems can be circumvented.
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Abstract

Tne author have idenfied Len prblems encountered when using a

Lehavioral chockli5t as a LaL;is for curriculum planning. 'inc Len

problems and methods of avoiding them are discussed. The problems

identified are:

1. Completing the behavioral checklist incorrectly.

2. Teaching to suggested materials and activities.

3. Following the behavioral checklist too rigidly.

4. Targeting cTily in identified skill deficit areas.

5. Avoiding identified skill deficit areas.

6. Limiting targeted behaviors to skills the teacher

is comfortable teaching.

7. Using a checklist that is inappropriate for a specific

child.

8. Assessing and sequencing skills correctly but teaching

splinter skills.

9. Putting undue emphasis on skills commonly classified as

"kindergarten readiness".

10. Failing to plan for generalization and maintenance.
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DEVELOPING 1.S.P. PACKIM AND VIDEO TAPES

11,,,(;1 t, i:; " i

h,vo 1 vement till._ learn r/ ovtsn inure imro marl L. for

Learning in adults than it is in children. Lecture, demon -

st_ration, small group discussion, simulations, and brainstorming are used

if,)irrne_)(u. riic!;c t.r,liniNg sessions. The role play technique is used

to -:;kills; needed to write an Individual Service Plan.

1..i' ;'[l araw real-life events, present_ factual information about

n!; in a tlic!-to-life situation, and require active involvement of

ir-liciHults. The genei'al objective of the role play technique is to
a aalaj.. more effective on-the-job behavior. For the workshops on current

of lanwtioning, long-term goals, and short-term objectives, each

HiFticiNdit will be assigned one of the following roles: teacher, parent,

handicap coordinator, !;ociil services/parent involvement coordinator, or

hea 1 th/Talta- t i on coordinator. Assuming their new role and using infor-

mation about onc child and family, these team members move realistically

through the process of writing an I.S.P.

l:.eviding adequate and appropriate information about an individual child

and family is critical to the success of this role play. After roles are

assigned, a packet of information must be provided for each participant
Loin the information that the person in that role would

:aJrmally have. This training guide contains sample packets of background
information On an individual child, iichael Jones, and his family for use

in the role play of an 1.5.1'. conference (Appandix F) . However, you may

wish to personalize this training by using information on a child and

family from your agency. The following pages outline the steps necessary

_.(3 develop your own I.S.P. packets including: compiling all available

aareCning (health and developmental) , assessment (oducat,ional and compo-

nent), and diagn,,stic information available'on one child and family;

(dividing this information into packets for teacher, parent, health/nutri-

tion coordinator, handicap services coordinator, and social service/parent

involvement coordinator) and as an option, develdping a video tape that

demonstrates the screening and assessment

Preparing I.S.P. Packets

processes.

1. Read the Screening, Diagnosis, and Educational Assessment sections of

this guide to determine if your agency's procedures are adequate.

Mop_ a aations (such as selecting a new screening or assessment in-

strument) or changes (such as methods for obtaining a diagnosis) in
your present program policies should be established before the packets

are developed.

review Appendix r, I.S.P. Packets, for examples.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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3. Select a child and family. In order to got more detailed information,
use a family enrolled during the previous progr,an year, if possihle.

a handicapping cnndition '-dmit: lr, s(,mewhat cmmon

.1; ',roar prumim.

a completed screening score sheet and or rofile with develo

mental ages;
1,. 11 diagnostic reports;
c. assessment. inlormat ion for the areas of educdtici,n, health,

nutrition, social services, any! parent 'omens.

i 1 1 probably include a developmental. aeckl ist for the

educational assessment of the child and a family service
plan for ac.iiLional family information.
health/medical records including health :crooning information,
immuni.zatioh records and a medical history including significant
illnessess, hospitalizations, regular medications, etc.

e. Miscellaneous information such as registration forms, teachers
observations, etc.

5. Each piece of information should be dated or include the chrono-
logical age of the cli'' at the time of the report. If these packets

are to he used more .1 once, use only the day and month for the

date, omitting the year.

6. Insure confidentiality by removing or charging any identifiable in-

formation about the child or family. Assign a new name, change

background information, etc. to insure anonymity. If a video tape

is made, it will be necessary to fabricate the social service,

parent involvement and health/nutrition information.

7. Prepare individual packets, duplicating information as necessary.
ACCO binders or pocket folders work well. Label each folder with

the role title and indicate directions for use in each. The follow -

ing information is suggested for inclusion in '2ach packet":

Health/Nutrition Coordinator
-health screening results
-medical records
-component assessment forms
-diagnostic reports if handicap related to health

Social Service/Parent Involvement Coordinator
-registration forms
-component assessment forms
-reports reqarding previous contacts or services provided to the family

Handicap Services Coordinator
-health and educational screening results
-diagnostic reports -

640
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-medical records
-records related to dual placement in the public school and/or ser-

the child or receives from other agencies
-prr:,;(ess tiv)rt previous y!:J/: in HOJd (),- any other

ioual results;

-classroom ohsetvati
-records related to WkAt placement in the public school and/or
services the child or family receives t.rom other agencies
-pro:;ress reports t retc previous years in fteaciLf)tart or any other

roulam(s)

Parent
-short. narrative about. family
-component assessment forms
-health and educational screening results
-diagnostic reports
-progress reports from previous years in Head Start or any other

program(s)

8. The completed educational assessment should be provided for each

participant.

9. Adiust the number of packets according to the size of your group. If

the group is less than five, combine roles; if more than five, use

two or more groups and duplicate packets.'

Developing a Video Tape

The use of a video tape greatly enhances the effectiveness of a training

experience. A video tape of the child selected for development of the
will provide participants with the opportunity to see the child

doing a variety of tasks, and thereby will enhance the entire role play

experience. It is necessary to obtain written permission from the parents
to use the video tape as a training tool. Be sure to specify the purpose

of ,the tape and the intended audience.

If your program does not have video equipment available to them, you will

need to rent_or borrow the equipment. Check with local school districts,

libraries, universities, video equipment stores, public service television

stations or the training department of large industries. If you do not

have access to a studio for editing the tape, it will be necessary to ob-

tain additional editing equipment to do this. The following equipment

is necessary for taping: video camera (color or black and white), video
recorder (cassette or reel to reel), blank video tape, proper lighting,

microphone, all connecting cords, and a T.V. monitor for feedback while

taping (option,1 but extremely helpful while taping).

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Both the screening and educational assessment processes offer excellent

opportunities for video tape recording. Consider a tape of the child,

te,Icher com; I et. i a screening, and/dr a tape of the chip

t-aH1e! th«: ,tdiht :;elePted :rem thc., assessment.

Hdet-mitiV what aetivities 1,e video taped. A vided

til screenin(i (2c111 used t.) train your staff to administer

your sc!eening instrument and to observe testing techniques. A

video .n ot t-he educat:onal assessment can be used to train your

stAii ,t.) administer educational ai;i:cisf.lment tool and to show

how it can he efficiently administered in a classroom setting.

Hither d0 these activities would prtiwide the participants with a

eiyiew the child.

de' ic where the activities will be video taped (home, classroom,

etc.. IL is helpful to limit the space used for taping.

'utline a coking ;cript that includes the following:

a. What content will be covered on the tape?

h. What materials will be needed?
Who will say what? (Dote: the child's responses cannot be

pre-(letermined.)

d. What will the parent and/or teacher do if unusual circumstances

arise, such as misbehavior or non-compliance?

4. Do a trial run with the person who will be operating the camera,

the `,rater and the parent. In order to save time and prevent ow-ar-

rohoarl3al, do not include the child in the trial run. Cue the

ra person as to what you want recorded on the tape. (Example:

a close-up of the child's attempt to imitate a square onya wide

angle shot to include the interactions between the parent, tester

a:.ci child.) Determine lighting needs, microphone positioning and

appropriate camera angles.

5 in the day of the actual taping, let the child explore the equipment

and become accustomed to the lighting and camera before'you actually

begin the tapin(;. t might also i)e helpful to plan some extra activi-

ties before the screening /assessment begins to allow time for the

child to become accustomed to the equipment. (Taping can be started

during these "extra" activities to allow a smooth transition into

the actual taping.) In the classroom, the equipment can be set up

,Thy early to allow all of the children to get used to it.

6. P.oil the camera and relax!

the completed tape and eliminate "warm-np" activities, lengthy

:-anses, sections o repetitive or lengthy activities, etc.

i:eview the ,luality of this talc before attempting your next video

640
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tape project. Determine what you could do better, tape and use these

ideas for the next taping.

Keep each tape to a maximum of 15-20 minutes.

fvj t ,1,!Inini:;t.r,c Ion

ridttiorhii

in educatio,11 A ;:-.;ment require:;

a. Since the entire assessment process may be too lengthy to
complete in one session, select several items from each

developmental area or ono complete developmental area to
be taped.

b. if the assessment is to be dope with small groups of children,

determine with which children the target child will work.
Ask the person operating the video tape equipment to observe

the classroom environment and suggest an area that would be

best for taping.
d. Determine during which assessment items it is necessary to

hear the target child. For example, if you are taping gross
motor skills it is probably not necessary to move the micro-

phone to pick up the child's exact words.

*Remember, careful planning and preparation are the keys to a quality

video tape.

64 ,3
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I.S.P. Packets

11

: kr:t_s :
- Thc

into ive miles (:iandl,:ap I:erices Lhator, Parent, T(eur,

Heal'h/Nutalt Ion fldlnator and Social Servic:es/Parent Involvement

Coordinator.) Below is a List of information and forms to be placed

in each packet.

Parent Packet

Assicniment

Parent Role

List of Contacts with Head Start

Screening Results

Registration Form

Family Service Plan

Speech and Language Evaluation

Health Records

Pediatric Evaluation

Portage Checklist

Handicap Services Coordinator

Assignment Sheet

List f Contacts with Michael and Gloria Jones

Screening Results

Registration Form

Family Service Plan

Speech and Language Evaluation

Health Records

Pediatraic Evaluation

Portage Checklist

Teacher

Assignment Sheet

List of Contacts with Michael and Gloria Jones

Screening Results

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Speech and Language Evaluation

Teacher Observations

Portage Checklist

Soc,i Servi / Parent Irvo t

Assignment Sheet

List of Contacts with Michael and ioria Jones

Registration Form

Family Service Plan

Portage Checklist'

Health/Nutrition Coordinator

Assignment Sheet

List of Contacts with Michael and Gloria Jones

Family Service Plan

Pediatric Evaluation

Health Records

Adjust packets according to the number of participants in each I.S.P. team.

If I.S.P. teams have four participants, combine the Health/Nutrition Coor-

dinator and Social Services/Parent Involvement Coordinator roles. If

I.S.P. teams have six participants, duplicate an additio:oal Teacher packet.

I.S.P. packets can be placed in individual folders and labeled with the

role title.

65i
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Assignment Sheet

THE FOLDER CONTAINS INFORMATION ON A CHILD AND FAMILY

FOR WHOM AN I.S.P. WILL BE WRITTEN.

INFORMATION ABOUT CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES IS NOT

USUALLY EXCHANGED BY SHARING FORMS. IT IS GAINED BY

TALKING WITH THE PARENT AND WORKING WITH THE CHILD.

FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS TRAINING AND TO HELP YOU GET

TO KNOW THE CHILD AND FAMILY, THE FORMS THAT HAVE BEEN

INCLUDED IN EACH PACKET CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT A PER-

SON IN YOUR ROLE WOULD TYPICALLY BE AWARE OF. THE EDU-

CATIONAL ASSESSMENT HAS ALSO BEEN INCLUDED.

YOUR ASSIGNMENT WILL BE TO READ THE FORMS IN YOUR

PACKET AND PREPARE TO SHARE THIS INFORMATION AT THE

I.S.P. CONFERENCE. MAKE NOTE OF THE CHILD'S AND

FAMILY'S STRENGTHS AND NEEDS IN THE DIFFERENT COM-

PONENT AREAS.

THIS ACTIVITY SHOULD TAKE APPROXIMATELY 30 MINUTES.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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HANDICAP SERVICES COORDINATOR

Below i5; ,1 list of the contacts you have 'had regarding Michael and Gloria
Jones.

-Septemb.l!r

-September 9

S(Ttember 14

September 15

-September 30

October 4

October 14

Received the results of Michael's ,- screen-

ing from the teacher and results of he physical

exam from the Health/Nutrition CoordinH'or:

Called Gloria to set up a home visit to review
screening results and to discuss a referral for
a speech evaluation.

Made a home visit. Discussed parent concerns and
reviewed screening results. Gloria signed per-
mission to make a referral to the East Side Speech
and Language 'Clinic.

Made arrangements with the East Side Speech and
Language Clinic to do the evaluation. Discussed
the Head Start Categorical Reporting Form. Mailed
the diagnostic reporting form to the clinic.
Called and confirmed the evaluation date with Gloria.

Called Gloria to remind her of the evaluation appoint-
ment and checked to see if transportation was needed.

Drove Michael and Gloria to the East Side Speech and
Language Clinic for Michael's speech evaluation.

Met with Gloria and the diagnostician and diSCussed
the final results of the evaluation. Received a
copy of the evaluation report and the Head Start
Diagnostic Reporting Form.

-October 16 Reviewed results and recommendations of Michael's
speech evaluation with his teacher.

October 22

October 22 and 23

Reviewed Family Service Plan with Ule Social Service/
Parent Involvement Coordinator and Health/Nutrition-
Coordinator in preparation for the I.S.P.

Notified all I.S.P. team members of the time, date and
information to bring to the I.S.P. Conference. Con-

tacted Gloria to see if transportation and/or baby-
sitting was needed.

October 28 I.S.P. Conference

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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-August 1

1

ptember 7

--,1,temLer 9

cmbt-tr 14

-Sctt, 15

I.S.P. Packets

PARENT

ts yan have had with t-le Hea-:1 Start Program.

Filled e,..tt a Head Stztrt. r-egistration form and a

Family Pi in wit t;rte Social Service Coor-

dinator.

Brought Michael in for_ a rhyoLcal exam and educa-
tional screening. Physician :liscut.,:sed recommen-

dations for sl:;eech ev3luatiori.

Received call from Hano sap Sot-vices Coordinator
to set up a hon,: visit r (iiscus the screening
result and +.1:.. need for a speet-*: evaivation.

Handicap Services Coort:tnatc-,r :Tiede a home visit.

Mi-hael's screening rei,ults .,ned ,,ueech referral

wee:; discussed. love written permission for a
referral be made tt,) t. East Side Speech and
Lan,guaye CILnic.

handicap Services Ccct.rtinato-1: called to confirm
the ap..'Dintment with the Fast Side Speech and
Language Cninic made tar t.ctober -4.

Received call from Handicap Services Coordinator to
ask if trans;:irtation was needed for Michael's
speech evaluation.

-October 4 :he Handicap Services Coordinator transported Michael
:nd re to Michael's speech evaluation.

-October 14 Want back Lo the clinic with the Handicap Services
Coordinates to discuss the final results of the
evaluation. Received a copy of the speech evaluation.

-Octolter 17 Teacher called to arrange a home visit.

-( Jber 21

r

Teacher made a Special Home Visit and discussed the
I.S.P. process and parent concerns and shared
cucational assessment and classroom observations.

Handicap Services Coordinator called to confirm date
of I.S.P. Conference and encouraged you to bring a
list of questions and/or concerns.

- October 2B I.S.P. Conference

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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-Sept,ember

I.S.P. Packets

HEA,LTH/NUTR I T I ON COORD I NATO.-

acts you have had with ,.)ria Jones.

out the first three pages of the health
form with 'Jloria. Reviewed physical exam results.

-etemLer c;ave Handicap Services Coordinator a copy of the
physical exam results.

}bur 22 Reviewed the Family Service Plan with the Social
Service/Parent Involvement Coordinator and Handicap
Services Coordinator in preparation for the I.S.P.
Conference. Informed by Handicap Services Coor-
dinator of what information to bring to the I.S.P.
Conference.

I.S.P. Corlfer,2nce

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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I.S.P. Packets

SOCIAL SERVICE/PARENT INVOLVEMENT COORDINATOF

iL; a lint.. h- untacts you have had recjaling MichaC and Gloria

-August 1 Filled out .1 !lead Start registration form and

Family Service Plan with Gloria.

Reviewed the Family Service Plan with the Handicap

Services Coordinator and the nc h/Nutrition

Coordinator in preparation for the I.S.P. Confer-

ence. Informed by the Handicap Services Coordina-

tor r'f7 what information to bring to the I.S.P.

cc- Cerence.

I.S.P. Conference

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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TEACHER

Ls - I
rocdira :lichael and Gloria

--Septenu,)er 1 First day of class for all children.

;t-,emIA-2r 7

Hop!:e:71bor S

16

-oct.: 17

trer ii

(;ave an educational screning and met
(;loria.

(---tve screening resu17:s t.( coot--

Dissed results and recommendations of the speech
evah:ation with Handicap Services Coordinator.

Arrdll,jed for a Special Ilome Visit with Jones.

Ei Special Some %Lsit and discussed the I.S.P.
:rocess and parent concerns and shared educational
assessment and classroom :)servations.

:3 Informed by Handicap Services Coordinator ,),` what
information to bring to the I.S.P. Confernce.

I.S.P. Confetnce

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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I.S.P. Packets

-snferen:.. , r t: t of Gloria, Mir_thael's

clinafizcs.o in folder is information Gloria

with prole: i,Jhalh pathol(Y7 and

iiead start personnel) .

;lolia is a 1:2 year parent has two children Michael who

4 years, .'. months and Jennifer who ih 2 years, 11 months. She is in

;'..diz.b and had unoomIA-,:ato:1 precjnahcies with both chiluten. She

small in sLaturo at 4' 11", as is the rest of her family. She has been

working ft.:r the past year .in factory on ti.e day shift. She does not own

a car so a 11(2 i:;12:; public transportation when necessary. Michael walks the

two blocks to and ro1:1 Head Start and Gloria's mother watches him after

school. she cares for Jennifer all 'ay. She has many other responsibilities

and has indicatled that she would like Gloria to make oiTher arrangements for

.:hi Lints..

When Michael was 2 years, 8 months Gloria cook him to a pediatrician, Dr.

:iaskin, for an evaluation because she was concerned that he did not speak

pr rTe 17. She Lohd the po,,,iatrician that he seemed to understand what was

him but that he was difficult to understand. and did not talk much.

he pediatri.::ian did a medical examination and found major medical prob-

lems. At that time ae recommended a speech evaluation. Gloria called for

an arToihtent but did no have the $60.00 needed for the evaluation. Ih

wls never followed up on.

In discussing her concerns with the teacher, Gloria said she would like

Michael to learn to make his own bed, pick up his toys, and Iola? mire with

other children. Gloria is willing to work at home with Micha(-.1 on activities

but her time is lLmited due to her job and the younger sibling.

mentioned that Lh- vi;;ter complains of frequent earaches.

ria biker to rol-:c stll;cd animals, and has mentioned that she would make

them for the classroom and/of- how other parents how to make them.

Any elaboration on Gloria's personality is up to the individual portraying her.
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..Ht,ft.0(1CLDEvELJP^itNT
f3(t.,3108

Colorodo 81611

(_'bild'sAlaoie

DEVELOP'11ENt

Phyiwdi ALP.

DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

SCORING & REPORT FORM

1A1( IONS

H:ire

1.s.P.

Copyright 1972
D Alpern, Ph D.

Thomas J Boil, Ph 0

ILL A FILE

yIti 111()S

Self F-1,rin aye 1-H He

upol Azo, 3-0
f !TIOS

ACi(Ikr 3-4
yrs. mos.

Coo,rnur.,-.1!,

VIS. mos

2-10

COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
very compliant duriny the screenin

infrequently and when he did, it was hard

to understand what he said.

1. copies straht line
2. jumps with both feet together

from height of 8"
jump:- forward 1T-t'

4 . cuts paper with
wulks ,di(1

alternating
6. releases latch . d,:)or

Qe4rto

Screen Results

Pi!Y

SELF-HELP

1. dries hands after they have been washed
2. st:ays away from common danc;.-.rs. stairs,

broken glass
3. feeds himself using fork and/::( oon

and gl
4. puts on own coat

unbuttons large buttons, unsnap, unzips
6. puts own shoes

cares for own toilet ..±eds

6. no more -_han one toilet accident-a month

Failed

1. hops on one foot 5'
throws ball 5' so adult can
cat,:h it without moving

3. citE out circle size of silver
dollar

4. catches a ball thrown by adult
from 5' at :.east 50% of the time

5. hops on one fo,.:)11

6. jumps rope twice

1. washes own hands and face
2. dresses himself completely

except for shoe laces
3. puts toys away when requested
4. fixes bowl of cereal for himself
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:11.71 ,

t4011.:: around house
in group (lame led by

ti whJI Ii tO cdhnot do/

then 1:1 wAy t.l.Jt would not

t3CS turr,
plE-iS in ':rout c;imes

works for at :,?ctt_ 3n

minute with ,_;imilitr lvi
child

4. knows Chat. some things belong
to others, asks permission

1 . ; I y; "un() to

AC_ADEMIC

1.

in!; i.1,i1;t..-; picturus 2.

.
zes 0 LII 01 tb IS ph......,togrLph 3.

.1. ,:;roups color,

L)LI, S e 4.

copies line 5.

6. IQt sire words
7. i.es -icture of
P. i:oints to two Colors

draws a (.....oss

10. draws a person

7.ThMMUNICATIO1

understands concept of three
counts to six
knows that different activities
are done during different times
tells penny froi nickel and dime
draws square

4.

in,licates he wants 'mOre
puts two woes iaqthi

;()," "you (hve"

repeats jo:ts f nursery rr,ymes

1,

2.

3.

gives first and last ::,me
says two nursery rhymes
tells a story when looking at
pictures

4. names 20 pictures 4. talks on telephone

5. uses 50 words when he speaks 5. mung a song of 30 words

k). tells own sex 6. buys something in a store

7. tells his age this year, last,
year, next year by holding up
fingers
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..1,1 Start I pnss ible. I ve: iLy

inybtmJtiu::, cletermine eligibility, s correo!:_

MLorr
731 ,Sircd

(F) OrtJi Dat

dc, you spe,ik it h_me? ellarish
31L members livinq in househi-lil:

Gloc Lc_ A :1.: .J.)_tif--

Mkh yr5

2(irs..3

E

Fe.mily size (Total nnmber living in household) a
RREST INCOME SOURCES:

COQ_AC
W,V; PUBLIC dSTANCE;

RECEIVING: TITLE

PLACE OF EMPLOYNENT: 1
tOur

NAE

Eelationsiml, mo+heC

rY1:7.171,(DY1IENT; :77LOURITY; r-7.t7; OTHER

Fi/T) STAMP:r3 (DTNER

ADDRESS/PHoNE HOURS OF WORK TYPE OF WORK

OP mother

MIC Facfoc 2& N 3+1:0,4-
ADDRESS/PHONE

JwNCk
HOURS C ORK TIPE OF WORK

Ttal income from alt ,ources 5,(1,512

Do .:ou unt_lal medical, lental or casualty expetises? Yes No
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Packets

. 7 CLT11 of the
: i _le will un to li-ter know

:t you with : me :.)f the many opport uhi ti us

,ur v lee.; t the pl. og uM a id communi y

i: 'I I . !11',

4

5

hi Id shool or i.a,en in day care before? no
e: When?, which on

Is your chi Id comfort:1:Jc. with adul ts? _cts other (ihildren? no
ay with? he.j1(11/5 _Ione_

., 'with se;:ieone other than a family

:" Y,)u cr dc u:r oh ri when you feel he/she has to change his/her

v/t.ii.:e TV tir-- away :jive extra TV time scold spenk
_ ._.

dive food treat s v." L;efld to room take meals away

to; away leave behind when taking others out

-;C: ,.-it by himself without other child:en hug

vell at him
-

tell him hew much you cure

.ove him

I you iu.tv,r tried any others, please write them.

sit him, ih a corner

NI L.

of these worked? --klict_T V,____+±fne_satAXLy

Which of them have not? _.,,_..,er,(1_,k1spiNorn

Now does your child show that he/she is angry? Qc ShibbOrq

ii: mm I? he uaks _Tor foxl a f :-. Id cri needs to

etc t: the bathIoomT Can your child do these

idiiii alone? wash up before meals (p. Lfrush teeth 415 use the

b.iiidoom 9 ef.) .iut dressed ..Cani___Zipracile_

Ii. thtre anything at your child or that has happened to your child that we
nhoulj f)e aware of in or do;: to help him/her?

f. Wh:It :our child cJccO a doing? likes htip_AcCX2rld The_110 Oat

most impoltant things you would like us to accomplish

hei o nri_4-D -talk be-Her-

Portage Project-TEAC-Redion V
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I.S.P, Packets

8. Are thi1 ngs you feed are important that your .

should know that V:k.all 11,!1": 1 d or your chi :d? m kae _tcsLy,

frtn-lny_tt- d_ when h_ ,_s n .tie. undeszafaoci He_ i5_ y_anci doe,_
rxo Play Luifh.rither_ c.fl l id rct-).

: would like to participate in Head S. .rt:

Assisting as an tilde ,n the classroom
the bus to and from school

V Making classroom games and toys Siu-C-CE6
Assisting on field trips

uc't rt=i -firing, ;-ainting equiFm
curtains, .i_aint smocks, etc.

haring cooking or craft skills
ttehling Center Committee Meetings
Attending monthly Policy Council Meetings

r-..prosehtative for my center

Helping with money raising projects
Telephoning for center activities
Babyitting for i)rog.,am act ivit
Heing a Sub Committee member:

Health
Education
:;ocial Services/Parent Involvement__
r "I c(-1171 SNOW...Ore-1*S 110(11 40 make s4u-Cfeci animals.

2. There is an attempt within the classroom to instill ethnic and racial pride.

within the children. Do you have inherited family traditions you would

like shared?

3. I would cone meetings if they were held: (circle) morn ng
/-*

attIlloon
. The best day would be: (circle) Monday

ca_Lesdav lednesday Thursday ) Friday any evening

The areas education I would like help/information on:

Receiving my High school_ Diploma/G.F.D.
Attending (circle (_,e) - vocational school/College/Drivers Education

Classes Other:
Grants ffered by the Community College
Classes offered by the Community College
*My areas of interest are

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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Aie you concerned about any nutritional or health needs:M

I.S.P. Packets

meals _ are. cicieqUqte_..iennilercomplaiins___0-e_ -Erf,perat earathc5.,

COMPONENT

1. 1 would Ifte to attend wolkshops in Lhe following areas:

Gardening 'N Take Wokshons
!iltrit inn luod Co-op

Peoples Act ion for Change
Aid Sex Fducatioh

Weight ('cot rol Housing Repairs
Alcohol atid Ding Education reparation for Interviews
Assertiveness Training Career Development
Parent Discussion Groups Other

.

vr Behavior Management
Fire Safety

'arr(Jit family needs fur service or information:

,1 Dirtier place to live
heed :hie.: ti ion on tenants' rights and landlord responsibilil_ies
would like my name on the Housing list. _
heed information on Fuel Rebate Program

A ihformaL,.)n on , le Winterization Progra
Other housing needs

ehild development
iamily planning
spoufie ahuse
chiIi al.use

. _
immuhD'atioh:;_
Sumplemental Security Income a
Aid to Families of 1-:pandc:it
cPildre

1/ day care
financial a::istance

they wra_ how -I hdp_Mic_Nle,1 -Falk

personal counseling
marriage counseling
children's behavior management

fti help

legal aid
W.I.C. Program
homemaker services
Emergency Mediczi7. Serviaes

_

ntelyiewee__"Yl_1Q-Q,e
1nterviewer bocia I ce Cmed ct-i-oc)

Portage Project-TEACH-RegL,m
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Age

7.7f-

21-4 471'1

Name NI

C. HC

!ech and Languaqt.. .alut icon

, 2 month.

Parent 'L; Name (;loria Jonc!,-,

Date .),2tober 4

Reason for referral

I.S.P. Packets

Michael was referr- for J speech and language ev,lnation by the Head Start

program. The Alpern-Boll was administered by the dead Mart teacher on

September 7, and communication skills were recorded at the 2 year, 10 month

age level. Michael ha i a ohysical exam on the same date and a speech evalu-

ation was recommended by the physician. Zs. Jones also expressed concern

,bout Michael's speech.

2ackgrou. H. Information

Michael is the older of two children. He has been enrolled in He:oi Start for

four weeks. Michael's mother reported a full.term pregnancy without compli-

cations. Feeding habits were reported as normal. She noted that Michael

crawled at approximately 9 months and s ked at 14 months. Ms. Jones recalled

that Micha, 7 said single words at 2 yeal:s. No report of any serious medica_

Tests Administered

Test_ Result:7

Peabody Picture Vocabulary est (r -TT) Age equivalent: 2 years, 9 months

Raw score: 19; standard score:

86

Zimmerman Preschool c;cale

Goodman-Fristoe

Auditory Comprehension Age: 3

years, 4 months. Verbal Ability

Age: 3 years, 1.5 months.

Age Equivi_ent: 3 ars, 1 month

';umber of rrors: 27; percentage

of error:::

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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1..-,,ria,;e Sample

I :vi-ma til:!;f:. rva ion

vie; t.o (2omply with all requesc.,.

p. He seemed

I.S.P. Packets

Articulation skills appeared to be below norm,:i] limits for

Michael's chronological ar;(2 level. Administra ion of the
601dmanT-±ristoe Test of Articulation which samples a child's
pr(luf::tion of sin(lle consonant sounds and blends at the

:;ingle-word level revealed numerous sound omissions and
substitutic)ns. He made the folic wing errors:

:'re vocalic
(Inilal position)

t

/a3
a/c.
b/v

4

Intervooalic ::ostvocal

(Middle position)

/m
/n

d/b
/g
/k
f/f

n/3

/f
-/tf

-/I
,S/d3

-/C)

d/v

/s
4/z
d/;

31end errors; b-/))1, f-fl, /kl, /kr, p-p1, /skw. Intelligibi_ity was 40%

with unl,Jon context. With auditory and visual stimulation, Michael correct-

ly produ..e /gl, /k/, it/ and /a /.

Rece.tIve Language; Formal tests indicated that Michael was more one yuar

delayed for overall comprehension of language with the
exception of vocabulary. Michael passed all test items
on the Preschool Language Scale at the 211 year age level.

:c the 3 year level he could not rc-ognize actions or
understand usage. He demonstrated understanding for
positions when he used his body, but not in placement
of objects. He was also inable to compare le_gths or

mat,Th number sets. Michael recognize. his colors at the
leyel. Michael passed 3/8 of the items at the

3'2 eyar level.

Informally, Michael knew how old he was and answered
simple wh

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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1wItiq orlon,: occurred:

mol:t 1

year 1...!vy1: nd nut

year, 6 month level: did eount to ot

,orrectly /t/, /g/, /f/.

4 ',c.t iei e dicl net comprehend sleepy, hungry, cold.

oC
palate with adequate .:;tructure and function

:o! tatio clo- ,inn and nition of teeth were qood.
.LA 1nu us his tohque altho:h he was unable to elevate

Leiique. Diedochokinetic rate for individual syl]ables

jA, and kA were good althoucin he was unable to repeat the
;At,AkA,

eY.hibited a moderate i-ecept_.,:e language delay in cancer":

-out. ile exhibited moderate to severe cs:pr,:issive lanqua,,le

i'roblem.; ,zharacteri::ed mainly by multiple misarticulation 1n con-
ersation, verbal elaboration difficulties and pronoun c,7)nfusions.
ic was sLimulable for many sounds, however. Expressive and recep-
tive vocabulary was moderately delayed.

Recommendations and ed It recommended that Michael receive
spoech therapy 1-2 times weekly for
45-60 minute sessions.

\

Goals
::hort-'11 e:m Cbje 'tivej:

1. Increase the correct_ production of singie consonant 'onnds. Perhaps thou

errors ocou_ired on early developin,3 sounds should be attempted first

such as /gi 12 /k,.

2. Letre,.t production . the copula is in structured civationsi.

3. Increase vocabulary for functional item.

4. Correct /f/ in isolation.

Rehabilitation Potent-ial: Excellent due to the s-imulability of sounds.

Duration of' Treatment: 12 ::icnths.

Portage Project-TEACIHRegion V
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I.S.P. Packets

CHILD HEALTH RECORD: FORM 1, GENERAL INFORMATION

CHILD'S NAME:_M _Jones _ AGE: .4_yr.S...2117KIS.

HEAD START CENTER: PAShi'ne__Cenfes _ _ _____ PHONE: _555!_110.16

ADDRESS: 731 5' ...5-irect Mi [luau kee., Wisconsin__
NAME OF INTERVIEWER: bortz, .

1. PERSON INTERViEWEDLICTIC1 J0.11e5 _

DATE 9/7 , RELATIONSHIP TO CHILDrnother
2. CHILD'S NICKNAME. IF ANY

3 CHILD'S AL/DFESS (Use pencil, keep current)

731 5"' S+rce.t
Zip Code _

PHONE _

4 FATHER'S NAME

5 MOTHER'S NAME Gioria
6 GUARDIAN'S NAME
1. CHILD IS USUALLY CARED FOR DURING THE DAY BY

Sara_ Jones
PHONE55.1393 HFLAnoNsHipgrandmo-ther_

8. LANGUAGE USUALLY SPOKEN AT HOME (If more than one,
pace "1" by primer; language):

_y English

Other _

9 SOURCE OF REIMBURSEMENT OR SERVICES (Circle "Yes"
or "No- for each source. Use pencil, keep current)

YES i6::) EPSDT:Mudicaid (Latest certification No.):

YES Federal, State or Local Agency:

YES In-Kind Provider:

YES (0) Other (3rd party).
ID

WIC

Food Stamps

YES

YES

10. DATE OF CHILD'S LAST PHYSICAL EXAM

amos,_
DATE OF LAST VISIT TO DENTIST

TITLE: Eea131iNutritiontootd,___

12. USUAL SOURCE OF HEALTH AND EMERGENCY CARE

(Name, address, and phone no.):

Physician

Clinic Miltuctilkeetth

Hospital

Other

Dentist

13. IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY

(1) _a4ra_done5______
Relationship raryjMthe
Phone 555- 3 or

(2)

Relationship

Phone

(3)

Relationship

Phone

Or

Or

14.CONDITIONS WHICH COULD BE IMPORTANT IN AN
EMERGENCY: ( transfer from Form 2A)

Severe Asthma

Diabetes

Seizures, Convulsions

Allergy, Bites _

Allergy, Medication

Other__

15. HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION (Please compie:e for family and household members).

Ti..WES WITH CHILD
AGE YES NO

FAMILY mEmBERs'
HEALTH PROBLEMS

FATHER

MOTHERStoria Jorlez
BROTHERS 8 SISTERS (oldest first)

(1).Michad

jaar
tielyrs

Jiyra 11

(3) -

OTHER (Specify relationship)
(1)

(2) _
(3)-

(Use additional page if needed)

bone.

earaches

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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CHILD HEALTH RECORD:
PERSON INTERVIEWED: EZIOn.Q, Jones.

NAME OF INTERVIE.WER: ..D.QACLia 6D.Z+Z-

PREGNANCY/BIRTH HISTORY YES NO

'I. DID MOTHER HAVE ANY HEALTH PROBLEMS DURING
THIS PREGNANCY OR DURING DELIVERY?

2. DID MOTHER VISIT PHYSICIAN FEWER THAN TWO TIMES
DURING PREGNANCY?

I.S.P. Packets
FORM 2A, HEALTH HISTORY

DATE: .9.17__ RELATIONSHIP: rodher

Ntri-ri+10r1 Ccon3-

3. WAS CHILD BORN OUTSIDE OF A HOSPITAL
4 WAS CHILD BORN MORE THAN 3 WEEKS EARLY OR LATE? 1
5. WHAT WAS CHILD'S BIRTH WEIGHT?
6 WAS ANYTHING WRONG WITH CHILD AT BIRTH?
7. WAS ANYTHING WRONG WITHCHILDIN THE Nl./R::.:ERY?

I8. DID CHILD OR MOTHER STAY IN HOSPITAL FOR MEDICAL
REASONS LONGER THAN USUAL?

:0

EY:PLAIN "YES" ANSWERS

__lbs.,

9 IS MOTHER PREGNANT NOW? Of yes, ask about prenatal care, ot
disc_,ss prenatal care aiiarge.mentL.)

schedule time to

HOSPITALIZATIONS AND ILLNESSES YES NO EXPLAIN "YES" ANSWERS _

10 HAS CHILD EVE?. BEEN HOSPITALIZED 01i OPERATED ON? IT
11 HAS CHILD EVER HAD A SERIOUS ACCIDENT (broken

bones, head injuries, Mils, burns, r:oisoninst)?
12 HAS CHILD 1.--VER HAD A SERIOUS ILLNESS?

Y.

HEALTH PROBLEMS YES NO

13.00ES CHILD HAVE FP.EOUENT _ _SORE THROAT;
______COUGH; _URINARY INFECTIONS OR TROUBLE
URINATING: DIARRHEA?_

14. DOES CHILD HAVE DIFFICULTY SEEING
(Squint, cross eyes, look closely at books)?

15. IS CHILD WEARING (or supposed to wear) r3 LASSES?
16. DOES CHILD HAVE PROBLEMS WITH EARS/HEARING

(Pain in ear, frequent earaches, discharge, rubbing or favor-
in_g one eare.

17. HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED CHILD SCR, ING HIS/HER
BEHIND (Rear end, anus,pitt) WHILE ASLEEP?

18 HAS CHILD EVER HAD A CONVULSION OR SEIZURE?
IS CHILD TAKING MEDICINE FOR SEIZURES?

19.IS CHILD TAKING ANY OTHER MEDICINE NOW?
(Special consent form must be signed for Head Start
to administer any medication),

20. IS CHILD NOW BEING TREATED BY A PHYSICIAN OR A

21. HAS CHILD HAD: __BOILS CHICKENPDX,

EC:AMA. __GERMAN MEASLES. ...V_MEASLES,
MUMPS.. . _SCARLET FEVER, _ _WHOOPING COUGH?

22. HAS CHILD HAD: . __POLIO?

23 HAS CHILD HAD' _ASTHMA. .____... BLEEDING TENDENCIES

DIABETES, ___ EPILEPSY, __HEART/BLOOD W.SSEL
DISEASE LIVER DISEASE, __RHEUMATIC FEVER

SICKLE CELL DISEASE?

24. DOES CHILD HAVE ANY ALLERGY PROBLEMS (Rish,
tithing, swelling, difficulty breaining, sneezing)?
a WHEN EATING ANY FOODS?
ID WHEN TAKING ANY MEDICATION?
c WHEN NEAR ANIMALS. FURS. INSECTS. DUST. ETC ?__

25. (It any "yes" answers to quesiions :4,16,18, 21, 13, or 24
ask:) DO ANY OF THE CONDITIONS WE'VE TAL1:ED ABOUT
SO FAR GET IN THE WAY OF THE CHILD'S EVERYDAY
ACTIVITIES?
DID A DOCTOR OR OTHER HEALTH PROFESSIONAL TELL / WHEN?
YOU THE CHILD HAS THIS PROBLEM?

26. ARE THERE ANY CONDITIONS WE HAVEN'T TALKED DESCRIBE:
ABOUT THAT GET IN THE WAY OF THE CHILD'S EVLRY
DAY /ACTIVITIES?

DID A DOCTOR OR OTHER HEALTH PP../FESSIONAL TELL WHEN?
YOU THE CHILD HAD THIS PROBLEM?

v/

/

EXPLAIN (Use additional sheets V ,:eedel)

(If "yes") WAS LAST CHECKUP MORE THAN ONE YEAR
AGO?

If "yes- ask:WHEN DID IT LAST HAPPEN? _
WHAT MEDICINE?

MEDICINE?.
(If "yes") WILL IT NEED TO BE GIVEN WHILE
CHILD IS AT HEAD START?__ __HOW OFTEN?_

PHYSICIAN'S NAME:

If transfer information to Forms 1 and 5.

If "yes", transfer information to Forms 1 and 5.
WHAT FOODS?
WHAT MEDICINE?
WHAT THINGS?
HMV DOES CHILD REACT?
DES;;RIBE HOW:

If starred ()qoestions have "yes answers, go to question 25
Portage Project - TEACH - Region V
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CHILD HEALTH /t--ECOFID:

PERSON INTERVIEWED:_GI:oria._jon_es

NAME OF INTERVIEWER: Donna _

PHYSICAL. PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

I.S.P. Packets

FORM 26, HEALTH HISTORY

DATE: _9/7_ RELATIONSHIP: rnof he_f-

TITLE: ilefaifh) Nufri-fian_Ccorei

THESE QUESTION'S WILL HELP US UNDERSTAND YOUR CHILD BETTER AND KNOW WHAT IS USUAL FOR HIM,HEIR AND WHAT
MIGHT Nor 'BE USUAL THAT WE SHOULD BE CONCERNED ABOUT:
27.CAN YOU TELL. ME ONE OR TWO THINGS YOUR. 'CHILD IS INTERESTED IN OR DOES ESPECIALLY WELL?

Michaet likes animals. He also 1 Ices +o play in +he. park.

28 DOES YOUT1 CH I_0 TAKE A NAP? X NO YES. IF "YES" DESCRIBE WHEN AND HOW LONG.

2) ti(tt: S yCyR CHILD S FEY ESS THAN 8 HOUR, ,S A DAY CR HAVE TROUBLE SLEEPING (SUCH AS BEING FRETFUL, HAVING
NIGH T WANING TO STAY UP LATE)" ...YES, IF -YES" DESCRIBE ARRANGEMENTS (OWN ROOM, OWN
BED. AND SO FCRTHr -

3) DOES YOUR cH3L0 TELL YOU HESHE h:AS TO GO TO THE TC)11.ET?.

',Ouci CHILD NELL) HELP :R GOING TO THE TOILET DURING THE AY OR NIGHT, OR DOES YOUR CHILD WET HISIHER

AN T1,' X NO 'YES. IF "YES" PLEASE DESCRIBE
ROES YOUR OH,LD ACT WITH ADULTS THAT HE/SHE DOESN'T KNOW? O.K. 11e. is a 111-fk...s-hy.

D ACT WITH A FEW CHILDREN HIS/HER OWNAGE" e 4elo 4a PiTay aBne.
dos rv)i- inifiate. c.ixwes.%ition,

;OUR'; YOUR Ci Acr :THEN PLAYING WITH A 01100' OF OThER CHILDREN? tek, plays calorie.

3n (.:(;,5 YOUR CI 1LD wORRY A LOT, OR IS HE /SITE VERY AFRAID OF ANYTHING? /NO. _ YES. "YES", WHAT THINGS
SE: 71.i TO CAUSE HIM. OR HER ro WORRY CR TO OE AFRAID?

DEii.N LEARN TO DO THINGS AT DIFFERENT AGES WE NEED TO KNOW WHAT EACH CHILD ALREADY CAN DO OR IS
LE ARNING TO DO EASILY, ANT) WHERE THEY MIGHT BE SLOW CR NEED HELP SO WE CAN FIT OUR PROGRAM TO EACH CHILD.
I'M GOING TO LIST SOME THINGS CHILDREN LEARN TO DO AT DIFFERENT AGES AND ASK WHEN YOUR CHILDSTARTEU 10 DO
THEM, AS BEST YOU CAN REMEMBER. (INTERVIEWER Read question for each item listed below, and check the parent's answer
in the 3;_1,0:cfy.:!,2 space)

a D AY YOUR CHILD
EL0AN TO .ER THAN
YCL., PECT
YCt. OP LA TER
THAN YOU EAR;;:.TED,

b AHEM r.2:E1P?: TiLOIN
TO

(a) SIT UP WITHOUT HELP

,-)WALK _

:10j TALK
EL D AND C;R-: ES SELF

IC) LEARN TO USE THE TOILET
..,r,C);:, TO DIRECT IONS

11T, PLAT 'WITH TOYS
tio USE CRAYONS

01 uNDEAsTAND WHAT IS SAID TO 1-11%1 HE

EARLIER
WHEN

EXPECTED LATER

_________

- --

7_0

I_2_1

ttl
iYa.

1/____

../.

ler
_.),

142!
Zy,

,71 DOES YOUR CHILD HAVE ANY DIFFICULTIU SAYING WHAT HE/SHE WANT'S TO DO OR DO YOU HAVE ANY TROUBLE
UNDERSTANDING YOUR CHILD? ._ _. __NO, _.)_._YES. IF "YES" PLEASE DESCRIBE

hard -1-c, onciers+.and inclrat says,

,8 CHILDREN SOMETIMES GET CRANKY OR CRY WHEN THEY'RE TIRE), HUNGRY, SICK, AND SO FORTH. DOES YOUR CHILD
OF TEN GET C.FI',NKY OH CRY AT OTHER TIMES, WHEN YOU CAN'T FIGURE OUT WHY? _X___NO, ______YES. IF "YES" CAN YOU
TELL ME ABOUT THAT?

WHEN THIS HAPPENS, WHAT DO YOU DO ABOUT IT TO HELP THE CHILD FEEL BETTER?

39 HAVE THERE BEEN ANY BIG CHANGES IN YOUR CHILD'S LIFE IN THE LAST SIX MONTHS? __NO, YES. IF "YES"
PLEASE DESCRIBE

40 ARE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HAVING ANY PROBLEMS NOW THAT MIGHT AFFECT YOUR CHILD? _X__NO, Yr'S IF "YES"
PLEASE DESCRIBE.

41.IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE US TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR CHILD/ IF "YES" PLEASE

DESCRIBE' MiCbIC1e:1 ?-45 easily -erus-VrAfed when 'he can' be. uncle:es-kat
He car, so be very stubborn someAirnea
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I .S.P . Pact.etS-

CH:LD HEALTH RECORD: FORM 3, SCREENINGS, PHYSICAL EXAMNATIONIASSESSMENT

CHILD'S NA ME:_ Miehat_l_JOrle.S _ SEX: M AGE:14(4*s, 2 MO

HEAD START 'CENTER:SLPrSht C.en-fer_ PHONE: 555-4/014o

ADDRESS: '731 5' Zcred'

cc
<

L F
-Z

C:t cc
< U.1
W 0 Cr)

>W
cr0

<
UJ La 2

cr
11.1 0J <
n

4Ez
f-
-1W ,

C° UJ

O CC" <
_-

<
cn

1. RELEVANT INFORMATION (horn Health History. P.,iint t Obser.atidns): Mother is concerned w.H, Michaels
-balkArys. IVIchatl tAba.% hell -Coe c phy3ical eron, at itys.3mts. A I eaIvq-lion was recommendedcvluckle
bo+, noi 64c:tined. _ -
2. SCREENING TESTS. Starred items (*) are required by Head .Start and recommended -,y the American Academy of Pediatrics for

children 35 years. Enter dates if done previously. When recording !esur:s. ,enter F. a minimum "hi", "S", or "A" for NORMAL,
SUSPECT, CR A TYPICALIABNORMAL, respectively.

. -

a PESF..NT AGE'

I- E TEST I DATE I RESULTS

.'g ISION (Type of Test)*7,

TEST

r-sEl6HT (no shoes, tob
1.6 in r

WEIGHT (i,cnt Coining
to newest 1/4 lb :)

0 Filippo EF-FSSURE

e HEMATOCRIT or
HEmOGLOBIN*

I. HEARING (Type
RESULTS. RI_
RESCREENING
COMMENTS

of Test)"

ACUITY. AlL
'Truest 39 IL_ PESCPEENING

STRAe!svus
cco...yENTs

33% api+tin nonma
.1 rk limbh

florroOil

oJ

h OTHER TESTS (st indicated)

)2) S.ckte Cell
(3) Lead
(1) Ova & Pwasites
(5)Us,nairsLs
(6; Other

f
Z
WCC

(J)

>W0
cc (,)
41. ic:t

ts-I Z

oCC

0
< I<Z
J <

U.1

>-
cr
C.)

C:)WU>
11.1

cc

0 f-
C.) U.

<
m

Z

I Z

3. PHYSICAL EXAMINATILA I/ASSESSMENT. Complete and return top three copies to Head Start.
NOPMAL ABNOR NOT
FOR AGE MAL PAL_

a. GENERAL APPEARANCE
b POSTURE. GAIT

c SPEECH

d HEAD
e. SKIN

f EYES (1) External Aspects
(21 Optic Fundiscopic
(3) Corer Test

g EARS (I) Erfernal ,!. Canals
(2) Tympanic Membranes

h NOSE, MOUTH, PHARYNX
I 1 EETH

HEART

k. LUNGS

I. ABDOMEN (include hernia)
m GENITALIA
n BONES, JOINTS. mUSCLES

o NE UROLOGiCAL/SOCI AL
(1) Gross 1.1:,,3r _ _
(2) Fme 1.4c1Df
(3) CoN.rnuni :ation S,!tt)s _
(4) Cognitive
(6) Sell-Help Skills
(6) Social Skills

p. GLANDS IlLymphaticJThyroia)

Q MUSCULAR COORDINATION
r. OTHER

s GENERAL STATEMENT ON CHILD'S PHYSICAL STATUS.

.1 7

_

c0f.4m [NTS (Use Aqa",honal sheet it necessary)

4. FINDINGS, TREATMENTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Michciel is in 30aci hecd+h.

cc a_1,-pn.q. vaqe. delay_ ___ eycl_ _ etch . ivcrifo_n 1

A oyL Fi GeNRAr/OINS,D;AGNOSIS TIRE AIP/ENT PLAN_ _

CCZ b No_ ..-detf,t4i_ erbni_ . _ . tnfaI caarn.__ _

VCie_finunthli. rflOnS _ - Polio/ vir P. _.

te, ;r19._ Dale .4, _

IPECOMYENDED FOLLOW UP OR RESULTS
on,/,at coTra('ie) TEDA

_ .

. _ .
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CHILD HEALTH RECORD:
I.S.P. Packets

FORM 4, IMMUNIZATIONS

CHILD'S NAME: Mk. h_at / Jones_
HEAD START CENTER:....&) mshine.

ADDRESS: _731_.-5*"___ at reel_

Cell:1-er

SEX:__M________ AGE: Yi/C3,21t144.

' Y4.PHONE:

________

_____

PARENT OR GUARDIAN: C7 ION a Jones ADDRESS: 731 5'''' S4ree...-i

1. IMMUNIZATIONS

DOSES MARKED
BY ARROWS (s...)

0. ARE MINIMUM
REQUIRED BY

t... HEAD START

0.

Oss

4.

OM

41.

4.

VACCINE
DATE GIVEN

MO.TYR. DOCTOR OR CLINIC
DATE

DOSE DUE

POLIO
xa.___MOS.

q PlIDZ..

_1 R.I.0M1 lwau_ketlieaffih_C i
1, f. b

_____ _

. mo..5._2
14_ )104,

DTP
(diphtheria,a

tetanus
pertussis)

DT
or
Td

Of I; I,

r, i,, i'
H ii,

r____10_11).

MEASLES si t,

RUBELLA
L

H ++

MUMPS I.

OTHER

TUBERCULIN
TEST

2. EXEMPTIONS (It
"Doctor or Clinic"
(a) HAS HAD DISEASE
(b) ALL ERGIC TO
(c) PARENTIS) WILL

a child cannot or should
column):

(Attach physician's

not receive a particular immunization, write one of :the following reasons in the

note)
(Specify allergen and attach physician's note)

(Attach parer!, consent form)NOT CONSENT

3. CERTIFICATION OF PREVIOUS IMMUNIZATIONS
i hereby attest that I have seen documentation of any immunizations the child received prior to enrollment in Head Start.

SnatJre_ Tille Date

Portage ProjectTEACHRegion V



PEDIATRIC EVALUATION

NAME: Michael Jones
CURATIVE NO: 01-28-93

AGE: 2 years 8 months

I.S.P. Packets

Ms. Jones brought Michael, a 2 year 8 month old black male for evaluation
because he does not speak appropriately. She thinks he is functioning more
or less at age level except for expressive language.

PERINATAL HISTORY:

According to the mother's recollection, pregnancy was totally uncomplicated
and went to term. The child was delivered at St. Joseph's, had been active
in utero, breathed at once and weighed 6 lbs. 3 oz. He went home with her
and was completely normal in the perinatal period.

FAMILY HISTORY:

Ms. Jones is 20 years old and in good health. She is 4' 11"; she is not
married. Michael's father is 6' 2". She has another child by a different
father who is just over one year and in good health. That girl is ahead of
where Michael was at the same age. Ms. Jones's mother is about 5' and
father is tall. She has a sister and 6 brothers. The sister is about 5'
tall and the 4 brothers who are grown are not tall for males. As far as we
know, the father is in good health.

HISTORY OF THE PROBLEMS:

1. Delayed Expressive Language: Maternal grandmother was concerned at age
1-1/2 because the child was not talking well. She thought it was because
he could not lift his tongue properly. He was babbling but did not make
words. By age 2, he was still behind in not lifting his tongue. He was
seen at Children's Hospital who said that he needed a speech class but
they never arranged it. Mother then saw Dr. Coe, who referred the child
her.e'. Mother thinks the child hears well. Progress has always been for-
ward, although not enough to catch the child up. She thinks he understands
quite well. Presently, he says about a dozen words including a couple 2-
word phrases. Last week, he pointed to a part of his body on request for
the first time.

REIVEW OF SYSTEMS:

Hospitalization at about 9 months for diarrhea. No accidents, other illness-
es, seizures, broken bones and no known allergies. There are no skin problems.
He eats all table food, has no bowel or bladder complaints and sleeps well.
His behavior is typical for this age child.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION:

Height 89 cm.; weight i2 kilos (10th %ile both); OFC 47cm. 2nd %ile). He has

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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I.S.P. Packets

Jones, Michael 01-28-93

full black kinky hair, 5 cafe au lait spots mostly less than 2 cm., skin
is brown, he has a mongoloid spot on his left wrist and a small one on his
buttock. There are no scars. Fontanelles and sutures are closed. Exter-

nal eyes are dark brown. Tympanic membranes move normally. He has no

palpably enlarged nodes. Palate, teeth, thorax, breasts and abdominal exam-
ination are all normal. There is no cardiac murmur. Femoral pulses are
brisk and no palpably enlarged liver. He has a circumsized penis with
testes descended. Sexual maturity Stage I. Hands and feet are grossly nor-
mal and extrem.it:es move through full range of motion. Back is straight
and without blemish. Pupils are round and reacted to light. Eyes move in
all directions without crossing or nystagmus. Face is symmetrical at rest
and with movement. Gag is brisk. Uvula moves in the midline exposing ton-
sils. He hears whispers and other soft sounds well. Soft touch. Produces

good localized withdrawal in both feet. He is right-handed but uses both
hands symmetrically and well without tremor. His gait is good. He can bend
over and stand without tremc,r or apparent weakness. Muscle tone is normal.
Plantars are flexored bilaterally. There is no ankle clonus. Deep tendon
reflexes are +1 at the biceps, trace knees, and 2+ ankles. He has good
protective responses. Gait is normal, a little flat-footed with low guard
and no real ataxia. He was interested in the environment, smiled, cooper-
ated mostly and seemed to enjoy many things going on.

ASSESSMENT:

1. Delayed Expressive Language: I don't really find any problem other
than the delayed expressive language. It's not clear what the cause
is but apparently, it is not a major medical problem.

He is small in size with his head disproportionately small but not
seriously so. In addition, the mother and a number of people in her
family are small.

The child should have a language evaluation and probably, at some
point, IQ testing but other evaluations are not needed.

Portage Project-TEACH-Region V
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September 1-7 Jones, Michael

I.S.P. Packets
Teacher Observations

First week of class. Michael seems shy and did not

initiate any conversation with adults or other

children. During free play he used the block corner.

Michael complied with all requests; ate his lunch each

day. Uses bathroom independently.

..rulmr.11.
"N.

September 15 Jones, Michael

During free play today Michael played with a road he

built from blocks and a truck. Another child grabbed

the truck and they both tugged on it until a volunteer

nearby walked over and took the truck. She asked what

happened and Michael said "It's mine, it's mine."

The other child said he wanted it. A 5 minute time limit

was set for Michael to play with truck. After 5 minutes

the volunteer said "Mike, your time is up, it's Steven's

turn." Michael gave the truck to Steven and continued

to play with the blocks.

September 23 Jones, Michael

er playMichael repeated the last line of the fing

"5 Little Monkeys" during group time.

Still does not initiate conversation with others.

Michael uses his right hand in cutting and drawing.

Michael does not ask for help when having difficulty

with his coat zipper. He seems determined to do

things by himself.

675
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I.S.P. Packets
Teacher Observations

October 4 Jones, Michael

Michael was not in today. Went for his speech and

language evaluation. Mrs. Jones asked how Michael

was doing and mentioned the art work Michael brought

home last week.

Mrs. Jones said that when she asked what he does in

school he just says, "I don't know." But he always

says "yes" when she asks if he likes it.

October 12 Jones, Michael

Michael seems to like Robert. They parallel play

together during free time. Today they were both

playing with the blocks and Robert went over to play

at the sand table. Michael noticed he was gone, he

looked around, spotted him at the sand table and

went over to play. Michael asked to do the police-

man puzzle today.

411'4.11.r

October 20 Jones, Michael

Yesterday we had a visit from the Humane Society and

they brought a puppy and a kitten. Today Michael

asked where they were. It was difficult to under-

stand him. I asked him if he would like them to

visit again and he said yes. I asked if he likes

animals and he saff' I then asked what kind and

he shrugged his slic,.ders and said "I don't know."

Completed Michael's educational assessment except

for some things that I will ask Mrs. Jones.

t p. y
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I.S.P. Packets
Teacher Observations

October 21 Jones, Michael

Made home visit with Mrs. Jones in preparing for the

I.S.P. conference. Completed the educational

assessment and reviewed each section with Mrs. Jones.

Talked about the I.S.P. process.

October 28 Jones, Michael

Michael played with the puzzles today for 30 minutes

with two other children but did not talk.

When he was asked to pick a book for reading, he

picked "A Snowy Day."

677
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I.S.P. Packets

da9e Gui

Ear19

Education

S. Bluma, M. Shearer, A. Frohman, and J, Hilliard

Portage Project, CESA 12, Box 564, Portage, Wisconsin 53901, U.S.A.

Child's Name Mithael JOPICS

DOB

Instructor

Program Year

Instructor

Program Year

Instructor

Program Year



T.S.T. Packets

01, U.S.A.
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information log

Child's go

.r.ald 0,4...12,1.,ar.WT:
iitiAccompIIshId:

680
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I. .P. ,ickuts

infant stimulation

Age

Leval
uncl 411:-.:

,. :,...... -

Entr yg
Behavior

1

.

Infant 1 General visual stimulation (Under six weeks) / /

General visual stimulation (six weeks and older)2 / /
3

1 4

General tactile stimulation (Under six weeks) / /
General tactile stimulation (six weeks and older) / /

r--- 5
__ ____

6

General auditor}ftimulation (Under six weeks) /

General auditory stimulation (six weeks and older) / /
7 Sucks

/
8 Moves head to side while lying on back /
9 Opens mouth for bottle or breast when nipple touches mouth / /

10 Indicates sensitivity to body contact by quieting, crying, or body movement I /

11 Turns head toward nipple when his cheek is touched / /
12 Looks in direction of sound or changes body movement in response to sound /
13 Looks at person attempting to gain his attention by talking or movement / /
14 Quiets or changes body movement in response to presence of person / /
15 Shows by body movements or cessation of crying, response to adult voice / /
16 Lifts and momentarily supports head when held with head at shoulder

17 Cries differentially due to different discomforts / /
18 Falls asleep at appropriate times /
19 Thrusts anus aboutno direction / /
20 Follows an object, visually, moved past midline of body /
21 Smiles / /
22 Follows light with eyes, turning head / /
23 Follows sound, moving head / /
24 Regards hand / /
25 Kicks vigorously while on back / /
26 Opens mouth, begins sucking prior to nipple touching mouth / /
27 Maintains eye contact 3 seconds

1976 Coopers lae Educational Service Agency It
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keL

infant stimulation

;-::414 I, .J-''.-J-J'. ; J.., 1,0Y.; ' ..',.PP!,.,:-

.
, - Card

'f;ciiitill,i0s.,.

'41shiviiir; '...Otthielsod.
-,-

Infant 28 Moves head while ly;ng on stomach. up down. side lo side / /---
29 Swipes at objects / /

. .

30 Holds head up while on stomach. 5 seconds ! /

31 rollows object with eyes across 130° arc / /

32 Searches for sound by turning head 4 r) direction of sound I I

33 Controls head and shoulders when sitting propped with pillow / /

34 Coos and gurgles when content / /

35 Reaches for Oleot and attempts to grasp 11 / /

36 Holds head erect and steadily while being carried upright / /

-t-
37 Holds object using palmar grasp 30 Seconds with involuntary release I 1

38 Repeals own sound / /

39 Holds head and chest erect while on stomach and supported on forearms / /

40 Opens mouth when he sees spoonful of food / /

41 Laughs / /

42 Shows recognition of family member by smiles or cessation of crying / /

43 Attempts to roll over using shoulders / /

44 Moves thumb in opposition to other four fingers /

45 Babbles Iseries of syllables) / /

684
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:; Packets

socialization

i.ev I,....
......_

0 I

_ .

1

, Cud, .,,v:Ili,',..-.,ti.,,,i.'1.:.,:i;_ .,1,,,. ,?:.,.-:,-1,
. -1'

, ,z,,ti:i.',.!Ty'.1 1

. ..
gE,MO.';':
7itiosihii:

7:00'..f.. Y:
klaatiieved ..

/

/ /

/ I

I /

/ /

1 /

.

Watches person moving directly in lire of vision

Smiles in response to attention by adult

Vocalizes in response to attention

Looks al 00 hands . often smiles or vocalizes
. . . _ .

Responds lo being in family circle by smiling, vocalizing, or ceasing to cry

Smiles in response to facial expression of others

1

2

3

4

5

6
_

7

8

9

,r r
Smiles and vocalizes to mirror image

Pals and pulls at adult facial features chair, nose. glasses, etc ) / /
Reaches for offered object

/ /
10

11

Reaches for familiar persons
/ /

/ /

----
Reaches for, and pals at mirror image or another infant

I I
Holds and examines offered object for al least a minute12

13 Shakes or squeezes object placed in hand, making sounds unintenttaziaiiy / /
Plays unattended for 10 minutes

/ /
14

15 Seets eye contact often when attended for 2-3 minutes
/ /

16 Plays alone contentedly near adult activity 15.20 minutes / /
Vocalizes to gain attention

/ /
1'7

/
Imitates peekaboo18

19

20

Claps hands. (pal.a.cake) in imitation of adult
/

Waves bye.bye in imitation of adult
/ /

Raises arms--"so big" in imitation of adult
/

21

Offers toy, object, bit of food to adult, but does not always release it22
4.

Hugs, pats, kisses familiar persons
/ I

23

24 Shows response to own name by looking or re-a&-4ng to be picked up

Squeezes or shakes toy to produce sound in imitation / /

_
25

Manipulates toy or objectI 26
r

1 27 Extends toy or object lo adult and releases

1).Potta9eCruide

i86
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Packets

socialization

12

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

%Entry
"'Behavior" itii106W7

imitates movements of another child at play

Imitates adult in simple task (shakes cloines. pulls at bedding, holds silverwai-1

/ /

/ /

Plays with one other child, each doing separate activity

Takes pail 1J1 game, pushing car or rolling ball with another child 2 5 minutes

Accepts parents' absence by continuing activities, may momentarily fuss

Actively explores his environment

Takes part in manipulative game (pulls string, turns handle) with another person

/ /

Hugs and carves doll or soft toy / /

36 Repeats actions that produce laughter and attention /

37 Hands book to adult to read or share with him / /

38 Pulls at another person to show them some action or object / /

39
-1--

Withdraws hand, says "no.no" when near forbidden object with reminders / I

40 Waits for needs to be met when placed in high chair or on changing table / /

I 41 Plays with 2 or 3 peers / /

42 Shares object or food when requested with one other child
. .

/ I

43 Greets peers and familiar adults when reminded

23 44 Cooperates with parental request 50°.,, of the time / /

45 Can bring or take object or get person from another room on direction / /

46 Attends to music or stories 5.10 minutes

47 Says "please" and "thank you when reminded /

48 Attempts to help parent with tasks by doing a part of the chore (holding dust pan N/

49 Plays "dress.up" in adult clothes

50 Makes a choice when asked / /

51 Shows understanding of feelings by verbalizing love, mad, sad. laugh, etc. V
14 52 Sings and dances to music / /

53 Follows rules by imitating actions of other children / /

54 Greets familiar adults without reminder

1976 Cooperative Ethical tonal Service Agency 12
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I.S.P. Packets

language

Ago

Level
.Card -..leljam.,-

.:..jlale., T:,

... Achieved

..

..:commints

0-1 1 Repeats sound made by others

2 Repeals same syllable 2-3 times (ma, ma, ma) / /

3 Responds to gestures with gestures / /
4 Carries out simple direction when accompanied by gestures /

5 Slops activity at least momentarily when told "no" 75% of the time / /

6 Answers simple questions with nonverbal response /

7 Combines two different syllables in vocal play /

8 Imitates voice intonation patterns of others / /

9 Uses single word meaningfully to label object or person / /

10 Vocalizes in response to speech of other person / /

1.2 11 Says five different words (may use the same word to refer to different objects) /

12 Asks for "more' / /

13 Says "all.gone" /

14 Follows 3 different one step directions without gestures / /

15 Can "give me" or "show me" upon request /

16 Points to 12 familiar objects when named / /

17 Points to 3-5 pictures in a book when named /

19 Points to 3 body parts on self /

19 Says his own name or nickname upon request / /

20 Answers question "what's this?" with object name / /

21 Combines use of words and gestures to make wants known

22 Names 5 other family members including pets /

23 Names 4 toys / I

24 Produces animal sound or uses sound for animal's name (cow is "moo-moo") /

25 Asks for some common food items by name when shown (milk, cookie, cracker) / /

26 Asks questions by a rising intonation at end of word or phrase / /

27 Names 3 body parts on a doll or other person /

1976 Cooperative Educational Service Agency 12
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I.S.P. Packets

language

Ape

I . ,Liv, Li Card

28

: 29

30

f
.

/

.

_ -I
2.3

_____

_____________4....._

Answers yes /no question with affirmative or negative reply

Combines noun or adjective and noun in two word phrase (ball chart i my be) I / /

Combines noun and verb in two word phrase (daddy go) / / /

/

/

31
.. .

! 32

33

Uses word for bathroom need I
V

/

/Combines verb or noun with "there" "here" in 2 word utterance (chair here)

Combines 2 words to express possession (daddy car)
} I / /

34

3535

36

Uses "no" or "not" in speech 1 /

Answers question "what's doing?" for common activities I
V

V /

/

/

Answers "where" questions

37 Names famwar environmenta' sounds

38 Gives more than one object when asked using OW 'M (blocks) V / /

39 Refers to self by own name in speech / /

/

/

40 Points to picture of common object described by its use 1101

41 Holds up fingers to tell age /

42 Tells sex when asked /f / /
---

43

44

45

Carries out a series of two related commands

Uses "mg" verb form (running}
r

/

/

/

Uses regular plural forms (book /books) X /

46 Uses some irregular past tense forms consistently (went. did. was) X / /

47 Asks question. "What's this (that)?" 1 1

48 Controls voice volume 90% of the time V
X /

/

/49 Uses "this" and "that" in speech

50 Uses "is" in statements (this is ball) X / /

51 Says "I, me, mine" rather than own name X /

/

/

/

/

/

501y5 rne.,

52 Points to object that "is not - -" (is not a ball) X
X

X
53 Answers "who" question with name

Uses possessive form of nouns (daddy's)54

1976 Cooperative Educational Service Agency 12
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I.S.P. Packets

language

[-Card

55

.

Uses articles the. a in speech

.

.
.

X
X

56

57

Uses some class names (toy. animal, food) / /

X
_X

/

/

Says "can" and "will" occasionally

3 4

f,

59
- ---

50

61

62

I 63

Describes items as open cr closed

Says "is" at hegrnning of questions when appropriate
X / /

Will attend for five minutes while story is read

Carries out series of Iwo unrelated commands
. .._ _

X / / Atiencsloc3 minute.5,
X
X
X

/ /

/

/

Tells full name when requested
_ _

Answers simple "how" questions

64

65

Uses regular past tense forms (jumped)

Tells about immediate experiences / /

66 Tells how common objects are used /

67 Expresses future occurrences with "going to." "have to. want to / /
68 Changes word order appropriately to as questions (can I. does he) / /

69 Uses some common irregular plurals (men. leell / /
70

4 5 71

72

Tells two events in order of occurrence /

Carnes out a series of 3 directions /

Demonstrates understanding of passive sentences (boy hit girl, girl was hit by boy) /
73

--4
74

Can find a pair of objects'piclures on request / /

Uses "could" and "would" in speech / /

/ /

-1-
1 75

-r
_______, 76

) 77

Uses compound sentences (I hit the ball and it went in the road)

Can find top and bottom of items on request / /

Uses contractions can't. don't. won't / /
1

78 Can point out absurdities in picture / /_________+__
I 79 Uses words sister. brother. grandmother, grandfather / /

1 80 Tells final word in opposite analogies / /
I 81 Tells familiar story without pictures for cues

It;
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I.') Packets

language

L.4 ar.d .

17-tr.h
etieerie,.. .1,1.

.

WEntry :0
liehseici7

, -..... -...: gtIS {
,. Comments

. . ..

/82

83

Names picture that does not elong in particular class one that's not an animal)

/
.

Tells whether or not 2 words rhyme
_

/ /Uses complex sentences (She wants me to come in because ____. _ _ I84

/ /Can tell whether sound is loud or soft85

Can point to some, many. several / /56 86

87 / /Tells address

/Tells telephone number88 t / /
Can point to most leas!, few89

/ /Tells simple jokes90

91 Tells daily experiences / /

/Describes location or movement through away. from, toward, o'er92

/ /93 Answers why question with an explanakn

/ /94 Puts together and tells 3-5 part sequence story

95 Defines words / /

96 Can "tell me the opposite of / i

/97 Answers question "what happens if you drop an eggl2"

Uses yesterday and lommorrow meaningfully / /98

Asks meaning of new or unfamiliar words99

g 1976 Cooperative Educational Service Agency 12
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I.S.P. Packets

self-help

..... ...... .. ...

1 Sucks and swallows liquid

.: :Entry

1;1106'
'. Date .

: -.Achieved. ,.

I I

I I

/ /

0.1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

Eats liquified foods, I e baby cereal

Reaches for bottle

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

Eats strained foods fed by parent

Hods bottle without help while drinking

Directs bottle by guiding it toward mouth or by pushing 4 away

Eats mashed table loods fed by parent

Drinks trom cup held by parent

Eats semisolid foods fed by parent

I I

/ /
10

11

Feeds sell with fingers I I

I I

/ /

Holds and drinks from cup using two hands

12 Takes spoon filled with food to mouth with help

1 /
13 Holds out arms and legs while being dressed

Eats table food with spoon independently /12 14

15 Holds and drinks from cup with one hand / I

Puts hands in water and pals wet hands on face in imitation

Sits on potty or infant toilet seal for 5 minutes

Puts nut on head and lakes iloft

/-- --

---------

16

17

18--
19

20

21

/ 1

/ /
Pulls off socks / /

Pushes arms through sleeves, legs through pants / /

Takes off shoes when laces are untied and loosened / /

/ /Takes off coat when unfastened22

23 Takes off pants when unfastened / /
Zips and unzips large zipper without working catch /24

Uses words or gestures indicating need lo go to bathroom / /
23

25

26 Feeds self using spoon and cup with some spilling / /
27 Takes towel from parent and wipes hands and face /

© 1976 Cooperative Educational Service Agency 12
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i.S. ). Packets

self-he p

_
, ,,.

Cirdt.
_

28

29
_

30

*,.-:, . .
,-',:.:,:t,..V.;,,. 140.94 IN.

'...1 .:,
1,4-. ,-!........ ..Biberia,

Sucks liquid from glass or cup using straw

Scoops with fork

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

Chews and swallows only edible substances

31 Dries hands without help when given towel
. _

Asks to go to bathroom, even if too late to avoid accidents

Controls drooling

/ /32

33 / /

/ /
I 34

35

36

Urinates or defecates in potty three limes per week when placed on potty

Puts on shoes
i /

Brushes teeth in imitation

31 Takes off simple clothing that has been unfastened / /

Uses bathroom for bowel movements, one daytime accident per week38 / /

Gets drink from faucet without help, when stool or steps are provided /39

/ /40 Washes hands and face using soap when adult regulates wafer

41 Asks to go to bathroom during day in time to avoid accidents / /

42 Places coat on hook placed at child's height / /

43

44

Slays dry during naps

Avoids hazards such as sharp furniture corners. open stairs

Uses napkin when reminded

/

/ /

/ /45

Slabs food with fork and brings to mouth / /46

47 Pours from small pitcher 16-8 oz.) into glass without help / /

48 Unfastens snaps on clothing /

/ /Washes own arms and legs while being bathed49

50 Puts on socks / /

51 Puts on coat, sweater, shirt / /

/ /Finds front of clothing52

Feeds self entire meal

_
/ /3-4 53

54 Dresses self with help on pullover shirts and all fasteners V /

C. 1976 Cooperative Educat ional Service AlocY 12
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I.S.P. Pockets

self-help

. .. .

-... Aiiii ,.

.

,irg:.!".!-tr .iiiiiii4i '...- ..-.
r7,

.. .. .._ .....
Wipes nose when reminded

Wakes up dry two mornings out of seven

NEri!Ofyi
.713itiiil'irr!

; 4:410.4-40,

,.:.,Ainiiiiiie

/ 1

/ /

.....,i,,...--401:74,-;,-r

,:,,,:. .:j..:'..c.,,r7...°"..','...7 ,r, t

V
V

55

56

57 Males urinate in toilot standing up

Iniliales and complcles dressing and undressing except fasteners 75°,, of time

Snaps or hooks cluthing

Blows nose when reminded

Avoids common dangers 0 e , broken glass) ,

Puts coal on hanger and replaces hanger on low bar with instructions

Brushes teeth when gwen verbal instructions

V
V

/ /

/ /
58

59

60

6 1

62

63

V

V

V

/ /

/ /

/ 1

1 ,
V

/ !

/ /

64

65

Puts on mittens
V

V

/ /

/ /

/ /

Unbuttons large buttons on button board or lacket placed on lable

66 Buttons large buttons on button board or jacket placed on table

67 Puts on boots
V I /

4.5 68 Cleans up spills, getting own cloth
V / /

69 Avoids poisons and all harmful substances
V / /

7D

71

72

Unbullons own clothing

Buttons own clothing
Ii / /

/ /

Clears place at table
V / /

73

74

Puts zipper foot in catch
/ /

Washes hands and face
X / / Can wash hands.

Uses correct utensils for food
1 / 1

75

76
/ /Wakes from sleep during night to use toilet or slays dry all night

77 Wipes and blows nose 75°0 of Ihe time when needed without reminders i /
78 Bathes self except for back, neck, and ears

X

J
/ /

/ /- --4-
79

80

Uses knife for spreading soft toppings on toast
_

V / /
Buckles and unbuckles bell on dress or pants and shoes

81 Dresses sell compleIely, including all front fastenings except lies / Cannot Z11).

706 707



86

8/

1111

89

9(1

i) 91

93

95

98

91

98

99

100

I 101

102

103

105

.S.P. Packets

self -he p

Seivesselliallable.parenitirAlsserangdisn

HelpsseHablebycouecUplgangpiTi,s
no',1,,,anateryiswilliwrIAlroos

Brushes teem

Goes to bathroom tn it111,reSSeS. rOlhr', !Lows argl (IreSWS unaided

Combs or !gushes long hoir

Hangs up clothes on hanger

(lines aliout neighborhood wirhout Ci risi lit siipovaor

1 aces shoes

Tres sr!oes

resconsite for one ',weir bonet101(1 ;In) dues II upon request

ltetecis appropriate clotninq lor temperature and occasion

Slops it cut. looks both ways and crdsses street without verbal reminders

Serves sell al table and passes serving disn

Prepares own cold cereal

Is responsible for one daily household task li e seling taking out Irashl

Adjusts water temperature lor shower or bath

Prepares own sandwich

43

S

x

X.

X I

Walks to school, playground. or store within Iwo blocks of home independently _X

Cuts soll foods with knife II hot dogs, bananas. baked polatol

finds correct bathroom in public place

Opens 1/2 pint milk cation

Picks up, catnc.,, sets down cafeteria Tray

Ties hood sinngs

Buckles own seal belt in car

706

1
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I.S.P. Packets

cognitive

Qt

___ _

___ ..

: CiirfP

1

2

3

4

5
.. _

0

I

8

9

-

Removes cloth from face. that obscures vision

Looks for object that has been removed from direct line of vision

Removes object from ooen container by reaching into container

Places object in container in imitation

Places object in container on verbal command
.. . .. .......

Shakes a sound making toy on a string

Puts 3 objects into a container, empties container

Transfers etlect from one hand to the other to pick up another object

Dr:ps and picks up toy

En tir.:-

f,Botiatiioi
':'...113ate:::::
.:=Achieved '

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ I

/ /

/ I

I /

/ /
T to

11

Finds object hidden under container

Pushes 3 blocks train style

Removes circle from form board

/ /

/ I

/ /
12

13 Places round peg in pegboard on request I /
14 Performs simple gestures on request I /

1.2 15 Individually takes out 6 objects from container
/ I

16 Points to one body part

Stacks 3 blocks on request

/ /
17

18 Matches like objects i
19 Scribbles

/ /
20

21

Points to self when asked "Where's (name)?" I I

Places 5 round pegs in pegboard on request
/ /

2?

23

Matches objects with picture of same object / /
Points to named picture

24

2325
-I-

26

Turns pages of book 23 at a time to lind named picture

Finds specJic book on request

Completes 3 piece formboard

I /

V
V / /

1( I /
1 27 Names 4 common pictures

__ZytacjeGuide
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29

30

3 I

3?

33

34

:35

313

Draw'. a v.rtlf ;ri 41i d ryl

OrirhS a ror: crlldl Nrie m ,fritalOr

Capes d CirC(e

Mair:f,r,; tethaeb

Points to big and upon request

Draws I 1 in imitation

Matches 3 colors

Places objects in. on and under upon request

Names objects that make sounds

37 Puts Iogether 4 part nesting toy

38 Names action pictures

39 Matches geometric form with picture of shape

40 Stacks 5 or more rings on a peg in order

3 4 41 Names big and IIttle obtects

;Unify
!Way/

Dale

Achimd

./

1 .1

I I

I ,

I.S.P. Packets

cognitive

Ormerits

/

4

/

VI
/

42 Points to 10 body parts on verbal command
I

43 Points to boy and girl on verbal command

44 Tells it object is heavy or light

45 Puts together 2 parts of shape to make whole

46 Describes two events or characters from familiar story or T.V. program

4 7 Repeals linger plays with words and actions

48 Matches 1 10 113 or more obtects)

49 Points to long and short obtects

50 Tells which obtects go together

51 Counts to 3 in imitation

52 Arranges obtects into categories

53 Draws a V stroke in imitation

f5d j Draws a diagonal line from corner to corner of 4 inch square of paper

itacjeGu.

12

X
I Can rip stme,

I /

197h ('()operative Educational Service Agency 12
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55

56

58

59

60

til

6?

63

64

4 5 65

66

67

68

Counts to 10 objects in imitation

Builds a bridge with 3 blocks in imitation

Matches sequence or pattern of blocks or treads

Copies series of connected V strokes VVVVVVVVV

Adds leg and/or arm to incomplete man

Completes 6 piece pule without trial and error

Names objects as same and different

Draws a square in imitation

Names three colors on request

Names three shapes. . A, and 0

Picks up specified number of objects on request t
1 51

Names five textures

Copies triangle on request

Recalts 4 objects seen in a picture

69 Names lime of day associated with activities

70 Repeats familiar rhymes

71 Tells whether objecl is heavy or light (less than one pound difference)

72 Tells what's missing when one object is removed from a group of three

Names eicint colors

Names penny, nickel and dime

Matches symbols (letters and numbers)

6 Tells color of named objects

77 Retells five main facts from story heard 3 limes

78 Draws a man (head. trunk. 4 limbs)

79 Sings live lines of song

80 Builds pyramid of 10 blocks in imitation

I 81 j Names long and short

I.S.P. Packets

cognitive

7 73
74

75

.L)IbitcsaeClu'
714 ©1976 Cooperative Educational Service Agency 12
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cognitive
Packets

.

,:::::"..py

Places objects behind, beside, next to

Agnirt;
.A11114006:

'
.

.:,:::: . .:' -ft
. .. ..
CaniMena':;R:f...'

82 / /

Matches equal sets to sample of I to 10 objects83

84

85

86

/ /

Names or points to missing part of dial,. ! .kject / /

Counts by rote 1 to 20 /

Names first, middle and last position

Counts up to 20 items and tells how many

/ /

5-6 87 / /

88

89

Names 10 numerals / /

Names left and right on self / /

90 Says letters of alphabet in order / /

91 Prints own first name J /

92 Names five letters of alphabet /

93 Arranges objects in sequence of width and length /

94 Names capital letters of alphabet / /

95 Puts numerals 1 to 10 in proper sequence / /

96 Names position of objects first. second, third / /

97

98

Names tower case letters of alphabet /

Matches capital to lower case letters of alphabet / /

99 Points to named numerals 1 to 25 / /

100 Copies diamond shape / /

101 Completes simple maze / /

102 Names days of week in order
/ /

103 Can add and subtract combinations to three / /

104 Tells month and day of birthday / /

105 Sight reads 10 printed words /

106 Predicts what happens next / /

/ /107 Points to half and whole objects

108 Counts by rote 1 to 100

--kPoft09eGUide---
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I.S.P. Packets

motor

Ag

Level Cud Behavior....... ., ;,

Entry

Behavior

,.. patit.--.-:.
1.:'

:.;!..lichtsvAd-:. '
0.1 1 Reaches for object 6.9 inches in front of him

1 /
2 Grasps object held 3 inches in front of child

/
3 Reaches and grasps object in front of him

/
4 Reaches for preferred object

1 /
5 Puts objects in mouth

1 1

6 Head and chest supported on arms while on stomach
/

7 Holds head and crest erect supported on one arm
/ /

Feels and explores object with mouth
/ /

9 Turns from stomach to side, maintains position 50% of the lime / /
10

11

Rolls from stomach to back
/ /

Moves forward one body length on stomach / /
12 Rolls from back to side

/ /
13 Turns from back to stomach

/ /
14 Pulls to sitting position when grasping adult's fingers

/ /
5 Turns head freely when body is supported

/ /
__... 1 ins sitting position for two minutes / /_

17 Puts down one object deliberately to reach for another / /
18 Picks up and drops object on purpose / /
19 Stands with maximum support /

1 20 Bounces up and down in standing position while being supported / /
F--- 21 Crawls one body length to obtain object /

22 Sits self supported / /
23 From sitting position, turns to hands and knees position / /
24 Moves from stomach lo sitting position / /
25 Sits without hand support

/ /
26 Flings objects haphazardly

/ /
27 Rocks back and forth on hands and knees

18
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I.S.P. Packets

motor

7--

a
i

..-
,..Card2.

.

.. Entry .,

i.tistiiyioi

L.: . 'One -;=;A: ,.%,.. ;:.::

,;;Actiitivird71:; ,::e,',..-! -.:::':FP"1.. rrr5;1,7;:,,,,,t,,,,

Transfers (tied from one hand 10 the other in sitting position / /
28

Retains two one-Inch cubes in one nand
/ /

29

30 Pulls self to on-knees position
r /

31 Pulls self to standing position

Uses pincer grasp to pick up object

/

32
/ /

33

34

35

36

Creeps
/

Reaches with one hand from creep position
/ /

Stands with minimum support / /

Licks food from around mouth
/ /

37 Stands alone for one minute
/ r

38 Dumps object from receptacle
/ /

39 -Turns pages of book, several at a time
/ /

40 Scoops with spoons or shovel
/ /

41 Puts small objects in container
/

42 Lowers self from standing to sitting position
/ /

43 Claps hands

Walks with minimum aid

/ /

/ /

/ /
44

Takes a few steps without support45

Creeps upstairs
/ /

1-2 46

47 Moves from sitting lo standing position

48 Rolls a ball in imitation
/ /

/ /
49 Climbs into adult chair, turns and sits II50 Puts 4 rings on peg

51 Removes 1" pegs from pegboard
/ /

52 Puts 1" pegs in pegboard

Builds lower of 3 blocks
/ /

53

54 Marks with crayon or pencil

2k)
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I.S.P. Packets

motor

Age

Level
Card .

entry
Behavie

pile
Achieved

. ...
Comments

. .-.-. :

_
55 Walks independently

56 Creeps down stairs, feet first / /

____
57 Seals self in small chair / /

58 Squats and returns to standing / /

59 Pushes and pulls toys while walking / /
60

61

Uses rocking horse or rocking chair ,

Walks upstairs with aid /

62 Bends at waist to pick up objects without falling /

63 Imitates circular motion / /

2-3 64 Strings 4 large beads in two minutes /

65 Turns door knobs. handles. etc. I
VI
V

/ /

/

/ 1

/ /

66 Jumps in place with both feel

67 Walks backwards

68 Walks downstairs W1111 aid

69 Throws ball lc adult 5 feel away without arl!.., moving feet I
V

/

I /70

71

72

Builds tower of 5 6 blocks

Turns pages one al a time I / /

Unwraps small object V / /

3

74

___

Folds pacer in half in imitation

V

/

Takes anal and puts together snap-together toy

75 Unscrews nesting toys /

1 76 Kicks large stationary ball i / /

77 Rolls clay balls V
V
V
V

_J

/ /

/ /78 Grasps pencil between thumb and forefinger. est-Ig L,mcil on laird finger

79

80

Forward somersault with aid /

/ /

/

Pounds 5 out of 5 pegs

3-4 1_ 81 Puts r ,ether 3 piece puzzle or formboard

©1916 Cooperative Educational Service Agency 12
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I.S.P. Puckets

motor

v.an.

82

93

84

85

86

87

88

89

Snips w:th scissors

Jumps from height of 8 inches

Kicks large ball when rolled to him

Walks on tiptoe

Runs 10 steps with coordinated. alternating arm movement

Pedals tricycle five feel

Swings on swing when started in motion

Climus up and slides down 4 rpor slide

90 Somersaults forward

91 Walks up stairs. alternating feet

97 Marches

93 Galchos rldll with Iwo hands

94 Traces templates

95 Cuts along 8" straight line within 01 line

4.5 96 Stands on one loot without aid 4 8 seconds

97 Runs changing direction

98

99

100
--r

101

102

103

104

Walks valance beam

Jumps lorward 10 times without falling

Jumps over string 2 inches oft the floor

Jumps backward six times

Bounces and catches large ball

Makes clay shapes put together with 2 to 3 parts

Cuts along curved line

105 Screws together threaded object

7 106 Walks downstairs alternating feel

107 Pedals tricycle. toting corners

108 Hops on one fool 5 ,ccessive limes

Entry

flehavirx.

Dale

Achieved:

/

I I

/ /

I

COmnienis.

Retested 1013 need= k.

1

grar5oN1 73/
/ ReIrsivi 13. O.K.
I 1

Ernsriltrli92:19ECIMaS

x

x I

orez4 Report
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I.S.P. Packets

motor

109 Cuts out 2-inch circle

110 Draws simple recognizable pictures such as house. man, tree

111 Cuts out and pastes simple shapes

5,9 112 Prints capital letters. large, single. anywhere on paper

113 Walks balance board forward. backward and sideways

114 Skips

115 Swings on swing initialing anu sustaining motion

116 Spreads fingers. touching thumb to each finger

117 Can copy small letters

118 ~Climbs sled ladders or steps ten leet high in slide

119 Hits nail with hammer
. _

I 120 Dribbles ball with direction

121 Colors. remaining within lines 95'1',

.A.Achroved

Can_pasfe.
r

X 1 / CONVI walk bmktooni
I I

122 Can cut picture from magazine or catalog without being more lean from edge x
123 Uses pencil snarpener

124 Copes complex drawings yy

125 Tears simple shapes from paper

126 Folds paper square Iwo limes on diagonal in imilation

127 Catches soft ball or bean bag with one hand

128 Can jump rope by self
X_

129 Hits Dail with bat or suck_

130 Picks tip object from ground while running

131 Skates forward 10 feet

132 Rides bicycle

133 Wes on sled

134 Walks or plays in water waist-high in swimming pool

135 Steers wagon, propelling with one fool

I I

I I

iStlixtogeGuide
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Card Saha

136 Jumps up and pivots on one foot

137 Prints name on primary paper usino hoes

136 Jumps from height of 12 inches ano lands on balls of feel

139 Stands on one foot, no support. eyes closed. 10 secohrh;

140 Hangs 10 seconds from howontal bar hearing own weight on arms
..

I.S.P. 13,:tcY.ets

motor
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